


lttllins 
30 J wins" world-wide acclaim 

Collins 30.J, as>f ar as y,·e. krtow, is the only transmitter with a rated power 
output of 250 watts and a frequency range oL 1.5 me to 60 me. 

At frequencies up lo 30 r(J.C Jhe out~ut is actually 300 w~Us cw and 250 watts 
phone, dropping off to about 200 watts phone ,md CW tit 60 me. 

Where< governmenf]icense festricts power the 30J can .be operated with .ts 
low as 50 watts output ~,itl1 full efficiency. 

: .. ·. . . ' .. . ..... , 

liandling airline ti-afl:ic, u;J~.i. police dispatching and <•ommercial point-to• 
point ilse are sc>me Q{ the j.ervices the 30J pc{forms throughout the world. 

As a (,Jeluxc amatettF ti;aris111itter, .Collins aoJ i$ hard to beat. 
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NOWITtANBETOLD! 
HERE'S WHAT'S BACK OF THE 

SUPER DEFIANT SX-2& 
This story began a long time ago. But 
not until now could it be told. For not 
until now did we have the overwhelming 
proof for the final chapter .•• proof that 
the new SUPER DEFIANT is one of the 
finest amateur receivers ever developed 
at the price. 

After months in the hands of our engi
neers ••• designing, experimenting, test
ing, developing, perfecting ••• it was 
finally completed. But that was not 
enough. We wanted to KNOW what the 
SUPER DEFIANT would do in the hands 
of amateurs. No experimenting by cus
tomers. No selling it on faith alone. So a 
large number were placed with amateurs 
and key distributors for operation un
der almost every conceivable condition. 
Opinions were weighed, comparisons 
made, results checked. 

These practical tests proved that it met 
every demand made of it. Distributors 
were notified ..• told about its perform
ance ... told that here is a receiver 

amateurs were waiting for .•• told that 
at its low price the demand would hit a 
new high. They believed us. They or
dered. 'they had SUPER DEFIANTS in 
stock, ready to make their announce
ments at the same time Hallicrafters did. 
And their confidence was justified. 
"First one sold within five minutes," 
writes one. "The hottest receiver and 
biggest receiver value in my radio ex
perience," wires another. "Showed it to 
a group of hams and they were so en
thusiastic that they sent a telegram of 
congratulations to the factory," reports a 
third. "Sold five in one day.'' "Sold out 
first three days.'' "Rush two by express.'' 
These are typical of the expressions in 
scores of wires and letters that have been 
pouring in from Distributors. If you 
haven't yet seen it, call upon your Dis
tributor at once. He'll give you the facts 
••• why it is making such a hit with 
amateurs Everywhere · ••. why it may be 
just the receiver for you. 

inc. 

WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
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the RT-9 

A NEW IDD WATT TRANSMITTER 
at Less Than You 

Could Build It Yourself 
It is only natural that the "largest builders of ama
teur communications equipment," with unlimited 
engineering and production facilities, should de
velop such a transmitter. You could not build one 
like it yourself except at a cost far in excess of its 
price. Even THEN you might not have a transmitter 
which would equal the performance of the new 
HT-9. Note some of its special features: 

The HT-9 is a live-frequency phone and CW unit, 
rated at 100 watts on CW and 75 watts on phone (car
rier output.) Coils are available for all bands from 1. 7 
to 30 megacycles. Exciter coils for five bands can be 
plugged in, pretuned, and left in the transmitter. 
Band-switch, controls and meters, governing every 
function of the transmitter, are all on the front panel. 
100% modulation with very low distortion is as
sured. Carrier hum is at least 40 db below 100% 
modulation. Any medium-level high impedance type 
of microphone can be used. Built for 11 0 volts 50-60 
cycles AC. Dimensions: 28" x 181/z" x 11½" high. 

The new HT-9, with all these advantages, sells for 
$199.50 less only coils and crystals. And you may 
have it from vour Distributor on TIME PAYMENTS 
if you wish. ' 

the ~ a 11 i C r a r + e r s inc. 
CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
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LACKING an actual photograph 

we had our artist set the scene for our story. 

ZY 400, you see, found so many 0W's -~--a bit hard on the bud-

get. So he mail-ordered (by camel express) a pair of cut-rate filter 

condensers. He installed them, but[===. C.- before the caravan 

was out of sight, they blew, taking out a pair of good 866's as well. 

Ji,~ • ZY 400 knows he can depend on G-E products. He's 

.,' ~ now playing safe by turning to Pyranol capacitors and 

',C::==~~• ~\ GL-866's-if he has to trade off some of the 0W's to do 

it. He'll save, of course. 

G-E Pyranol capacitors are built to 
exacting standards to assure long, de
pendable service. They'll operate con
tinuously at 10% above rated voltage. 
And their compactness will save 
ZY 400 some express costs, because 
space is at a premium on camel-back 
just as it is in your transmitter. 

OM ZY 400 wants GL-866's because 
he knows that G-E research scientists 
were the first to develop hot-cathode 

mercury-vapor rectifiers and that the 
name Genera/ Electric means he will get 
top performance from all G-E trans
mitting tubes. You can prove he's right 
in your own transmitter! 

Bulletin GEA-2021-B covers G-E 
Pyranol capacitors; GEA-3315, G-E 
transmitting tubes. Get them from your 
dealer or from General Electric, Radio 
and Television Dept., Schenectady, 
New York. 

GENERAL. ELECTRI~ 
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"IT SEEMS TO US-" 
THERE is an old and dog-eared manila 

folder in our desk with the tftle '' F1ditorial 
Suggestions." It has been there for years and 
is torn and spotted and faded. It could be re
placed for two cents but we like it the way it is 
because we can always put our hand right on 
it. Throughout each month it receives notes 
and ideas and letters that suggest a topic for 
this page. Each month, come this time, we 
bring it up to the top of the madhouse we call 
our desk and look through its contents to see 
what we ought to write about. 

We were rather impressed to find in the old 
folder this month two letters complaining of an 
appalling lack of sportsmanship by established 
amateurs towards newcomers or would-be 
amateurs. That is happily an uncommon thing 
in ham radio. We don't often have such cases. 
Generally we can find reason to be mighty 
proud both of amateur accomplishments and 
of the splendid spirit of brotherhood that char
acterizes the participants in our art. But when 
we review these two letters at the same time 
they combine to leave so bad a taste in our 
mouth that we believe something deserves to 
be said on the subject. 

The first letter is from a large city in the 
near southwest. Like every large city, it has 
numerous amateurs and a considerable group 
of would-be amateurs on their way to licenses. 
The latter group, with the assistance of a local 
club, is getting up code speed by listening to 
the A.R.R.L. code-practice lessons sent out 
by a few public-spirited amateurs on the 160-
meter 'phone band. Some of the local amateurs 
seem to have decided that the bands are 
crowded enough already and that they are not 
in favor of any new amateurs. So, it is reported, 
they have deliberately organized themselves 
into a network on the exact frequency used for 
the code practice, with the specific intention of 
preventing its reception. They admit it. Pleas, 
threats and plain honest begging so far have 
not been able to move them. 

This is a sickening violation of common 
decency and of the creed of the amateur. These 
fellows forget that they themselves were once 
beginners who had to look to others for help. 
They are reversing the usual rule of the ama-
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teur to be as helpful as possible to others, 
particularly to beginners. They show a sadden
ing lack of sportsmanship and of the tradi
tional amateur spirit. We are ashamed of them. 

They are also violating communications law. 
The interference that happens accidentally in 
amateur radio (and that is always with us) is 
legitimate. No one can complain about it. But 
interference that is deliberately created by 
moving onto a particular frequency with the 
purpose in mind of preventing the reception of 
other signals on that frequency is unlawful. It 
is precisely what is meant by the term "mali
cious interference" in the Communications 
Act. Heavy penalties are provided for it, in
cluding loss of license and fine or imprison
ment. 

We now call upon these fellows to cease and 
desist. We believe they will know exactly what 
we mean. 

Our other letter is from a professional man, 
licensed for something over a year, who has 
been taken for several rides by mercenary 
amateurs. When he first received his ticket he 
didn't know much more radio theory and prac
tice than the law required, and he felt obliged 
to seek assistance in the design and construc
tion of his transmitter. A number of local 
amateurs wanted to help him for a fee. He 
eventually selected one, highly recommended 
by a local supply house, who for a hundred 
dollars agreed to design the transmitter, list 
the parts, help in the wiring, explain the theory 
and see that the rig worked properly. It never 
did work properly, apparently because it 
wasn't a sound design. Its father fiddled with 
it for months. He never could find the trouble 
but he kept his "fee" and he seemed to think 
he ought to have more because of the length of 
time he was spending looking for trouble. 
Other amateurs heard of the difficulty and 
offered to help but our friend says that their 
invariable story was, "Well, I can fix it up 
for fifty dollars." He began to think all ama
teurs were like that. Then he had the good 
fortune to meet a real amateur, one who pains
takingly checked through the whole trans
mitter, found the trouble, showed how it could 
be overcome at a cost of 'less than five dollars, 
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and who didn't want a fee. But meanwhile our 
correspondent had almost decided that every 
amateur wanted money before he would help, 
and he ha:; a pretty low opinion of our tribe 
generally from what he has seen of us. 

He is disgusted, but we are amazed. We 
admit that in au· our years we have never 
heard of anything like this in amateur radio. 
Building a complete rig for a novice for a fee 
is one thing, and may be all right if value is 
given, but trying to charge a brother amateur 
fifty fish for spotting trouble - well, we're 
disgusted too. 

As we've pointed out before, amateur radio 
dies out from the top. lt is the amateur of skill 
and proficiency, gained by experience, who for 
some compelling personal reason is obliged to 
give up the game. We must have fresh blood 

* SPLATTER * 
The ma.ii produced "one for the books" t.he 

other day from "Doc" Gainsforth, W9UHP. We 
are reproducing the photo with "Mike" sitting 
in t,he driver's seat. 

Dr. Walter Lemke, WSRLB, criticizes QST's 
lack of interest in the communication problem for 
the amateur yachtsman. He would like to see 
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eoming up, if we are to hold our numbers and 
our position in the art. The new people must 
succeed the old-timers, themselves to become 
the skilled old-timers. We have never aimed 
at great growth and in fact we have assidu
ously avoided too-great growth. But we must 
have constant replacement to hold our own 
against our losses from the top, and these 
people must start as we all did - from scratch. 
It is therefore plainly up to us to encourage 
beginners. It is part of the amateur's code to 
he friendly. The amateur spirit is marked by 
kindly advice and counsel to the beginner, 
friendly assistance when needed, slow and 
patient sending when requested. These have 
been our standards for over a 1-1:eneration. Let's 
maintain them! ··· 

K. B. W. 

Hume dope on antenna systems for t.he small 
<'raft, ideas on waterproofing equipment as it may 
he called on for a drenching, or even at best, salt 
~pray is going to take its toll. And there is t,he 
power supply problem. 

This sounds like a "must" to us and we shall 
do Romething about it if we can gather together 
any information on the subject. What say ham 
yachtsmen - Iet/s have the dope on how you 
licked the problems and let the reRt of the 
brethren lwnefit from your experienree,s. 

Onr Cover 

Thi:; shot was taken at South Schenectady 
by G.E.'s Photographer Burns. Emile Nickle, 
W2EGN is in the process of manning the switches. 
This is just the temporary antenna switching 
arrangement for WGEO at the moment, while the 
new one is under construction. 

Maybe the old worm, "Necessity is the Mother 
of invention" wasn't coined expressly with the 
ham in mind, but we have certainly adopted it 
as an apt phrase time on end. The latest "neces
sity" is the kink on eliminating the bugaboo of 
flashover in neutralizing condensers. Hansen, 
W9KNZ of Denver, who has many times before 
"done something about it" has written this up 
for QST and appears on page 28. 

?.-.7 

Des~rving of careful study by every amateur 
is the unusually clear presentation and explana
tion of just what happens in the Ionosphere, 
which originally appeared as a Bureau of Stand
ards Circular and we judged worthy of reprint in 
(JST. As we continue to explore the high fre
quencies it behooves us to grasp the basic funda
mentals that we may more readily understand 
and appreciate these theories that have proven 
to be fact, not fancy. 
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The phrase "The House of Magic" has become synonymous with the General Electric 
plant at Schenectady. That phrase, connoting the synthetic lightning bolts and the 
talking robots and the other stunts displayed for visitors, is largely window dressing. Be
hind the window dressing, though, in the laboratories and workshops strewn through 
the massive, sprawling plant there is genuine magic being done - the magic both of basic 
research and of practical engineering. Three members of QST's editorial staff- Gram
mer, Rodimon and Goodman-recently had the opportunity of exploring the plant and 
examining this work in detail. When they came down to earth (in other words, hack to 
38 LaSalle Road), they sat down and let us have the adjoining account of what they saw. 

QST Visits G.E. 
The Editors Explore the "House of Magic" and Report on Latest 

Badia Developments 

··F YOU asked an average individual, 
ham or otherwise, to name the first s.w. broad
casting station that came to his mind, the chances 
are he'd say "2XAF" or "2XAD." For these 
stations were not only real pioneers in the busi
ness (15 years or so in the game and still going 
strong) but always were outstanding in pushing 
real hefty signals around the world. The days ot 
experimental calls seem to be over (2XAD is 
now WGEA and 2XAF is WGEO), but changing 
calls does not mean a change in the policy of the 
station management. For the G.E. short-wave 
broadcast transmitters are still experimental and 
probably always will be - the laboratory for 
transmitter developments which sooner or later 
will be incorporated in other stations whose 
prime purpose is sending out program material. 
Even now WGEO is in the throes of transition 
into the most powerful short-wave BC trans
mitter in the U. S., using a new kind of power 
tube which bears little external resemblance to 
the kind of tube we see in more conventional 
stations. 

The desire to have a squint at this newest rig 
attracted us to the 135-acre plot of land two miles 
southwest of Schenectady that is the QTH 
of WGEO, WGEA and WGY, and numerous 
other experimental layouts. Too, G.E.'s rapidly
maturing television broadca;;ting developments 
aroused ·their share of interest - and anticipa
tfon. And we had a warm invitation to come 
and have a look so, showing remarka'-1, astute
ne~s in preselecting one of the coldest days in 
January to make the trip, off we went. We timed 
ourselves to be at the reception building outside 
the main gates promptly at opening time, and 
on getting there found E. H. Fritsche!, W2DC, 
already waiting for us. On "Fritz" had fallen the 
job of getting things lined up so we could see as 
much as was physically possible in one day, and 
his was the not-too-easy task of keeping us 
moving fast enough to meet the schedule. There 
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are always so many things to examine, to ask 
questions about - and, when practically every
body you meet is a ham or ex-ham, a community 
of spirit that doesn't make for short QSO's! 

Right at hand, and therefore the first stopping 
place, was Building 36 which -houses the tele
vision and short-wave broadcasting studios. The 
television end was our first objective, because 
we had heard that there was some pretty snappy 
u.h.f. equipment installed there. And we found 
that the reports were not exaggerated. 

Visualize a large room; perhaps 25 by 40 feet, 
with a 10 by 15 "island" at one end. The island 
is the cont~ol room, glass-fronted towards the 
"studio" su the eontrol operator ean watch the 
action and monitor the picture at the same time, 
'phoning instructions to the eameraman, who 
wears a headset and rides the movie-type dolly 
carrying the television camera. The other three 
walls of the eontrol room are formed by relay 

All photos courtesy o! Q.E. 

When good hams get together - it's all in fun! 
L.-R. (standing): Fritsche!, W2DC; Grammer. 

WlDF; Goodman, WUPE; Darlington, W2ALP; 
(kneeling) Rodimon, WISZ; Fritsche!, W2MCL. 
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racks full of sweep circuits, high- and low
frequency pulse generators, blanking eircuits, 
phase-correction circuits, audio, video and 
radio amplifiers, monitoring equipment -er1ough 
t,ubes and parts to satisfy an indefatigable ham 
builder for years and years. Unlike most televi
sion studios, this one does not 1:1imply handle 
audio and video circuits but include§ actual 
radio transmitting equipment as well, for the 
signal generated here in Schenectady is relayed 
by a radio link to the actual broadcast trans
mitter some 12 miles away in the Helderberg 
mountains. 

The studio itself is set up much along the lines 
of what we imagine an ordinary movie set to be 
like. Since the television camera requires more 
illumination than a movie camera, batteries of 
lights are very much in evidence - not ordinary 
lights, but G.E.'s new "capillary-type" water
cooled mercury-vapor units. Ordinary "takes'' 
require 12 of these 1-kw. lamps - four batteries 
of each. This grouping permits 3-phase operation 
to avoid flicker. The light is about 3 times as in
tense as that from the same wattage in incan
descent lamps, but 90% or more of the heat is 
ta.ken away by the cooling system in much the 
same fashion as in water-cooled transmitting 
tubes. Occasionally extra illumination is required 
for a scene, and then a dozen or two 300-watt in
candescents with internally silvered reflectors 
are brought into service. The heat from these is 
practically unbearable, and between the heat 
and the glare we have a lot of respect for the actor 
who can behave naturally in front of a television 
camera. 

In this maze of complicated circuits and non
microphone technique the thing that catches the 
ham's eye is the relay transmitter. Working on a 
carrier frequency of 157.25 Mc., this is a sweet 
job of u.h.f. construction, with lots of little kinks 
worth adapting to amateur use. The front end 
of this set can't be told, in appearance, from an 
ordinary i.f. amplifier chassis; it has a crystal os-
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Fig. .I -- 'I.'his "schematic" shows the television 
broadcasting setup, involving relayed programs from 
two separate sources. F'M sound programs also will he 
relayed in similar fashion. 

cillator, frequency multipliers, and a couple of 
1852 amplifiers working on a frequency of 22.75 
Mc. The video signal is introduced into a balanced 
modulator at 22. 75 Mc.; one side-band is selected, 
amplified, and mixed with a local oscillator fre
quency of 134.5 Mc. to give a beat at 157.25 Mc., 
which is then fed through a line to the first stage 
of the transmitter shown in the photographs. 
Each of the stages in this outfit is a linear ampli
fie.r, using 832's (the u.h.f. double beam tube) to 
build up the power level to the point where it will 

The television relay 
transmitter at the 
Schenectady studio 
has unit-style construc
tion for each stage. 
For short leads and 
symmetry, tuning con
dense rs are discs 
mounted on standoffs 
which bring the plates 
right at the tube ter
minals. Stages are cou
pled inductively, with 
coupling varied hy 
moving the stage along 
the "track" at the 
bottom. 
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excite the final push-pull 
834's. The output is about 
40 watts, which is ample 
to do the job for which the 
t,ransmitter is intended. 

--
t.he G.E. ham contingent 
joined the party: Gene 
Darlington, W2ALP, in 
charge of short-wave 
broadcasting, Paul Frits
che!, W2MCL, who is with 
the frequency-modulation 
crew, Bill Green, W9FWB, 
of the publicity depart
ment, and George Burns, 
ex-W2HON, of the photo
graphic staff. Through the 
good offices of the pub
licity department George 
had his camera along to 
shoot anything we thought 
might interest hams, and 
you can be sure we had 
him use up quite a lot of 
film and flash-bulbs. 

Each stage is built on an 
aluminum chassis in the 
shape of an inverted U, 
with all tuned circuits lined 
up so that inductive cou
pling can be used between 
stages. The bottom edges 
of the chassis fasten to 
aluminum-angle "rails" 
running the length of the 
transmitter; interstage 
coupling is adjusted by 
moving the whole stage 
back and forth until the 
loading is right; then the 
stage is fastened perma
nently to the rails. Obvi
ously it is easy to take out 
a stage should anything go 
wrong. The r.f. is fed to 
the antenna through a 
double concentric line, 
which is simply two ordi

These metal cylinders are rated at 50 kw. 
apiece. 

Next stop, South Sche
nectady! WGY, WGEA, 
WGEO, buildings full of 
t,ransmitters, acres of beam 
antennas. A matter of a 
ten-minute drive from the 
River Road main plant, it 

WIJPE pointing, with Towlson figuring out 
the answer. Whatever it was all about, the fact 
remains they are alongside the final amplifier 
at WGEO. 

nary copper-tubing lines soldered together. The 
tubing is grounded and the inner conductors 
carry the r.f. The method of coupling to the line 
is shown in Fig. 2. All four condensers resonate 
the circuit, while the loading is adjusted by 
varying the ratio of C1C1 to C2C2, identical set
tings being used on corresponding condensers. 
The use of balanced circuits throughout avoids 
much of the difficulty often experienced with 
u.h.f. transmitters. 

A miniature rhombic on top of the building 
directs the 157-Mc. signal to the Helderbergs. 
The sound program for the broadcasts goes out 
from a 50-watt frequency-modulated transmitter 
which is small enough to be (and is) tucked away 
in an odd corner on a window-sill. It operates 
on 43.2 Mc. at present, but probably will be 
moved to a higher frequency in the near future. 

We almost forgot to mention one thing which 
seems to be done as matter of course throughout 
the r.f. end of a television transmitter. On every 
stage, from the smallest up to the largest, a 955 
acorn sits somewhere on the chassis. It's con
nected as a diode and is provided with a pickup 
loop so that some of the r.f. can be rectified for 
monitoring purposes. Thus the picture can be 
checked at every point in the transmitter, and 
should a broadcast suddenly develop one of the 
many faults which can appear in a television 
picture the guilty stage can beJocated in a hurry. 

During the hour or so spent in looking over 
equipment and asking questions of Mr. D. E. 
Norgaard, W2KUJ, in charge of the experimental 
work in the television studio, a couple more of 
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would be ahard job to miss 
this place, spotted as it is by WGY's new 625-
foot vertical radiator, visible for many miles over 
the surrounding country. 

Externally, things looked rather natural as we 
approached the station grounds. Several 300-foot 
steel towers and many 100-foot poles with all 
sort~ of dizzy-looking arrays stretched between 
them are very much in evidence. The famous 
Byrd antenna pointed at Little America, which 
several years ago was so effective, is still up and 
even now is beginning once again its schedule of 
weekly "mail-bag" broadcasts to the coloniza
tion crew digging in at Little America. Most of 
the short-wave antennas are of the type known 

Power is off and it's safe to tangle with the antenna 
network of 100-kw. WGEO. 

W2ALP gingerly adjusts a tap on one of the network 
indnctances. 
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as the "Alexanderson panel antenna," consisting 
of stacks of horizontal collinear half-wave ele
ments, with ii. corresponding reflector when 
unilateral transmission is desired. The size of the 
antenna depends upon the amount of directivity 
that mm be tolerated; the bigger the antenna the 
greater the gain, but the narrower t.he beam and 
hence t.he smaller the region which can be given 
good service. Generally there are three stacks of 
elements, since a good deal of vertical directivity 
ean be used, with from three to five horizontal 
elements in each row. Each element is individu
ally trimmed to insure peak performance. All the 
short-wave antennas are fed by tiO0-ohm lines, 
tapped to %-wave matching stubs. The closed 
ends of the st,ubs are inherently at ground poten
t.ial and are directly grounded for lightning pro
tection. 

Approaching the entrance of t,he main building 
the photograph you see on t.he cover looked like a 
"natural" HO it was snapped with the co6peration 
of Emil G. Nickle, W2EGN, who was aloft to 
switch antennas. (Another shot that mav not look 
so "natural" is the one of the G.E. and HQ com
bination in front of t.he building.) Our visit to 
South Schenectady wns concentrated in the 
main building, where WGEO, WGEA and WGY 
are housed. WGEO was the center of interest, 
with its new high power final amplifier (a Class-B 
linear) soon to be pushing out 100 kw. on regular 
proµ;rams. This is the outfit which incorporates 
tubes more resembling .50-gallon water tanks 
than r.f. bottles. These tubes (so far as we know 
they have no numbers) constitute a radical de
parture from conventional practice, especially in 
mechanical features. For one thing, they can be 
taken apart-- no discarding a whole tube here 
should one of t,he filament wires burn out! One 
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of the photos shows the metal top of the tube; 
this simply is bolted to the rest of the assembly 
and can be taken off with the aid of an Allen 
wrench. One touch we liked a lot was the spigot 
on the plate to let out the trapped water when 
the tube is demounted! Each tube is mounted on 
a sort of truck which rides on a track running 
through a door in the front of the amplifier unit, 
and when any work is to be done on the tube it is 

Among the driver stage of WGEA, W2DC appears to 
he inspecting the terminals of an 833. 

disconnected and pulled out into the room on its 
truck. They are not evacuated and sealed off as 
are normal tubes, but are continuously pumped 
to maintain the vacuwn_; the vacuum pumps run 
day and night whether the transmitter is on the 
air nr not. In addition to the familiar meters 
normally associated with a power amplifier, the 
control panel has vacuwn gauges to show the gas 
pressure in e-ach tube. 

Electrically, the tubes are in t,he low-voltage 
high-current class - comparatively speaking. 

Behind this 1>anel -- IO kilo
watts of sight and 10 of sonnd, on 
tPlevision channel No. 3 <'67.25 
Mc.). At this transmitting plant 
at. the Helderbergs there is no 
video equipment- the si11:nal' 
romes in at r.f. and goes ont the 
same way, but on a different fre• 
quency. All linear amplifiers from 
the recriving antenna to the 
transmitting antenna. Larry 
Leeds is talcing a squint. inside one 
of the hi~h-power stages. 
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Here's a 
site to 
make an 
ultra-high
frequency 
man's mouth 
water! Look
ing out over 
the valley 
from behind 
the trans
mitting sta• 
tion in the 
Helderbergs. 
The hun
dred-footers 
carrying the 
antennas 
don't hurt 
any, either. 

since they are intended to be operated at 9000 
volts when full power goes on. During this ex
perimental period they have been running at 
about 6000, with a plate current of 10 amperes 
per tube; eventually the input will be upped 
to 40 amps total at 9000 volts, which it is ex
pected will give around 100-kw. actual output to 
the antenna after deducting tank losses. 

One might expect something terrific in the way 
of a plate tank circuit for a high-frequency trans
mitter of this size, but actually it is not too 
formidable. The circuit is rather high-G judged by 
ham standards, but the plate current/plate volt
age ratio also is high. The tank coil is two turns of 
about 1-inch copper tubing wound to a diameter 
of about a foot, and it is tuned by vacuum con
densers. At least that was the arrangement when 
we saw it; several other tanks had been tried 
before (including one "coil" consisting of one 
large turn of four-inch busbar) and plans for 
trying a new scheme were already under way. 
The copper tubing coil is water-cooled, a prac
tical necessity when tank currents run in the 
hundreds of amperes. 

The neutralizing method is an interesting one, 
although probably not generally applicable to 
amateur transmitters. The circuit arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 3. Although one of the very 
early neutralizing circuits proposed, it is only 
recently that it has been finding favor in com
mercial transmitters, and we were told that a 

Tank 

]] 
C2~ ~ 

~:~ :_~e 
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Fig. 2 - Coupling circuit used in the u.h.f. transmit• 
tera for working into a balanced concentric line. 
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good many modern broadcast transmitters are 
using it. The inductance of the coil is adjusted 
so that its reactance is equal to that of the grid
plate capacity of the tube so that the feedback 
through the tube is cancelled by an opposite 
feedback through the coil. This system of neu
tralization avoids the parasitic oscillations usu
ally associated with cross-neutralized circuits, 
and has the advantage that since there are no 
neutralizing condensers there is no increase in 
the effective capacity shunting the tank circuit. 
Unfortunately, the neutralization does not hold 
over much of a frequency range, so it is necessary 
to readjust the neutralizing circuit when the 
frequency is shifted. 

We amateurs aren't the only ones who have 
difficulty with harmonics. A troublesome third 
here was cleared up by the linear trap shown in 
Fig. 4, the trap being a shorted section of trans
mission line, ¾ wavelength long, bridged across 
the main 600-ohm line to the antennas. The con
denser across the end cancels out the stub react
ance at the fundamental frequency so that the 
stub or trap has no effect on the fundamental, 
but on the harmonic the trap is a short-circuit. 
"Before and after" measurements showed that 
installation of the trap reduced the third har• 
monic by 18 db, and another 2 db suppression 
was obtained by enclosing the stub line in a 
sheet-aluminum shield. 

At its present output of 50 kw. the rig is just 
coasting along, but if too many new troubles 
don't develop as the power is increased it won't 
be long before the full 100 kw. is on the air. Ac
cording to the fellows at the station, you never 
can tell what's going to pop next when the power 
is doubled - the only sure thing is that some
thing always does! Including burning out one of 
the wires in a directive array when the output was 
running around 100 kw. It must have been fun 
while it lasted! 

Let us straighten out a point for those of our 
readers who assume that high-power experi-
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mental transmitters are all dolled up with 
chromium plating and polished brass rails for 
visitors to walk around and gaze at with awe. 
It will perhaps be something of a shock to learn 
that the fact is actually the antithesis. 'I'hese 
transmitters are real guinea pigs; in them ap
paratus, circuits and ideas must go through the 
most exhaustive workouts. Perhaps it is the lack 
of frills, coupled with thoroughness of testing 
and elimination of "bugs" of all descriptions, 
that makes an amateur feel so much at home in 
this plant. · 

Before leaving we walked into that part of the 
station housing WGY's famous 50-kw. broad
caster on 790 kc. since 1926. Passing along to the 
control desk to sign the visitors' log, our atten
tion was caught by something familiar-looking 
on the bulletin board. We just couldn't resist 
taking a shot to bring back to the C.D. An 
ORS/OPS Bulletin was prominently displayed 
on the board. Did anyone ever say that hams 
don't work at BC stations? As an example, 
here's the roster of the gang now working 
at South Schenectady: Emil G. Nickle, W2EGN; 
Donald Mcilwain, W2KOZ (ex-W5ABD); 
George M. Hoffer, W2AVG; Robb Millham, 
W2EZ; Ralph Yeandle, W2ETY; Robert Lingle, 
W2KWF; Harold G. Towlson, W2BDE; Ty 
Schumacker, W2AIX; Roy Stigberg, W2AUJ; 
William Spencer, W2CEM; Fred Vert, W2JWA. 

Time out for lunch, then off to the Helderbergs 
and the television BC transmitter. This site is 
20-odd miles southwest of Schenectady by road 
and at the highest point in the vicinity -- 1520 
feet above sea level As this trip was being made 
in the middle of winter it was understood we 
should not be able to go all the way by car -· 
road conditions would make it necessary to climb 
the final hill on foot as driving was an impos
sibility up the last stretch. Arriving at the spot 
after a gradual elimb up a winding slippery 
road, we saw readily that there had been no ex
aggeration whatsoever. Directly in front of us, 
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Fig. 3 -·- Coil neutralization circuit in the 100,kw. 
linear amplifier for WGEO (ex-W2XAF). The blocking 
condenser C is to isolate the plate d.c. from the grid and 
resistor R is an oscillation suppressor. The coil reactance 
is made equal to the reactance of the grid-plate capacity 
of the tube. 

up a 30-degree slope, was our destination and it 
was either hug the road of sheet ice or take to the 
drifts. The less agile members of the party were 
about ready to call out the St. Bernards by the 
time the top was reached! 

There are really two stations at this location, 
one for receiving and one for transmitting. The· 
transmitting end is situated on the side of the 
mountain facing Albany and Schenectady, on a 
little plateau which seems like a balcony over
looking a vast expanse of Hudson River valley. 
It is said that on a dear day one (',an see into 
Massachusetts and Vermont from there, and we 
can readily believe it. But in zero weather with a 
small gale blowing the scenery is best appreciated 
from indoors! The receiving station is on the 
other side of the peak where there is a clear shot 
down the valley toward New York City and 
the Empire State building. This station is used for 
picking up the New York television and fre
quency-modulation programs and relaying them 
to the transmitter. The whole system is a bit 
complieated, but can be straightened out with 
the aid of Fig. 1. Empire State programs on 
television channel No. 1 (45.25 Mc.) are picked 

Part of the front end 
of the 67.25-Mc. tele
vision transmitter. 
Similar construction 
to the lower-power job 
at Schenectady, but 
using different tubes. 
At the extreme right is 
an output coupling cir
cuit of the type shown 
in Fig. 2, feeding into 
a balanced concentric 
line which runs to the 
input end of the main 
transmitter shown in 
another photograph. 
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In the 71.75-Mc. 
sound transmitter, the 
exciter has one stage 
with four tubes in 
push-pull parallel. 
This unconventional 
arrangement uses ordi
nary tank circuits, 
and fairly good-sized 
ones at that! Particu
lar care has been taken 
to make the circuit 
perfectly symmetrical. 

up here, converted into audio and video outputs 
in the usual receiver fashion, and the audio is 
then passed on to the transmitting station over 
a wire line. The video signal, however, is used to 
modulate a low-power transmitter on 157.25 Mc., 
the same frequency as that used in the relay 
transmitter at Schenectady, and sent by radio to 
the transmitting station. At the transmitting end, 
therefore, we find something of a novelty - a 
television transmitter entirely devoid of video 
circuits, pulse generators, blanking-signal gen
erators, and the usual accompaniment of auxili
ary circuits. The whole sight transmitter is made 
up of linear amplifiers and a frequency-changing 
circuit or two. But if it sounds simple, one glance 
at the control panel will bring quick disillusion
m'tmt on that point! 

Basically, the sight signal comes in on 157.25 
Mc. and is rebroadcast at a 10-kilowatt level on 
67.25 Mc. A rather complicated system of fre
quency conversion is used to get the signal to the 
latter frequency without running into "birdies" 
from mixing of various oscillator harmonics. After 
conversion, the signal is passed through linear 

60012 line C 

l 
¾ 

_I 
Fig. 4- Linear harmonic suppressor, using a ¾'-wave 

line. The line is resonanted by the condenser C to the 
fundamental frequency to avoid lo•• of power, but acts 
a• a short-circuit to the third harmonic. 
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amplifiers, all on the same frequency, starting 
out with the small unit shown in one of the photo
graphs ... 1 ts construction is ii good deal like that 
of the relay transmitter at Schenectady, but more 
conventional tubes can be used because the 
frequency is lower. In the main transmitter unit 
the power is built up in successive stages, using 
in some cases small water-cooled tubes of the 888 
type; larger stages incorporate tubes - GL-889 
and GL-880- developed especially for the pur
pose. The perennial u.h.f. problem of tube 
capacities is acute here, because a tube has to be 
fairly big physically to handle the power. Add on 
the fact that the amplifier frequency characteris
tic has to be flat over a band of five megacycles 
and you have a real job on your hands to get any 
kind of efficiency, especially in a linear amplifier. 
It may be of interest to note that 10 kw. of tele
vision transmitter takes up more space than five 
times that power of ordinary broadcast trans
mitter. 

Linear tank circuits are used in the larger 
stages, with inductive coupling between the plate 
tank of one stage and the grid tank of the next. 
Tube capacities and inductance of internal leads 
make it necessary in many instances to use trick 
circuits with half- and three-quarter-wave lines, 
with the tube leads forming most of the line. The 
coupling usually is varied by swinging one tank 
through an arc with respect to the other, and 
some neat mechanical arrangements have been 
developed for the purpose. One feature of the 
high-power stages that caught our eye was the 
use of carbon-rod type resistors (100-watt size) 
of the order of 2 or 3 ohms as filament "by-pass 
condensers." The rods have low impedance to 
both radio and video frequencies, which would 
not be the case with ordinary condensers. Drain
ing a few more amps from the filament trans
former is of no particular consequence. Conven-

(Continued on page 116) 
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A Practical 112-Mc. Converter 
Using Lo/ital Tubes for tlie lJ.H.F. Mixer and Oscillator 

BY BYRON GOODMAN.* WIJPE 

A 112-Mc. CONVERTER is nothing new, of 
course, but the one to be described started out 
with a different angle from most. As far as we 
know, all of the available designs for 2J~-meter 
converters use acorn tubes. Acorn tubes are 
designed for the u.h.f. picture and are expected to 
do a good job in that range, but we wanted to see 
if some less expensive tubes might not turn in a 
fair performance. We weren't at all sure that 
anything could be made to work, but we didn't 
run into any serious trouble and now we're quite 
keen about the possibilities of more fellows get
ting on 2½ meters with good but less expensive 
gear. With 2½-meter f.m. looming as the big 
interest for the serious u.h.f. man, perhaps the 
knowledge that he doesn't have to go to acorn 
tubes will induce him down to the band faster. 

It might be well to start out by admitting that 
we're an old fuss when it comes to the u.h.f. stuff. 
Every time we see a lead over an inch long in a 
piece of u.h.f. gear we think, "My, what a lovely 
choke," because, actually, it doesn't take much 
inductance to have considerable reactance above 
60 Mc., and even a straight piece of wire has 
inductance. Further, we're a nut on dielectrics, 
and we're always visualizing the losses introduced 
by a piece of inferior insulation in u.h.f. gear. 
With all this as a background we were rather up 
against it when we started to look around for 
tubes and gear to use in a 112-Mc. converter that 

* Assistant Technical Editor. 

wa3n't to use acorn tubes. Acorn tubes weren't 
considered for the job because it was felt that 
their use already had been covered quite thor
oughly, and we wanted to see what other tubes 
might work. After looking over the available 
tubes, the loktal series showed up as the most 
logical. They are available with the necessary 
characteristics, they have good insulation (glass 
throughout) and the leads are a half-inch shorter 
than their nearest rivals (the bantam series) and, 
what's better, the leads are made of heavier wire 
with, consequently, less inductance. Unfortu
nately, after all the excellent arguments for the 
loktal-type base, the only available sockets were 
of "low-loss" natural-colored bakelite but (just 
t,o prove we worry too much) the sockets didn't 
seem to keep the converter from working. We did 
manage to find polystyrene coil sockets and forms 
but had to be content with isolantite for insula
tion on the tuning condensers. 

We ended up with what we feel is a fairly rea
sonable starting point for the serious but impe
cunious 2½-meter experimenter. The converter, 
for simplicity, uses only a mixer and oscillator, 
with separate tuning controls to avoid ganging 
worries. The thing is flexible enough so that by 
simply changing the output coupling transformer 
it can be made to work into a 3- or 5-Mc. i.f. or, 
if one wishes, into the i.f. amplifier of a 43-Mc. 
f.m. broadcast receiver. 

The oscillator stability turned out to be better 
than we had dared to expect, comparing favor
ably on 2 Jf meters with any acorn oscillator using 
coil-and-condenser tuning that we have seen. 
The sensitivity of the converter seems to be quite 
good, and it brings in any signal a t.r.f. superre
generative acorn job will, which is the only stand
ard of comparison we have avaHable. 

Let's itemize the variations, to keep them 
straight. With the 3-Mc. (or 5-Mc.) output cou
pling transformer, the converter can work into an 
f.m. amplifier and detect.or for 2½-meter amateur 
reception and 43 Mc. f.m. broadcast reception. 
Coupling the output to a regular receiver tuned 
to 3 (or 5) Mc., the converter can be used for the 
reception of stable amplitude-modulated signals 
in the 2,½-, 5- and 7-meter ranges. The converter 
can work directly into your present f.m. broad-

A rear view of the converter shows the two plug-in 
coils and the antenna terminals. The wire leading off 
at the left is the battery cable; the twisted pair on the 
right carries the output to the i.f. ampli6er. 
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Fig. 1 - Wiring diagram of the u.h.f. converter 
C, ---· 15-µµfd. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-15) 
C, - :15-µµfd. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-35) 
( :a - 10-µµfd. midget variable (Hammarlund HF-15 

with one stator and one rotor plate removed) 
C1 - 100-µµfd. midget mica 
C5, Co, C1 - 5.00-µµfd. midget mica 
Cs, Cg - 0.01-µfd. 600-volt paper 
R1 -- 500 ohms, ½-watt carbon 
R2 --- 125,000 ohms, I-watt carbon 
Rs -- 20,000 ohms, 31-watt carbon 
R, - 10,000 ohms, I-watt carbon 
T1 -- 3 Mc.: 75 turns No. 30 d.s.c. closewound; coupling 

coil is 20 turns No. 30 d.s.c. closewound ¼· 
inch from ground end of coil. 

5 Mc.: 45 turns No. 30 d.s.c. closewound; cou
pling coil is 14 turns No. 30 d.s.c. closewound 
¼ inch from ground end of coil. 

The transformers are built in the Hammar• 
lund ETU units. Both sections of the conden
ser are nsed. 

Lt -112 Mc.: 2¼ turns No. 20 enam., iii-inch diam., 
spaced diam. of wire. Grid tap at ¾ turn from 
top. 

56 Mc.: 4½ turns No. 20 enam., ¾-inch diam., 
spacewound to occupy ½ inch. Grid tap at I½ 
turns from top. 

43 Mc.: 5½ turns No. 20 enam., %"-inch diam., 
spacewound to occupy ½ inch. Grid tap 2 turns 
from top. 

La - · 112 Mc.: 3 turns No. 20 enam., ¼-inch diam., 
closewound one wire diameter below cold end 
of Lt. 

56 Mc.: 3 turns No. 24 enam. closewound ¼
inch below Lt. 

43 Mc.: Same as for 56 Mc. 
La -- 112 Mc.: l turn No. 20 enam. Ji-inch diam., 

a wire-diameters below u. 
56 Mc.: l½ turns No. 24 enam. closewound 
)'8 inch below L4. 

43 Mc.: 2½ turns No. 24 enam. closewound ¼ 
inch below L,. 

.14.-112 Mc.: ½ turn No. 20 enam., %-inch diam. 
56 Mc.: l¾ turns No. 20 enam. spaced to oc
cupy¼ inch. 

43 Mc.: 2%: turns No. 20 enam. spaced to 
occupy ¼ inch. 

The 112-Mc. converter uses a 7A4 oscillator and a 
1232 mixer. The panel dial is the oscillator tuning dial; 
the panel knob is the mixer tuning control. The knob on 
the side adjusts the oscillator band-set condenser. 

cast receiver for the reception of amateur 112-Mc. 
f.m. signals, by cutting in at the h.f. mixer grid. 

The Circuit 
A 1232 is used for the mixer tube. Although it 

has a slightly lower mutual conductance than the 
1231, the 1232 showed up better in this particular 
case. This is a bit of luck, since the 1232 is less 
expensive and is more readily available. In an 
effort to cut down the loading of the tuned circuit 
by the tube, the grid is tapped down on the coil, 
and it results in better gain and a much more 
decided tuning peak to the circuit. The grid is 
capacity-coupled to the oscillator rather loosely 
but apparently plenty for good conversion. 

The oscillator is a 7 A4, the loktal version of 
the 6J5. The old "plate tickler" circuit was used 
so that the cathode could be grounded. On 
56-Mc., the stability and lack of hum on the 
oscillator is such that c.w. signals can be copied 
and made to sound as they do on a low-frequency 
band, but on 112 Mc. some hum does creep in 
and it is not possible to tune in a c.w. signal and 
have it sound "T9". This is a trouble we ran into 

It isn't much of a trick to build a ll2-Mc. converter with regular tubes if you take care 
with a few details. The converter described here will help to get you started on 2½-meter 
amateur f.m., since it can work into a 3- or 5-Mc. i.f. amplifier, or your 43-Mc. f.m. broad
cast receiver. It also makes a nice converter for 56-Mc. a.m. signals hy working it into your 
communications or all-wave h.c. receiver. 

In case you don't own an f.m. receiver or i.f. amplifier, you can get started with the con
verter now and QST will soon carry a description of a suitable i.f. amplifier for f'.m. to go 
with this converter. 
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in the acorn-tube front end of our first f.m. re
ceiver, 1 and we must confess we don't quite 
know how to lick it without going to battery
operated h.f. oscillators. The drift is quite low 
on 112 Mc., but the hum is just enough to super
impose ripple on any signal that is tuned in. It 
isn't objectionable, and is completely missing on 
the lower frequencies, but it does present a 
problem that has us slowed down to less than a 
walk. 

The oscillator tuning condenser is a 15-µµfd. 
condenser from which several plates have been 
removed, and this is paralleled by a :35-µµfd. 
band-set condenser. With this old familiar type of 
band-spread system, the converter can be set to 
the desired frequency band, the mixer condenser 
turned to the point where the noise is greatest, 
and then the tuning is all done with the small 
oscillator condenser. When a signal has been 
tuned in., the mixer can be peaked again, but it is 
not usually necessary over the range of the band
~pread condenser. The pulling of the oscillator by 
adjustment of the mixer tuning condenser is very 
slight, doubtless because of the loose coupling. 

Construction 
The only trouble that may be encountered in 

the construction of the converter will be brought 
about by the lack of a soldering iron with a 
sharp point. We were a bit apprehensive about 
the wiring of the converter, but found it to be 
much simpler than had been expected, through 
the simple expedient of deciding beforehand just 

1 Grammer and Goodman, "F. M. in Amateur Comm uni .. 
cation," QST, January, 1940. 
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A shot underneath the 
converter illustrates tho 
arrangement of the parts. 
Note that in the oscillator 
sPetion (on the left) the 
band~set and tuning con
densers butt into l'ach 
other for short leads. The 
band-set condenser is in
sulated from the side 
panel by an insulated 
washer, and the oscillator 
,·ircuit grounds to the 
rhassis at only one point, 
through the tuning con
denser.Thevictronthrough
bushing which serves · as 
coupling between mixer 
and oscillator can he seen 
on the partition just above 
the oscillator tuning con
denser. The hushing con
nects to the 1232 grid on 
one side and to nothing on 
the other. 

• 

where the wires went and which ones would 
prevent our getting at certain terminals. But 
that's getting ahead of the story. 

As can be gathered from the photographs, the 
prime objective was to keep the r.f. leads in the 
circuits as short as possible. The arrangement 
that was finally worked out gives leads that are 
short and direct by mounting the coil sockets at 
the rear of the chassis, the tuning condenser in 
front of the coil sockets and the tube sockets 
directly above the condensers. 

All of the metal is ½ G-inch thick aluminum. 
The panel is 5 ½ by 8 inches, but it is longer than 
is absolutely necessary and could be trimmed to 
be only 6 inches long. We included the extra 
length to put the dial in the center of the panel 
and also to provide room for possible future 
switches for shifting to various i.f. amplifiers. 
The chassis itself is built from a piece of 5 ¼-inch 
wide metal bent to form a :3½-inch wide top and 
4-inch deep back. A ½-inch lip is bent down from 
the top to fasten the chassis to the panel. Two 
sides were made by forming shallow U's (with 
½-inch sides) to fit between the panel and the 
back of the chassis. A shield was made and fitted 
under the chassis, making the oscillator com
partment 2½ inches wide. This shield mounts 
the oscillator tuning condenser and also takes the 
National TPB victron through-bushing which 
serves as a coupling condenser between oscillator 
and mixer. 

'rhe coil forms are the small ~4-inch diameter 
Amphenol ones made of polystyrene, and the 
coil sockets are also of polystyrene. The coil 
sockets mount simply by drilling a suitable hole 
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and sliding the retainer rings over the sockets. 
The tube sockets are also made by Amphenol 
and mount in much the same fashion. For short 
leads, the oscillator socket should be mounted 
with the slot towards the rear of the set, and the 
mixer socket should be mounted with the slot 
towards the left-hand side of the set. 

As mentioned before, the oscillator tuning 
condenser, Ca, is mounted on the shield partition, 
and the band-set condenser, C2, is mounted on 
the right-hand side of the chassis. The band-set 
condenser is insulated from the metal by fibm· 
washers so that there is only one ground point to 
the chassis for the oscillator circuit, that, through 
the oscillator tuning condenser. The mixer tuning 
condenser, C1, is mounted on the right-hand side 
of the chassis and grounds the mixer circuit at 
that point. 

The oscillator tuning condenser and the mixer 
tuning condenser are fastened to their respective 
panel controls through insulated couplings, to 
avoid duplication of grounds. 

One of the mounting screws for the tuning dial 
also serves to hold the top of the chassis to the 
panel, and another one holds the partition to the 
panel. 

It isn't as difficult to wire the converter as one 
might expect. The panel and sides should be left 
off until all of the wiring that can be done without 
them has been finished. Heater leads, ground 
connections, by-pass condensers, and resistors 
can all be put in before the sides and panel are 
fastened. One should be a bit careful not to hold 
the soldering iron on the polystyrene coil sockets 

• 

The mixer circuit can 
be seen when the side 
panel is removed, giving 
an idea of the placement 
of the parts. The tie strip 
at the lower right takes 
the output leads from the 
transformer. The through
bushing can be seen just 
to the left of the tuning 
condenser, with a wire 
from it running to the 
1232 grid. 

• 
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for any longer than is necessary to start the solder 
flowing, or else the socket contacts will loosen 
frorii: the heat's effect on the polystyrene. That 
small, pointed soldering iron comes in very handy 
here. A lead is run from the grid of the 1232 to 
the through-bushing on the· partition but no 
connection is made on the oscillator side, since 
the capacity between the bushing and the oscil
lator leads is sufficient for coupling. All r.f. leads 
and leads from by-pass condensers carrying u.h.f. 
current are kept as short and direct as possible. 

Coils 
The coils for the 5- and 7-meter ranges are 

wound in the usual manner on the outsides of the 
coil forms. No trouble should be had in finding 
the 5-meter amateur band and the 43-Mc. broad
cast band, since the tolerances on these ranges of 
coils are fairly wide. The only care necessary is to 
prevent the pins from loosening up in the forms 
because of the heat when soldering. The wire 
should be well cleaned and a spot of flux used on 
the tip of the pin. No attempt should be made to 
flow solder on the pin and wire, but a drop of 
solder picked up by the iron can be held against 
the pin for just an instant, long''ilnough to solder 
wire and pin together. If the pin loosens up or 
moves out of place, it can be heated again slightly 
(by holding the soldering iron against it) and 
held in the proper position with long-nosed pliers. 
When the metal (and coil form) cools, it should be 
as solid as ever. If it isn't, it doesn't matter too 
much, since the form can still be plugged in the 
socket without too much difficulty. 
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The coils for the 2:l,f-meter band are wound 
inside the coil forms and require a little more 
care, since to_o much wire means you won't be able 
to get down to the wavelength you want. The 
coils are wound around a rod to get the proper 
shape and then placed in the forms and soldered, 
observing the same precautions about getting the 
pins too hot. 

The usual rule must be followed for the oscilla
tor coil, i.e., if both grid and plate coil are wound 
in the same direction, the grid and plate connec
tions come off opposite ends (in our case. the out
side ends). 

The connections on the oscillator coil, looking 
at it from the bottom are (starting with the oddly
spaced pin and going clockwise): plate, ground, 
B plus, grid and blank. In the same manner, the 
mixer-coil connections are grid, tuning condenser, 
antenna, antenna and ground. Both mixer and 
oscillator coil sockets are mounted with the odd 
pin at the top. 

If the connections have been made correctly 
and kept short enough, no trouble should be ex
perienced in making the oscillator oscillate in any 
of the ranges. For the 112-Mc. band, the oscil
lator band-set condenser will be at minimum 
capacity, but will set at about mid scale for the 
other two ranges, varying slightly with the i.f. 
used. 

The converter is coupled into the i.f. amplifier 
through a low-impedance link, and this requires 
that the input transformer in the i.f. amplifier 
be modified by winding a number of turns about 
the grid coil and connecting the link to this coil. 
Alternatively a duplicate of the output trans
former T1 can be built and substituted for the 
first transformer in the i.f. amplifier. If a receiver 
is used for the i.f. amplifier, the output leads con
nect to ground and the grid cap of the mixer 
tube in the receiver, after the regular grid lead 
has been removed. 

Antennas for use with the converter present 
the same problem that they do with any u.h.f. 
receiver, and your particular favorite is the one to 
use. A little experimenting with the antenna coil 
£ 2 may help in giving a better match to the 
antenna system - the dimensions given are 
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The 112-Mc. coils (right) 
are self-supporting inside the 
coil forms, while the 56-Mc. 
coils are wound in the usual 
1nanner. 

• 

average values that were about right for our 
low-impedance line input. 

If signals are weak the trouble probably can be 
accounted for by too much or too little oscillator 
voltage reaching the mixer, and this can be ad
justed over considerable range by moving the 
tickler coil La closer to or farther away from ~
However, the adjustment does not seem to be too 
critical. 

For maximum performance, it is suggested 
that a stabilized power supply be used with the 
converter. Ours is one of the jobs that uses a 
series 2A3 and control 6J7 (described in the 
Handbook), but a simple VR-150 should help 
considerably. 

Di:: Stravs :Js . ~ . 
W8SEA belongs to the Naval Reserve. -

WBFU. 

Assistant: "Professor! Professor! I just con
tacted Mars." 

Professor: "Huh! That's nothing. I just com
pleted a 100% QSO on 160." -- WBDZR. 

A neighboring b.c.I. called me in recently to 
look over his ten-year-old set which had suddenly 
cP..ased functioning. Noticing that two or three of 
the tubes had burned out, I yanked one out and 
said, "This tube is no good." 

"Oh, that's all right," he replied, "that tube is 
for WABC, and we don't listen to that station." 
-W2KZT. 

Here is an idea for quick reference when work
ing another ham of previous acquaintance. If you 
have the other fellow's QSL, make a notation on 
the back of the card as to the date, name and · 
other interesting information. This saves the 
trouble of thumbing back over old log books. -
W4DTV. 

"While my antenna was down, I got a weak 
R9 from Kearny (N. J.), but now that it's fixed, 
I get a loud R9 again." - Heard by W2GHI on 
160 'phone. 
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* WHAT THE LEAGUE IS DOING * 
SANTIAGO CONFERENCE 

THE Second Inter-American Radio Con
ference convened in Santiago de Chile on January 
18th with about sixty delegates present from the 
various American administrations, and con
cluded its labors on January 25th except for the 
signing of the final documents, done a day or two 
lat.er. Amateur radio was represented by A. L. 
Budlong, assistant secretary of A.R.R.L. 

We shall expect a QST yarn on the conference 
from Bud when he returns. Meanwhile the high
lights, as we learn them from him by amateur 
radio: All the amateur bands through 60 Mc. 
are specified as exclusively amateur in the 
Americas. (We don't know where allocation left 
off but apparently above about 100 Mc. is re
garded as only national in effect.) The third-party 
message arrangement has been retained. No 
agreement could be reached on a uniform subdi
vision of bands for 'phone use, so no mention of 
this subject occurs in the final treaty. It is recom
mended that the 14-Mc. 'phone privilege be con
fined to operators of adequate experience. Ama
teur stations may not be used for broadcasting or 
for other services than amateur. The U.S. dele
gation, as usual, supported us splendidly. 

Look for Budlong's article in the next issue. 

HEADQUARTERS NOTES 

Dm you notice that new title in the 
masthead? We are happy to report that Jim 
Lamb, our former technical editor, has returned 
to headquarters duty after an illness of two years. 
Under the new title of Research .Engineer, 
A.R.R.L., .Tim will work primarily on special 
laboratory development problems that will pro
vide play for his rabbit-pulling abilities. He will 
also serve as technical advisor to the Board of 
Directors and will participate in the technical 
aspects of our representation at Washington and 
the preparation for international conferences, as 
well as representing the League in the technical 
committees of the radio industry in which 
A.R.R.L. participates. You'll also be hearing 
from him in QST soon. 

Washington has been quiet on amateur matters 
while the Santiago Conference was in course. 
The next big item on the program there is a hear
ing on the future of frequency-modulation broad
casting, opening on February 28th. While the 
question is largely f.m. versus a.m. broadcasting 
in the u.h.f., the League will be represented at 
the conference and will keep an eye on the inter
ests of amateurs. 

Despite the European w-r and its inevitable 
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reduction in our Canadian and foreign member
ship, we closed 1939 with a net increase of over 
2000 in membership and the highest figure ever 
attained. Most pleasing of all, our United States 
membership increased 11.25% in the year! 

~ Strays :Js . ~ . 
"The Bureau of Standards has a number of 

publications on the ionosphere and transmission 
phenomena which should be of interest to ama
teurs. They are liberally filled with curves and 
cover work in this field for the last seven or eight 
years. The cost of these is only five or ten cents 
each. Interested parties should write to Superin
tendent of Documents, Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D. C., and ask for price list 
64, Standards of Weight and Measure and the 
List of Radio Publications." - W3EZJ. 

WWV Schedules 
ExcEPT for the special broadcasts of 

WWV using 20 kw. as described below, WWV is 
now running a continuous schedule (day and 
night) on 5000 kc. with a power output of 1 kw. 
This continuous transmission is modulated with 
the standard pitch in music, 440 cycles per second. 

Each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday (except 
legal holidays), the National Bureau of Standards 
station, WWV, transmits with a power of 20 kw. 
on three carrier frequencies as follows: 10:00 to 
11:30 A.M., E.S.T., on 5000 kc.; noon to 1:30 
P.M., E.S.T., on 10,000 kc.; 2:00 to 3:30 P.M., 
E.S.T., on 20,000 kc. The Tuesday and Friday 
transmissions are unmodulated c.w. except for 
1-second standard-time intervals consisting of 
Rhort pulses with 1000-cycle modulation. On the 
Wednesday transmissions, the carrier is modu
lated 30% with a standard audio frequency of 
1000 c.p.s. The accuracy of the frequencies of the 
WWV transmissions is better than 1 part in 
5,000,000. 

EXPERIENCE SPEAKS 
When it becomes necessary to do a 

soldering job too delicate for the regular
.. ize electric iron, make up a small iron 
from a small piece of copper rod, fit a 
handle to it and heat it in the regular 
iron after its tip has been removed. 
Such an iron can be used for meter or 
speaker repairs and other tight-place 
jobs, - Frank Pray. 
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A "Modified" Dickert Noise Limiter 
A Circuit Particularly Adapted to ~lobUe .ilpplications 

BY J. L. DILL,* WDZWW 

\V ITHIN the past few years noise limiters 
have appeared by the dozen for application to 
almost any amateur receiver to relieve that curse 
of the high frequencies, auto-ignition QRM, but 
each of these has had some limitation which 
makes its installation in a particular receiver 
either a large job or of questionable value. 

The subject of limiters to be applied to the 
audio end of t,he receiver (since other types of 
silEmcers usually require too much of a major 
operation for most amateurs to apply them to a 
commercially-built receiver) can be divided into 
two main classifications: series and shunt. Of 
t.hese two, the series limiter as described by 
Bacon 1 is probably the most e.ffective except for 
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Fig. 1 -The original Dickert limiter circuit can he 
modified to put the plate of the limiter tube at ground 
potential without changing the effectiveness of the 
circuit. 

the fact that it cannot easily be adapted to pro
vide automatic threshold control. This deficiency 
ean be most irritating when trying to copy a 
deeply fading signal or when tuning onto a loud 
carrier and having all the modulation suppressed 
until the threshold control can be reset. 

Of the shunt type, the most effective to appear 
i~ that described by Dickert.2 This has an in
herent automatic-threshold control, but pos
sesses one regrettable eharacteristic in that a 
major portion of the audio voltage developed on 
the diode resistor "stick" must be wasted to pro
vide plate voltage for the suppressing triode. Of 
mmrse this can be restored by additional audio 

* 1138 Fauquier St., St. Paul, Minn. 
1 Bacon, "The Series-Valve Noise Limiter," QST, Oct. 

1939. 
2 Dickert, "A New Automatic Noise Limiter," QST, Nov. 

1938. 
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amplification, but in a good many communica
tions receivers the audio portion of the set is often 
delivering about all it is capable of and has very 
little reserve gain. 

Another crying need is for a limiter possessing 
these features which may be applied to receivers 
using duo-diode-triode and duo-diode-pentode 
tube types for the second detector. This type of 
detector circuit is usually used in auto receivers 
where there is a need for a noise limiter which 
requires no attention. Some of the various single
diode limiters are the only circuits which can be 
used in sets where the cathode of the second de
tector is grounded or connected to ground through 
a cathoqe biasing resistor. These circuits achieve 
automatic threshold control but leave considera
ble to be desired in their limiting properties. The 
limiter to be described is particularly adapted to 
this service, possessing automatic t,hreshold, 
effective limiting and requiring a minimum of 
space-consuming components. 

The following described "Modified Dickert" 
system was applied to one of the original 3 HQ-120 
receivers which came equipped with a 6H6 diode 
"limiter," and the modified version has proved 
extremely satisfactory. It provides a limiter 
which may be easily applied to any receiver using 
a diode second detector without introducing any 
of the difficulties enumerated above. The circuit 
(Fig. 1) is fundamentally identical to that shown 
by Dickert in Fig. 3F of his story,2 with the ex
ception that the grounded elements of that cir
emit have been connected together and discon
nected from ground and the ground has been 
t,ransferred to a new point in the circuit, namely, 
the diode eathode and the triode plate. The 
operation of the circuit may be analyzed in much 
t,he same manner as the original Dickert circuit, 
except that it is somewhat complicated by the 
fact that the grid of the triode, instead of standing 
at a d.c. potential proportional to the mean car
rier level for the duration of the time constant of 
the grid filter, now has an additional audio com
ponent impressed on it. Nevertheless, since one 
element of the triode (the plate) is held at ground 
potential, the analysis can be started there and 
carried on backwards through the other tube 
elements, remembering that the d.c. voltage is 
becoming increasingly negative as we move away 
from ground. But as Dickert so aptly put it, a 

3 The first one-hundred-or-so HQ120's used the diode 
limiter instead of the original Dickert circuit the present 
onea use. - En. 
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Fig. 2 - Practical applications of 
the modified limiter circuit. The one 
at A shows how the diode limiter 
drcuit used in the first models of the 
HQ120 cau he changed, while B shows 
how it would be applied to the aver
age receiver. C is for use with duo
diode-triode second detectors, and D 
includes an additional refinement for 
adapting the limiter to various per
centage-of-modulation levels. 
Ct --·-· 0.05-µfd. low-voltage paper. 
Rt, R2, Ra - See text. 
R4 - 1 megohm. 
V, -High-µ triode. 
½-Diode. 
Va - Duo-diode triode or pentode. 
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rigid circuit analysis is in a sense futile - the 
proof of the pudding is in the listening! 

Obviously the circuit is no more effective than 
Dickert's, but the universality of its application 
makes it of interest to all amateurs searching for a 
limiter for their particular receiver. Fig. 2A illus
trates the circuit as applied to the original model 
of the HQ-120. It should be noted that these 
components are already in the receiver, making 
a new tube and minor wiring modifications the 
only changes necessary. Fig. 2B shows the appli
cation of the system to the average receiver. The 
actual values of the resistors in the circuit are not 
critical, provided the resistance load on the i.f. 
transformer does not depart radically from the 
original design value. However, the proportions of 
the resistors to each other determine the effective
ness of the limiter. R1 should be equal to R2, for 
cutoff at 100 per cent modulation, but for more 
effective limiting the circuit should be designed 
for cutoff at about 70 per cent modulation,4 for 
which R1 will be 0. 7 times R2. Ra should be about 
twice R2, but may vary either way without im
pairing the action. As was previously stated, the 
sum of the values of R1, R2 and Rs should ap
proximately equal the original load resistance 
which they replace. R4 in all cases should be 1 
megohm and C1 0.05 µfd. The tube can be any 
high-mu triode, preferably one of the 6A6, 6N7, 
6Y7, 53 and 79 series of double triodes designed 
for low-power Class-B service, connected with 
its elements in parallel. 

Fig. 20 shows the circuit applied to receivers 
of the auto-radio class with duo-diode triode or 
pentode second detector-audio stages, where the 

• Limiting is obtained at less than 100 % modulation 
when R1 - R2 if Rt is partially or completely by-passed for 
audio. This is what was done in the first HQ-120'1. Ed. 
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cathode is at or near ground potential and is 
common to the other tube in the same envelope. 
The same explanation as was made for Fig. 2B 
applies to this application. Fig. 2D illustrates an 
additional refinement which may be used in com
pensating for low percentages of modulation on 
the received signal. (Yes, some amateurs do actu
ally undermodulate!) By providing adjustment of 
the d.c. grid voltage of the triode through a po
tentiometer substituted for R1, cutoff at any 
percentage modulation can be controlled. 

The same precautions regarding short leads and 
the switch for removing the limiter from the cir
cuit as outlined by Dickert are equally applicable 
to this version of his circuit which can make op
eration on the higher frequencies on the highway 
a pleasure, despite the heavy traffic just under the 
antenna! As is characteristic of all noise limiters, 
this one will cease to be useful when the noise 
pulses occupy too great a portion of the time. 

~ Strays :I\ 
c:.. 

Those who are familiar with the Mallory
Yaxley Encyclopedia will be interested to know 
that a supplemental service has been established. 
These supplements, which have much of interest 
t.o the amateur, are obtainable from P. R. Mallory 
& Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., at cost. 

RCA has just published a new edition of their 
well-known receiving-tube manual (R-14). Aside 
from the tube characteristics, the book contains 
much additional valuable information on prin
ciples of tube design and application. Copies may 
be obtained from your RCA dealer or by sending 
25 cents to the Commercial Engineering Section, 
RCA Mfg. Co., Inc., Harrison, N. J. 
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The take-off! Practically all flights are made in this 
manner to ensure good take-offs despite the man at 
the controls. The plane is being guided, not lifted. 

• 

Winning the National Radio Control Meet 
Details of a Radio-Controlled Madel Airplane That 

Hus Made Over One Hundred Successful Fligl,ts 

BY WM. E. GOOD.* WBIFD 

ONE of the most interesting by-products of 
ham radio is that of radio control of gasoline
powered model airplanes. Here is one sport where 
your signals must be QSA 5 or you may have to 
start on a cross-country jaunt, praying that those 
two ounces of gasoline will hurry up and run out. 
lf your signals are "getting through," you find 
yourself landing the radio-controlled plane right 
in the middle of the runway. Exciting? I'll say! 
Every flight is just like that memorable first 
QSO! 

Radio control of model planes began with the 
advent of small gasoline motors and has been 
progressing slowly ever since. Most of the devel
opment has been done by hams in coiiperation 
with the gas model enthusiasts. 1 

Our equipment is the resuit of over four years' 
experimentation and of late has proved rather 
successful. The control consists of two frequency 
channels - one for the rudder and the other for 
the elevator. For each channel there is a modified 
five-meter superregenerative receiver. In its plate 
eircuit is a sensitive relay which is connected to an 
electromagnetically-operated rubber-powered es-

* 934 Hillcrest St., Kalamazoo, Mich. 
1 QST, Oct. 1937 and June, Sept. and Oct. 1938; Model 

Airplane New,, January and August, 1938; Air Tram, Au
gust 1938, January and May, 1939. 

Four years ago a radio-control event 
was added to the program of the annual 
National ModeLAircraft Championship 
Meet. But it was not until last year that 
a wholly successful demonstration of 
radio-controlled flight under a variety of 
conditions was finally achieved. The 
Good brothers of Kalamazoo were re
sponsible, their triumph climaxing years 
of experimentation. Here is the story of 
their success. 
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capement in the tail which moves the controlling 
surface in the fashion desired. 

The plane, designed and built by my twin 
brother Walter, has an 8-foot wing span and 
weighs slightly over eight pounds, including its 
two pounds of radio gear. Its gasoline motor is of 
the one-fifth horsepower variety and does a good 
job of flying this stable ship. The cruising speed is 
about 20 miles per hour and the ship glides very 
well, insuring excellent landings if reasonable skill 

Pig. l - Radio Control Receiver. 
T -· RK42 (not RK-62). 
Ct - 250-µµfd. midget mica. 
C2 -15-µ,ufd. mid~et variable. 
Ca - 0.002-µfd. midget mica. 
C.; -- 0.005-µfd. midget mica. 
C• - :c!O-µµfd. mica trimmer. 
Lt---- Each hall 5 turns No. 14 or smaller wound on %" 

diameter form, spaced wire diameter. 
I.,, - Interruption-frequency oscillator coil (National 

OSRl. 
Bt - 1.5-volt flashlight cell. 
Ba-- 45-volt midget 10-oz. "B" batterv. 
Rt - 10,000-ohm midget variable. . 
Relay - See text and Fig. 3. 



is used at the controls. The plane banks auto
matically when the rudder is t,urned, due to the 
dihedral in the main wing. 

Before a flight the receiver in each channel in 
the plane is adjusted so that its sensitive relay 
closes when the carrier from the five-meter trans
mitter is turned on. The sensitive-relay contacts 
actuate the small electromagnet (in the tail) 
which allows the rnbber-powered e-Scapement 
wheel to go through one position or one-quarter 
of a revolution at a time (i.e., for each dash sent). 
The controlling surface is connected directly by 
a small steel-wire arm to a pin on the escapement 
wheel. The power used to move the surface 
through its positions is taken from the wound-up 
rubber band. Our control surfaces have three 
main positions, e.g., the rudder has left, neutral 
and right, plus two half or intermediate positions, 
making five in all. Naturally, the movements take 
place in a cyclic fashion. Each pulse or dash from 
the transmitter causes the surface to move from 
one main position to the next. 

Walter has done practically all of the design 
and detail work on the escapements and the sensi
tive relays, although he's not even a ham. We 
did have him in the RI's office one Saturday 
morning to take his exam - but he sneaked out 
and made the rounds of the model airplane shops 
in Chicago! 

Escapements Located in Tail 

The escapement units in their present state 
weigh just a half-ounce each and are mounted 
permanently in the tail surfaces, so that direct 
mechanical connection can be made to the moving 
elements (rudder and elevator). This makes for 
extreme reliability in addition to the fact that the 
nnits boast almost instantaneous response, which 
has been shown to be practically a necessity under 
actual flying conditions. A control stick or "joy 
:stick" (one for each control) which adapts itself 
very well to the escapements iR a \Vestern Electric 

In flight! Framed by the center-fed doublet atop a 
bamboo mast, the ship is but a speck in the sky. The 
radio controls operate as far as the ship can be seen. 

telephone .switch which was rebuilt so that con
tact is made and broken (sending a dash) as the 
switch is moved from neutral to either extreme 
position. Thus the rudder or elevator will be in 
the same position as its corresponding control 
"stick," and this synchronization will be main
tained as long as the control switches are moved 
through complete cycles. The moving elements 
will follow the motions of the switches even though 
they are jerked back and forth as fast as four or 
five times a second. Thus the surface may be 
moved to any desired position with such rapidity 
that the motion of the plane is not affected while 
so doing. Due to the arrangement of the switches 
and the tail escapements, the corresponding 
moving element will be in a half or intermediate 
position when its control switch is in a half posi
tion. This system allows the operator to know 
exactly where the rudder and elevator are posi
tioned at any instant. Actual flying has shown 
this to be a natural method of control. 

The sensitive relays have been the result of a 
generous mixture of theory and experiment on 
the ground and in the air. In all, six relays have 
been developed. The one that has proved the 

Top-··• Bill Good, W8IFD, with the fuselage and ground control 
set-up. Le.ft, the genemotor and its battery box; center, the two
frequency transmitter in its travelling case; lou·er right, the control 
box with two telephone-type switches as joy sticks. 

Bottom -- Ready to fly! Walter Good, national radio-contro 
champion, holding his winning ship. The receiver is accessible 
through the open doorway in the side of the cabin. 



most satisfactory and the one that we have been 
using for the past two years we call the DG-6. (It 
can be duplicated for fifty cents.) It is a polarized 
balanced-armature type (no springs), weighing 
t,wo ounces, and operates on less than one milli
watt. For vibrating motors and airplanes in flight 
we believe this is the Good answer to the maiden's 
prayer! 

'rhe receivers have also had their share of atten
tion, and considerable research has been done to 
find the best operating conditions. Essentially 
they are one-tube superregenerative jobs in the 
self-quenching circuit using quench coils, but the 
conditions of operation have been changed so that 
11, maximum change in plate current takes place 
when a signal is received. A Type 30 tube will give 
a plate current change of as much as three mil
liamperes, while an RK42 (a 1.5-volt version of 
the 30) will give about two milliamperes change 
(through 2500 ohms). Besides the tuning con
denser, the antenna padder and the grid bias 
resistor are adjusted to obtain maximum plate 

Ci, C2, C1 -100-µµfd. midget 
mica. 

Ca -··· 35-µµfd. midget variable. 
C4, Ct,, Ca, Cs, Cv - 0.002-i,fd. 

midget mica. 
C10 - 15-µµfd. midget variable. 
R1 -- 0.1-megohm, .½-watt. 
fu -· 50,000 ohms, 2-watt. 
Ra - 150,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
fu- 25,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs - 25,000 ohms, 10 watts. 
·---C - 45-volt midget "B" hat• 

tery. 
M1-l00ma. 
.M2-0.5ma. 
Lt - 'l turns No. 14, tapped 1 

turn from ground. 
I,2 -·- 8 turns No.14. 
La - 6 turns No. 12. 

14 Mc. 

6V6G 
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The rr.ceiver in its balsa-wood con
tainer, with the battery supply un
derneath. The miniature polarized 
relay can be seen in detail. Batteries 
are attached rigidly to the fuselage, 
but the receiver is mounted in spon11e 
rubber and suspenderl hr rubber 
bands. 
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current change. On the field it is only occasionally 
necessary to adjust the variable grid resistor. 
1-<Jxperimenting has been done with various circuit 
constants and different makes of quench coils in 
addition to different quench frequencies and 
quench voltages. By extending the recently 
developed superregeneration theory, it is not 
difficult to explain the theoretical basis for the 
required adjustments. 

The Two-Frequency Transmitter 

The transmitter is unique in several ways 
besides portability - if you call lugging a six-volt 
storage battery portability! It utilizes two sepa
rate electron-coupled oscillators (one frequency 
for each channel) and only one final amplifier. 
The two 6V6G e.c.o. 'shave a eornmon plate tank 
- which, by the way, works very well - broadly 
tuned and capacity coupled to the 807 doubler
final. The half-wave horizontal center fed Hertz 
antenna is furnished r.f. by a tuned line which is 
inductively coupled to the final. A switch is incor-

2.8MC Sb Mc 

807 

=f- C 45V. 
I 

!:::6)Mz 
-=-

All coils ,::;. " ,lia., windings 
spaced wire diameter. L2 is tuned 
by squeezing or pulling out the 
winding. 2 -The 'l'wo-FrequencyR/C Transmitter. 
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Fig. 3 - The DG-6 Sensitive Relay. 
This polarized relay, designed and built by Walter 

Good, is of the balanced armature type, having no 
springs on the armature. A small Alnico horseshoe mag
net holds the thin iron armature against the back con
tact until the coil and its surrounding soft-iron magnetic 
circuit is energized. With a 2500-ohm coil the reliable 
sensitivity is I milliwatt. The weight is slightly over 2 oz. 

porated to remove the power from the 807, 
leaving just the weak five-meter harmonics from 
the e.c.o.'s for tuning the receivers when the 
plane is near the transmitter. The genemotor 
mounted on top of the storage battery is a 400-
volt 125-ma. job. Nevertheless, only 20 to ao 
watts of the fifty available is the accustomed 
power input. 

When the plane is properly adjusted it flies 
and glides straight with the neutral rudder posi
tion and gives the same size circles to the right 
or left for the extreme positions. This is true 
both under power and in the glide because of 
proper power and wing loading. A great deal of 

• 

Fig. 4 - Isometric View of the 
Tail Assembly in the Good Cham
pionship Plane. 

The small control escapement 
is considerably exaggerated in 
size to show detail. Actually the 
small magnet coils are about ¼" 
diameter and each escapement 
weighs about ~-':! oz. The elevator 
control escapement is similar, 
being located in the stabilizer 
just to the right of the fin junc
ture. 

• 
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flying is done with the rudder alone. For this, the 
pJevator is adjusted for a good climb and then it 
maintains level flight in the turns. Theoretically, 
the gyroscopic effect of the motor should cause the 
nose ·of the plane to come up when the plane is 
turned left and down when turned right, but 
practically this effect is not noticeable. 

When the rudder is turned to either right or 
left maximum position, the plane banks -auto
rnatically and proceeds to execute a beautiful 
right or left circle. If the control is kept in this 
position for more than one turn or so, the bank 
gradually becomes steeper and the turn develops 
into a large spiral It is not difficult to lose any 
amount of altitude in short order by spiralling 
the ship down in this manner, even if it is only for 
the gratifying sensation of pushing the control 
stick neutral to watch the plane straighten out 
and start into a fast climb, using up the speed 
just acquired by the descent. 

One question that always arises in radio control 
discussions is, "Is it necessary to have such 
speedy snap-action controls'/" In our flying we 
have found that fast control has been more than 
convenient, especially in take-offs and landings. 
Many times in coming in for a landing it has been 
imperative to give opposite rudder to straighten 
out the glide when the ship was only four or five 
feet from the ground. A second of time in such a 
predicament is precious. Take-offs call for more 
precision and speed of control, because the con
t,rols are more sensitive and the operator really 
has to have the "feel" of the controls to keep the 
plane right-side up. The picture shows the usual 
take-off procedure of running the wing tips until 
the plane is well off the ground. We've found it's 
much safer to learn how to "fly" after the plane 
is up in the air! Lately, however, we have been 
merely starting the plane down the runway (tail 

( Continued on page 86) 
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Neutralizing Economy 
T,d,lng the d.c. off the Neutralizing Condenser 

BY B. P. HANSEN•* WOKNZ 

T • M. FERRILL's article in QST for De
cember, 1938,1 suggested a sensible means of 
effecting improved performance and economy in 
the plate tank tuning condenser in any final 
amplifier stage. There is no good reason why the 
same principles cannot be applied to the neutral
izing condensers in the same amplifier. Many 
times, when the power input to a final amplifier is 
increased, it is found that the old neutralizing 
condensers are just a little too small, with the 
result that f!.ashovers occur. Replacement with 
larger condensers is the obvious solution but not 
t,he only one - unless the increases in plate volt
age and bias are considerable. 

It is highly desirable that the physical dimen
sions of the neutralizing condensers be small 
from the standpoint of reducing stray capacitive 
coupling to parts of the circuit where it is not 
wanted. 

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that in the 
normal setup, the neutralizing condenser has a 
pretty heavy cross to bear. Across it, in series 

i 
-C +B 

-c +c -s +B 

Fig. 1 - Voltages pile up across the neutralizing con
denser in conventional circuits, as shown in this drawing. 

adding, are the bias and d.c. plate voltages. Also 
across it in phase, are the grid excitation voltage 
and the r.f. voltage across the tank coil. If we can 
remove the d.c. voltages across this condenser, 
two things are accomplished; the r.f. voltage 
which can be applied across its terminals becomes 
much higher, and the damage that might result 
through the d.c. arc .. that usually holds after a 
flashover in a "mixed" circuit is prevented. 

First, let's consider how to accomplish this im-
provement, then we'll see why it works. 

Fig. 2 shows a more or less typical final ampli
* 3800 East Colfax, Denver, Colo. 
1 Ferrill, "How Much Condenser Spacing?" QST, Decem

ber, 1938. 
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fier using Ferrill's suggestion for the plate tank 
and employing d.c. isolation for the neutralizing 
condensers. C. is a well-insulated mica condenser 
whose capacity is much larger than the capacity 
of the neutralizing condenser. If, for example, C,. 
is about 15 µµf d., a common value, then C,, 
might well be 0.001 µfd. rated at 5000 volts d.c. 
working voltage. Remember that the ratings of 
by-pass or blocking condensers depend to a great 
extent upon the voltage drop across them, not 
necessarily upon the values of the voltages im
pressed upon the circuits in wh'ich they are used. 
Because most of the r.f. drop in this circuit is 
across the neutralizing condenser, C. has little 
work to do insofar as r.f. is concerned. Its purpose 
is to prevent the plate voltage from reaching the 
grids of the tubes. R,., the value of which can be 
about one-half megohm, rated at one or two 
watts, effectively short circuits the neutralizing 
condenser insofar as d.c. is concerned, but has 
negligible effect upon the r.f. constants of the 
circuit. 

Well, that's all there is to it. 'I'he effectiveness 
of the scheme is shown by the example of the 
W9KNZ transmitter. Economy dictated the 
choice of neutralizing condensers . • . economy 
and availability. In the conventional circuit, 1000 
volts was the maximum that could be plate
modulated without their flashing. Now the old 
242A's have to take 1750 and like it because 

rr -C+ ~ -B 

RFC 

Fig. 2-The circuit arrangement used by W9KNZ 
brings both sides of the neutralizing condenser to the 
same d.c. potential but does not disturb r.f. conditions. 
C8 handles the r.f.; C. the d.c. 
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the neutralizing condensers no longer flash over. 
This is good, sound (!) typical ham reasoning. 
If the amount of soup that can be poured into the 
old rig is limited by any single circuit component, 
fix that one thing up and pile on the soup till 
something else breaks down. HI! This stunt is 
iinding application in at least one broadcast 
station and several others have inquired about it. 
Since new regulations have called for power 
reductions in some stations, changed operating 
conditions have, in occasional cases, resulted in 
increased peak voltages, believe it or not, and 
the first place that trouble seems to occur is in 
the neutralizing condensers. Something has to 
give! 

Here's the why: Condensers are often con
nected in series in order to increase the break
down voltage rating of a given filter setup. Now, 
the d.c. voltages across condensers in series do 
not divide inversely as the capacities, the laws 
of physics to the contrary. This is because the 
d.c. voltage drop across a condenser tends to be 
proportional to the leakage resistance of that 

+ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A 

+ 

B 
Fig. 3 - Equalizing voltages across series-connected 

filter condensers by means of high resistances. 

particular condenser. To prevent disaster in filter 
setups where condensers are used in series, small 
bleeder resistors of equal value are placed across 
each condenser as shown in Fig. 3B. These re
sistors are of low enough value to swamp out 
variations in leakage resistance and thus the 
actual d.c. voltage across each condenser is made 
the same. C,. is an air condenser and thus its 
leakage resistance is extremely high. C,., in series 
with C,., is a mica condenser whose leakage resist
ance is also very high but not as high as that of 
C,.. Therefore, although the d.c. path through C,. 
is apparently broken by c., really the CHARGE 
across C,. is, practically the same as before and 
the mere insertion of c. does not prevent flash
over. Now we place R,. across C,., thus bringing 
its leakage resistance to a low value compared 
to that of C,.. This places the full sum of bias and 
plate d.c. voltages across c •. 

This suggestion may not appeal to the fellow 
who can spend all he wants to on his rig. But to 
the fellow who has to pull most of his stuff out 
of the junk box, it should prove interesting. As 
a cure for an existing case of trouble it is much 
more economical than the purchase and installa-
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Neutralizing condensers have a tend
ency to flash over? Here's a simple way 
to isolate the d.c. and thereby lower the 
peak voltage the condenser mu.st handle. 
Inexpensive, too. 

tion of larger neutralizing condensers. Because 
the physical dimensions of the condensers are 
smaller than those that would otherwise be re
quired, the scheme possesses technical merit 
aside from its economy. The reader is referred 
to Ferrill's article for examples of plate spacings 
for given operating voltages. Keep in mind that 
the excitation voltages and r.f. plate voltages at 
anyinstantare across the neutralizing condenser 

Uiutam ~- &mitb, 
<fx=9~jf. 91t@a 

&ATEUR radio lost one of its beloved 
old timers with the death on November 18, 1939 
of William H. Smith, of Denver, Colo., undoubt
edly the most enthusiastic "wireless" pioneer in 
what is now the Rocky Mountain Division. 

One of the organizers and charter members of 
the Colorado Wireless Association, Denver's first 
radio club, "Pop" Smith was chief operator dur
ing its entire existence, 1912 to 1922. He used the 
familiar letter "S" as his call from his beginning 
in amateur radio until about 1915, when the 
limited commercial call "KIX" was assigned to 
him as the Denver communications office of a 
Colorado mining company. During the war he 
taught code classes at the Y.M.C.A., and af
terwards he again became active with a 1-kw. 
rotary quenched spark outfit using the call 
9KOA which was issued to him at that time. 
From that station he broadcast time signals 
nightly, and many amateurs will remember the 
astonishing accuracy with which they were sent, 
even though transmitted manually. Confirma
tions of reception were received from listeners 
more than 2000 miles distant. All of his apparatus 
was home-made - exact duplicates of the best 
manufactured equipment of the day. 

"Pop" Smith was the first amateur in Colo
rado to make out-of-state contacts, quite an 
achievement back in the 1916 spark days. One 
of the first League members, and for several 
post-war years a director, he was active in or
ganizing the A.R.R.L. trunk lines. Operating 
9ZF in the first transcontinental relays, he suc
cessfully bridged the long gap between 6EA, 
Los Angeles, and 9ABD, Jefferson City, Mo. He 
remained active until spark was outlawed and 
never operated c.w., but was a constant listener 
to all branches of radio services up to the time of 
his death. 
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A~ ON THE ULTRA HIGHS ;,~"-
(;ONDUC:TED BY E. P. TILTON,* WIDDQ 

As MIGHT be expected, reports of five
meter activity reached a new low during January. 
We believe that this is partly due to the fact that 
most of the gang are saving up reports until time 
to submit the monthly resume of activity for 
Marathon credit. From our ()Wn observation it 
appears that 56 Mc. is showing much more in the 
way of consistent nightly activity, in this part of 
the country, than during the same period last 
year; but for the fellows who, because of lack of 
local activity, must depend on skip DX for five
meter contacts, January was a pretty quiet 
month. 

One "open day" in December was reported too 
late for inclusion in last month's column. On Dec. 
21st, at 8:47 P.M., W5AJG, Dallas, was heard by 
W9IZQ of Wauwatosa, Wis. No other reports 
were received for this date, and Leroy was testing 
with a station in Ft. Worth at the time, so no 
DX was worked. On Jan. 11th, W5AJG worked 
W4AUU, Macon, Ga., and again, this was the 
only report received for this date. We would like 
to commend to other u.h.f. enthusiasts the re
porting system of W5AJG. Whenever anything 
interesting occurs, Leroy jots it down briefly on 
ii postcard and sends it in immediately. If more 
of the gang would follow his example he would be 
able to present a much more complete and inter
ei:;ting story of u.h.f. conditions each month. 

The second week in January produced a series 
of exceptional nights for extended local work. 

* ;{29 Central St., Springfield, Mass, 
All time mentioned is local time for the station whose 

work is reported, 

The operating position at W9ARN, Bartonville, Ill. 
Receivers inclnde an RME HF-10 and a 69-DM36 
combination, Note the barometer and thermometer, 
important items of equipment for the u,h.£. man. 
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During this period, mild temperatures and high 
humidity prevailed generally in the North At
lantic states and on several occasions, notably 
Tuesday, Saturday, and Sunday, a considerable 
amount of lower-atmospheric bending was in 
evidence. Signals of better-than-average strength 
were noted also on the 23rd, 29th and 30th. 

All afternoon and evening of Saturday, Jan. 
13th, signals from distances up to 200 miles came 
through at Wilbraham with surprising strength 
and steadiness. The maximum strength attained 
was not equal to summer peaks but the steady 
d1aractcr of the signals for long periods (in 
contrast to the fluctuation generally noticed 
during spring and summer) made possible many 
very satisfactory contacts over fairly long paths. 

WIDEI, Natick, Mass., worked WlHDF, 
Elmwood, Conn., late Saturday afternoon, with 
signals equal to the best that summer might have 
offered. This is a 100-mile jump from low eleva
tions at each end, with 1200-foot ranges of hills 
intervening at a number of points. W2LRE, 
Rahway, N. J., well over 100 miles, was worked 
at Wilbraham when he was using a 15-watt 
portable rig and a two-tube super-regen. W3HOH 
maintained a steady signal close to S9 for several 
hours, while W3BZJ avp,raged S6-7 over a 200-
mile distance. WIKLJ, from his vantage point 
atop .J:i'all Mountain, Bristol, Conn., worked 
stations all the way from Pennsylvania to New 
Hampshire during the evening. Television recep
tion from W2XPS, N.B.C. station in the Empire 
State Building in New York City, was the best 
ever experienced since the television receiver 
was installed last July, and all the while the ten
meter band was filled with S9 signals from New 
York and New Jersey. 

Such conditions, while not so frequent in winter 
as in spring, summer, and early fall, do occur 
much oftener than most 56-Mc. enthusiasts 
realize; and we insist that those who drop Five 
in the late summer and return to it in the spring 
are missing many interesting evenings. To them, 
and to all other amateurs whose interest in u.h.f. 
work is only casual, may we reco=end the 
purchase of a barometer and a subscription to the 
daily weather-map service (only twenty cents per 
month from your nearest Weather Bureau office). 
There are plenty of very re.adable books on 
meteorology at your local library - study the 
weather a bit and then watch for the relationship 
between atmospheric conditions and u.h.f. DX. 
Here, you will find, is a phase of amateur radio 
which has much more to it than calling CQ or 
fighting QRM ! 
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HERE AND THERE: 
WlDEI is back on the active list after some heavy work 

outfitting his new shack. Mel can now operate in comfort 
(no heat previously) and can be counted upon to be ·• in 
there" whenever the band is open for either extended-local 
or skip DX. Mel is using his buffer stage for contacts at 
present; and is rebuilding his final and power supplies in 
accordance with safety principles. Competition for DEI is 
now supplied by WlJTB, formerly of Ware. Mass., now a 
near neighbor. 

W2MO finds things picking up gradually, with several 
new calls appearing in his log, which, incidentally, now 
includes approximately two thousand different stations 
worked on ]'ivel Earl would hasten to assure you that prac
tically all of these were worked prior to Dec. 1, 1938, how
ever. Our guess is that 2MO will take the January Award 
for the highest score in the first month of the 1940 U.H.F. 
Marathon, with close to 100 different stations worked. from 
what we hear as this is being written. WlKLJ and W3HOH 
are giving Earl a good run for his money, both fellows piling 
up new contacts nightly. 

W3IDS, Philadelphia, takes issue with those who claim 
that modern 56-Mc. technique is too costly or too complex 
for today's beginners. With exactly $15.47 at his disposal 
when he obtained his ticket, he, with the help of W3HVK, 
built a "poor man's rig" consisting of a 6K7 e.c.o., 6F6 
doubler, and 6L6 final, modulated by a 6L6 with 6F5 
speech. The quality of the signal emitted by a rig of this 
sort can easily equal that of the more costly crystal jobs. 
All components were purchased new, except for the modula
tion choke. Says W3IDS: "For the cost of a half-decent 
modulated oscillator, anyone can build a rig having xtal 
performance. • • • I hope you can find room for this report 
to encourage activity, among newcomers, on five meters." 

It looks as though the oid standbys in Georgia and Florida 
are going to have some competition this year. W4FKN, 
Atlanta, reportJ.J that he and W4MV, also of Atlanta, are 
going to give W4FBH a run for his money. This group gets 
together each Saturday night for a "round-table" and more 
stati0ns are expected to join in soon. W 4FKN also has 
equipment for 112 and 224 Mo. W4BRB should be on in 
West Palm Beach, Fla., by the time this appears in print. 
Gene hopes to work out with W4DRZ and W4EDD. 

W5FYF, Oklahoma City, heard W5EHD, Del Rio, Texas, 
on Dec. 15th. 'rhis, being that in-between distance so 
difficult to work, excited our curiosity. We inquired of 
W5EHD and found that he was on 28 Mc. at the time, 
working short-skip with a station in Northern Texas, but the 
dope checks with Vance's log. Some harmonic! 

W6QLZ passes along some interesting dope on conditions 
of Dec. 15th. After working W5AJ.G at 6:45 P.ll4. he listened 
around and heard W6OVK, Tucson, Ariz., calling Leroy on 
o.w. By this time 5AJG had faded out at Phoenix, and 
6OVK was just beginning to get him. Clyde (QLZ) found 
that the only way he could hear Jim was with his beam 
pointed several degrees north of east, instead of southeast 
which is the approximate direction of Tucson. This looks like 
an extreme example of a rebound from a sharply tilted re
flecting layer. Clyde says that the c.w. of W6OVK had 
"multipath flutter" during this period. According to 
Clyde's prognostications, Feb. 24th and 25th should be 
"open." As most of you will be reading this about then, we'll 
aee how well he calls his shots. The log at \V6QLZ shows open 
days around this time each year since 1936. 

Here's good news for searchers for new states in 1940: 
W8TNC, located at Martin Hall, West Virginia University, 
is active on 56, 112, and 224 Mc. The five-,;,_eter rig ends up 
with a pair of 35T's at 250 watts, while the 112 and 224-Mo. 
jobs use HK-24'• and 316-A's respectively. West Virginia 
University has been the scene of much enlightening tropo
sphere research in recent years.1 Other active stations in 
Morgantown include W8SPY and W8KWL. 

From W8NOH, Grand Rapids, Mich., we learn of the 
formation of the Kent U.H.F. Club, with a charter member
ship including WS's RKE, QQN, TBN, GRP, OTG, LNW, 
1'nd NOH. Also included in this group was Errol V. Wells, 

1 "Heights of the Reflecting Regions in the Troposphere," 
Friend and Colwell, I.R.E. Proceeding,, October, 1939. 
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W8LMP. of Caledonia. 
Mich .• who passed away 
.January 3rd. Always ae
tive on the ultra-highs, 
W8LMP will be sorely 
missed. Receipt of this sad 
news struck a particularly 
responsive chord with 
your conductor, for it was 
W8LMP who, in June, 
1935, provided us with onr 
first P...xperience in. recep
tion of Skip DX. This was 
one of the first recorded 
instances of this phenom
enon, and as we happened 
to he the only person in 
the Springfield area who 
heard this then unheliev
ahle signal, we had quite 
a time C":onvincing our 
skeptical friends that we 
were entirely sane and so~ 
bex, until it was reported 
in QST later 2 that 
WlCBJ, Derry, N. H., 
had worked W8CYE, 
Dayton, Ohio, the pre
vious day, June 22, 1935. 

A protracted rag-chew 
with W9ZHB during a 
splurge of short skip on 
28 Mc. in the wee-small 
hours of the morning of 
.Jan. 21st netted us some 
interesting facts about 56-
Mc. activity in Central 
Illinois. Ed says that the 
gang, including W9's 
ARN, CBJ, CLH, RGH, 
and many others check 

The 12-element :!2,i-Mc. 
array at WBGU, Erie, Pa., 
is mounted on a steel mast 
without the use of insu
lators. 

the hand nightly for signs of DX. Horizontal antennas are 
practically standard equipment, as the result of numerous 
tests which have shown horizontal polarization to be 
most effective, regardless of the polarization at the other end. 
Thus is. fuel ':dded to the fire of controversy already raging 
over this busmess of horizontal vs. vertical. It may be only 
beca.use of the large number of stations using them, or 
possibly that a wrong impression has been created by the 
succe.ss of a few stations which are fortunately located but 
the entire eastern group still favors verticals; and' our 
own tests, both at Wilbraham and former locations in 
S_rringfield, give the vertical types preference by a wide mar
gm. 'rhe fact that horizontals have proven most effective 
over the flat country around the Gr.eat Lakes, while verticals 
have seemed to be best in the rugged country of Wl, 2, and 
3, _makes us ~onder if the nature of the country has any
thing to do with this apparent contradiction. Here indeed 
is an interesting field for those who think that th~ experi: 
mental work is all done on 56 Mc.I 

INTERNATIONAL NOTES: 
In_ the November issue of Break-In. official N.Z.A.R.T. 

pubhcation. we found an interesting summary of the 
reJ.Jults of several years of intensive listening on Five on the 
pa~ of P.A. Morrison of Wellington, New Zealand. Two 
W6 s have been heard which appear to be authentic exam
ples of long-distance 56-Mc. transmission. W6ENS was 
heard calling "CQ DX 56 Mc." and W6ITH was heard on 
a_n occasion when he was transmitting on 14, 28. and 56 Mc. 
simultaneously. Three other W's have been heard but these 
were identified as harmonics of 28-Mc. transmissions. 

Several VK'o have been heard, with reception of VK2NO 
(140~ miles across the Tasman Sea) in November, 1937, 
definitely confirmed. Other DX reports confirmed by 

2 "Five-Meter Signals Do the Impossible," QST August 
1935. ' ' 

(Continiud on page 106) 
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The Ionosphere and Radio Transmission 
Normal and Irregular Characteristics Which Affect Wave Propagation 

As tune goes on, the unremitting ef
forts of physicists in probing the upper 
atmosphere bear the fruit of continual 
additions to our knowledge of the things 
that happen to the signals we launch so 
hopefully into space. It's helpful, now 
and then, to take stock of that knowl
edge. The accompanying article, ex
tracted from the Bureau of Standards' 
Letter Circular LC-575, is an up-to-date 
summary of known ionosphere effects. 
"Must" reading for the chap who wants 
to keep well informed. 

IN THE high atmosphere, above about 50 
kilometers (30 miles), the air particles are sepa
rated so far that collisions between them are far 
less frequent than in the lower atmosphere, and 
when an air particle is ionized by ultraviolet 
radiation from the sun it remains ionized for a 
considerable time. Therefore at any given time a 
large proportion of the air particles are in an 
ionized condition. This does not occur much be
low about 50 kilometers (30 miles), because the 
ionizing radiations from the sun are largely ab
sorbed in the higher regions of the atmosphere. 
Likewise there is not very great ionization den
sity above about 400 kilometers (250 miles), be
cause the air is so rare at such heights that there 
are not enough atoms to provide for great ioniza
tion density. The region in which the ionization 
is great, great enough in fact to affect radio wave 
transmission, is thus between 50 and 400 kilo
meters (30 and 250 miles) above the earth's sur
face, and this region is called the "ionosphere". 

The ionization in the ionosphere is not uni
formly distributed with altitude but is stratified, 
and there are certain definite layers in which the 
ionization density is such as to reflect radio 
waves. These layers do not remain always at the 
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same height but vary diurnally, seasonally, and 
otherwise, in both height and ionization density. 
There may be a considerable number of such 
layers at a given time. There are two principal 
ones, called the "E" and "F" layers. The E 
layer is at a height of 90 to 140 kilometers at 
different times, usually about 110 kilometers. 
The term F-layer is ordinarily reserved for the 
other layer as it exists at night; in the daytime 
during most of the year it divides into two 
layers which are called the "F1'' and "F2". The 
night F layer is at a height of about 180 to 400 
kilometers. The F1 layer exists in the daytime, 
at a height of about 140 to 250 kilometers. The 
Fs layer also exists in the daytime, at a height 
of about 250 to 350 or more kilometers in the 
summer, and about 150 kilometers in the winter 
day. (The "virtual" heights, defined later, are 
somewhat higher than these values.) The fourth 
layer, which is semi-permanent, is the "D" 
layer; it exists only in the daytime, and its height 
is of the order of 50 to 90 kilometers. Little has 
been done on the determination of the quantita
tive characteristics of the D layer, its effects 
being largely inferred rather than directly ob
served. Existing knowledge cove.rs mainly the 
E, F, F1, and F1 layers. 

The structure of the ionosphere may be visual
ized in an elementary way from Fig. 1, which is 
for a typical summer daytime condition, the E, 
Ft, and F2 layers all being present. This diagram 
is drawn to scale, so the angles of reflection of 
radio waves from the layers may be estimated 
correctly. The three layers are shown as mere 
thin lines, for simplicity. The layers have in fact a 
certain thickness, and the density of ionization 
varies somewhat in this thickness. At the right of 
the diagram is a rough illustration of a possible 
distribution of ionization density with height. 

Dotted lines indicate two of many possible 
paths of radio waves from a transmitter to a re
ceiver as transmitted by reflection from the 

Fig. 1 - Simplified scale drawing showing possible paths of wave travel. (1) A low-frequency-wave reflected by 
the E layer; (2) a wave of higher frequency reflected from the F2 layer; (3) wave which passes completely through 
the ionosphere because its frequency is too high to permit reflection, 
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Fig. 2 - Showing the relation of virtual height (h) 
to the height actually reached by the wave in reflection 
from the ionosphere. 

ionosphere layers. This picture, simple as it is, 
does in fact represent the basic mechanism of 
radio wave transmission over long distances. 
When we consider the variations of ionization 
and height of the layers with time, and the effects 
of the ionization upon the received intensity and 
the limits of transmissible frequency at any 
particular time, the picture loses its simplicity. 
However) most of the phenomena of long-dis
tance radio transmission are completely explain
able in terms of the ionosphere. 

Ionosphere Characteristics 
The principal ionosphere characteristics which 

control or determine long-distance radio transmis
sion are the height and the ionization density of 
each of the ionosphere layers. Since each layer 
has a certain thickness it is necessary to define 
the sense in which the term "height" is used. 
When a ray or traiu. of waves is reflected by a 
layer, it is slowed down as soon as it starts to 
penetrate into the layer. The process of reflection 
thus goes on from the point at which the waves 
enter the layer until they have been fully turned 
down and leave the layer. This is true whether 
the waves travel vertically or obliquely to the 
ionosphere. It is illustrated for the oblique case 
in Fig. 2. The waves follow a curved path in the 
layer· until they emerge at the same vertical 
angle at which they entered. The time of trans
mission along the actual path BCD in the ionized 
layer is the same as would be required for trans
mission along the path BED if there were no 
ionized particles present. The height h from the 
ground to E, the intersection of the two projected 
straight parts of the path, is called the "virtual 
height" of the layer. This is the important quan
tity in all measurements and applications. 

The virtual height of a layer is measured by 
transmitting a radio signal from A, and receiving 
at F both the signal transmitted along the ground 

Fig. ,3 -- Virtual hei~ht plotted against 
frequency for a typical winter day, with 
critical frequencies indicated. 
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and the echo, or signal reflected by the ionosphere, 
and measuring the difference in time of arrival of 
t,he two. The signal is a special, very short pulse 
in order that the two may be separated in an 
oscillograph, as the time differences are mere 
thousandths of a second. The difference between 
the distance (AE + EF) and .1F is found by 
multiplying the measured time difference by the 
wlocity of light. From this and the known dis
tance AF, the virtual height h is calculated. It is 
usual to make AF zero by transmitting the signal 
vertically upward and receiving it at the same 
place (and it is for this case that the term 
"virtual height" rigorously applies). The virtual 
height varies somewhat with frequency. 

The effectiveness of the ions in reflecting the 
waves back to earth depends on the number of 
ions present in a unit of volume, i.e., the ioniza
tion density. Thehigher the frequency, the greater 
is the density of ionization required to reflect the 
waves back to earth. It has been shown that, for 
electron ionization, the relation (for the ordinary 
ray, explained below) is 

N = 0.0124/2 

where N is the number of electrons per cubic 
centimeter and .f is the highest frequency, in 
kilocycles per second, at which waves sent verti
cally upward are reflected back to earth. Waves 
of all frequencies higher than this pass on through 
the ionized layer and are not reflected back to 
earth, while waves of all lower frequencies are 
reflected. This frequency is called the "critical 
frequency," and measurement of it is, with the 
equation just given, a means of measuring the 
maximum ionization density in an ionized layer. 
(Waves of higher frequencies than the critical 
are sometimes reflected bv another mechanism 
-see discussion of "Spor~dic E" later.) 

Measurements of critical frequency are usually 
made by means of vertical or nearly vertical trans
mission (that is, with the transmitter and re
ceiver not far apart). The process is to measure 
the virtual height, by the method described 
above, repeating the determination at successively 
increasing frequencies until the waves are no 
longer received back from the layer. The highest 
frequency at which waves sent vertically upward 
are received back from the layer is the critical 
frequency of that layer. Typical results of such 
measurements are illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, 
for different times of year, day and night. They 
show critical frequencies as sharp increases in 
virtual height. 
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In Fig 3, starting at a frequency below 2000 
kc. the virtual height is found (in this example) 
to be about 110 kilometers, and remains at about 
this height until about 3300 kc. The critical fre
quency of the E layer at the time of this measure
ment is thus 3300 kc.; Le., this is the highest fre
quency at which vertically-incident waves are 
reflected back to earth. All such waves of higher 
frequency penetrate through the E layer and go 
on up to a higher layer, the F2. The F2 layer has a 
greater ionization density and so it reflects back 
waves of frequency greater than 3300 kc. It is 
not until frequencies greater than 11,500 kc. are 
used that the F2 layer fails to reflect them, in 
the case illustrated. 

Near the critical frequency the waves are ex
cessively retarded in the ionized layer, which 
accounts for the rise of the curve at the critical 
frequency. At the right of the curve appear two 
critical frequencies for the F2 layer. This is an 
indication of double refraction of the waves due 
to the earth's magnetic field, two components 
of different polarization being produced. One is 
called the "ordinary" wave and the other the 
"extraordinary" wave. The symbols o and ~, 
respectively, are used for these components. The 
critical frequency of a layer n is represented by 
the symbol f,., and to such symbol the o or x is 
added as a superscript. Thus the critical fre
quencies of the F2 ht.yer for the ordinary and 
extraordinary waves are indicated by the respec-

t.ive symbols, f'i}
2 
andH,: 

In the case of the E layer, the ordinary wave 
usually predominates and the extraordinary wave 
is so weak it does not affect radio reception. At 
Washington the critical frequency for the ex
traordinary wave is about 750 kc. higher than for 
the ordinary wave (for frequencies of 4000 kc. or 
higher). The difference in frequency is propor
tfonal to the intensitv of the earth's magnetic 
field at the place of reflection, and is therefore 
different at different places on the earth. In re
porting results of measurements of critical fre
quency it is now customary to give the values for 
the ordinary wave; practice varied in the past. 

Besides the virtual heights and critical fre
quencies, the absorption of the energy of radio 
waves by the ionosphere is an important factor in 
limiting radio transmission. This absorption ex
ists because the ions set in motion by the radio 
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Fig. 4 - Representative summer day conditions. The 
extraordinary components are clearly indicated. 
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waves collide with air molecules and dissipate as 
heat the energy they have taken from the radio 
waves. Consequently the energy thus absorbed 
from the radio waves is greater, the greater the 
distance of penetration of waves into the ionized 
layer and the greater the density of ions and air 
molecules in the layer, and hence the greater the 
number of collisions between ions and air mole
cules. Absorption is especially great in the day
time, and it occurs chiefly in the low ionosphere, 
in the D or E layers. It also occurs in the high 
ionosphere, near ~ritical frequencies. Much of the 
low-layer absorption disappears with the decrease 
of low-layer ionization at night. Higher frequen
cies are less affected by absorption than are lower 
frequencies, for waves passing through the same 
ionized layers. 

Regular Variations of Ionosphere 
Characteristics 

There are three principal types of variation of 
critical frequencies which are fairly regular with 
time. These are diurnal variations, seasonal varia
t,ions, and year-to-year variations with the sun
spot cycle. 

The diurnal and seasonal variations of the criti
cal frequencies of the normal E layer are particu
larly regular. The critical frequencies vary with 
the altitude of the sun, being highest when the 
sun is most nearly overhead. Thus the diurnal 
maxi.mum of the E critical frequency Us) is at 
local noon, and the seasonal maximum is in mid
summer. At night this layer usually does not re
flect waves of frequencies higher than about 1000 
kc. 

The diurnal and seasonal variations of the 
critical frequencies of the Ft layer at Washington 
are quite different from those of the E layer. The 
winter F2 critical frequencies exceed any regular 
critical frequency found during the summer. In 
the winter a broad diurnal maximum occurs in the 
daytime, centered around 1:00 P.M. local time. In 
the summer a broader diurnal maximum centers 
about sunset. During the night the winter critical 
frequencies are usually lower than the correspond
ing summer values. Thus, the highest F2-layer 
critical frequencies occur during the winter day, 
and the lowest F-layer critical frequencies occur 
during the winter night; the summer day and 
night values are between. 

'fhe F2 virtual heights are much lower during a 
winter day than during a summer day. The F vir
tual heights at night are about the same in winter 
as in summer. 

The seasonal effects in the ionosphere synchro
nize with the sun's seasonal position, not lagging 
it month or two as do the seasons of weather. 
Winter conditions in the F2 layer obtain during a 
period of several months from about October to 
March, and summer conditions for a period of 
several months from about April to September. 
Around the equinoxes, there is a transition period 
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of a month or two in which the change occurs 
between winter and summer conditions; in these 
transition periods the ionosphere characteristics 
(except for the effects of sporadic E) fluctuate 
between winter and summer conditions and are 
thus more erratic than during the rest of the year. 

There are important changes in ionosphere 
characteristics in the 11-year sunspot cycle. From 
the sunspot minimum in 1933 to the sunspot 
maximum in 1937 t,he F- and F2-layer critical 
frequencies doubled (for most hours of the day), 
and the E-layer critical frequencies became 1.25 
times as great. A consequence is that the best 
radio frequencies for long-distance transmission 
were approximately twice as great in 1937 as in 
1933 (except for summer daytime, when they were 
about 1.5 times as great). In about 1944 they 
will return to minimum values. 

The condition of the ionosphere varies some
what with latitude. For all latitudes of conti
nental United States the differences from the 
Washington values appear to be negligible, but 
the values in Alaska and in the Canal Zone are 
;;omewhat different. 
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Fig. 5 - At night, either summer or winter, the E 
layer is relatively weak, while the F1 and Fs layers com
bine to form a single layer, the F. Critical frequencies 
are considerably lower at night than during the daytime. 

Applications to Radio Transmission 
From the vertical-incidence critical frequencies 

and virtual heights of the ionosphere layers, at 
any given time, it is possible to calculate the 
upper limit of radio frequency that can be trans
mitted over any distance. The calculated values 
of maximum usable frequency are found to agree 
with direct observation of radio transmission over 
such distances. 

When radio waves are transmitted along the 
earth over any distance, they strike the iono
~phere obliqueiy (Fig. 1). 'such· obliquely incident 
waves. can be reflected back down with lower 
ionization densities than can vertically incident 
waves. It results that the larger the angle of inci
dence (angle of wave path with the vertical), i.e., 
the greater the transmission distance, the higher 
is the upper limit of frequency of waves that can 
be reflected from a layer of given ionization den
sity or critical frequency. This upper limit of fre
quency, for transmission via an ionosphere layer, 
for a particular time and transmission distance, is 
called the "maximum usable frequency." It may 
be calculated roughly, to a first approximation, 
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TABLE I 

Typical Average Ratios of llfaximum Usable 
Frequency to Critical Frequency 

(For One-Hop Transmission) 

Distance,_ km 

600 tOOO 1600 1600 8600 
Winter 

Midnight F ...... l.2 1.5 l.8 2.8 2.9 
NoonF2 •.......• 1 " l.6 2.1 2.9 3.4 

Summer 
Midnight F ...... 1..2 1.4 1.7 2.4 2.8 
NoonF2 ......... 1.2 l.6 1.8 2.5 2.9 
Noon Fi ......... 1.3 2.0 2.7 3,6 
NoonE ........ 2.0 3.4 4.4 

8poradie lJJ * ....... 2.5 4.2 5.1 

* Sporadic E transmis!:3ion has uo critical frequency. The 
values given are ratios of maximum usable frequency to the 
approximate upper limit of frequency of the stronger spo
radie-E reflections at vertical incidence. 

by multiplying the critical frequency of the layer 
by the secant of the angle of incidence. 

The accurate calculation of maximum usable 
frequencies from vertical-incidence critical fre
quencies is quite complicated. For convenience, 
typical values for the conversion are given in 
Table I. 

To obtain the maximum usable frequency for 
transmission over a given distance by way of a 
given layer, multiply the critical frequency by the 
ratio given in the table. Where blanks appear in 
the table, and for distances over 3500 kilometers, 
the distance is too great for one-hop transmission, 
i.e., transmission over such distances requires 
multiple reflection from the ionosphere with 
intervening reflection from the ground. 

The distance at which a given frequency is the 
maximum usable frequency is also the minimum 
distance over which that frequency is receivable. 
This minimum distance for any frequency is 
called the skip distance; at any less distance it is 
impossible to receive on that or higher frequen
cies, except for sporadic or scattered reflections. 

The highest maximum usable frequencies (in 
north temperate latitudes) occur during the win
ter day and the lowest during the winter night. 
The summer values for both night and day lie 
between these two extremes except as modified by 
sporadic-E or scattered reflections. 

Maximum U.~able Frequencies over Long 
Paths 

Since the local time of day, and hence the iono
sphere characteristics, may vary a large amount 
throughout a long transmission path, it is neces
sary to consider what part of the path determines 
the eonditions of transmission. For single-hop 
transmission (transmission by a single reflection 
from the ionosphere), it is the region half-wa.y 

(Continued on paoe 88) 
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Fitting the Chassis to the Layout 
A Compact 1Jledi11m-Power 20- and 10-IJleter Transmitter 

BY E. DAVID LITKE,* WIIVY 

IN RECENT years most amateur equip
ment has been designed and built for relav rack 
mounting, and few rigs have been built in ;uch a 
way as to contribute to the "eye appeal" of the 
shack of the fellow who wants to keep his equip
ment neatly arranged on a table or on his operat
ing desk. The rig herein described is a complete 
r.f. section of a 10- and 20-meter 'phone trans
mitter consisting of a push-pull 812 final amplifier 
with a three-stage exciter (6V6 oscillator, 6V6 
doubler, 807 amplifier-doubler) all mounted on a 
chassis and panel measuring 11 ¼ inches wide, 12 
inches high, and 6¾ inches deep. The complete 
transmitter therefore occupies just about the 
cubic space normally used by only one stage. 

The space is divided into two parts by a shelf 
mounted from the panel 5.¼ inches from the bot
tom and extending back 5½ inches. The space on 
this shelf and on the upper half of the panel is 
taken up by the final amplifier, while the lower 
compartment houses the exciter stages and the 
filament transformer. 

l'Hechanical Construction 
The compact construction of this transmitter is_ 

made possible by following a "bend your own" 
* Millen Mfg. Co., 150 Exchange St., Malden, Mass. 

Neutralizing condensers are mounted fiat, by means of 
small metal angles, on either side of the final tank coil 
to give a symmetrical layout and short connections. 
This view also shows the way the components for the 
final are arranged. 

The relay rack is a straitjacket from 
which few amateur transmitters seem 
able to escape. But the r.f. layouts it 
leads to only too often aren't the best 
that could be devised. Here's one ham's 
answer to getting panel construction -
without relay-rack panel constriction. 
Give a thought to tailoring the chassis to 
your next transmitter. 

policy of making the chassis to fit the parts, rather 
than the customary practice of getting the chassis 
first and then attempting to fit the parts to it. 
More rigs could boast the appearance of an in
strument instead of merely a conglomeration of 
parts, if this policy were followed more frequently. 

The entire chassis and panel assembly is made 
of 0.040-inch sheet iron, cut and folded to proper 
dimensions. The panel is a piece of sheet stock 
11½ inches by 12%; inches folded ¾ inch on 
both sides and on top for rigidity. (Regular 
erackle-finished panel material such as Masonite 
could be substituted if desired, thus avoiding the 
necessity for bending the edges of thin metal 
stock.) The shelf is a piece 12 by 6 inches folded 
% inch on the longer sides. The ends are made 
from pieces 6½ by 5% inches folded ¾ inch on 
top. The can enclosing the exciter stages is 6¼ 
inches long and 4 inches high, with the back 
vertical to 2!,':i inches from the bottom and then 
sloping 30 degrees to the horizontal for the re
mainder of the height. The bot,tom is a piece of 
sheet iron 6¾ by 11 inches, folded down¾ inch 
on each side, with automobile rubber door bump
ers inserted in each corner for feet. 

The shelf fastens to the panel with three screws 
through the front lip. The end brackets fasten to 
the shelf with screws through the lip on top of 
them and fasten to the side lip of the panel. The 
can enclosing the exciter extends forward to the 
panel and fastens to it. The bottom is set in % 
inch so it is flush with the panel and side brackets 
and fastens on all sides with screws. 

The metal pieces should first be laid out on the 
sheet metal itself, then cut out, and then all holes 
drilled and cut. It is important that atl much of 
the cutting and drilling as possible be done while 
the pieces are still flat. Next the edges are folded. 
A neat job of this can be done in a husky vise with 
a few odd lengths of steel bars. A line is first 
marked on the sheet metal where it is to be bent, 
and then the sheet is clamped at the line between 
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two bars of steel in the vise. The steel bars should 
he at least as long as the bend. If the bend is a 
long one, the steel bars should also be damped 
together at the ends with "C" damps. The metal 
is ne:xt gripped with t,he hands and bent. Then 
another steel bar is placed over the bend and 
pounded with a heavy hammer. The result will 
be a sharp, even bend. 

While the only tools really necessary for a good 
job of cutting and bending the ehassis are a husky 
pair of tin shears and a good-sized vise with a 
few pieces of steel bars, it is much easier and an 
,wen better job is obtained if the pieces an, all 
laid out on a piece of sheet iron and then taken to 
a local tinsmith, who will shear it up and bend it 
in his brake for a verv nominal sum. 

The pieces were 
0

J>repared for painting by 
thoroughly cleaning them with a grease solvent. 
After the solvent had completely evaporated, the 
dark gray enamel was applied with a brush. The 
paint was then baked in a large pasteboard box 
with an electric stove in it so arranged so as to 
distribute the heat evenly. After t,he paint was 
dry, the chassis was reassembled and the parts 
mounted on it. 

The three exciter stages are mounted in the 
bottom compartment in a can so shaped that the 
pre-tuned exciter tanks will plug in from the 
front through a cut-out section of the panel, 
while the 807 and the 6V6's plug in on the" end 
and on the sloping section of the back, respec
tively. The crystal is mounted on the end oppo
site that on which the 807 is mounted. Holes 2:l,j'. 
inches in diameter are cut into the end brackets 
to make the crystal and 807 acicessible. With this 
layout the tube socket connections are but a very 
short distance above and in back of the eoil 
socket terminals, while the t,erminal strip con
nections are only a few inches below, all of which 
permits very short connecting leads. This con
struction also lends itself well to a busbar ground 
run through the can to which all of the grounded 
parts are connected, thereby eliminating the use 
of the chassis in the ground circuits. Feed
through bushings are used in all high potential 

Inside one of the plug-in exciter tanks. Although 
operated fixed-tune, screwdriver adjustments may 
readily he made from the front of the panel. 
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Unusual mechanical construction and fixed-tune units 
plug-in from front of panel feature this compact trans
mitter. The fixed-tune units are readily adjustable from 
the front panel. 

leads feeding through the chassis, but for low po
tential leads such as grid and meter leads, a very 
,;atisfactory feed-through insulator was obtained 
by removing the prong clips from a crystal 
soekct (Millen 33002). This proved very useful in 
that it permitted feeding the leads directly 
through the chassis instead of breaking the lead 
and soldering to the lugs on both ends as is neces
sary on the regular bushing. The sockets used are 
the type having the insulating barrier between 
prongs, thereby eliminating the possibility of 
shorting or arcing between the socket, connec
tions. 

All parts are ruggedly mounted and suspen
sion from flexible leads is twoided as much as 
possible, since in compact construction very 
little shifting of parts ean be tolerated. All r.f. 
chokes are mounted on stand-off insulators. 
Small condensers and resistors are mounted with 
the shortest leads possible. The 3000-ohm voltage 
dividing resistor is mounted in front of the fila
ment transformer where air can circulate around 
it more freely, thereby preventing the heat from 
affecting the exciter stages. 

To permit removing the exciter tank cans by 
gripping the tops, the bases are fastened to the 
cans with screws, one on one side and two evenly 
spaced on the other side. This arrangement pre
vents the screw heads on adjacent cans from 
getting in each other's way, as would be the case 
if they were all put in the same respective posi
tions. 

In the two 6V6 stages the plug-in tanks require 
only three connections, so the fourth is used to 
ground the eun. The third can, however, houses 
the 807 tank circuit and the final grid circuit, and 
BO needs all the prongs furnished by the live
prong plug. To ground the can, an auxiliary clip 
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C1, C6, C1, Cu, C1o, Crn, C17 -
0.005-µfd. mica, 500-volt. 

C2 -- 25-µµfd. silvered mica (Millen 
27025). 

Ca, ~. Ca, Cg, Cis, C14 - 25-µµfd. 
air trimmers (in exciter 
tanks). 

Co, C10 - 250-µµfd., 500-volt. 
C12 - 0.002-µfd. mica, 2500-volt. 
C1s, C19 - 0.5-13.5-µµfd. neutral-

izing condenser (Millen 
15003). 

C20 -·· Split-stator transmitting con
denser, 35-µµfd. per section, 
0.77" spacing (Millen 
11035). 

R1 •··· 25,000 ohms, J,,i-watt. 
.R2-·· 500 ohms, I-watt. 
Rs - 10,000 ohms, 1-watt. 
R4 - ,300 ohms, 5-watt. 
R5 -- ,i0,000 ohms, 2-watt. 
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Fig. 1 

Re - 9000 ohms, 2-watt. 
R1 - 3000-ohm semi-variable, 25-

watt. 
RFC1 - 2.5-mh. receiving choke. 
RFC2 -Transmitting choke (Mil

len 34140). 
Tt, T2, 'fa - Exciter tank assem

blies containing dual tuning 
condenser and coil form 
(Millen 70225). 

'f4 - Filament transformer, 6.3 
volts, 10-amp. ('fhordarson 
T-19F99). 

Mt - 0-300 d.c. milliammeter. 
M2 - 0-50 d.c. milliammeter. 
L1 -- 18 turns No. 18 enameled, 

length 1¼ inches, tapped at 
center. 

L,-9½ turns No. 18 enameled, 
length ¾ inch, tapped one 
turn from plate end. 

-c. 

• 

The exciter is built in a 
metal box occupying part 
of the lower deck. with 
the 807 driver projecting 
to the right. Note the 
filament transformer be
hind the 807. The plate 
choke for the final is 
under the upper deck, 
hack of the right-hand 
6Y6. 

• 

812 

IISV. tH.V. 

L~, L4 - 28 Mc.: 4.½ turns No. 
18 enameled, close-wound, 
,i inch between coils. 
14 Mc.: 11½ turns No. 18 
enameled, cfose-wound, ¼ 
inch between coils. 

Lt tapped at center. 
Note: L1, fa, Ls and L4 all wound 

on I-inch diameter fomis. 
Lis - 28 Mc.: 8 turns No. 8 wire, 

length 3 inches, diameter 2 
inches. 

14 Mc.: 10 turns No. 12 wire, 
length 2½ inches, diameter 
23-·i inches. 

Center turns of both coils sep
arated ¾ inch to provide space for 
Le. 
.Le - :i turns No. 14, diameter 

2 )·2 inches. 
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is used which contacts the side of the can when 
it is plugged in. 

In the oscillator tank, a fixed padder is con
nected in parallel with both variable condensers 
in the unit. In the 6V6 doubler, both variable 
condensers paralleled give sufficient capacity. In 
the third can, one condenser is used in the 807 
tank and the other in the balanced grid circuit 
for the final. The silver-on-mica padder has an 
ear on it by which it is rigidly mounted to the 
coil form bracket with a 4-40 screw. 

The filament transformer is mounted from the 
shelf in back of the 807 on ½-inch metal stand
offs with 8-32 screws. This clears the socket of 
the 812 nicely and still keeps the transformer 
high enough to leave room for the bottom cover 
plate to be inserted. 

The compactness of the final stage was 
achieved by proper selection and arrangement of 
parts. The worm-gear-driven condenser is 
mounted in the center, close to the panel. The 
drum dial tuning indicator is fastened to the 
end of the condenser shaft, -and in order to sim
plify the alignment of the condenser and drum 
dial bearings, the inside bracket of the drum dial 
was removed. The tank coil is mounted behind 
the condenser on 1¾-inch stand-offs made by 
fastening together a 1-inch isolantite stand-off 
and a %-inch cone with a headless 6-32 screw. 
This gives a long stand-off which will take 6-32 
mounting screws, whereas most longer stand-offs 
are made to take an 8-32 screw. 

The neutralizing condensers are the new com
pact polystyrene dielectric type mounted below 
and on both sides of t,he tank coil in a horizontal 
position. The bases are mounted on small angle 
brackets, and the top connecting lug is soldered 
to the lug of the feed-through bushing that brings 
the grid lead through the metal shelf. This place
ment of the condensers keeps them away from 

• 

By-pass condensers, chokes, re
sistors and tube sockets fill most of 
the space in the exciter compartment. 
The bottom of the set is normally 
protected by a plate which is fastened 
by screws to the side pieces and 
panel. 

• 
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the heat of the tubes and puts them right in line 
with the shortest neutralizing leads possible. 
When soldering connections to the neutralizing 
condensers, care must be exercised to avoid over
heating the polystyrene either by direct contact 
with the soldering iron or by overheating the lugs 
when soldering to them, since polystyrene has a 
low softening temperature. 

The r.f. choke in the final is mounted on its 
brackets on the bottom of the shelf under the 
tank coil in a horizontal position. 

The panel controls are arranged in a symmetri
cal layout. The tuning knob for the final con
denser is located in the center of the panel. A 
little above and to the right of the knob is the 
plate current meter, and to the left is the tuning 
indicator dial with a bezel to match the Triplett 
meter. The bottom left-hand portion of the panel 
is occupied by the grid current meter for the 
final, and the exciter tank coils are plugged in 
through the lower right-hand section of the 
panel. The filament switch is below and to the 
left of the condenser knob. 

Safety precautions were taken wherever possi
ble. All plate contacts are made with isolantite
insulated plate caps, and the plate leads are 
covered with isolantite beads which fit into the 
end of the plate cap, leaving no part of the wire 
exposed. The new safety terminal is used for the 
high-voltage eonnection. A terminal strip with 
barriers between terminals is used to prevent 
shorting of terminals by connecting wires. A 
shield (not shown in photographs) is mounted 
over the plate circuit jacks and the terminal strip 
to avoid accidental contact. The plate-current 
meter is connected in the cathode circuit of the 
812 tubes to keep it at low potential, but it must 
be remembered that it will read the sum of the 
plate and grid currents. 

(Continued on page 112) 
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One Meter for Multi-Stage Transmitters 
.,1. Discussion of Meter-Switching Methods 

BY D. L. W ABNER.• WDIBC: 

ONE of the most common problems in the 
design and construction of amateur transmitters 
is that of providing a satisfactory means of check
ing the operation of each stage without an ex
pensive array of meters. Wbile we all admire the 
appearance of a nicely laid out front panel which 
sports anywhere from one to a dozen meters, there 
are times when we like to get by with the least 
possible number of them - undoubtedly because 
of a desire to put our few nickels into much 

*115423 Honore Ave., Harvey, Ill. 
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Fig. 1 - Switdtlng a meter between two plate cir
cuits can be accomplished quite simply with a d.p.d.t. 
switch. An ordinary toggle switch can he used for low• 
voltage circuits (250 volts or so). The drawings at B 
and C show the active circuits with the switch in 
alternative positions. 
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needed parts and to hold down the total cost as 
much as possible. 

,Just how serious this multi-meter proposition 
can be was rather forcibly brought home to the 
writer recently in attempting to design a new 
portable rig which would also be called upon to 
double at the home station as an exciter unit. 
Wben all details of the circuit had been included 
that were absolutely necessary, we discovered 
that our plans were going to require about 
twenty-five dollars' worth of parts and, in addi
t.ion, about twelve dollars for meters, if we placed 
a meter permanently in each circuit. Needless to 
say, we voted against an array of meters that 
would run into any such amount, providing we 
could dope out a method of making one meter do 
all the work. 

Wbile trying to covp,r this problem in a satis
factory manner, we asked several dozen amateurs 
of our acquaintance what they would do in a case 
of this type and were surprised to find that only 
one or two had any ideas or even a single idea as 
to how to approach the subject! And that in 
spite of the fact that we distinctly remembered 
seeing various types of meter-switching circuits in 
previous issues of QST and the A.R.R.L. liand
tJOok at one time or another . 

Since we did go to quite a bit of trouble in 
gathering together a selection of metering meth
ods for our own use, we feel that many of our 
brother hams might appreciate a survey of some 
of the methods that can be used, as outlined here. 
Let's assume then that our problem is one of 
making a single meter do several jobs, for the cost 
of a single meter will seldom add a great deal to 
the estimated cost of building a new rig or of re
modeling an old one. 

Simple Methods 
Our first method is the simplest, and is based 

on the necessity for checking plate current in only 
two stages of a transmitter or exciter unit. In 
addition to the one meter having a suitable range 
for the purpose, we'll need only a double-pole 
double-throw toggle switch (easily extracted 
from almost any collection of spare parts). Fig. lA 
shows the proper connections. This arrangement 
permits flipping the meter from one circuit to the 
other without disturbing either circuit. For those 
who a.re in the beginner stage, Fig. lB and Fig. 
1 C indicate how each circuit is completed, dotted 
lines showing the portion of the circuit not in use 
in each switch position. 
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Next in line is a method that's 
extremely simple but not often 
used, whereby a multi-contact 
switch and one meter will permit 
plate current checking in three or 
four stages. It is especially well 
suited for use where an oscillator 
and two or three buffer-doubler 
stages follow each other and where 
plate current requirements of each 
stage are of essentially the same 
value. OutlinedinFig.2A, the switch 
can be a single-gang three-pole 
t,hree-position unit if metering is 
for three stages, or a four-pole four
position switch if four stages are to 
be checked with the same meter. 

+B 

!~ 
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Fig. 2 is self-explanatory as to 
method of connection. As can read
ily be seen, tank circuit number 1 
connects to the arm of position 1, 
tank number 2 to the arm of posi
tion 2, and so on. One side of the 
meter goes to positive high voltage; 
the other side connects to contact 1 
of position 1, contact 2 of position 
2, etc., with all remaining contacts 
of each position tied together and 
connected to the high voltage. 

Fig. 2 - Using a multi-pole multi-contact switch to shift a meter to 
plate (A) or cathode (B) circuits of several stages. 

Because of the reluctance that some of us feel 
toward putting our meters in high-voltage leads 
(even in exciter units the plate voltage is un
friendly to operators) and a desire to eliminate 
"hot spots" as much as possible, we can use the 
arrangement of Fig. 2A in an equally satisfactory 
manner to check stages by putting the meter in 
the cathode circuits. This is outlined in Fig. 2B 
and uses the same meter and switch as in Fig. 2A 
except that the meter is switched in series with 
the cathode of each stage and ground and pro
vides automatic grounding of each cathode as the 
meter is switched to another stage. 

For the benefit of those who have never tried 
cathode metering, it is important to note that the 
current measured in the cathode circuit will be 
the sum of the plate, screen, and grid currents of 
that stage. This should, of course, be taken into 
consideration when tuning stages with cathode 
metering; otherwise the meter readings will ap
pear to be unduly high, and the unsuspecting 
operator will start on a "bug-shooting" spree. 
It might be just as well to point out another 

Collecting in one place the various 
meter-switching schemes which have 
been proposed from time to time, this 
article may remind you of some things 
you've overlooked - besides providing 
highly useful information for new
comers. 
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confusing point in this type of circuit checking, 
and that is in regard to screen current in relation 
to plate load when using 6L6's and similar tubes. 
With the plate adjusted for proper load and cur
rent the screen current will be at a minimum; but 
if the plate load is removed and the plate circuit 
tuned to resonance, the screen current will rise to 
maximum. For this reason alone, the difference in 
plate current between the resonant and the off
resonance value will not be as pronounced as in 
plate metering, and the dip in plate currrent will 
not be as great as it would be if the meter were 
used directly in the plate circuit. This may de
cei ve the operator as to the true condition of the 
circuit at first, but once you get used to the idea, 
it's no cause for worry when retuning. 

Individual Stage Shunts 

Fig. 3 illustrates another simple method of 
plate metering which provides for measuring 
plate current in any number of low-power stages; 
that is, from four to eleven stages, with a two
gang switch and a single meter. Regular two-gang 
rotary switches are available having from three to 
eleven points, with the rotor on each section or 
gang insulated from the shaft. 

In this case the meter can be one with a low
reading scale, such as 0-1, 0-5 or 0-10 milli
amperes. The plate voltage is permanently con
nected to each stage in series with a small shunt 
resistor, and the meter is simply switched across 
the shunt in the various circuits. The value of the 
shunt resistor will, of course, depend upon the 
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Fig. B - The shunt-resistance 
method of meter switching. A 
double-pole multi-contact switch is 
required (a single pole switch can 
be used if all stage• to be metered 
are operating at the eame plate 
voltage from the same "B" supply, 
in which case only the set of con
tacts marked B need be used). 
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value of the basic movement of the meter and can 
vary with different circuits in order to provide 
full-scale readings of 100, 250 or 500 ma., as re
quired. Ordinarily this method would not be used 
in stages requiring more than 250 ma., and the 
majority of the circuit requirements in low power 
stages would not be over 100 ma. Since the gang 
switches are insulated with fibre or bakelite, it is 
not recommended that switching of this type be 
used in circuits where the voltage encountered is 
in excess of 600 to 750 volts. For circuits in which 
the operating voltage runs from 750 to 1000 volts 
one of the eeramic-insulated gang switches de
signed for amateur transmitting purposes should 
be used. 

When a meter having a basie movement of low 
current rating, such as 0-1, 0-5, or 0-10 ma., is 
not available, this same method can be used with 
a 0-75 or 0-100 ma. meter. In this case the meter 
shunt which is permanently connected in the cir
cuit can be figured so that when the meter is con
nected across the shunt, the total current capacity 
is from 25 per cent to 50 per cent higher than the 
full scale rating of the meter used. In other 
words, if a 0-100 ma. meter is used, the addition 

• 

Fit,. 4 - By a switching arrange
ment similar to that of Fig. 3, both 
crid and plate circuits can be checked 
with the same milliammeter. 

• 
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of the shunt in the circuit will increase the total 
reading of the meter to 125 or 150 mils. If the 
range of the instrument is in itself sufficient to 
handle the maximum current to be drawn by any 
of the stages to be measured, the shunt resistance 
may be made high enough so that the readings 
will represent very nearly the true current in the 
circuit, so that no correction factor need be ap
plied. For this purpose, the shunt resistance 
should be such that the reading is of the order of 
less than 5 per cent below the true value. Since 
the drop across an ordinary d.c. meter is only a 
fraction of a volt, the voltage drop through a 
shunt which fulfills this requirement will be negli
gible in practically all transmitting circuits. 
Inasmuch as the elimination of two or three 
meters represents a worth-while saving, it would, 
of course, be better to put some of this saving 
into a low-reading meter rather than to try to use 
a larger scale meter just because the meter hap
pened to be on hand. 

Grid and Plate 
In some transmitters the grid and plate circuits 

of a single stage are checked by one meter by 

+ 
+ 

+B 
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using a plug and jack arrangement to shift 
the meter from one circuit to the other. 
While we have no bones to pick with the 
fellows who use this arrangement, we be
lieve that they're overlooking a bet in not 
using a multi-contact gang switch to make 
that meter check both grid and plate cir
cuits of two or three stages instead of us-
ing a separate meter for each stage. 
Another point that is rapidly gaining 
attention among t.he safety-conscious 
owners of equipment is that the plug and 
jack arrangement usually puts a "hot 
spot" on the front of the panel by expos
ing the plate voltage and making acci
dental contact easy rather than making it 
difficult as would be the case if a meter 
switch were used. 

Fig. 4 indicates the ease with which a 
single meter can be used to check both 
grid and plate circuits of two or three 
stages, again by using the permanently
installed shunt resistors and then switch-
ing the meter in parallel with these 
shunts. The switch is of the two-gang 

p 
R, 

µ 
T 

R 

(s) 

type with rotor contacts insulated from 
the shaft. Switches of this type are avail
able with up to eleven contacts to each 
gang, providing all the flexibility the 
average transmitter might require. By 
connecting the meter leads properly to 

Fiµ. 5 - A 0,1 milliammeter can be used as a voltmeter across 
a cathode resistor to indicate total cathode current. The circuit at 
A is suitable for measurements where the cathode-resistor voltage 
drops are of the same order in all stages. B provides for different 
current ranges where the cathode drops may differ considerably. 

the switch, the meter could be automatically 
reversed in polarity if necessary. In fact, with 
this arrangement it would be possible to check a 
combination of grid circuits, cathode circuits, and 
plate circuits, thus making a single meter do all 
the work and providing the maximum of flexibil
ity in observing circuit conditions. In this case 
we would also suggest one of the ceramic
insulated switches if circuits are carrying from 
600 to 1000 volts. Shunts for the meter, assuming 
a basic movement of 1 mil, could be in the order of 
25 to 50 ohms for grid circuits and from 50 to 200 
ohms for plate circuits. Exact values of shunts 
should, of course, be figured using the equation: 

R.=~~ 
I, -1 
I,,. 

and based on the maximum current that would be 
required in each individual circuit. In the for
mula, for the benefit of those who haven't used it 
before, R. is the value of the shunt, Rm the in
ternal resistance of the meter, I, the total current 
or the full-scale current reading desired, and Im 
the full-scale reading of the meter. If, as is usually 
the case, the resultant value of R,, using the 
above equation, looks a bit dubious, the result 
can be checked back by using: 

I I Rm+R. 
'== -~ 
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wherein the same values are used in substitution 
for the symbols of the equation as were used 
originally for figuring the shunt value. 

-Voltmeter Methods 
There is still one more method that can be used 

in multi-stage exciter units, using our old friend 
the 0-1 ma. meter. By inserting a suitable multi
plier resistor in series with the meter, we can use a 
single-gang tap switch and measure the cathode 
voltage developed across the cathode bias re
sistors as an accurate condition of stage per
formance. 

Fig. 5A tells the story in simplified form. The 
meter which is, in this case, converted to a low
range voltmeter, is simply switched in parallel 
with. the cathode bias resistor and measures the 
voltage difference between resonant and non
resonant (or load and no-load) conditions. Of 
course, this method does not give an accurate 
reading of plate current but, like the cathode 
current method of Fig. 2B, will indicate the total 
of grid, screen and plate eurrent. With plate 
voltage removed from the stage to be checked, the 
resultant cathode voltage will be the total of 
screen- and grid-current drops, of which the grid 
current will represent only a small portion of the 
total. Here again, the load-to-no-load condition 
of the plate circuit will result in rather large 
changes of screen current. However, it is quite 

( Continued on paq• 98) 
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A Design for Living-With Television 
A High-1.,.oltage Po,.,er Supplg witli Complete Saletg Features 

BY PHILIP ROSENBLATT.* W2AKF 

IN CASTING about for a suitable design for 
a television receiver power supply, it was dis
eovered that the experimenter could escape ob
livion when working around many commercial-, 
ham- and experimenter-built Rupplies only by 
being adroitly alert. Unless an "unconfined high 
voltage" law is passed before f,e]evision's mass 
debut, Johnny Public and Willie Ham are likely 
to view angelic images when the baek cover 
comes off the receiver. 

The limitations of the present supplies were 
found to be: 

1. Danger of death by c,ither direct. eontact 

with the high voltage (exposed high-voltage term
inals placed tantalizingly convenient for one to 
kiss himseli into heaven) or by injury contact, 
caused by the reflex action of the body after feel
ing the effects of corona from a high-voltage lead. 
The thought of thousands of volts anxious for 
liberation will cause almost anyone to spring up 
like a jack-in-the-box, with a very good chance 
of his coming in contact with a high-voltage 
t.erminal on the wav. Some defend the breadboard 
arrangements of th~ tuned low-0 supplies by com
paring them to an automobile ignition system but, 
granting that the h.v. transformer possesses the 
worst regulation and that the filter condensers 
discharge rapidly because of their low capacity, 
the fact remains that high-voltage d.c. is decidedly 
lethal while the transient-type ignition voltage is 
not. 

2. Severe ripple content above l ma. drain. 
Because most systems use half-wave rectification 
(which is four times as hard to filte~ as full-wave, 

• P.O. Box \lfl5, Hoboken. N. J. 
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at the same supply frequency), inductance or high 
resistance is required to complete a tuned filter 
with the low-capacity condensers used. 

a. Poor regulation. Poor regulation results in 
voltage changes on the Kinescope elements when 
undergoing varying light excursions and defocus
ing caused by control-grid (screen intensity) ad
justments, necessitating readjustments of the first 
anode voltage. 

4. Fixed voltages. Impossible to adjust for 
different 'scopes if the filament and plate wind
injl;s are wound on a single core. 

5. Combined with other receiver components 

• 

The television power supply is built on a 
metal chassis for rack-and-panel mounting. 
An aluminum box completely houses all of 
the high-voltage gear, and it is impossible to 
remove the box without opening one or more 
of the interlocks. The white cord is the high
voltage <:able; the plugs and sockets at the 
rear of the chassis are for 110-volt circuits. 

• 

on a single chassis. This increase:,i the danger of 
making adjustments on the less deadly partR. 

The features a high-voltage supply should pos
sess to meet present trends and future develop
ments are: 

1. Absolute safety under the most extreme 
absent-mindedness of the operator. 

2. Self-contained, and not combined with other 
receiver parts. 

3. Good regulation. By increasing the bleeder 
drain to about 3 ma., voltage flickers and their 

Not everyone is going to build a tele
vision receiver, hut everyone is interested 
in keeping high voltage where it belongs 
- away from the operator. That's why 
you'll find a number of good ideas in this 
story even if you aren't interested in 
television. If you are interested in tele
vision, the story is a "'must." 
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resultant varying screen light changes and con
trol-grid and focusing adjustment interaction are 
practically eliminated. 

4. Variable output. To acco=odate tubes of 
all sizes, the voltage should be variable between 
100 and 6000 volts. 

5. Negligible ripple up to the rectifier tube 
current limit. For a full-wave system the d.c. 
output is twice the limit of a single tube, and for 
t,he voltage-doubling system the rectified current 
cannot exceed that of a single tube. Either method 
safely supplies 5 ma., and the ripple at this cur
rent and 6000 volts is 0.2%. 

G. Simple voltage-indicating meter for the en
tire output range. 

These requirements are 
met by the power supply 
to be described. 

Circuit Details 
Reference to Fig. l shows 

t.hat the wiring diagram of 
the supply is not unusual, 
except possibly in the in
clusion of a large number 
of interlock switches. These 
switches are placed at va
rious points throughout the 
power supply and Kine
scope chassis, making it 
impossible to get at a high
voltage lead without dis
eonnecting the primary of 
the h.v. transformer. Pro
vision is included for using 
a G-R 170-watt Variac 
(Type 200-B) to control 

:n 
:H 

Sz 

the output voltage of the supply. This permits a 
fine control of the voltage, and is also used to 
bring the voltage up from zero each time the set 
is turned on, a good practice which tends to 
lengthen the life of the rectifier tubes. The V ariac 
is set at zero, Sw2 is thrown, and the Variac is 
adjusted until the output voltage is up l,o the 
desired value as indicated by the meter M. If the 
voltage isn't brought up in this manner, the filter 
condensers appear as practically a direct short 
when the full voltage is first applied, and the 
rectifier tubes take quite a licking until the con
densers are eharged. 

The meter JJ,f is used as a voltmeter, since the 
output voltage can readily be deterntlned from 
the value of current indicated and the value of 
resistance in series. The effective resistance in 
series with the millia=eter consists of the series 
combination of R1 and R2 in parallel with the volt
age divider used at the Kinescope. The current 
drawn by the Kinescope is quite small and can be 
neglected. The resistor Ra across the milliamme
ter has no practical effect on the accuracy of the 
meter, and serves to keep the negative terminal 
of the supply grounded in the event that the 
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meter opens. There is not much danger of the 
meter opening, however, since the regulation of 
the rectifier tubes and the resistance of the trans
former secondary limits the current to about 
30:ma. 

Both sides of the a.c. line are broken by all 
manual and interlocking switches to insure abso
lute safety should one of the line leads become 
grounded accidentally. 

Construction 
A large partitioned can on the 12- by 17- by 2-

inch chassis houses all of the high-voltage acces
sories, and everything beneath the chassis is at 

•---To-~~~ 

FULL-WAVE. RECTIFICATION 

VOLTAGE DOUBLING 

l!'if{. 1 - Wiring diagram of the h.v. power supply, 
showing both full-wave and voltage-doubling connections. 
Ct, C2 - 4-µfd., 3000-volt (G.E. 23F44}. 
Pt, P2 - Line plug (Amphenol 61-Ml). 
S1, S2. St - Socket (Amphenol 61-Fl). 
Sa - ,t.prong socket for interlocks on Kinescope chassis 

(Amphenol RS4-Am). 
Sw1 - D.p.d.t. IS-ampere, 120-volt main switch 

(Cutler-Hammer). 
Sw2 - D.p.d.t. high-voltage panel-operated primary 

circuit switch (Cutler-Hammer}. 
Swa, Sw4, Sws, Swe - D.p.d.t. momentary-on button

type depressor switch (H & H). 
Rt, R2 - 6 megohms each, made of eight 0. 75-megohm 

1-watt resistors (JRC). 
Ra -- 150 ohms, 2-watt (IRC BT-2). 
'1'1 - 2.5-volt, IO-ampere filament transformer, 10,000-

volt insulation (UTC S-57). 
T2 - Neon-sign transformer, 4500 volts each side of 

grounded center tap. Altered (see text and Fig. 3 ). 
Ta -Two 2.5-volt, ] 0-ampere filament windings, 

10,000-volt insulation (UTC S-71). 
T, --··· Neon transformer, 3000 volts total. If winding is 

grounded to frame at any point. frame must be 
mounted above chassis on insulators. Altered 
(see text and Fig. 3 ). 

M - 0-10 ma. milliammeter. 
Lt, L2 - 120-volt, 6-watt candelabra-based pilot lamps 

(G.E.). 
Sockets of all rectifier tubes must be raised above 

chassis and thoroughly insnlated. 
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cable is shown in Fig. 3 - the necessary 
length of 7-mm. high-tension ignition 

• cable is slipped into a length of copper 
braid cut 3 inches shorter than the 
wire. A length of %-inch inside di
ameter rubber tubing is slipped over 
t,his assembly to keep the meter from 
Rhorting to ground and to improve 
the cable's appearance. No removable 
plugs for the cable are provided, be
cause if either end of the cable were 
withdrawn accidentally the safety fea
tures would be partially nullified. Both 
ends of the cable are firmly attached 
to terminals by their respective posts 
with sufficient insulation all around. 

A view of the supply with the metal box partially removed 
shows the interlock switches at the four corners of the box. Note that 
the filter-condenser terminals project inside the protective box. 

The safety features of these supplies 
derive around the constructional de
tails of the high-voltage cabinet, the 
bleeder equalizing the load across the 
two- condensers and the momentary
contact power line break switches. A 
condenser-discharging mechanism was 
not included because of its bulk and 

line-voltage potential only. The can measures 
6 by 8 by 10 inches tt.nd is made by sliding the 
pieces of aluminum into four 6-inch hlgh alumi
num corner posts bolted to the chassis. Brass 
angles might also be used to hold the sides to
gether, if the aluminum corner posts are not avail
able. The cover is made of 18-gauge aluminum 
which can be fastened to the box by bolts. Push
button type switches are mounted at each of the 
top four corners of the box so that the minute 
the cover plate is loosened at least one of the 
switches opens, cutting the primary voltage from 
t,he transformer. By the time the cover plate has 
been removed, the condensers are completely 
discharged and there is no chance of shock. The 
high-voltage filter condensers are mounted out
side the can, with their tP.rminals extending 
inside the can. 

The high-voltage cable is homemade and can be 
handled without corona discharges and fear, since 
t,he outer copper braid is at ground potential 
through the milliammeter. Construction of the 

expense, because it was felt that the operator 
cannot possibly get into the box while the cur
rent is on or the condensers charged, but one 
might be added as a refinement. However, when 
one tries to get into the box, even under the 
extreme ca8e of no bleeder load attached to the 
h.v. lead and the socket to the 'scope chassis (Sa) 
deliberately shorted, the following occurs: Upon 
releasing any one of the first top cover screws the 
momentary-on switch under that corner will 
spring open and disconnect the a.c. line to t,he 
high-voltage transformer. The condensers C1 and 
C2 immediately start discharging through re
sistors R1 and R2 (quite rapidly if the bleeder load 
is connected), and at least 10 seconds have 
elapsed after their complete discharge before the 
other three screws can be taken out and the cover 
removed. By then, everything is dead -- except 
the operator! Trying to operate the supply by de
pressing all safety switches simultaneously by 
hand is rather futile. It is important that the 
cover be of thin material in order to flex suffi.-

Fig. 2- Sketch of Kinescope mount• 
ing construction. The 'scope socket is 
housed in a 4-inch by 4-inch by 2-inch 
steel box (Par-Metal MC-442), and fur
ther protection from high voltage is ob
tained from three interlocks mounted 
at various points on the chassis (Swr, 
Sws, Sw9). 

Chams .. 
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Pa - 4-prong plug for 'scope chassis in
terlock (Amphenol PM4). 

Swr, Sws, Swo - .D.p.d.t. momentary. 
on button-type depressor switch 
(R&H). 

) s 
-- -- - -------,- --- -----

6ottom Plate✓ 

'fi)ll V.supplq 
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ciently upon the removal of only one screw for the 
depressor switch to spring up and open. Under no 
circumstances should the cover be hinged at one 
end. The time-consuming removal of the four 
corner screws provides the necessary decay period 
for the condensers. 

The other end of the high-tension lead is pro
tected by line-breaking switches installed diag
onally across the bottom of the Kinescope chassis 
and at the Kinescope tube socket enclosure (:Fig. 
2). Thus when the bottom plate of the Kinescope 
chassis or the back cover of the socket enclosure 
is removed the supply will turn off and protect 
the operator. 

No strict recommendations can be made for 
protecting oneself from the only other dangerous, 
although infrequently disturbed, places. These 
are the second anode nub and the focusing anode 
connection on the base of the 'scope. On the RCA 
1803-P4, 1804-P4, 1800, 1801 and physically
similar tubes of other manufacturers, excellent 
protection can be obtained by shaping a piece of 
1J2-inch diameter bakelite or hard rubber tubing 
to conform with the tube surface at the second-

W,Pff braid H.\/. 

t 
1mm 

hiqh-tension 
i9n1tlon t'dble 

_L_._ 

Rubber 
-tvbtn'! 

Fig. 3 - A cross-section of the high-voltage cable (at 
left) shows how it is made by slipping copper braid over 
a length of 7-mm. ignition cable and then slipping rubber 
tubing over the copper braid. 

A neon-sign transformer is modified for use in the 
power supply by sawing out the magnetic shunts (shown 
by dotted lines) as shown at the right. If the secondary 
is grounded to the frame, the frame must he insulated 
from the chassis in the voltage-doubling application. 

TABLE I 
Both methods based on 6000 volts, at 5 ma. output with 

0.2 (-1n ripple 
Advantage• Disadvantages 

Full Wave 
Single filament winding. 
Somewhat better regulation 
above 5-ma. drains; Twice 
the rectified current avail
able that each single tube 
alone provides. 

High in verse peak voltages. 
Total secondary voltage im
pressed across each tube on 
non-conduction cycles is 
about 13,000 volts. 

Yoltage Doubler 
High voltage secondary has Two separate filament wind-
to supply only slightly more ings required, insulated from 
than one-half the peak a.c. each other and ground for 
voltage for 2 times the recti- 10,000 volts. 
fied d.c. output. 

Low inverse-peak voltage of 
about 4500 volts across tubes 
on non-conduction cycles. 
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Rectified current cannot ex
ceed the ratings of a single 
tube. 

.L.1,'V -£.-.J<-V....,/ •J._,,,.,........._v.._._,.._.....,. .._,..,, 

•1t·.·· a 
I 

The only wires underneath the chassis are ones carry
ing the 110-volt current, with the exception of the well
insulated high-voltage cable. 

anode nub, with the other end cut flush to lie in 
the center of the chassis hole through which the 
h.v. lead is brought to the nub. The focusing 
anode supply is protected by an interlock switch 

.Prrmary 

I 
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in the socket enclosure (see 
Fig. 2). Further to protect 
the operator, the chassis 
supporting the 'scope has a 

Secontfan; steel cabinet fitted over it. 
The neon-sign trans

former for the full-wave 
rectifier (T2) is rated at 
9000 volts overall, with a 
short-circuit current of 18 
ma. The transformer used 
in the voltage-doubling cir

cuit (T4) is rated at 3000 volts, 18 ma. The sec
ondary on this latter transformer cannot be 
grounded anywhere but, if the secondary is 
grounded (usually from center-tap to frame), 
the entire transformer can be mounted on 1-
inch stand-off insulators. The primary is ade
quately insulated for this service. The transform• 
ers can be bought very cheaply from owners of 
old neon i,igns and the only modification neces
sary is to remove the magnetic shunts with a 
hacksaw (see Fig. 3). Not much can be done 
with the transformers that are enclosed in com
pound, but they can be used if the primary 
voltage is increased about 15%. 

A comparison of the full-wave and voltage
doubling systems is given in Table I. Both sup
plies provide the easily-filtered 120-cycle output 
but, for all practical purposes, the voltage
doubling system is preferable. Series condensers 
were used in the output of the full-wave system 
because a 6000-volt 2-µfd. condenser costs 2}!! 
times as much as the two 3000-volt 4-µfd. units. 

During months of trouble-free operation, we 
have never even felt a corona discharge from the 
equipment. It's quite a relief to be able to work 
unafraid around such deadly voltages. 
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Blonde ORM 
A Storu 

BY BARBY OTIS BRUNN, JR.,* WBMXT 

IT WAS one of those cold nights last De
cember when I took a stroll over to the Kerfew 
Apartments to see my friend Isadore Shapiro, 
locally known as "the greatest splash on 160." 
Climbing the squeaky stairway, I arrived at a 
door with 2B on it and knocked. Not hearing a re
ply, I walked in and found Isadore in his shack, 
tearing his hair over a messy diagram of a power 
supply. 

"Hi, Izzy," I said, hanging my hat on his rack
and-panel job. "Say, fellah, you shoulda seen the 
glamorous blonde I just saw coming up the apart
ment steps. Glamour? Ooomph? Wow, I'll say!" 

Isadore didn't even say hello to me; he just 
grabbed out a few more fistfuls of hair and mum
bled something under his breath about filter con
densers. 

"Now what the heck's causing all your mental 
QRM, old timer?" I asked. "You look as though 
you lost your last r.f. choke or something. I 
should think you'd be anxious to hear about a 
blonde with oomph and stuff." 

Isadore rubbed his sunken eyes and let out a 
long moan. With a trembling finger he pointed to 
the far corner of the room. There was something 
there I hadn't noticed before. It looked like a 
final amplifier with a couple of gigantic tubes. 

"Well, fer the luvva Pete!" I exclaimed. 
"Where in the name of Old Betsy did you ever 
get those things?" • -

"Won 'em in a c.w. contest," he groaned. 
"They're SQH-750's. You ran run a kw. to a pair 
of 'em." Then he pulled a•junky looking power 
pack out from under the operating table. Resting 
his foot on it, he said, "The only power supply I 
got in the whole joint--·- exactly 412 volts! Oh, 
how I wish I wuz dead I" 

Poor Isadore! I could sec how he felt. Here he 
*Eggertsville, N. Y. 
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got a beautiful pair of r.f. bottles for nothing, and 
all he had to push them with was 412 volts. And 
Izzy was a clerk in a "5 and 10 "; he really didn't 
have much excess lucre to spend on ham junk. 

"Tell you wot we'll do," I said. "We'll get all 
the transformers we can lay our hands on and 
put 'e,m in series to get about 5000 volts. Then 
we'll use that old dilapidated pair of 866's I got 
in my junk ·box, and your pair, and we'll have a 
bridge rectifier. Why, we'll have your pair of 
peach jars percolatin' in no time!" 

He looked a little relieved, but not much. 
"Yeh," he said, "but how about the filter?" 

Then I showed him how he could buy a whole 
pile of paper electrolytics for about three bucks 
and put them in series, and he was happy. 

"Heaven only knows what it'll sound like," he 
said, "but at least it'll be a kw. You don't know 
how I've aufferedl Imagine having a couple of 
500-watt fruit bottles on the pantry shelf and 
nothing to stuff 'em with. Tskl" 

I laid my hand on his shoulder and said, "Take 
it easy, old man. I'm not saying you'll have a 
p.d.c. carrier, but you'll have a kw. and the R.I. 
doesn't sit up until 3 A..M. anyway!" 

Isadore glanced up on the wall where he had a 
couple of green tickets all dolled up in a gilded 
picture frame. 

"One more of those and I can complete my col
lection," he said. "Then I'm going after the pink 
ones they give you for operating out of the band." 

So then we threw his twelve watts on the air 
and chewed the fat with a couple of local boys 
until about half past one. After that, I went home 
to bed and dreamed about the glamorous blonde 
I met on the steps of the Kerfew Apartments. 

* * * * * 
About a week later Isadore had his kilowatt on 

the air down on twenty meters in the c. w. band. 
But then the lady in apartment 3A began to com
plain about her kitchen lights blinking on and off, 
and he decided to put the pile of junk on 160 and 
grid-modulate it. He used his twenty-meter Zepp 
as a Marconi, and tapped onto the cold-water 
pipe in his bathroom for a ground. This seemed 
to work pretty well until one Sunday afternoon 
when Gram pa Schmaltz from apartment 5A came 
stamping into Isadore's shack with his bathrobe 
on, dripping wet. It seems Grampa was taking a 
bath, and when he reached to turn off the cold 
water an eighteen-inch spark bounced off his in
dex finger aud hit him smack in the nose. 
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This trouble was remedied by buying Grampa 
Schmaltz a good five-cent cigar and using a gen
uine ground wire instead of the water pipe. But 
Isadore's troubles were by no means over. 
Grampa still claimed he could hear him talking 
every time he went to bed at night. The trouble 
was found to be resonating bedsprings. That is, 
the aged gentleman's bedsprings accidentally 
resonated on Izzy's frequency. This was easily 
overcome by inserting a wavetrap between his 
intermediate bedpost and ground; after this, for 
a while everything looked as though it were 
lovely. 

One Saturday evening, a week or two later, Isa
dore gave me a ring on the 'phone and invited 
me to drop over and watch him work Peru on 160. 
I said I'd be over in about fifteen minutes. So I 
finished washing the dishes and took a run over to 
his apartment. 

When I arrived, Izzy was busy inspecting his 
twisted-wire connections to make sure none of 
them was soldered. 

"Well, how is AC KW Shapiro tonight?" I 
greeted, tossing myself into his easy chair. 

"All set to blow the DX fuse," said he, walking 
over to the rig. First he made sure the filaments 
were lighted, and then he threw on the plate 
voltage. 

Izzy always used the same method of throwing 
on the high voltage. First, he'd stick his fingers in 
his ears and close his eyes, and then he'd kick the 
knife switch with his right foot. Once when I was 
there he missed and kicked an 866 clear out of its 
socket. 

"Okay, Izzy," I said. "Youcanopenyoureyes 
now. She didn't blow up." 

He plugged in a mike and started calling CQ. 
Filter chokes boiled and transformers sizzled. Wax 
from the paper electrolytics melted and dripped 
down into the cracks in the floor. Rectifiers 
fl.ashed intermittently as tank condensers sput
tered and arced, and audio transformers talked 
back angrily-· but the rig stayed on the air. Izzy 
finished his CQ and turned the thing off, just as 
the final milliammeter reached 920 mils. Then he 
tuned the band for a call on his Super Blooper 16. 

"I probably won't get much with a short call 
like that," commented Izzy, twisting the dial. 

But Izzy got more results from that call than 
he had expected, for less than two minutes later 
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there was a terrific pounding of fists on his apart
ment door. It was really only two fists, but it 
sounded like a dozen. , 

"G-g-gosh!" stammered Izzy, "somebody sure 
sounds mad!" 

The middle panel of the door began to splinter 
and a hinge popped off, as the pounding became 
more and more fervent. 

"Better let him in before he breaks the door 
down," I suggested. 

Izzy trembled so hard his pivot tooth fell out 
and a couple of screws came out of his wrist 
watch. Shakily he walked to the door and opened 
it. Tu his amazement, standing there in the door
way was a glamorous blonde with plenty of 
00mph, and she was waving her fists in the air in 
a very dangerous manner. To my amazement, it 
was the very same glamorous blonde I had met on 
the apartment steps the week before! 

''Who do you think you are?" she shouted, 
shaking her fist in front of Izzy's face. "How can 
a person listen to the sweet, sophisticated strains 
of Artie Goodman with you fillin' the air with a 
lot of gibberish!" 

Izzy started to open his mouth, but the lady 
nearly stuck her fist in it. "The nerve of you 
bustin' up my radio!" she thundered. 

Then she reached out and grabbed him by the 
back of the neck and dragged him out into the 
hallway. Not being in the mood to watch any 
bloody murders or become involved myself, I 
closed the door and went back to the shack. I put 
Izzy's rig on the air and worked a couple of the 
local boys. When I thought it was about time for 
the battle to be finished, I went out and looked in 
the hallway, expecting to find Izzy's limp body 
draped over the end of the banister. To my utter 
astonishment, there was no sign of him! 

I stood there and shook my head a few times. 
Then I went back to his shack and listened to a 
few guys chew the fat on Izzy's Super Blooper 16. 
This was about twelve o'clock. 

Just as I was getting ready to go home the 
'phone rang andJI answered it. It was Izzy. 

"Say, listen," he said, "I'm 'phoning from the 
City Hall. I got that woman's b.c.L trouble all 
cleared up!" 

"Great!" I said. "How did you do it?" 
''I married her!" he said. 
Well, Izzy and Lizzy do make a swell pair. 

~ Str!J! :I\. 
In 1933 Bob Ware received the call letters 

W4BZD. In 1936 his brother, Lane, received the 
call W4DZB. 

To owners of the ninth edition of "The Radio 
Amateur's License Manual": The answer to 
Question 101 on page 17 is incomplete. To the 
bands of frequencies there listed, add 56,000 to 
60,000,kc. 
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THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA NCR, 

BY F. ••• CALVERT. RM2C, 
u.s.N.R. 

THE United States Naval Communication 
Reserve of the District of Columbia was originally 
organized in 1930. It has grown steadily, until it 
the present time its personnel consists of 26 
o.fficers and 84 enlisted men. Its high efficiency is 
due to the efforts of Lieut. J. H. Nicholson 
previously in command, and Lieut. M. Weinstock: 
t~e present c~mmander. Under the leadership of 
Lieutenant Nicholson, the organization attained 
first place in 1937 in national competition with all 
other N .C.R. districts, and we were duly awarded 
the silver trophy for that year, an hono'r of which 
we were all very proud. 

The District N.C.R. has an armory located in 
the Washington Navy Yard, which~ fitted out, 
a.~ near as possible, in a manner similar to a man
of-war. Each Thursday evening its members hold 
their weekly drills. Two of these evenings each 
month are taken up with the national competition 
drill conducted by Navy Radio NAA as the mas
ter control station. Operation of NAA during 
the national competition drills has been handled 
E>,x.dusively by officers of the Washington, D. C., 
N.C.R. Three watches are kept at each drill and 
various members of the organization stand the 
first watch, thus giving each qualified member a 
chance to operate the key. The received signals 
also can be relayed through another channel to 
Pight receiving positions located in a separate 
room, enabling the newer members a chance to 
copy the drill and familiarize themselves with the 
actual naval procedure. The N.C.R. station at 
Washington, D. C., operates under the call letters 
of NED and the alternate control station, NEM, 
is located in Virginia at the home of Lieutenant 
Nicholson. Station NED has an amateur call of 
N3BVG and also has an arrangement so that a 
man operating the key at the armory can actually 
be the control station operating through NAA. 
The main transmitter at NED consists of a '£AX 
transmitter with an input of 400 watts. A separate 
transmitter is set up for the Class B-C-D drills 

which are conducted on alternate Thursday 
evenings. Each station has a special naval call 
assigned to it for these drills and strictly naval 
procedure is used, as operation is on the navy 
frequency of 2576 Kcs. 

In addition to the various operating duties 
carried on by the N.O.R., there are classes of 
instruction in code for the beginners, navigation, 
naval procedure, signalling by means of lights and 
semaphore, cryptanalysis, and other activities 
which are of interest to all. 

Each summer, several members are permitted 
to take an annual cruise with pay, for fourteen 
days. These cruises are taken with the divisions 
of the Organized Reserve and give the N.C.R. 
a chance to get a first-hand knowledge of just 
what is expected of a radioman when aboard one 
of Uncle Sam's men-of-war. Some of our members 
have cruised aboard destroyers such as the 
Badger, Hopkins, Leary and Reuben James. 
Last year the cruise was aboard the battleship 
Texas to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Three of our 
members were aboard the new aircraft carrier 
Enterprise on its shake-down cruise to Rio de 
,Janiero, a trip which took two months. Two 
members were also aboard the new destroyer 
Jewett, on its shake-down cruise to Europe which 
took six weeks. Several of our members ·h~ve also 
seen active duty at the Naval Air Station at 
Anacostia, D. C. In addition to the annual cruises, 
a small 50-foot boat which accommodati>,s 3 
officers and 12 enlisted men has been put at the 
disposal of the Naval Reserve. Thus members of 
the Communications branch, in uniform, are per
mitted to use the boat for themselves over the 
week-ends for about three times during the sum
mer. Cruises are generally made about 140 Jniles 
down the Potomac River. Activities are carried 
on during these cruises in accordance with Navy 
regulations and a lot of information is gained 
which is very helpful. A larger boat, the YP47, is 
being assigned to the Reserve for these week-end 
cruises and is expected to be in service very soon. 
With the use of this new boat, cruises will not be 
limited to the summer months. This boat will also 
be equipped with radio. There is quite a lot of 
pleasure derived from these cruises and in several 
instances rescues of smaller craft in trouble have 
been made along the river . 
. At various times during the year, Navy ships 

tie up at the Washington Navy Yard for the 
purpose of drilling the Reserves. During these 
visits, weekly drills are held aboard the ship 
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instead of in the armory. We are taken on an 
inspection tour of the ship from stem to stern, 
conducted by a competent member of the ship's 

company. Several times during the year, instruc
tive trips are made to such places as the Naval 
Observatory, Navy Radio NAA, the Naval 
Research Laboratories, etc. 

On three distinct occasions, the N.C.R. of this 
district has played an important r6le in the han
dling of emergency eommunications durinl!: the 
hurricanes and storms along the Atlantic 
Coast. 

All in all, we believe t,hat we have a highly 
efficient Communication Reserve here in Wash
ington and we feel mighty proud when we say 
that we are a part of it. Men living in Washington, 
D. C., or its vicinity who are interested in joining 
our organization are invited to come down to the 
Naval Reserve Armory in the Washington Navy 
Yard any Thursday evening and see just what 
fine opportunities we have to offer. 

12th A.R.R.L. DX Competition-Warning 
Huie ll (Be llisqualifieations) Extended and Explained-No Con

taets ri,lth Countries on European Continent Permitted 

THIS notice is addressed to all United States amateurs interested in participation in the 
Competition for March 15th-17th and 22nd-24th, which was announced in detail on page 38 of 
February 1940 QST. The paramount consideration of our neutrality responsibilities leads the 
League to rule that no contacts with stations in the European theater of belligerent activities, 
or with belligerents, or colonies of the belligerents or closed-down neutrals, may be permitted. 

Besides reporting on off-frequency stations (all nations), and improper notes, Official Ob
servers this year will report for disqualification, any U.S.A. stations: 

(1) that call or contact any European station.: 
(2) that call or contact stations in Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand, the Union of 

South Africa, any British or French colonies or any countries that may be added to the 
U.'."-S. proclamation of neutrality by Presidential action on or before_the contest; 

(3) that call or contact stations in any countries in which amateurs have been tempo
rarily closed down1 by government edict where amateur licenses were formerly issued in the 
normal manner. 

This self-imposed amateur black-out on Europeans,2 and others,2 is a precaution necessary in 
view of the war. Study of the situation with respect to even the European neutrals indicates 
that so few Europeans could be counted under the rules published last month, that in the general 
interest of good conduct, to insure complete understanding of this matter by all participants, it 
was advisable to leave Europe, including European U.S.S.R., completely out of the contest this 
year. Not only will no credit be allowed for any European contacts or others per (1), (2), (3) 
above, but calls intercepted and reported as above indicated, will be used to disqualify con
testants, if such are made between March 15th and March 24th. We advise amateurs, not only 
in contest time, but at all times until war matters are again remote from public attention, to 
adhere strictly to the A.R.R.L. Neutrality Code, and the above recommendations and rules, in 
the interest of the unrestricted continuance of our amateur radio. Next year, we hope it will be 
different, and that fewer restrictions will be necessary. 

-F. E. H. 
1 Practically every European neutral is such a country, hence blanket prohibition (1). 
2 Participants will be well advised to identify prefixes carefully before doing any calling. See the Country List, 

pages 441-442, The Radio Amateur's Handbook, 1940, refer to your A.R.R.L. Amateur Radio Map of the World, 
or consult the tabulations, pages 84-90, Oct. 1939 QST which appeared with the report on the 11th A.R.R.L. DX 
Competition. 
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* QUOTE AND UNQUOTE * 
NEUTRALIZATION 

THE true criterion of neutralization is not 
11imply absence of self-oseillat~on in the stage, b~t 
eomplete freedom from react10n of th~ plate cu:
cuit on the grid dreuit under opcratmg condi
tions. With tbis definition of neutralization as a 
basis, W. H. Doherty of the 1?ell Tel~ph<:me Lab1 oratories in the December issue ot Pick-Ups 
examines some of our familiar neutralizing cir
cuits and brings to t,he surface interesting facts 
about t,heir r;erformance. The following is a 
quotation from the part of Mr. Doherty's ru:t~cle 
dealing with the operation of several neutrahzmg 
arrangements in general amateur use: 

The author believes that neutralizing circuits 
have been somewhat neglected in technical radi_o 
Literature and that many operators and experi
menters would feel on much firmer ground _witl; a 
simple e.xplanation of the t,heory of the~e circ111ts. 
We are faced with the fact that a current is bound to 
be fed back from output to input through the inter
electrode capacity, and nothing but the interposi
tion of a screen grid will prevent it; so that with a 
triode our only means of avoiding a reaction on the 
input is to feed back in some manner an equal and 
opposite current so t,hat the _net ~urr~nt fed 1?ack 
will be zero and the sigfial on the gnd will be entirely 
unaffected by what goes on in the plate circuit. 

One of the earliest experimenters in the power 
amplifier field was H. W. Nichols of Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. His solution to this problem was ex
t,remely simple and, although subsequently neglected 
for many years, has turned out to be the ~ost prac
tical method of neutralizing modern high-power 
hroadcast transmitters, particularly the high-effi
eiency type developed by Bell Telephone Labora
tories. It consists of simply connecting between the 
r.f. plate and grid leads an inductance, as shown in 
Fig. 1, whose reactance is equal in magnitude to th~t 
of C., at the operating frequency. The current m 
this coil lags the voltage across it by 90 degrees, 
while the current in C',. leads the voltage by \JU de
grees, so that the total current fed back to the grid 
is zero. This method, called "coil neutralization," 
works so well that in the final stage of the Western 
J<Jlectric 407 A 50-ldlowatt transmitter the coils are 
simply wound with a number of turns calculated for 
the f;equency and no taps or adjustments of any 
kind are necessary. In cases where a variation under 
power is desired a variable condenser (Fig. 2) <?f 
small capacity shunting the coil may be used._ This 
condenser in effect varies the plate-grid capacity to 
make its reactance equal to that of the coil. 

When grid-bias modulation is employed a c~n
denser must be inserted in series with the neutraliz
i;g coil, as indicated in Fig. 3. The capacity has to 
.... , W. H. Doherty, "Neutralization of Ra~o-.l<'requency 
Power Amplifiers," Pick-Ups (Western Electr10 Company), 
December, 1939. 
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be small to avoid phase shift in the audio voltage 
across the grid, an important consideration in mod
ern transmitters because of its effect on the feed
ha<ik. By making this condenser variable the neutral
ization may be adjusted under power. 

The distinguishing feature of the above circuits is 
that the neutralizing current is fed back from the 
same point in the plate circuit as the interelectrode 
current, i.e., from the anode, so that the impedance 
required is always inductive. The next general type 
of neutralizing current is fed back from a point hav
ing a potential opposite to that of the anode, so that 
the impedance required will be a condenser: The 
problem in this case is to establish such a pomt of 
opposite potential. It is also convenient if this 
second potential is roughly equal in amplitude to 
t,he first so t,hat a neutralizing capacity approxi
mately ~qua! to the interelectrode capacity can be 
used. Given a source of potential Ep we can alw~ys 
obtain an equal potential of opposite phase by u81Ilg 
a combination of two reactances, £X and - X, as 
shown in Fig. 4. The current t,hrough the circuit is 
HJ,/jX, wher~j indicates a 90-degree phase shift, and 
so the drop across the condenser is -jXE,/jX or 
- faJ,. Hence we can use the high side of the conden
ser as a point from which to feed back, through a 
small condenser GN, our neutralizing current. And 
since the series impedance of the combination i:sjX, 
the impedance required to parallel-resonate it ~s a1:
other condenser like the first; so the complete crrc111t 
assumes the well-known built-out appearance of 
J<'ig. 5. 

'rhere are three interesting points to be observed 
in this built-out circuit, all of them important from 
the design standpoint. One is that under operating 
conditions the currents in the neutralizing capacity 

FIG.5 
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FIG. 6 

CN and tube capacity C., are not equal, and are not 
supposed to be. The potential across C,a is the arith
metic sum of Ea and E,, while the potential across 
CN is their difference. The currents that are equal 
and opposite are the portions of the two currents that 
result from E,. The portions that are due to Ea are 
aetually in phase instead of opposite in phase, so 
t,hat looking into the input texminals of the ampli
fier a definite capacity appears; this capacity is, 
however, independent of E,, which is what we re
quire for complete neutralization. In the type of 
circuit shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 the currents are 
actually equal and opposite and no such apparent 
capacity is presented at the grid terminals. 

The second point is that the reactance - X to 
which we connect the neutralizing condenser GN is 
affected by C N; it can be shown that it is really the 
parallel combination of the two which constitutes 
our -.X. Hence, if for feed-back purposes we were 
to try broadening the plate circuit by using higher 
reactances throughout, so that our building-out 
eondenser labelled - Y became comparably small in 
capacity with CN, we should ultimately reach a 
point where the former would disappear entirely, 
whereupon we should find ourselves back to the cir
cuit of Fig. 3. In fact, it was as a result of the careful 
attention paid to circuit broadening that the method 
of Fig. 3, in conjunction with grid bias modulation, 
was evolved as the best possible means of obtaining 
a wide band in the intermediate stage of the W astern 
.Electric 50-kilowatt transmitter. 

The third point the author wishes to bring out in 
regard to Fig. 5 is that if the load is coupled induc
tively to the coil labelled 2X, as is often done, com
plete neutralization can never be obtained, because 
of the phase shift caused by the introduced resist
ance. For complete neutralization the load would 
have to be connected or coupled to some circuit at 
points A and B of Fig. 5, entirely separate from the 
neutralizing circuit. 

When two tubes are used instead of one, the 
building-out problem assumes a more favorable 
aspect. In the push-pull circuit, Fig. 6, familiar to 
everyone, equal and opposite potentials are sure to 
exist as long as sy=etry in tubes, circuits, and 
excitation is maintained, and the load may be cou
pled inductively without affecting the neutralization 
at all. From a neutralizing standpoint, therefore, a 
push-pull circuit is ideal. 
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Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate a type of neutralizing 
circuit which up until a few years ago was quite 
widely used. It involves a built-out grid circuit with 
the input inductively coupled. Most radio engineers 
are not aware of the fact that this scheme does not 
give true neutralization at all. When the ordinary 
neutralizing procedure is followed, of applying ex
oitation with the plate voltage removed and adjust
ing CN to give a minimum reading on a small r.f. 
meter in the plate circuit, a very good null is obtained 
with CN equal to C,. and the operator usually feels 
gratified. 

But let us look at the matter more closely. The 
criterion of neutralization is whether a voltage be
tween plate and ground causes any reaction on the 
grid potential. If we consider Fig. 7 and imagine an 
r.f. voltage on the anode, this voltage will cause 
two currents of equal magnitudes and identical 
phase to flow back through the capacities C., and 
ON. These currents will not appear in the grid in
ductance because they balance out in it; their only 
path to ground is through the grid tuning conden
sers. The currents produce across these two grid 
condensers, by a potentiometer effect, two voltages 
which are in phase with the plate potential, while 
the normal excitation on the grid side of the circuit 
is opposite in phase to the plate potential; hence 
the excitation is reduced and we have 8: negative 

] 
FIG. 7 FIG 8 

feed-back. On the built-out side of the circuit, where 
the input voltage is in phase with the plate potential, 
we get an increase in voltage, which has no effect 
since there is no grid connected at this point. 

The aut.hor once checked this conclusion by con
necting r.f. voltmeters across the two separate sides 
of the grid input circuit. Before the plate voltage 
was applied, the voltmeters indicated perfect bal
ance. As soon as the plate supply was thrown on, the 
voltage on the grid side was seen to drop 10 per cent, 
while the voltage on the built-out side increased by 
the same amount. 

In the circuit of_ Fig. 8 these two effects would be 
reversed, giving a positive feed-back. This is because 
the currents fed back in this case do go through the 
grid inductance, reaching ground through the center 
tap; and since the coupling between the two sides of 
the coil is usually poor, an inductive drop is set up 
which gives us a grid potential opposite in phase to 
the plate potential and therefore additive to the 
excitation. This conclu:sion has likewise been 
checked experimentally. 

The excellent null obtained in adjusting one of 
these circuits is therefore very misleading. The fact 
is that the system actually is neutralized as far as 
any reaction of the plate potential on t;he total 
voltage across the "balanced" input circuit is con-

(Oontinued on page 11(/'J 
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~ W6BXB, Stockton, Calif. 
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WUSTD 

AN UNUSUAL feature of this station is 
that most of the equipment is built up in portable 
units. The reason for this is that the OM, Jerome 
Blaisdell, does appraisal work for the Ce~tral 
New York Power Corporation which requires 
periodic shifting of headquarters. 

On the left is a complete station which fits into 
a small suitcase when portability is required. In 
the transmitter portion, use is made of a 6L6 
crystal oscillator which may be operated at 20 
watts input on 3.5- and 7-Mc. c.w. The receiver 
in the lower section is a two-tube regenerative. 
A power pack takes up the remainder of the 
space. Battery operation is also feasible. Another 
unusual feature is the use of the 0-1 d.c. milliam
meter and a five-point selector switch which 
makes it possible to check voltages, currents and 
resistances should any trouble develop in the 
field. Headphones, key and other accessories fit 
into the space at the top of the unit. The antenna 
fits inside the cover of the suitcase. 

In the upper right-hand corner is another port
able rig arranged for 1.8-Mc. 'phone or c. w. opera
tion. It is a duplicate of the units used by the 
Norfolk, Va., hams and was described in QST 
for September, 1938. Either the built-in pi
section antenna-coupling network or an external 
tuning unit may be used. 

Directly below is a six-tube superhet (QST, 
Nov. 1938) and, to its left, a regenerative pre
selector (QST, Sept. 1938). The little gadget to 
the left of the preselector is an antenna tuning 
unit for receiving purposes. The a.c. power sup
ply, common to both transmitter and receiving 
equipment, is in a metal enclosure under the 
operating table. 

WSSTD finds the portable equipment very 
handy and effective in keeping in touch with 
home when he is off on trips. 

W8BXB 

,v 6BXB IN Stockton, Calif., solved the 
problem of where to put the station by building 
a room over the garage in the back yard. Steel
pipe masts on the roof support a three-element 
rotary for 28-Mc. work and one end of a Collins 
multi-band antenna for 14, 7 and 3.5 Mc. The 
rotary antenna is connected to the Q-bar match
ing section through a pair of mercury cups which 
permits continuous rotation. The antenna is ro
tated by means of a motor connected through a 
pair of beveled gears to a half-inch diameter 
pipe running up through the 1½-inch diameter 
support. 

The interior of the shack is sealed off with wall
board, which makes "wall papering easy." On the 
operating table are a Collins 45-A transmitter and 
an RME-69 superhet with preselector. To the 
right is a complete 600-watt transmitter with 
push~pull 852's in the final and a modulator 
driven by the audio section of the 45-A. Up above 
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the operating position is the antenna relay for 
switching the antenna system from the receiver 
to transmitter. 

W6BXB is president of a firm producing metal 
castings. , t 

WSFGQ 

lfANK RHonus, down in San Antonio, 
believes in building his own and the array of gear 
shown in the photograph is evidence of his skill 
in this direction. 

On the right is a panelled frame containing two 
homemade 16-tube superhet receivers, each with 
three stages of r.f. The lower portion of this unit 
is devoted to speech-amplifier equipment with 
power supplies for both receivers and the speech 
units. Over on the right are two large rack units, 
one containing a 1-kw. transmitter with push-pull 
354O's in the final, and the other a Olass-B modu
lator with 354E's. 'rhe final is driven by push-pull 
RK20's, an 807 doubler and either a 6L6 crystal 
oscillator or the Meissner unit at the operating 
position. Checking equipment includes an oscil
loscope, G.R. modulation monitor and G.R. 
frequency-meter-monitor. 

Three-element rotary antennas are used for 14 
and 28 Mc., while a Collins multi-band antenna 
with a 250-foot flat-top is used for 4 and 1.8 Mc. 

wsvv 
To THE ham with serious DX intentions, 

a band-hopping transmitter has an advantage, 
providing it doesn't run into too many complica
tions. We think that Wilmer Allison, W5VV, 
has solved the problem in a sensible way. To start 
out with, he has a National NTE exciter unit on 
the operating table with his HRO receiver. The 
exciter unit has push-button band switching as 
well as crystal switching. The output of this unit 
may be switched to any one of the three driver
final combinations in the panel unit to the left. 
The lower unit is for 7 Mc., the middle unit for 
28 Mc. and the top unit for 14 Mc. Each section 
has the same tube complement - 35T driver and 
push-pull 100TH final. The tuning of the driver 
grid circuits is fixed and the driver plate tank 
coils are interwound with the grid coils of the 
finals so that tuning controls are reduced to a 
minimum in shifting from one part of the band to 
another. 

The small knob in the lower left-hand corner of 
the transmitter panel controls a ganged switch 
which shifts the output of the exciter unit and 
turns on the filament of the amplifier in use. All 
three output units operate from a common power 
supply, and a single set of meters is connected 
permanently in common grid and plate circuits. 
The idle stages do not draw current, of course, 
because the filaments are switched off. 

'.rhe exciter unit is placed on top of a 3-inch 
chassis into which has been built a 100-kc. fre

e Continued on paue 68) 
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A Stationary Reversible Beam 
Tn,o Directions With a Fixed Three-Element Vertical Arra11 

B'Y WALTER J. STILES. JR •• * WBDP'Y 

THE beam antenna pictured in Fig. 1 
consists of a vertical dipole with reflector and 
director. The gain in any one preferred direction 
is about 4.5 db, and the lobe has a vertical angle 
under 25 degrees. The operator has the choice of 
either of two directions by simply pulling up the 
desired director and reflector. Further, it can be 
used as a simple dipole, a great help for local 
contacts in the evening. 

The array is supported on an inverted Y mast 
consisting of three 18-foot 2 by 4's bolted together 
with the bottom spread out as a support. Only 
two guy wires are necessary if this spread is at 
least 6 feet, but they can be eliminated if property 
conditions allow the mast to be leaned against a 
garage and bolted tight. A 16-foot 2 by 2 is bolted 
on top of the tower so that it points along the 
desired line of transmission. A small shelf bracket 
is attached to the top of the mast, to support the 
antenna about 6 inches away from the pole. 

The operating frequency in the 28-megacycle 
hand is selected, and the length of the antenna 
and director wires is computed by the following 
formulas: 

492 
Antenna length = F . M X 0.96 

req. m c. 

Director length - F 
4

~
2 

M X 0.87 
req. m c. 

One antenna wire and two director wires are 
cut from No. 14 enameled wire. 

A matching section can be constructed from 
two 8-foot 6-inch pieces of the No. 14 wire spaced 
by 6-inch spreaders. This section is connected to 
one end of the antenna wire as shown in Fig. 1, 
and the antenna is fastened in place on the shelf 
bracket. A 60-foot piece of heavy binding twine 
is fastened to one end of each of the directors and 
this twine is placed through the "eye" hooks as 
shown. A sash weight or other object weighing 
about three to five pounds is then attached to the 
end of the twine, and the directors can be pulled 
in place by simply letting out twine. You now 
have a vertical dipole antenna with two directors 
spaced ¾ wave from it. 

Next compute the length of the reflector from 
the formula: 

492 
Reflector length - F • M >< 0.98 

req. m c. 

Subtracting the director length from the reflector 
length will give the length of wire to be added to 

* 19 Beechwood Drive, Packanack Lake, N. J. 
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either director to make it serve as a reflector. 
This done, cut such a wire and fasten a small 
battery clip to one end. By lowering one of the 
director wires and clipping on the short piece of 
wire at the lower end, it will act as a reflector 
when raised again. If transmission is desired in 
the opposite direction, simply lower the reflector 
wire, remove the lengthening piece, add it to the 
other director, and raise the two elements back 
into place. 

Let's consider a specific example: Assuming our 
operating frequency to be 30 Mc. we find, from 
the above formulas, the director length to be 14 
feet 3.3 inches and the reflector length 16 feet 2.6 
inches. By subtracting the director length from the 
reflector length we find the length of the clipping 
wire to be 1 foot 11.3 inches. 

'£he array also works well on 20 meters and is 
still well within the space limits of the average 

(Continued on page WS) 
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Fig. 1 - A simple uni-directional beam that can be 
nsed for either of two directions. One o! the outside 
wires is changed from director to reflector by lowering 
the wire and clipping on an additional length. Lowering 
of the wire is facilitated by supporting the elements with 
heavy twine run through screw-eyes and counter-bal
anced by suitable weights. The antenna and feeder re
main fixed under all conditions. 
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* I.A.R. U. NEWS * 
.Devot.('d to the interests and activities o! the 

INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION 
Headauarters Boctetv: THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE. Wetit Hartford, Conn. 

American Radio Relay League 
Asoclatla Amatorilor Romani de Unde 

MEMBER SOCIETIES 
9*7'l'J'.:,,7t!!!Qi,,111 Japan Polski Zwiasek Krotko!aloweow 

Radio Club de Cuba 
Hcurte 

.Lt~tuvos Tn1mpuju Bangu Radio MegeJu 
1Jra.11gija Radio Club Venezolano 

.A.ssocla.zlone .H.adiotecnlca Italiana 
Burma Amateur Radio Society 
Canadian Section A.R.R.L. 

Ltga Colombiana de .Radio Aficionados 
Lfga Mexica.na de Radio Experimentadores 
Magyar 1-tOvldhullS.mu Amatui-Ok Orsza.J:tos 

Radio Society of Great Britain 
Rede dos Emissores Portugueses 
.Reseau des .E:metteurs Jfram:a.ia 
Reseau Luxembourg:eols des Ama,-. b:gyesiilete Ceskoslovensti Amaterl Vys!lacl 

Deutscher Amateur Sende-und-J:i"::mp!angs 
ll!enst 

Nederlandsche Vereenigt.ng voor lnterna
tionaa.t Radioamateurlstne 

teurs d'Ondea Courtes 
8outh African Radio Relay Leuue 
Rnomen RadioamatoOrillltto r.y. 
Hveriges BlindareamatHrer 

Eestl Raadlo Amatoorlde Uhlng 
FJxperlmental Radio Society of Egypt 
Experimenterende Danske Radioamatorer 
]federation des Emetteurs Beiges 

N ederlandsch-1 nrlische Vereeniging Voor 
[nterna.tionaal Radloamateurisme 

N ewroundland Amateur Radio Association 
New Zealand Association of Radio Trans

mitters 
Uni6n de Radioemisorcs .l<.!spaii.oles 
UntonSchweizKurzwellenAmateure 
Wireless Institute of Australia Irish Radio Transmitters Society Norsk Radio Relre Llga 

CALENDAR 

THE December issue of the Union Calen
dar reports the admission to membership of two 
new societies, bringing the present total to thirty
five. We bid welcome and extend our good wishes 
to the Burma Amateur Radio Society and the 
Uetuvos Trumpuju Bangu Radio M egeju Draugija 
(Lithuania). 

In addition, there are two other societies pro
posed for membership: The M anchoukuo Amateur 
Radio League and the Radio Club Argentina. Each 
has been found by the Headquarters to comply 
with the requirements of the Constitution and a 
vote of present member-societies is now being 
taken on their acceptance. 

After summarizing the status of amateur radio 
in nations represented in the Union, the Calendar 
points out that, since the resumption of amateur 
activity after hostilities in countries now off the 
air will not necessarily be automatic, it is vitally 
important that there be maintained in each na
tion at least a skeleton structure of organization 
in order that there may be a nucleus around 
which the scattered ex-amateurs of individual 
nations can group. Close association and coopera
tion with the proper authorities in all branches of 
the government, using every opportunity to show 
that amateur radio should be continued because 
of its public service value, is urged. 

HARTFORD-SANTIAGO SCHEDULES 

THRouan the cooperation of CE3AG, 
CE3DG and other Chilean hams, Assistant 
Secretary A. L. Budlong of the American Radio 
Rel,ay League, representing the United States 
society at the Inter-American Radio Conference 
at Santiago, Chile, in January, kept in daily touch 
with League officials by amateur radio. In addi
tion, members of the United States delegation 
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were enabled to send personal messages to fami
lies and friends via similar circuits. 

Secretary Warner scheduled CE3AG direct on 
20-meter 'phone from WlEH for daily chats with 
Budlong as to the progress made by the confer
ence and the outlook for the following day. 
Although "skip" effects were bothersome, signals 
were good for the most part, and all together over 
:30 contacts were made. Many messages were 
handled in addition to the direct conversation. 
The A.R.R.L. headquarters station, WlA W, 
held daily schedules with CE3DG on 20-meter 
c.w. and routed a number of messages from the 
lJ. S. delegates direct to their Washington des
tinations the same day received. 

The conference itself is reported in another 
section of this issue. 

CE3AG, Santiago, king-pin in the amateur '"net" 
which kept U. S. conference representatives in touch 
with home. 
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SWITZERLAND 

DESPITE the fact that mobilization called 
practically every officer and member of the 
U.S.K.A. into military service, it has been de
cided to continue the activities of the organiza
tion to a lesser extent with the staff doing the 
work in spare time off-duty, according to Dr. 
Stuber, HB9T. The society expects to make 
progress with receiving equipment and similar 
lines and to continue the publication, in con
densed form, of the journal, "Old Man." Its main 
purpose, of course, is to keep a strong and finan
cially sound group to protect amateur radio 
activity when the war is over. 

Contrary to our listing in a previous issue, the 
{lSL Bureau is still operating, with the same 
address: U.S.K.A., Postbox, Berne. 

NOTES 

THE W.I.A. has made application for re
issuance of experimental licenses throughout 
Australia for the employment of frequencies of 
112 Mc. and above, with a power limit of 25 
watts. Its New South Wales division has proposed 
an emergency communications system with 
5-meter stations every 30 miles to provide inter
state relay. . . • It is reported that new licenses 
will be issued to South African amateurs whose 
reliability and patriotism are beyond all ques
tion, after individual approval by a government 
board consisting of communications, military and 
civil authorities. • . . It is welcome news to 
learn that the Rede dos Emissores Portugueses at 
a recent general meeting voted unanimously to 
continue the activities of the society. The staff 
has been moved to smaller quarters at Rua de S. 
Juliano 41-3° Esq., Lisbon .•.. In late Decem
ber each PA amateur received from the Minister 
of the Interior a letter informing him that his 
amateur license had been cancelled. • . . Argen
tina recently inadvertently gave notice to the 
Berne Bureau that it did not permit its amateurs 
to engage in two-way communication, evidently 
intending to report the usual third-party traffic 
restriction, whereas technically the notification 
prohibited amateurs from working foreign sta
tions. Secretary Warner took the matter up with 
the Radio Club Argentina, and the notification has 
now been modified to permit such communica
tion, except with belligerent countries. • • • 
At the annual general meeting of the Reseau 
Luxembourgeois in December, F. Scholtes, 
LXlOB, was elected president and J. Kesseler, 
LXlAI, secretary. Ironically enough, LX ama
teurs were preparing to celebrate the tenth anni
versary of amateur operation in their country 
when the shut-down order came .••. The North 
Manchester (England) Radio and Television 
Society uses the medium of the Department of 
State to send greetings for 1940 to radio ama
teurs, enthusiasts and short-wave listenem in the 
United States. 
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quency standard. A similar chassis underneath 
the receiver contains switches and relays for a 
push-to-talk system. The unit on top of the re
ceiver is a frequency-meter-monitor which is 
automatically switched from band to band with 
the transmitter. 

Mims rotaries are used on 14 and 28 Mc., while 
a full-wave Zepp is used on 7 Mc. The direction 
indicator is to the right of the receiver and this 
may be switched between either of the two rotary 
antennas. 

The modulator, which is not shown in the 
photographs, is built tip underneath the r.f. 
output section. Class-B 203Z's are driven by the 
audio section of the NTE. 

W5VV has been the c.w. winner for the South 
Texas Section in the International DX tests for 
the past three years. He has worked 139 countries 
and made WAC on 7, 14 and 28 Mc. Aside from 
his prowess in DX matters, most of us will re
member Wilmer as star member of several Davis 
Cup teams, and only recently has he retired from 
active big-time tennis competition. 

New Transmitting Triode 
HYTRoNic Laboratories announces a 

new low-price carbon-plate triode --- the HY3OZ. 
Of construction identical to the HY40 and HY51, 
its internal structure permits operation at full . 
ratings to 60 Mc. and at reduced ratings up to 
116 Mc. 

Typical operating data follow: 
Filament voltage .................... ~ . Ii, 3 
Filament current....................... 2.25 amp. 
Mutual conductance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3600 µmhos. 
Average amplification factor . . . . 90 
Max. plate dissipation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 watts 
Capacity, G-P.......................... 5, 1 µµfd. 

<J-F.......................... 5.1 µµfd. 
P-F. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 1. 7 µµid. 

Clru,s-B Audio Amplifier (Two Tubes) 
Plate voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850 
D.o. grid voltage.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Zero-signal d.o. plate cuxrent. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 ma. 
Max.-1Jignal d.c. plate cuxrent. . . 180 ma. 
Plate-to-plate load resistance. . . . . . 8400 ohms 
Max. signal grid driving power. . . 2 watts 
Max. signal power output. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 watts 

Plate-Modulated Class-C Telephony 
Plate voltage. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 
D.c. grid voltage....................... -75 
D.o. plate current. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 ma. 

gri°:i ~~::.~~t: .'::::::::::::: '.:::::::: 37~g ::;,,,. 
Driving power (approx.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 watts 
Power output (approx.) . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 watts 

Claas-C Telegraphy 
Plate voltage ..•...................•.... 
D.o. plate current ...................... . 
D.c. grid current ....................... . 
Grid resistor .......................... . 
D .c. grid voltage ...................... .. 
Driving power (approx) .................• 
Power output (approx.) .................• 

850 
90 ma. 
25 ma. 

:iooo ohms 
-15 

2 watts 
58 watta 
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INT s AND KINKS 
FOR THE EXPERIMENT£ 

FIXED-POSITION THREE-ELEMENT 
DIRECTIVE ANTENNA 

EXPENSIVE three-element-rotatable beams 
are enjoying widespread use on the 10- and 20-
meter bands, but it doesn't seem to be generally 
realized that a three-element fixed beam can be 
built for little more than an ordinary half-wave 
antenna. As a matter of fact, the one that was 
used at W5CXH for more than six months cost 
only $2.00 complete, including the 50-foot feed 

10'5" 

6'11" 

\ 

32'3" 

,,4'\ 54• 

34'8'' 

Fig. 1- .Fixed-position three-element directional an. 
tenn11 used by WSCXH. 

line. Since, by checking back in the log, it was 
found that about 80% of the contacts with the 
old half-wave antenna were in one general direc
tion the logical thing to do was to replace the 
half:wave with a unidirectional beam of definite 
gain for that direction. 

The elements were made of regular No. 12 
antenna wire, and fishpoles were used to separate 
the elements. A twisted pair made of No. 12 
house wire was used to feed the radiator, and a 
delta match was used between the radiator and 
the line. The dimensions of the system are shown 
in Fig. 1. An open line, delta-matched to the 
radiator, might have had less loss, but woul~ 
have increased the cost. If a better match 1B 

desired, the system shown in the December, 
1939, QST 1 might be substituted. 

Tilting this three-element fixed antenna 
brought several interesting facts to light. First, 
with the antenna at a height of ¾-wavelength, 
tilting the antenna system about 35 degrees 
above the horizontal seemed to give maximum 
field strength at distances less than 1200 miles, 
on 20 meters. At this distance, tilting usually 
increased the signal about two S points. The sig
nal seemed to be little affected at a distance of 
about 1600 miles, but tilting resulted in a de
crease in strength at greater distances. Several 
stations have reported increased signal strength 

•Page 50. 
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at distant points (greater than 5000 miles) by 
dipping the beam below the horizontal about 5 
degrees or so, but the writer has been unable to 
notice this effect with the present setup. 

A duplicate of the beam was used at VPl WB in 
British Honduras, and he also had excellent re
sults with it. 

-· Dawkins Espey, W5CXH 

PREVENTING TANGLING OF OPEN
,vIRE FEEDERS WITH ROTATABLE 
ANTENNAS 

JIA.RoLD ULMER, W6EPM, author of the 
article on a rotatable antenna with open-wire 
feeders and a delta-matching system which ap
peared in QST for February, describes a device 
he has worked out to prevent tangling of the 
feeder wires as the antenna is rotated. A sketch 
is shown in Fig. 2. An iron bracket made from 
a piece of ¼-inch by 2-inch strip is fastened to 
the pole with lag screws. This bracket is about 
9 inches long on each side. A U-shaped piece 
of the same material is loosely bolted to the outer 
end of the bracket to form a joint permitting 
horizontal motion. One side of a large hinge is 
bolted to the U-shaped piece, and to the other 
end a 3½-foot length of "1 by 4" is fastened. 
This arm is fitted with a pair of stand-off insu'
lators to which the feeders are attached. The 
bracket is fastened about halfway up the mast. 

Now as the antenna is rotated, the arm will 
swing around the mast to the point where the arm 

Horizontal Joint,/ 

SIDE VIEW 

TOP VIEW 

Fig. 2 - Arrangement used by W6EP.ll4 to prevent 
tangling of open-wire feeders when used mth rotatable 
antenna. 
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is stopped by the mast. When the antenna is 
turned the last few degrees to complete the rota
tion, the hinge comes into play. The arm rises 
in an upward direction to release any strain 
which may be imposed on the feeders. 

RECTIFIER BALANCING CONNECTION 

LEwrs KOHLER, W2HRM, reports that 
t.he simple arrangement shown in Fig. 3 works 
out successfully in balancing the load with Type 

Fig. 3 - Simple arrangement for balancing load of 
four rectifier elements in bridge circuit using Type 83's. 

83's in a bridge rectifier circuit. Only a single 
center-tapped resistance is required. This should 
have a value of 50 to 100 ohms. 

A PLUG-IN OSCILLATOR UNIT 

QmTE often it is desirable to be able to 
add an additional stage to one's transmitter 
without a major rebuilding. The simplest way 
of doing this is to utilize a small oscillator unit 
that will plug into the 5-prong socket that holds 
the crystal of the original transmitter. The former 
oscillator tube now becomes a doubler, enabling 

123 4 5 

Fig. 4 - Circuit diagram of plug-in crystal oscillator 
circuit. 
C1 - 0.006 µfd. 
C2 - 0.006 µµfd. 
Ci - U.0001 µfd. 
C, - 0.00025 µfd. 
c~ - 0.006 µId. 
Ce --· 0.00005 µfd. 
R1 --100,000 ohms, I-watt. 
R2 - 300 ohms, 1-watt. 
Ra -100,000 obms, I-watt. 
RFC -- 2 }'ii mh. 
L - (for 7 Mc.) 26 turns No. 2:J enam., ~i inch diam

eter, close-wound. 
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the transmitter to be operated on the next higher 
frequency band. 

The unit in use at W9EHC is built on a 2-inch 
by 2~i-inch platform, which is bolted to a 5-
prong tube base by means of two i:;mall angle 
brackets. Two more such brnckets support a 
1-inch by 3-inch strip vertically. Upon this strip 
are mounted a 50-µµfd. variable condenser and 
a 5-prong socket for the crystal. Upon the base 
is the 6-prong socket for the 89 oscillator. The 
self-supporting coil is soldered directly across 
the terminals of the variable condenser, and the 
various resistors, condensers, and r.f. choke are 
supported by their own leads, being assembled 
on the shortest-path-between-two-points-is-a-di
rect-line theory. It looks like a rat's nest, but 
it is very compact and works perfectly. 

Referring to the diagram of Fig. 4, point "1" 
goes to the prong of the tube base that engages 
the terminal of your ex-crystal socket that con
nects to ground. Points "2" and "3" go to the 
terminals that are normally filament connections, 
and these two terminals on your ex-crystal 
socket should be connected to a 6.3-volt source. 
Point "4" goes to the prong that is usually the 
grid terminal (Type 56, 76, etc.), and about 200 
volts should be fed to this terminal of the ex
crystal socket. Usually the screen voltage of the 
former oscillator is of the correct value for this. 
Point "5" goes to the terminal of the ex-crystal 
socket that connects to the grid of the ex-oscilla
tor tube. As a rule, the grid leak is already con
nected between this point and ground. 

Tuning is very simple. Drape a pick-up loop 
around the coil and turn the variable condenser 
until the 2-volt dial light bulb glows brightest; 
then tune the plate circuit of your ex-oscillator 
tube in the customary manner. As a rule, this 
tube should now be used only as a doubler. 

Should you wish to use your transmitter with
out the extra unit, it is but a few seconds' job to 
yank out the unit, shift the rock from it to the 
original crystal socket, and be back on the air. 

- Carl C. Drumeller, W9EHC 

A "l,IGIIT-BE~I" TRANSHITTER 
AND RECEIVER 

SEVERAL years have passed since the 
writer first became interested in the possibilities 
of "talking" over a beam of light, but nothing 
was done about it until the XYL persuaded me, 
against my better judgment, to give a talk before 
the local women's clubs, on the general subject 
of radio. 

It was while digging up things to amuse the 
ladies that the old interest was revived, and we 
decided to give it a try. A bit of experimenting 
gave re8ults far better than expected, and dis
tances up to 100 feet were covered without any 
noticeable decrease in volume. Excellent results 
were obtained even in broad daylight. 

In building the outfit, our first consideration 
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was that of cost. Discarded radio parts had to be 
used whenever possible, and the final rig con
tained nothing in the way of new equipment ex
nept the photocell in the receiver. Even if all the 
parts were to be purchased, the costs should not 
run too high. 

The neon-tube and light-sensitive-cell circuits 
are shown in Fig. 5. 

The receiver is simply a high-gain amplifier 
with about .'5 watts output. Your preamplifier 

1/4 WATT NEON 

T 

Toout~:§11 ofAmporr~ 

90-100 V. D.C A 

Tb_ B+ 7: 7 

of Amp. 11 ...WVINVW\/\MNV,W>J+ I 
I I R I 
I: 2 I 
11 C3 I 
,, ---.. 1: I 

:: /. \ t;:R1: 
11 I 

:: \ j C4: 
11.,.. "--...~ 'i I ! : Photocell : I I 

tfr~ut ____ _!L_ ___________ J: : 
--- mp ----f-JC - ---------~ _J 

B 
Fig. 5-- A-· Circuit of neon-bulb generator on trans

mittin~ end fed by microphone, phono-pick-up or radio 
through suitable audio amplifier. C1 should be 0.5 to 
2 µfd., C2, 8 µfd. Ch is a 30-henry audio choke. 

B - Photocell pick-up on receiving end feeding 
loudspeaker through suitable audio amplifier. R1 is a 
500,000-ohm resistor, Ca. 8 i,J'd. and C4, 0.5 µfd. fu is a 
voltage divider of nsnal value. 

• 
Transmitter mounted 

in cabinet with pbono
graph motor in cover. 
The neon bulb is mounted 
inside the reflector. The 
other two components on 
the bread-pan chassis are 
the audio choke and input 
transformer. The audio 
amplifier is to the left. 
The focusinp; lens is set in 
the end of the cabinet. 

• 
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Front view of receiver showing pick-up tube which 
shields light-sensitive cell from indirect light. 

should do the trick nicely. We found it convenient 
to mount the amplifier, speaker and photocell 
in an old portable radio case. This made it neces
sary to shield carefully the photocell and first 
tube in the amplifier with double shield cans. 
The space between the cans was painted black 
and a half-inch hole cut in one side to admit 
the light. In order that the rig could .be used in 
anything but total darkness, a tube about 5 
inches long, painted black inside, was mounted 
so that the light to the cell must pass through it. 

The photocell and its own voltage divider were 
mounted in and on a separate chassis, so they 
were shielded from the rest of the amplifier, and a 
shielded lead (as short as possible) was run to the 
control grid of the first tube. The voltage on the 
cell is not critical and may be anything from 45 
to 90 (we used about 75), but this must be as 
nearly pure d.c. as possible. Batteries were first 
used, but the arrangement shown in the drawing 
gave good results without hum. 
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The cell itself, a Cetron Type CE-2, selling at 
$5.40, was chosen for its small size. However, any 
cell of the type used in movietone work should 
work as well. 

The transmitter consists of a source of light and 
a method of modulating that light. It was here 
that we were stumped for a time. Millen and 
Kruse, in their booklet "Below Ten Meters," 
gives a circuit for such a device, but we didn't 
have a "Zetka" recording lamp and did not 
know where to get one. However, after considera-

Rear view of receiver. The light-sensitive cell is in the 
shield can to the right mounted on separate small chassis. 

ble experimenting we found that a 35¢ !4-watt 
neon lamp, such as those used in tube testers 
and other service equipment, would do very 
nicely. This may seem low power, but its small 
size makes it possible to focus the beam and 
get almost perfectly parallel rays. A reflector, 
such as those used in automobile spot lights (from 
the nearest junk yard), and a double-lens system 
obtained from an old postcard projector made the 
system complete. A large reading glass at the re
ceiver serves to focus the rays on the photocell. 

The modulator is practically the same as that 
shown in "Below Ten Meters," but the input 
liransformer is an old 3-to- I. audio, and the choke 
is a 30-henry model from an old radio. Also, 
the ignition voltage for the lamp was obtained 
directly from the "B" supply of the amplifier. 
The polarity of this ignition voltage does not 
seem to matter, but the condenser should be 
poled right if it is of the electrolytic variety. 

The modulator may be fed from a radio receiver 
for experimental work, but since we wanted to 
talk over the light beam ourselves, an amplifier 
was made from the audio portion of a discarded 
four-tube t.r.f. a.c.-d.c. midget. The tuning con
denser, r.f. coils and r.f. tube were removed and 
the detector revamped to act as first audio. This 
was connected to input transformers to match a 
single-button mike and phonograph pickup and 
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a switch was mounted so that either could be 
used at will. 

The rig will work as far as you can shine the 
light, so it simply becomes necessary to concen
trate the beam into parallel rays to duplicate our 
results. Only a small amount of light is necessary 
and, if you have as good luck, you will have to 
turn down the volume to prevent overloading 
the receiver. - h W. Floorman, WBRWP 

Advanced Radio Course Over WRUL 
SUPPLEMENTING the regular and special 

courses recently announced in QST, on Monday, 
March 4th, at 8 P.M. E.S.T., Dr. C. Davis 
Belcher will begin a series of lectures on advanced 
modern radio technique over the World-Wide 
Broadcasting Foundation station in Boston, 
WRUL, 6.04 and 11.73 Mc. 

In choosing subjects for t,he lectures a poll of 
five hundred regular listeners was conducted. As a 
result the following material will be included: I. 
Radio Mathematics (three lectures covering trig
onometry, complex numbers and vector-analysis). 
II. Impedance matching (two lectures). III. 
Frequency doubling. IV. Frequency modulation 
(three lectures thoroughly explaining basic 
principles). V. Single sideband transmission 
(two lectures). 

As usual, a large illustrated booklet has been 
prepared to serve as a text for those following 
the course. Its forty pages continue much new 
and some hitherto unpublished material. The 
price is $1.00 postpaid. This book and addi
tional enrollment r..ards can be obtained by 
writing WRUL, University Club, Boston, Mass. 

In addition to the 8:00 P.M. period, the ad
vanced radio courses will be repeated by tran
scription over WRUL at 11:30 P.M., Tuesday 
nights, on both 6.04 and 11.73 Mc. 

~ilent iteps 
IT IS with deep regret that we 

record the passing of these amateurs: 

Floyd L. Arrick, W6DXQ, Tracy, Calif. 
Thomas F. Duffy, W9RHD, Deerfield, Ill. 
,Joseph E. Hamilton, W2IZ, Port Chester, 

N. Y. 
Frank 0. Lowe, Jr., W2EHP, Newburgh, 

N.Y. 
Byron E. McGhee, WSHLB, Brookfield, 

Ohio. 
Lawrence Nelson, W9MCC, Evanston, Ill. 
Edward A. Rouscher, W8NOI, Hornell, 

N.Y. 
Ca.pt. William H. ("Pop") Smith, ex-"S," 

9ZF, 9KOA 
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ORRESPONDENCE FROM MEMBERS 
The Publiahera of QST auume no reaponaibillty for statements made herein by correapondenta. 

NEUTRAL 
Devon, Pa 

Editor, QST: 
That picture in last month's issue, page 62, sure did look 

gruesome. It would just be my luck if and when I get my 
ticket for such a thing to happen to us in America. So I'm 
asking a favor of all amateurs. Please keep your yaps closed 
about the - the game of tidd]y-winks they are playing 
over there. 

- Edwin J. Bush 

NO E.c.o.•s ON KC41JSC 

Editor; QST: 

Room 57B, Ryerson Physical Labs., 
University of Chicago 

Last night when the usual three score and ninety e.c.o.'s 
cranked up atop KC4USC and shot holes in his traffic I 
mentioned the matter to him. He answered, "I will not 
answer any calls on my frequency or close enough to cause 
QRM - pse pass this dope around." 

l hope this will be the beginning of the end of this nefa
rious practice which has become so widespread since the 
inception of e.o.o. popularity. 

- ,Tohn Kaye, W9YWQ 

,1.BOIJT THE "S"-SCALE 
North Hollywood, Calif. 

Editor, QST: 
I've just been reading the letter about the use of the 

"S" ecale by Mr. Jonathan Eddy, WlLAU, and all I've got 
to oay is amen. Boy, many are the times when I wonder 
"Shall I give him 569 or 579?" or "Is it going to be 558 or 
568?" To me, although maybe it's just me (and lLAU), 9 
units of signal strength are a bit too many. There are a few 
fellas who try to follow 'em, and most of the time I do, but 
when a guy 2500 miles away gives you 589, you know he 
thinks you're 579 so by the books your sig is real]y only 569, 
and you or I give him a good report if he is even readable. 
Yon see, a report like this is real]y meaningless, as Mr. Eddy 
states. Five strength units are plenty and are easy to use. 

While we're at it, I think the tone scale could be chopped 
off a bit. Who gives anyone a Tl or T2 report? Why I've 
even heard guys giving a certain CX who inhabits the fre
quencies around 14,425 T7 and TS, but when I put a crystal 
filter on him, he all but disappears except for a funny rasp. 
My suggestion is to make the'' S '' and ''T '' reports go from 
1 to Ii instead of from 1 to 9. Let the "S" scale be as he 
(WlLAU) said, and revise the T scale like so: 

Tl-RAC. 
'f2 - Bad, rough. 
T3 - Strong ripple. 
T4 - Slight ripple (like most 10 meter cw stations). 
T5 - Pure DC, crystal-controlled. 

A "o" or a " k" could be added after the report to indi
cate chirps or clicks. Most of the boys who have had their 
tickets more than about 4½ years have seen the change 
from "T9 QSA5, RS" to "RST 589x," so now, how about 
"RST 544?",Think it over, fellows. Some of what I've said 
may be bull, but there'a sumpin in some of it. 

- Al Fama, W600U 
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7404 Bennett Ave., Chicago, ill 
Editor, QST: 

I read the letter from ·w1LAU in the current issue on the 
use of the "S" scale. I think in general he has something 
there. 

1 am primarily interested in 'phone transmission, and un
less I am asked for a report on the other fellow's signal he 
doesn't get it. I personally don't give a hoot if I am "Q2R3" 
or R5 or S9. The thing that I am interested in is simply this: 
., Am I being received well enough by the man on the other 
end so that he can copy me?" If I am, then it is fine; if not, 
shall I ask him if he wants to carry on, or shall I move in 
frequency? I don't do the deciding, I leave it up to him. Il he 
wants to try to copy me through some of the signals that are 
at 3955 kc., it is OK with me. 

Now that I am started in this thing, I shall stick my neck 
out a little farther and let the fellows swing at it. I am of the 
opinion that many of us who are on 'phone are probably 
doing more harm to amateur radio than good. Why? Be
c.au.se the 'phone amateur is the one who is heard by• the 
BCL, either through shock excitation, interference, short
wave receivers or telephone line pick-up. We, the 'phone 
men, are the ones by whom amateur radio is judged. There is 
not one BCL in a thousand who would copy code, even if he 
were able to do so. I have on several occasions had friends 
who have stopped in to see what goes on in an amateur sta
tion. They listen to 75-meter 'phone, and ask what there is 
to talk about. It is to these people that I try to show what 
ean go on. If I am successful, I find some station who will 
talk my language, not "QST English" (no reflection on the 
stu1l' for c.w. where it was intended to be used) and try to 
talk in general enough terms so that my guests will go a.way 
with a good taste in their mouths and know that there is 
some one on the air besides " this guy CQ." 

·····- John G. Nardin, IV9DRA 

Route 1, Box 389, Port Orchard, Wash. 
Editor, QST: 

In regard to WlLA U'a discussion on the revision of the 
S-scale • • • Mr. Eddy hit the nail on the head. • • , 

The best common denominator that I can see presently is 
Mr. Eddy's point that the signal strength should correspond 
to the conditions on the band, not nine different divisions in 
the S-scale. 

0
····• Jack Riggs, W7HAD 

91 Grove St., North Attleboro, Mass. 
Editor, QST: 

The idea for reporting signal strength proposed by Jona
than Eddy, WlLAU, seems to me to have much merit .•• 

The "T" part of the system should also be revised. 
Probably more fellows are misled by the tone report than 
anything else. Under the present conditions. a fellow getting 
a T8 report should start worrying about his signal, because 
it probably is a T4 note. In my work as an Official Observer, 
I have seen this happen more than once. 

The "T" part should be more like this: Tl- raw a.o.; 
T2- rather rough a.c., prominent ripple; T3*- modulated; 
T4 - good, but not quite T5; T5 - pure d.c. (the X being 
added in any case that warrants it). 

*Musica!]y-modulated c. w. 
The R part could be: Rl - readable with some difficulty; 

R2 -··• readable with no difficulty. The S portion now seems 
to have too many numbers to choose from, and for reasons 
given by WlLAU, it should be reduced to 5 choices. 

(Oontintud on page 11(1) 
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i!f OPERlTING NEWS \&,i 
F. E. RANDY, WIBDI, Co1mnunicationa Mgr. 

A.R.R.L. Emergency Corps Members: 
During January every registered member of our 
Corps was sent blanks for re-registration. Most of 
those blanks will have been returned to A.R.R.L. 
by the time you receive this QST. The 1939 
records are completely replaced. However, we 
don't want to retire anyone from the active to 
t,he inactive list, by inadvertence. If you have not 
returned the blue re-registration forms that carry 
the 1940 date, rush them to us. Or if the mailman 
missed you for any reason, and you are one of 
those amateurs that carries an :EiMERGENCY 
CORPS card, kindly advise us at once. The Emer
gency Corps needs every member, and we'll be 
glad to duplicate our mailing promptly, if we hear 
from you. 

All Other Amateurs: If you are licensed., but 
as yet haven't had the pleasure and experience of 
holding one of our Emergency Corps cards, may 
we remind you to take steps to identify yourself 
with this program for the interest of the whole 
amateur service. You do not have to be a member 
of any organization to register in the Corps. 
Every licensee familiar with communicating 
procedure and subscribing to the special emer
gency policies adds that much more to the weight 
of organized amateur radio. The individual 
standing as a citizen as well as an amateur is 
enhanced. The extent of our readiness for public 
service is one measure of the respect of the 1<'.C.C. 
and other agencies for the fact that amateur 
communication is something more than a play
thing or a novelty. Get identified to-day with the 
group to whom "public interest, convenience, and 
necessity" is more t,han a phrase. 

Every licensee is needed. At this time that 
marks the season of melting snows, high winds, 
and floods and disrupted wire service in some 
places, it is particularly fitting that we renew our 
invitation to all amateurs not previously lined up 
to register NOW in the A.R.R.L. Emergency Corps. 
Get your A.E.C. card now. Know how best to 
work with fellow amateurs when communications 
emergencies arise. A special bulletin of emergency 
instructions goes to every A.E.C. member with 
his identifying card. Ask your S.C.M. (address up 
front in QST), or your Emergency Coordinator, or 
A.R.R.L. Hq., or the nearest Western Union 
Telegraph office. At each spot application
registration blanks for the Emergency Corps are 
being held for you. 

Use A.R.R.L. Net Service: Heartiest congrat
ulations are due all participating stations and 
operators listed in the directory of nets that we 
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publish this month. A fine communication job is 
being done by all concerned. The listing is in 
three sections, (1) state, club and Section Nets, 
(2) general coverage nets for larger or special 
areas, (3) A.R.R.L. Trunk Lines giving fast east
west and north-south service. The information in 
nearly all cases was collected responsive to radio 
requests. It. is no paper organization but stands 
ready to do your bidding. The larger part of the 
stations listed hold Official Relay Station ap
pointments (100% in case of the Trunkliners). 
Every amateur licensed, who handles traffic 
expeditiously and right, aims to hold down 
O.R.S. appointment. S.C.M.s will gladly send 
application and report forms to all amateurs 
asking for O.R.S. information. Use organized 
amateur routes for best speed and service. All 
amateurs are invited to keep in touch by radio 
1vith acquaintances beyond contact at the mo
ment, by filing messages through any of the sta
tions listed in the A.R.R.L. Net Directory. 

Neutrality Recommendations Again: Many 
will remember our report in November QST, that 
some legitimate sounding D's and F's were 
on the air in amateur bands, the former 
asking public reactions to the war and seeking 
other information. It was in that issue that we 
quoted the text of an important F.C.C. warning 
to all of us, which was emphasized by the loss of 
privileges of two U. S. A. amateurs for COM

MUNICATING WITH .AN UNLICENSED STATION and 
for PERMITTING UNLICENSED OPFlRA.TORS to use 
equipment. It was recommended in that issue 
that U. S. amateur contact with European and 
especially belligerent nations' amateurs be avoided 
scrupulously. This will avoid possible suspicion 
falling on amateurs or amateur radio as a medium, 
that might call for restrictions of an unpleasant 
diaracter for all of us. In last QST we gave more 
examples of government surveillance of amateur 
practices in connection with maintenance of 
neutrality. 

D4BIU, YM2 - (Danzig'?), OK - (equally 
questionable) and ot,hers have been heard on 
January 30th and subsequent dates, trying to 
contact W's. S.C.M. -·· W8OXO, W8YA, and 
W8JQE report that one of the Europeans had 
some success. From time to time scattered reports 
on other belligerent, or unlicensed, or question
able amateur stations operating in the European 
theater of war are forthcoming. We urgently 
renew our recommendation that W's avoid work 
with any such stations. In a time of war neutrality 
those who value continued rights will use their 
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heads ;nd use discretion. A.R.R.L. does not 
question the legal right or harmless intent, but 
perceives that others may. Individual desire 
and irresponsibility should be tempered with due 
restraint for reasons of group safety. Activity 
between U. S. amateurs and European stations 
at this time can only pave the way to investiga
tion and perhaps broad restrictions. Note else
where in QST that the League, mindful of the 
importance of continued use of all our bands for 
all amateurs, has felt it necessary in connection 
with the 12th A.R.R.L. DX Competition to pro
claim a complete voluntary blackout on all 
European and certain other contacts, to insure 
that we are inviting no trouble. To the few legiti
mate European neutrals still on legitimately -
our sincere apologies. Kindly understand our 
action as necessary in self-protection just because 
you are so near this theater of war activity. To 
U.S. amateurs: Let's avoid trouble. Steer clear of 
calls to even legitimate sounding stations in 
belligerent territory. Have no contacts with the 
theater of war at all. Observe A.R.R.L.'s Neutral
ity Code. Reasonable precautions pay bigger 
dividends than any selfish satisfaction in a mo
mentary contact. Neither the Century Club nor 
DX Competition rules will credit or encourage 
any work that might indirectly jeopardize the 
larger interests of amateur radio. 

What DX, then? With the prohibition in the 
DX Competition rules against work with any 
European countries, and with CN, FE8-FY8, 
SU, VPl-3-5, VQ6, VS4, ZD4 etc. (all British 
and French colonies, we mean) added to the 
never never list, to keep ham radio above sus
picion under U. S. neutrality, some of you may 
be asking what to look for. Our idea of that would 
be to set our beams for ASIA and SOUTH AMERICA 
as the most productive continents. The PK's 
and XE's and the distant U. S. territories also 
should not be neglected • . . and after 100 points 
per each for knocking off some of these, we have a 
new hurdle that should command attention! 

W-DX for W's: We mean that it is going to be 
interesting to see just how many W hams are 
actually able to knock off the multiplier of 27 
which comes from performing a fixed quota of 
W-contacts and requires the ability to use three 
different amateur bands. Should you be unable to 
get 27 to add to your country multiplier this way, 
what part of the 27 can you get'? We don't believe 
that anyone can win the contest by just this 
U.S.A. work with W's - but we are equally sure 
that no one is going to win the contest for his 
Section without it! 

--F. E. H. 

W4DVO unknowingly worked two unlicensed stations in 
the 8th District, and has to do some explaining to the 
F.C.C. His log will be used in subsequent court action ac
cording to F.C.C .• so you see what is likely to happen to a 
guy if his log is not up in every respect! 

- W4PEI, S.C.M., E. Fla. 

March 1940 

A.E.C.* Members Perform Notable 
Communications Service in Storm! 

SEVERAL Alabama amateurs, including Emergency 
Coordinators, have an agreement that, when weather oondi• 
tions become bad and it appears there is a possibility that 
communication might be disrupted in some part of the state, 
they will listen for each other and for any other station that 
utight need assistance. At about 6:30 P.M. on January 23rd, 
W4AUP, E.C. for Montgomery County, awoke to find a 
heavy snow on the ground. He realized that this was a" one 
in live years" thing for that section of Alabama and also 
realized that probably it was much worse in the northern 
part of the state. He turned on his receiver and began cruis
ing over 1.75, 3.9 and 3.5 Mc. (the bands agreed upon). 
He heard W4CCP at Gorgas (location of the Alabama 
Power Company's lar11:est steam generating plant) calling 
him. CCP knew AUP's working hours and about what time 
he would be at his receiver, They contacted, and OM Line
berry of W4CCP told AUP that communication with 
Magella sub-station at Birmingham was cut off. W4AUP 
ealled the Montgomery power division dispatcher and told 
him amateur radio was ready to handle orders from the 
Gorgas plant if he (the dispatcher) could relay them to 
Magella via the company's 'phone lines. This circuit was set 
up, and from 6:40 A.M. until noon W4AUP and W4CCP 
handled all load orders and switching orders for the Magel!& 
Sub and the Gorgas steam plant. W 4CCP was first operated 
by COP himself, later by W4CYL and W4CPO. At noon 
eon tact became difficult, since operation was on 1. 75 Mc. 
and the distance was more than 140 miles. W4FQP, and 
O.P.S. at Birmingham, heard CCP and AUP trying to carry 
on. He called in and offered to handle the Birmingham end 
of the circuit, thus eliminating the long haul from Gorgas to 
Montgomery and the relay by telephone from Montgomery 
1.o Birmingham. W4FQP took W4AUP's place, and all the 
absolutely necessary orders needed to coordinate the loads 
and switching of the main system of the power company 
were handled until about 4 :30 P.M., when a line was placed 
in service from Gorgas to 1vfagella.·W4DEW, operated by 
W4FSW, W4JI, W4DEW and W4FYH, assisted in relaying 
W4CCP and W4FQP, and in copying W4CCP through 
heavy QRN. All of this was following the sleet and snow 
storm of January 22nd-23rd, and thus our amateur radio 
rendered another real service. It is of interest to note that 
all operators in the work were members of the A.R.R.L. 
Emergency Corps. 

- W 4DGS, S.C.M., Alabama 

San Diego Hamfest-March 16th 
The Helix Amateur Radio Club will hold its Sixth Annual 

Ham.fest on March 16th, 7:00 P.M., at the U.S. Grant Hotel, 
San Diego, Calif. A snappy program of entertainment, 
reservation prize and door prizes for men and ladies, good 
eats, dancing and a big raffle. Tickets $1.10, including tax. 
For reservations write Eugene Harris, W6ANU, 5060 Ban• 
eroft Dr., La Mesa, Calif. 

Add Code Practice Stations: W6CE. the Nevada Amateur 
Radio Association, Reno, is transmitting code practice on 
1915 kc. from 8:00 to 8:30 P.M. PST, Ilfondays through 
Fridays. 
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NEW ARTICLE CONTEST! 
The article by Eric Ledin, W6MUF, is the first 

winner in the new article contest announced in Feb
ruary QST. Mr. Ledin presents his case for" Forty
iWeters" as the "t\fost Interesting Band. 0 So far, 
the articles submitted are equally divided in favor 
of Forty-Meters, Eighty-Meters and Ten-Meter 
'Phone. Surely the other bands ha.ve some cham
pions, tool! Let's hear from them! 

For the next several months we are inviting arti
cles for the G.D. contest based on various individ
uals' ideas of" the most interesting frequency band." 
Practically every operating amateur bas a "favor
ite" band, one that he would swear by to the bitter 
end. What is vour favorite? 

Send in your article ou why such-and-such-a
band is, in your opinion, the best available. Each 
month we will print the most intere.sting and valu
able article received on this subject. Please mark 
your contributions "for the C.D. contest." Prize 
winners may select a 1940 bound Handbook, QST 
Binder and League Emblem, six logs, eight pads 
radiogram blanks, DX Map and three pads, or any 
other combination of A.R.R.L. supplies of equiva
lent value. Try your luck. Send your contribution 
to-day! 

The Most Interesting Band 
BY ERIC LEDIN. W6MlJF* 

AT 3 A.M. on a sleepless ,January morning, the hand 
that starts the percolator invariably reaches for the Forty
Meter coils. At 10 A.M. on a lazy Sunday morning in No
vember, a mike aud Ten-Meter rig can keep any Saturday 
night celebrant awake. There's nothing like Eighty to fall 
bMk on with a message for Sacramento 60 miles away, and 
while trying a. whirl of mobile work One-Sixty is rather 
rtwkward. In actually picking the band that is your favorite 
!.hough, the current flame must be ignored and the choice 
made on the basis of which band has taken the most con
sistent thumping throughout your years as a ham. 

About the time QST was printing articles on 100-meter 
experimentation, a bootleg 202 took to glowing nights in 
my bedroom to the ,wcompanying hiss of SO-odd borax
filled tumblers. (The "bootlegging" ended with the tube, 
,~, in those days with the two Hlandard ma.kes listing at 
$9.00, a manufacturer who put one out for $3.50 was dubbed 
"bootlegger.") Highly intelligent modulation was accom-
1>lished by wrapping a turn of wire around the helix in series 
with a glorified telephone, and "anywhere below 200" was 
usually 19Y meters plus. 

Eh·entually l too sweated the base from tha.t sha.pely 
bottle and after a day spent misguidcdlv pairing a hundred
foot vertical cage down to twenty odd feet, the cross-country 
DX in the 80-meter log seemed a pipe dream. 

Not until the adventurous were working across the pond 
nightly, and th~ most. o!<l-fnshioncd no longer mentioned 
"antenna amps," was the rig finally wrestled down to Forty 
Meters, and there it stayed for many years completely con
tent with North America and an occasional VK to satisfy 
t,he e,zo. The chemic-al rect.ifier sneaked off to join the coun
terpoise and the T.P.T.G. finally bowed in favor of crystal 
c,ontrol, but Forty was too good a friend to desert. 

In poring over ham publications throughout these years, 
t.he.re was one subject that caused a steadily increasing 
1rnea.siness. 'rhere was a fascination in the DX Column and 
the Calls Heard that could not be overcome, but the whole 
thing was so much alphabet soup, as far as my rig was con
cerned. Not that the cards from 14 countries were not 
J.:Xhibit A in the shack -··' somehow DX was for the other 
fellow. 

Being a consistent die-hard and old-fashioned, it was aot 

* 46 Bulkley Ave., Sausalito, Calif. 
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until last summer that curiosity outweighed inertia, and a 
doubler was jacked under the final. Perha.ps the Goddess of 
Twenty set out to avenge her honor, because that first 
evening five new countries were added to the meager list in 
my log. Here at last was the band that would obviate plug-in 
coils. Around the country with ease any hour of the day, 
and elusive DX to chase in the early evening hours. Why 
move at all from this happy hunting ground? Snappy op
erators, snappy QSO's, my enthusiasm was almost childish. 

Autobiography must end and conclusions be drawn. 
There must be some juatification for the fact that the old 
Forty-Meter coil is back in the rig. I have tried all bands 
~x:cept "2!,li" meters, but throughout the years the band 
that keeps coming back for more is Forty-Meter&. These, in 
part, are the reasons. 

"One-Sixty" lacked excitement, as it is the most predicta
ble of all, and in addition b.o.L troubles were considerable. 
Five meters had a little more to offer in the novelty of 
pioneering but as to actual contacts, it was as limited as the 
othe.r. Eighty-meter c. w. was dependable for ehort-haul 
trafiic and rag-chewing, but with limited hours of operating 
it Roon became t.oo confining. 

<)ST can present but a limited number of photos of 
radio exhibits due to space limitations. Representative 
of the best in ham radio exhibits, we present this month 
(above) the Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Chili exhibit 
at the Second Wisconsin Hobby Show, and (below) an 
exhibit at the Texas State l!'air under the auapices of 
the Dallas Amateur Radio Club. Excellent publicity 
results from well-run amateur radio exhibits. Thev foster 
increased public appreciation of the amateur. It prob
ably will he some time before we are again able to present 
additional exhibit photos. 

Abot'e: At the operating position are W9VDY {left) 
and W9HRM (right). W9LJU is standing at the end of 
the counter. Under the chairmanship of W9DIJ the 
following cooperated in operating the show station and 
in furnishing equipment for display: W9SZH, W9EEL, 
W9ZTP, W9VDY, \V9EYH, W9UIT, W9HRM, 
W9ANA, W9VD, W9UHZ and W9NRX. Operation 
was under the call \V9SZ1I/9 for the four days of the 
show, November 30, December 1, 2, 3, 1939. The ex
hibit also included transmitting and receiving units 
built by chili members for an Emergency Equipment 
Contest at the Hobby Show. W9LJU was chairman of 
this contest, which was judged by W90T and Mr. 
Stachura of W9JUE. Winners were W9GSP, First 
Award, W9NRX, W9DIJ, W9AVL and W9JGE. 

Below: Left to right -···- W5IBE and W5HIP are at 
the control position of W5IME at the Texas State Fair. 
In charge of this exhibit were W5DAS, W5GSE, 
\V5GZH, WSECA, WSHIP, WSDW, W5CJJ and 
WSCKH. 
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'!'en-meter 'phone had much to offer for a seMon, but ita 
period of usefulness was too short. There are evenings be
tween week-ends, and somehow short skip cannot make my 
spine tingle though the band does resemble a. gra.veyard 
with darkness. F'or night watchmen, yes, but my pay check 
is eked out when the ba.nd is hot. 

Twenty-Meters was the closest contestant and, with the 
short whirl it was given, perhaps is being treated unfairly. 
If it were 1930 instead of 1940 - if I had paired those coils 
sooner - and if - but the greatest allure she had was DX, 
and somehow she is losing her looks. I still slip down there 
occasionally on a Sunday afternoon to roam the Eaa-t Coast, 
but a still house and glowing panel lights are my choice of 
atmosphere, and the capricious lady starts to fade so early 
in the evening. 

My pet of the past and apparently of the future is still 
consistent old ··Porty" who can .. Swing-It'' far into the 
night and still turn up with a surprise for those who haunt 
the wrong side of the dock. 

Y.L.R.L. 
Plans are being completed for 7- and 3.5-Mc. U.W. Nets 

for the YL Radio League. Y L nets may be organized on the 
other bands if there" is a demand for them. Frequencies 
selected for Y .L.R.L. su far are 3610 and 7220 kcs. The.se 
11ets are primalily for rag-chewing and getting acquainted 
with other YL's. If you are looking for a YL contact on those 
bands. those are the spots on which to concentrate. Do we 
hear a sudden grinding of crystals and swishing of e.c.o.'s? 

On the night of December 2G, 1939, five members of the 
Y.L.R.L: engaged in a round-table QSO on 3.5-Mc. c.w. -" 
W9ILH, W9ZWL, Vi'8SJF, WlGQT and W9NBX. The 
fellows who think all of the girls stick to 'phone are badly 
mistaken! 

- Enid Carter, WDNBX 
Secretary, Y.L.R.L. 

High A.R.R.L. Pa1·ty Scores 
NEW highs in both scores and participation were 

reached in the 3rd Annual A.R.R.L. QSO Party held January 
6th and 7th "for members only.'' Basically a "family 
gathering," the affair took on the aspects of a "junior 
Sweepstakes" with the usual contest men swinging-to
townl It was great sport, with many reunions, and new 
friendships established. Complete results are scheduled for 
Jul.v QST, but we're listing here some of the high claimed 
scores. :Figures represent score, members workPd, and sec
tions worked in each case: 
W3BES 43130-360-60 W9TQD 23490-217-54 
W9RQM 38552-316-61 W3ATR 23232-242-48 
W8OFN :17560-313-60 W4EDR 23097-195-59 
WITS 37200-310-60 W3GKO 23052-226-51 
W2GSA :16669-360-51 W6PUZ 22624-202-56 
W9RSO :36580-310-59 W9VBQ 22440-204-55 
W2IOP 35169-318-57 W9GKS 22200-185-60 
W9ZAR 33640-291-58 
W9FS 33120-276-60 W3GJY 21658-221-49 

W9EYH :ia110-ao1-55 W6BBR 21336-191-56 

W9VDY 33060-285-58 W3HQE 21320-205-.'>2 

W5WG 31742-269-59 WlUE '21200-200-53 
W9TH 31692-278-57 W6AM 21010-194-55 
WSEDP 81130-283-55 W8OQF 20944-187-56 
WQWDU 30030-273-55 \VSQAN 20257-219-47 
W4EV 29431-25~-59 WlKTB 20140-191-53 
W5KC 29028-246-59 W2EQS 20100-201-50 
W2HHF 27984-264-53 W8LCN 20034-189-53 
W6KFC 27560-265-52 W8DZC 19992-204-49 
WlBFT 27 500-250-55 W4CXY 19928-188-53 
W3DGM (2 ops) W3BZE 19584-204-48 

27280-248-55 W4FCU 19552-189-52 
W9CWW 27000-225-60 W6ONG 19546-169-58 
W2LXI 24380-23\1-53 W4AGI 19012-194--49 
W4CYC 24360-210-58 W3GDI 18624-194-48 
W8NCJ 24200-220-55 W5IHM 18150-182-50 
W6MUS 23632-215-56 W6IOJ 1810/i-178-51 
W9VKF 23548-203-58 W8NUV 17800-178-50 

March 1940 

BRASSPOUNDERS'LEAGlJE 
(December 16th-January 15th) 

Extra Del. 
Call Or/11. Del. Rol. Credit Total 

W6PCP 1238 1250 234 1000 3722 
WSGZ 25 45 2297 37 2404 
W9QIL 231 167 1480 144 ZOZZ 
W3EML 100 192 1536 186 2014 
W7EBQ 44 211 1464 150 1869 
W6IO X 34 132 1352 130 1648 
W3HRS 49 234 1071 231 1585 
W6LUJ 180 687 O 685 1552 
W3CIZ 59 152 1037 140 1388 
W 41R GS 258 686 226 1235 
W6PGB 44 79 984 76 1183 
W6RBQ 5 48 1073 48 1174 
W3BWT 81 188 697 152 1118 
W5CEZ ZS 103 874 18 1020 
W7NH 10 23 845 22 900 
WSMN 34 165 540 157 896 
W9NFL IZ 55 775 49 891 
WllNU 77 111 698 0 886 
W3GKO 27 61 728 53 869 
WZHM J 17 62 732 44 855 
WlAKS 58 53 7Z8 9 848 
W80XO 47 61 678 29 815 
W8SJF 23 15 770 7 815 
W3GJY 54 14 721 14 803 
W91LH 20 40 674 23 757 
W3BZX 6 7 732 0 745 
WIFFL 122 171 424 22 739 
WILWH U 68 626 23 738 
WZGVZ 47 154 39Z 130 7Z3 
W6LMD I 11 691 6 709 
W6FYR 17 43 598 41 699 
W3ECP 13 120 438 118 689 
W 4PL 14 40 604 28 686 
W5FOM 169 200 114 200 683 
W5FDR 81 118 374 104 677 
W5CDZ 71 16 54Z 16 645 
W9YXH 43 GZ 49Z 3Z 629 
W3GTS 233 162 132 101 628 
W8CJL 11 79 466 66 6ZZ 
W4FCU 18 34 539 29 620 
W3NF 4 2 592 1 599 
W4AOB 55 123 241 151 570 
W90UD 29 25 492 13 559 
W6DH ZI nz 324 101 558 
WIEOB 49 42 444 20 555 
W81SK 30 3 501 1 535 
W5EOE 15 83 374 48 SZO 
W9SEB 21 66 407 24 S18 

MORE-THAN-ONE-OPERATOR STATIONS 
ExtraDol. 

Call Orig. Del. Rel. Credit Total 
KAlHR 2612 1443 906 1416 6377 
KAlHQ 926 486 1160 475 3047 
W50W 298 239 2300 202 3039 
W3CXL 36 83 2652 0 2771 
W9BNT 53 102 968 51 1174 
wzsc 58 339 334 337 1068 
WIAW 144 117 358 108 727 

These stations "make" the B.P .L. with total of 500 or 
over. One hundred deliveries+ Ex. Del. Credits also rate 

~h!' °i:Ptno~n.f;1r:i!:!10:l~!ri=::i.::.ior stations make 

WZIOP,400 WSASW, 162 W7WY, 128 
W7APS, 318 W9PY!:t 153 W2MT, 12i 
W6ZX, 300 WIICC1, 144 W9GMT, 121 
W9CRO, 288 W9QG*, 140 W9HFC, 120 
WSKWA, 276 W9UN, 140 WZLZR, 113 
W2CGG, 241 W6RH, 139 WZAXZ, 111 
W3AKB, 213 W6EJA, 138 W6HH, 108 
WSGPV, 198 WZKI, 135 WIIQZ, 106 
WSIHR, 183 WlEPE, 131 WIJCK, 104 
W9QG, 17Z W5DWN, 129 W5FSK-4, 101 
WlEMG, 162 W2PF, !ZS WlGTN, 100 

A.A.R.S. 
MORE-THAN-ONE-OPERATOR STATION 

Extra Del. 
Call Orig. /Jel. Rel. Credit Total 

WLM (W3CXL) 357 296 5312 255 6220 
A total of 500 or more or 100 deliveries Ex. D. Cr. will 

put you in line for a place in the B.P .L. 
* November-December. 
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Nameuf Net 

ALABAMA O.R.S. NET ............... 

CRNTRAL CALIFORNIA NET . •.•..•.... 

SACRAMENTO VALLEY SECTION NET .... 

AMATEUR NET FOR AMERICAN LEGION. 

CONNECTICUT NUTMEG NET .......... 

FLORIDA NETS ...................... 

CENOIS Aw.. ltno AssN. NET (ILL.) ... 

ILLINOIII EMERGENCY NET ........... 

ILLINOIS 8TATJU NET ................. 

INDIANA ElMERGENCY NET ............ 

I.NDIANA 'I't\AFFIC NET ............... 

KENTUCJrY KYN NET ................ 

KENTUCKY Krz NJOT .....•.......... 

MAINE PlNll TREE NET .............. 

FJASTERM MA.s8ACBUSETTS O.R.S. NET. 

MICHIGAN QMN NET .. ,, ........... 

MICHIGAN EMERGENCY NET .......••. 

MINNESOTA STATE NET .............. 

MIBSOURI 'I'RAmc NET .............. 

MIBSOURI A.M. TRAFFIC NET ......•. 

---
NEW lLuu>sHIRE T!!AFFIO Nm ....•.. 

No. NEw JERSEY NET ............... 

So. NEW JERSEY O.R.S. NET ......... 

Ao. NEW JERSEY O.P.S. NET ......... 

NEW MEXICO STATE NET ............ 

NEW Mmxrco 'PHONE NET ........... 

N. Y. C. & L. L SECTION NET .....•.. 

N. Y. C. & L. I. SELF-POWERED A.E.C. 
. b~M&RGENCY N:e:T . ............... " .. 

.. ,, ..... =,····•-···~--

N. Y. C. & L. I. 1.75-Mc. SECT. NET .• 

W. N11w YoRK SECTION NET ......... 

Tu-BoRO RADIO CLUB NET (L. 1.) ..•. 
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DtRECTORY OF A.R.R.L. NETS 
STATE, CLUB, SECTION NETS, ETC. 

Frequency Operating Hours NetMembera 

:3712-kc. i :30 P.M. CST, 
:t:30 P.M., Sun. 

Tues.; W4FMI ERW EVJ CWB EBZ CYC DGS 

,, ..• 
:l803/ 10:00 P.M. PST, daily; W6LLW AMM KME ONX NTP LMD HH EY MFH 
378.5-kc. 7:00 P.M., Tues.-Thurs.- RH CIS ZF MTS FMZ F'YW IOX MXE JAT FBW 

Sat. MGL MYY QMV DYQ BKZ 7EBQ 7FPN 7HXK 

3725-kc. 7 :30 P .M. PST, tri-weekly 
--~---~ 

1825-kc. 8:00 P,M, PST, Mon.- Not available; all Calif. 
Wed.-Fri. 

3640-kc. 6:45 P.M. EST, exc. Sun. W!BCG CCF CJD CTI EFW RSX ITI JMY JQD 
JXP KFN KKS KQY KSJ KYF KYQ LQK LUN 
LVQ MEO MHF TS UE VB 

{ 7-Mc. Band 8:30 A.lit. CST, exc. Sun. W4AXP DNA DWI DZX GEV FJR 

7-Mc. Band 1:30 P.M, CST, Tues.- W4AXP DNA DUA DXH GFI GKB FJR 
Thurs.-Sat. 

~-~··--· 
197,5-kc. Noon, CST, daily W0CJV EQT KPS LIV LPR MJG NFL OF! OQB UJV 

3940-kc. 6:30 P.M. CST, exc. Sun. District A: W9BRY UAO ZYI, EWH RPX KOF YTV 
RZC LIG District B: IER RV! MOW QJS BJE HQD 
UNSFLSTHB 

:;765-kc. 6:30 and 8:30 P.11'.. CST, 
daily 

3950-kc. Noon, OST, Sundays W9JZA PQj TRN JUA VMG FIR SYJ EIJ DY! VCO 
ALQ ONG CG RE NJQ UNI 

3656-kc. 6:30 P.11'.. CST, daily 
•-----

1776-kc. 6:30 P.M. CST, exe. Sun. 

:l600-kc. 7:00 P.11'.. CST 

3597-kc. 7:30 P.ll{. EST, Mon. WIGXY HSE !BR !IE INW IQZ 1ST ITH JCT KAS 
through Fri. II.LR LER LRP EJS GOJ GQ HSD IJF ISH KOO KOH 

KVK 

3745-kc. 7:30 P.M. EST, daily ------
3663-kc. 5:00-10:00 P,M. EST, 

daily 

3930-kc. 9:00 A.lit. EST, Sundays W8~ BTP BJD EJR EXJ EBN FM GHP GSC !GS 
(6:05 P.M • .EST, daily) JO K LKV LVY LWC MYG PPN PXT QPO STH 

SDH WF W9CWD PFK QEP WNT 

:l795-kc. 7:00 P.M, CST, daily W9BBL BHY ORO DNY HEN IT~ MZN NOS OMO 
YNQWASONICYXFUZHFFC KKFF 

:l755-kc. 6:30 P.M. CST W9PYF EKW FSI KCG KIK KLJ NSlJ OUD TBU 
YTW 

3.5-Mc. 7:00uL CST W9OUD DMR AEJ NSU QMD QXO WIS WIN TBU 
Band 5GFT 

:l840-kc . 6:30 P.M. EST, dailv 
. ~·- ---~-~-~.,, .. ,. 

36:lO-kc. 8:4.5 P.M. EST, exc. Sun. W2GVZ HOO OMO KM! OGG LMN BZJ LXI KHA 

3700-kc. 8:00 P.M. EST, Tues.- W3AVJ BE! BYR BZX DNU EWK FBM GMY HLV 
Thurs.-Sat. HMR HSL IBD ZI CCC VE HPX 

-------~------- --~·-··-~ 
1980-kc. 8:00 P.M. EST, Monda.vs W3EUH ABS AOC AEJ CFS FMR GNU mo !IC OQ 

3703-kc. 7:00 P.M. MST, exc. Sun. W5ZM GPV ENI ETM HAG DGP HJF BKD HRB 
FSP GSD HDN HPV·GGO GUZ EWT CHU ND 

------ -----·-
1.75-Mc. 
Band 

Once weekly W5ZM ICD IN! DER INC IAQ BHU 

3710-kc. 8:30 P.M. EST, daily W2AZV AZM BWC CTN DB~ DW DOG GDF GIC 
IOP !TX LB! LGK LEB LR L A !PB MT 

9:00 P.M . JiJST, Wednes-- W2AZM GDF ITX LGK LR LID LEB !PB 
3710-kc. days 

1752-kc. W2LR ITX LID MT DOG AZM 
-~-------·--·-

3720-kc. 7:00 P.M. EST, exc. Sun. W8BJO CSE DBS DRU FOG GWY PLA PON QMR 
RRS RKM RVM SZK SBV SMI USA JQE 

3813-kc. 11:00 ·'-"'· .EST, Sundays 
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Name of Net Frequencu Operating Hour, Net Member, 

OHIO REGIJLARS SECTION NET ......•. 3730-ko. 6:30 P.Y. J;'ST, exr. Sun. WSNAB 1\8 AYS BEW CBI CJL FFK FNJ !ET LVU 
LZEPGI FWE 

OHIO ltlVER EMERGENCY N ll:T •••••••. 3960-ko. 1:00 P.Y. EST, Sundays WSPUN LKU RMC VZ EUN KVF OVB CDR NPZ 

OKLAHOMA SECTION N,:T ..........•.. 3682-ko. 6:30 u1. CST, Thurs.- W5AAJ BOR BYC CEB CEZ DAK DTU EGP EIO 
Fri-Sat. EMD ERW FOJ FOM FRB FRW GAQ GER GFH 

FRZ GFT GVV GZR GZU YJ CLS EXZ 
-···~ --·· 
It PENNBYLVA.NlA TRA.FFlC NET ..... ' 3835-ko. 6:00 and 9:45 P.M. EST, W3AQN HOT DXC IAY EFH EML EKG HYD GDI 

Mon.-Tues.-W ed.-Fri. AOC WSATF OML RHE LZD 
-··-·· 

\V. &NNSYLVANIA TRAFFIC NET ...... 3752-kc. 8:30 P.Y. EST, daily WSOEM QAN KWA NCJ 

SOUTH CA.BOLINA. 8ECTlON NET . ...•.. 3832-ke. 7:00 P.M. EST, Mon.- W4AFG CPU OZA DXF EDO FMZ FNT FXH GJF 
Wed.-Fri. 

-··· 
SOUTH CAROLINA 'PHONE NET .•.•.... 1960-ko. 4:00 P.Y. EST, Sundays W4BGD FNC CSP CUS DGG DPN EGH EHF EPK 

EOZ FFH FHE GIM EXY CO CPZ EXJ 

So urn DAKOTA SECTION NET . ...... ,, . 3717-ke. 7:30 P.Y. CST, Mon.; W9DUC FOiJ ILL KYZ QAK ~ QVY SEB GLA SMS 
8:00 ur., Wed.-Fri. VOD VQN LQ WLP WPA U ZOO ZWL zyD 

~··----~---- , .... ~ 

Sourn DAKOTA. 'PHONE NET ......•.. 1904-kc. 11:00 P.Y. CST, Wednes- W9GLK SIA LLG OQQ IYN INT KOS ORE ZBU BGI 
da;Y'4 WZH EXX QAK LDU 

TRNNESSEE TRAFFIC NET .......•.... :1737-kc. 6:30 P.ll, CST, daily W4AFC DEP RO BQK PL BDB DFR FCU FX CXY 
EGE 

SouTHEDN TEXAS NET .. , ........... , 3626-kc. 6:00 P.Y. CST, daily W5CVQ DDJ MN GXT ~'DR HNF IIBQ HBN 

OLD DOMINION N>:T (VmolNIA) ....... 1895-kc. 9:00 P,M, EST, Sundays W3HIA BKG BSM FBL GRU E;JQ OLD ALP GKL 
IlF CQW HWB HXV EAI HLC FL HME GWQ ··-----

ZM!!Tl NET (Vmo1N1A) ............... 7060-kc. 2:00 P,Y, EST, Sundays W3BZE EBK EHL EVN FBL GKL .. 
S.EW1NG CmCLE (VmolNIA), .......... 1.75-Mc. 12:30 P.Y, EST, daily 

'Phone 

VEI\MONT TRAFFIC NET .............. 3860-ko. s,oo P.M. EST, daily. WlBNS, organizer ... ----- ·-
W AsHINGTON REGUL,1.118 SECTION NET. 3692-ko. 7:30 P.Y. PST W7FCG WY FPN GIN ETO 
---·-
WEST VmolNIA SECTION NET ......... 3770-ko. 7:00 P,Y. EST, exc. Sun. WSGBF DYB BOK BTV DFC EHA JM JRL KKG 

JfWI MKE NEU NTV OXO QBS SIG TNC ORD SFV 
SJFTWI 

WISCONSIN STATE NET .............. 3775-kc. 6:30 and 8;00 P.Y. CST, 
exc. Sun. and Mon. 

W9HSK AKT SZL GWK ZTP YXH EYH 

GENERAL-COVERAGE NETS 

ATLANTIC-PAcrnu '!'RUNK,.: ........ 3630-ke • 9:30 P.Y. EST, daily WlVB, Conn.; W2EC, N. Y.;W2HCO,N.J.; WSRKM, 
N. Y.; W3HUM, D. C.; W4FX, Tenn.; W9GMT, Ill.; 
W9AEJ,Mo. 

ARMY OrrtcERs' AMAnmi RAnro NET. 7132- Varied Regular Army Officers who are radio amateurs; W2LLS 
14264-ke. oreanizer; general call: CQRAO 
7273 (alt.) 

---------------~~~ 
A.'r.E. NET• ....................... 3570/ 8:00-10:00 P.M. EST, New York: W2ALB IHI ZA W3HIH: Waah'n: W3ANJ 

7140-kc. Mondays RN; Cleveland: WSDBC LLG LEX ~'P; Chicago: 
W9GY SBC FJt: WC; Denver: W9FA FKQkSan F'ran-
cisoo; W6JJ M ACX IY PHS CRO; ollywood: 
W6OSH 

l!OSTON & MAINE R.R. EMERGENCY 3.5-Mc. - Main Control Stna: WlCTS, WlZZC. Fitehb~ Div.: 
NET ............................... W1AJ Control, SM FJK JXE LDV IIP W2B HZJ; 

New :e:;;;;/Jhire Div.: WlBFT, Control, KLV JDP 
DUK AN JBA FCI JGI TA IP AWU FX; Portland 
Div.: WlAEF KVK HMS LWO APE LVV. 

CONTINENTAL llELA.Y SYSTEM . ..•..... 7286- 6:30 P,Y, EST, daily Ohio: W8REC KZO ROX LYZ CEI; Penna.: W3GKO 
7293-ko. WSOKD; Va.: W3CEY 

----~-·-----..-..···-
CROSS COUNTRY N:mT . •...•.••..••••. 7270-ke.; 5:00ul.MST W9m C!)lo.; W6KHZ, Calif.; W7HAD, Wash.; 

3635-kc. W9 , W11.; W3GKO, Penna. 

HHIT& BOUNCE" NN'l'WORK, .... .••. 3.5 and 5:00 A.Y. CST, daily W6IOX, Calif.; WSMN, Texas: W9QIL, Ill.; W4PL, 
7 Mes. Tenn.; W3C~ Md.; W3EML, Penna. Sohedulea: 

W6IOX-K6PL ;W9QIL-W7EBQ-K7/KA/K6;W4PL-
K6QUJ; W3EML-K5AA 

--· 
l.oursvrr,LE & NABHVILLE R. R. EMER- :;8H0-kc. 7:30 P.M. CST, Thursdays Kentucky: W9ARU EDQ FiQ; Ind.: W9YJH; Tenn.: 
G>1l'ICY NET ......................... approx. W4CXY DFB APO; Ala.: 4BFM FMI CUE; Mo.: 

W9KEI; MiBS.: W5HAV;F'la.:W4QK;La.: W5DAQ 
-··· 

MACKAY OPERATORS NET ..........•. 3669/ 7:30 P.M. PST, Wednes-
7126-kc. days 
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Name of Nd F'r,quency Operaling Hmm Net Mtmb<r, 

"Mmx" EilEaGlllNCY N11T (Mo., Iowa, 
Nebr., Kans.) ...................... 

8:30 A.K. CST, Sundays 
1985-kc. 

Mms10N T1tUL NllT (Calif., Nev., Ore •• 
Wash., Idaho) ...................... 

6:50 P .... PST, daily W6PGZ NOG LHH OND PZU NTU HHE JUQ JJE 
1804-kc. ITH NNN KZF ORN RYJ OJX PCA ZM HGN ANR 

QLM LMF HPE OIY ONU PST {NF BWK AVZ rsv 
DZZ OMC NQJ JTE QZA OML P KNZ OAE PMI 
ATP LHH mz AUZ 

··- -
NATIONAL INTER-COLLEGIATE PRESS 3:15 P,>r. PST, exc. Sat. W7GWT, Seattle; W7YH, Pullman, Wash,; W7HXI, 
AssocIATION .•..•.................. 7170-kc. and Sun. Bozeman. Mont. (Other members: W7UQ, W7EZL, 

or 3585 W9PBT, W9YW, W9VGT, W9HPE, WSLT, W7LD) 
--··--- ···~- -

.Pltll,IPPINE ExP!IESS NET. , , , .. , . , , , , i and Individual schedules Pacific Division: W6PGB, Net Control, W6EJA, W7YG, 
:J.5 Mes. W9HFC, K7HJL, W6RBQ, K6PIT, KA!CO, W6PCP, 

KAlHQ. Atlantic Division: W3HRS. Net Contra~ 
WlMEC, W2LZR, W9MUX. W6PGB and W3HR 
schedule to connect two divisions. . ·---------------- . .. ~----~---· 

POLICE RADIO 0PF,RATORII NET .•••••. :ms-kc. Varied Operators call "'!PO" to raise other members. --·----.. --- .. 
POTOMAC VALLEY NET ............... 3935-kc. 9:00 "·"· EST, 2nd Sun. W3ZD, organizer 

each month 
--~---·····-- --·- ~-~-----------· 

Two-LJ:TTER CALL NET ............. 3690-kc. 8:00 P.lt. CST, Wednes- Holders of two-letter calls, and aU old timers 
days 

WUTBER REPORTING NET (New Mex., 
Aris., So. Colo., W. Texas) ......... 

8:30 P .... MST, Mondays W5HAGDGPENIZMHJFHPVFSPGGOGYSBKD 
3540-ke. CHU HND EWT GPV BUV FMZ !CD HDH INI 

INC W6KOL PMJ EFC NXO RFS IIG LYU GBN 
IYZ JHV NVC SAV LKE PBD LJN OF'E W9WVZ 
CDE NVU MDN TDR 

In addition to the above, nets are hated on the following frequencies, but complete detail,, are not "vailable: 1915 kc.: N.E. Arkansas Net; 
1950 ko.: 9-90 Net, and Shore Line Limited Network; 3_550 kc.: NashviUe (Tenn.) Emergency Net; 3561 kc.: Los Angeles Section Net; 3597 kc.: 
Arizona Section Net; 3657 kc.: Northe.rn Te.ns Section Net; 3658 kc.: Nevada Net; 3905 ko.: Emergency Coordinators Inter-change Net (states 
of Ky., W. Va., Ohio, III.1-.Ind., Mich.); 3910 kc.: Susquehanna-b'mergency Net1iind Knights of the Kilocycles (Fla.); 3920 ko.: Virginia 'Phone 
Net; 3970 kc.: West Va . .1Cmergency Net; 3965 ke.: Ohio River Region 'Phone r.et (W, Pa.); 3590 Ire.: Ohio River Region C.W. Net (W. Pa.). 

&.R.R.L. ALL-0.R.S. TRUNK LINES 
··- ... ··=<••~ ... ...,.,.,. 

Trunk Line Fm1ueney Statiom and Routing Operati,ig Hours 

A .......... 3565-kc. (W9YXHf M'Wi W2BZJ N. J.; WSIHR _Penna.; W8QGD Mich.; 9:00 P .... CST, exe. Sun. 
W9TUV II.; _ 9YXH W°U1.; W9HEN Mmn.; W9DM No. Dak.: 
W7JC Mont.; W7FCG Wash.-, W7Czy Wash. Alternates: W2GVZ 
W8QAN W9DKH W9DNY W9RZA W7FMV ---------~- -··• 

B .......... 3795-ko; (W9OUD, Mgr.) W3BZX N. J.; W8OXO W. Va.; W9EDQ Ky.; 9:00 P.H. CST, exe. Sun. 
W4FFFTenn:; W9OUD Mo.; W9KPA Nebr.; W9RVW Colo.; W6FYR 
Utah; W6CW Nev.; W6LMD Calif. Alternates: W3EFM WSGBF/ 
WBBTV W9CDA W4CXY/W4FCU W9WIN W9EKQ \V6LLH 
W6BICW9POB 

~-••4 

0 .......... 3790-ke. (WlJJY, M8j.) WlLRP Maine; WlIP N. H.; WlJJY Mass.; W!AFB Northern Division: 
Conn.; W2I P N. Y.; W3AKB Penna.; W3BWT D. C.; W3IFZ Va.; 6:45 P.I(. EST, exc. Sun. 
W4DLX N. C.; \V4CZA S. C.-{\raW4PEI Fla. Alternates: WJGOJ -----•-··--· 
WlEPE WlFFL WlITI W2MT EFH W3BZE W4EOP Southern Division: 

7:30 P,l[. EST, exc. Sun . 
... 

D .......... 3620-kc. (W5FDR, Mgr.) W4DXF 8. C.; W4VX G,,.,b W4DS Ala.; W5GHFLa.; Eastern Division: 
W5ANR Ark.; W5FDR Tex.; W5FOM Ida.; W5HAG N. Mex.; 8:00 P.M. CST 
W6OQH Calif. Alternates: W5DDJ W5ERW W5GPV · -

Western Division: ' ·";"} I 

i 9:00 P,"- CST 

W7GEE, Mgr.~ W3CIZ Md.; WSCJL Ohio; W9~.; W9ZGS
1 

. 
.E .......... 3705-ko. Eastern Division: 

o.; W9.FWW ebr.; W7GEE W!o.; W7FFQ Idaho; AF Wash.; 7:00 P-"- CST 
W7CWN Wash. Alternates: W7G G W8GBF ' 1 

! Central Division: 
9:45 P,"- CST __.,. __ __,__....___ 

1'' .......... 3790-kc. (W7WY, M/Q.) W7LD Wash.; W7WY Wash.; W7HD Ore.; W6MFH 6:30 P.lt. PST, exc. Sun. 
Calif.; W6M M Calif.; W6GTM Calif. Alternates: W7ETO W6LMD 
W6BHV W6ISG -· '' -----~~ ____ .. 

(.¼ ••• ••••••• 3625-kc. CW8BJO, Mgr.) WlJSM Mass.; W2MHW N. Y.~ \VSBJO N. Y.; Eastern Division: 
WsrXJ Mi:fkii W9ILH III.b\V9ABE Iowa; W9FO'Q o. Dak.; W7CJR 6:45 P.H. OST 
Wyo.; W7 Idaho; W7 UE Ore. Alternates: WlLWH W8FCG 

Western Di vision: W8RMH W9SEB W7FFQ 
i, 8:00 P.I(. CST -----~- ... "--------~-

Ji-...... ' ... 3605-ke. (W9ZCC. Mgr.) W9RZA No. Dak.; W9ZCC So. Dak.; W9YDZ Nebr.; 8:30 P.V. CST 
W9JAP Iowa; W9QUY Mo!; W9UEG Kans.; W5DWW La. Alternates: 
W9NSUW9WIN 

,···•------~,--
J ........... 3773-kc. (W9BAZ, Mgr.) W9SZL.Wls.; W9UN Ill.; W9BAZ Ky.; W4EDR Ala.; 7:00 P.H. CST, dailv 

W4AXP Fla.; W4DNA Fla. 
-· 
K .......... 3755-kc. (W5CEZ, MN{ W9.,S{L Ill; W9PYF Mo.; W9VQG Kans.; W5CEZ 

Okla.; W5M ex. ternates: W9YXH W9QXO W5GFT W5OW 
6:30 A .... CST, exc. Sun. 
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Trunk Line Frequency Station, and Routing Operating Hour, 

L. ···-····· 3615-kc. (W9FAM, Mgr.) W2lTX N. Y.; W8MOT Penna.; WSIET Ohio; 7:00 P.M. CST, exo. Sun. and holidaya 
W0YWE In1f W0NFL Ill.; W0DUA Iowa; W0FAM Nebr.; W9EKQ (W9EKQ to east) 
Colo.; W6D Calif. Alternates: W2LR W8KNK/W8HCS W9PQL 
W9VEE W9KPA W9TDR/W9RVW 10:00 P.Y:. CST, exc. Sun. and holidaya 

(W0EKQ to west) 

M .......... 3585-kc. (W5EOE, Mgr.) W2CGG N. J.; \V3BKZ Md.; WSDYB W. Va.; 
WSLVU Ohio; W9QKJ Ill.; W9QMD Mo.; W5EOE Tex.; W5ENI 

Eastern Division: 
7:00 P.M. CST 

N. Mex.; W6GBN Aris.; W6MYT Calif. Alternates; W8NAB W0KIK ~---~------
W5DGPW6BHV Western Division: 

11:00 P.M. CST 
·-----~-, -•u•••• ........•.....• 

NATIONAL 3670-kc. (WlAW, N.C.S.) W9YXH/W8KWA TLA; W9RVW TLB; W3EFH 9:30 P.K. CST, exc. Sun. 
•r.L.NET TLC; W5FDR/W5DDJ TLD; W9THS TLE; W6LMD/W9RVW 

TLF; W9lLH/W8IXJ TLG; W9UEG W9ZZC TLH; W9BAZ/W9UN 
TLJ; W9PYF/W9VQG TLK; W9NFL TLL; W5ENl/W0QKJ TLM. 
(This net, composed of stations from each of the 12 lllain lines, provides 
traffic inter-change between all trunk lines.) 

1 1:'hia!'et is getting_underway, effective with thisisaue of (JST, after a period of inactivity. Members listed are requested to get together at 
the tunemdicatcd to discuss a suggested change in name." Amalgamated Transmitting Emateurs" ,and "Nationwide Boilermakers Club" are 
two of the names under consideration. · 

,4 Solution 
As I listen to and try to read the "junk" that some of 

these "bug crazy," se!f ... tyled "speedy ops" are putting out, 
it makes me hot under the collar, so I am offering a solution, 
which I feel would better conditions considerably: 

When the bug has attained a rate of speed with which the 
operator is unable to keep apace, watch bug carefully, seize 
the Wouff Hong and rap bug sharply on the dash contact. 
Then before bug regains consciousness, remove weights, 
wrap both bug and weights in cellophane, and encase them 
in solid concrete. Next charter a plane and go out over some 
deep harbor and dump said bng into "Da.vy Jones locker." 
Now the opera.tor is ready to return home a.nd with a. key 
and buzzer start all over again to !eam to send with the left 
foot. When this has been accomplished, there won't be any 
more Dab Dit Dit Dab Dit - Dab Dab Dit Dit Dab for 
CQ, and from the rock-bound coast of Maine to the sunny 
shores of California the ether will be permeated with some
thing that can be read, and there is every indication that 
the Continental Code will again be used for amateur radio 
communication! -WtAQL 

Michigan Storm Service 
Upon reporting into the Michigan Net (QMN - 3663 

kc.) on January 14th, W8DPE found that a heavy snow and 
wind storm was raging in the Upper Peninsula. Immediate 
contact was made with W9DVC of Ironwood, who advised 
that the roads were being blocked by snow and that the 
telephone lines were down between the Boo and St. Ignace, 
located on the Straits of Mackinaw. Contact was established 
also with W9UCD at Sault Ste. Marie, who called the tele
phone people and verified the statement that the lines were 
out. He informed them that the QMN Net of Michigan was 
standing by and would give any assistance necessary. At 
7:02 P.M. W8QQK of Detroit was asked to get in touch with 
Police Radio Station WCK, which in turn contacted the 
Michigan Station Police Station at East Lansing (WRDSJ. 
WRDS monitored the Michigan QMN frequency while sev
eral stations in the net having two receivers monitored the 
police frequency. This enabled the State Police and the 
QMN Net to be in constant contact. At 10:25 P.M. WRDS 
called W8DPE and gave him an important message for 
W9UCD at Boo. This message was phoned to the addressee 
by UCO, and at 11:20 P.M. the answer was given to WRDS. 

The net stood by all night for any possible emergency. 
The following stations assisted with fine cooperation: 
W8PLC, DAQ, HUD, IHW, QQK, OCC, QZH, SYO, 
RYP, DYH (WOK), 'l'BP, SAY, YMN, W9YYA and 
WRDS. The State Police and the Michigan Nets are plan
ning further cooperation in event of future disasters. 

•·-• lVBDPE, 8.0.M .. Michigan 

Tom Serur, W5APM, of San Marcos, Texas, sends some 
interesting dope which he believes constitutes a record of 
some kind. He has worked and has cards from Fifth District 
stations with both two-letter and three-letter calls compris
ing the entire alphabet. In the two-letter group he baa 

March 1940 

worked the following (note the first letter in each case): 
W5AC BB CT DP EQ FQ GZ HR IQ JH KA LM MS NB 
ON PP QZ R.A SQ TQ UX VP WQ XA YH ZO. In the 
three-letter group, note the first two letters in each case: 
W5AAO ABQ ACZ ADO AEQ AFV AGU AHD AIY AJN 
AKN ALR AMX ANL AOW APZ AQC ARU ASP ATF 
AUQ AVU AWG AXU AYZ AZL. W5APM would like to 
hear from anyone who can heat this record, or equal it. 

WlAW Operating Schedule 
OPERATING-VISITING HOURS 

3:00 P.M.-3:00 A.M. E.S.T. daily, except Saturday
Sunday. 

Saturday - 8:30 P.M.-2:30 A.M. E.S.T. 
Sunday- 7:00 P.M.-1:00 A.M. E.S.T. 

OFFICIAL BROADCAST SCHEDULE (for sending ad
dressed information to all radio amateurs). 

Frequencies 
O.W.: 1761--3825--7280-14,254-28,600 kcs. (simultane

ously) 
Starting Time, (P.M.) Speeds (W.P.M.) 

lii.8.T. C.S.T. M.S.T. P.S.T. M T W Th F Sat Sun 
8:30 7:30 6:30 5:30 20 15 25 15 20 20 
Midnight 11:00 10:00 9:00 15 25 15 20 15 15 
PHONE: 1806, 3950.5, 14,237, 28,600 kcs. 

Each code transmission will be followed in turn by voice 
transmission on each of the above frequencies. 
GENERAL OPERATION: 

Besides specific schedules in different bands, WlA W 
devotes the following period•, except Saturdays and Sun
da;irs, to GENERAL work in the following bands: 

Time, E.8.T. F'requenc11 
4:30 P.M.- 5:00 P.M. 28,600 kc. Fone/CW 
6:00 P.11.- 6:30 P.M. 14,237 kc. Fone 
6:30 P.M.- 7:00 P.M. 14,254 kc. OW 
8:00 P.M.-- 8:30 P.M. 14,254 ko. CW 
9:30 P.M.-10:00 P.M. 3950 kc. !<'one 

10:00 P.M.-10:30 P.M. 14,237 kc. Pone 
11:30 P.M.-12:00 A.M. 1761/1806 kc. CW /Fone 

1:00 A,14.- 2:00 A.M. 3825 kc. CW 
2:00 A,M.- 3:00 A.M. 7280 kc. CW 
7:00 P.M.- 8:00 P.M. Skeds on 80 meters. 

10:30 P,M.-11:30 P.Y:. nat'l trunk NOS 3670 kc. 
At other times, and on Saturdays and Sundays, operation 

ia devoted to the most profitable use of bands for general 
contacts and to participation in special week-end operating 
activities, The station is not operated on legal national 
holidays. 

Give WlA W a call for an accurate frequency measure
ment, to communicate with any department of A.R.R.L., 
to rag-chew when time permits, or to pass a mesaage to ham 
friendl in other places or on other bands. 
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Hows DX? 
DOW: 

LsT year at this time we went prophetic and gave 
you the top men in the DX Contest as we saw them. For 
a neophyte handicapper we did all right (if you take the 
broad-minded viewpoint), and this year we'll show you how 
smart we really are - we aren't even going to try to pick 
the toppers. Why? Plenty of reasons, but all boiled down 
they're brought about by the condition Sherman so aptly 
defined with a single word we can't use. As DX men we 
resent it plenty, since it spoils our fun and that of many of 
our friends in foreign countries. And speaking of fun
spoiling, be sure to glom a glimpse at the revision of this 
year's rules given in this issue. It's tough, but it's true -
you can't work any Europeans (or British or French col
,mies) whatsoever, If you're heard working one you'll be 
disqualified, since it was decided that the best way to keep 
completely clean in this matter is not to go near the mud 
puddle. Tough on the neutrals, say we, but doubtless the 
best for all concerned. But boy, oh boy, do we hope we can 
work 'em next year, if not sooner! 

Now to get around to something pleasant. Would you 
fellows like to see what a fellow looks like who would forge 
nards in an attempt to get into the DXCC? We - meaning 
V\TIJMY, who handles the thing - recently caught two 
more fellows and we have a picture of one. We could run it, 
and print the names of the other fellows who have been 
caught, if you don't think it would be just too, too nasty 
for us to do. Of course, a guy who will pull such stunts is 
worthy of all the consideration we can give him. The nice 
part about the whole thing is that we aren't the lea.st bit 
afraid of libel suits - we have these birds cold. As a matter 
of fact, and just between the two of us, WlJPE i• suspected 
of submitting phoney cards. 'rhe very ideal (But that Ia.st 
t,ime was plenty close - J ee.e•.) 

Which brings us down to the suggestion advanced by 
Boiled Owl No. 1, none other than the sage of the swisher, 
WITS. Says he, ",Teep, you waste a lot of time on that 
pillar of yours. The day will come, but soon, when everyone 
will have crystal-controlled receivers and e.c.o. transmitters. 
Then all you will have to do is list the frequencies of the 
receivers and it will be a cinch for all of us to work the guys. 
Look up his receiver frequency, swish the swisher to tbe 
spot, and call until raise." Not bad, we counters - the only 
thing that will keep a guy from the DXCC is a typographical 
error. 
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WDERE: 

W 111 HA n some sad news now, stuff that may make 
a few feel badly but, in all fairness, we should get it straight 
once and for all. Many submitted card• from AC4JS and 
asked credit for Tibet. They didn't get it. Although the 
cards had "Tibet" printed on them, we had very good reason 
for believing that the station was not in Tibet. In the first 
place, for DXCC and the countries-list purposes, the word 
of the National Geographic Society and Rand & MoNally 
is accepted, and they both place Choni in China. AC4JS 
didn't print the cards (XU4XA did) and we're not sure that 
he would have claimed Tibet. But the main, and deciding, 
point is that the authorities we go by put Choni in China. 
Cards from LXISS aren't accepted because the LX society 
informed us that lSS was a pirate. TAlAA comes under 
suspicion and is not accepted because of certain inconsist
encies about the cards that came, supposedly from him, 
and reliable information we have from foreign sources, All 
thi8 makes it tough on the fellows who had counted on 
credit for these stations, but we contend that their griev
ance lies with the misleading stations, not with the lads 
who are trying to keep the records straight. 

Be•t DX of the month is probably K04USO, the snow 
cruiser of the Byrd Expedition, who has been worked by 
WlZI, W2BHW, W6ITH, KAlLB, W8PMJ and others on 
7020, 14,400 and 14,350 c.w. and 14,140 'phone. He seems 
to get on at any odd time and has been worked at 0130 and 
2330 GT, for example •..... The 7-Mc. band ii, worth 
a try, particularly if you're an east-coaster looking for that 
Asian fill on your 40-meter WAC. W2BHW got hi,, by 
working XUSMI (7055 T9) at 7 A.ll., and he heard J2XN 
(7015 T9) . . . . . . '!'here seell!l to be some question 
about OK3ID (14,400 '1'9), worked by W6JQB, but our 
guess ia "OK" .•••.. The 1'rench authorities seem to be 
checking on AR8AF, since a number of W's who worked 
him and sent cards to the address he gave have received 
official letters. It's rumored that one of the W's tried to 
get the official letter through for an AR8 QSL! . . . . . . 
Before we forget -Jerry Petranek out in Samoa write• to 
say that he think.o be i• at last going to be given his license, 
which means that by now you should be hearing and 
working him. Dunno what his call will be, but anything 
that •tarts with a KH6 is good enough for us . • . . • . The 
:RCC'o (Cuba.) magazine gives the address of EA'l'BA 
(14,030) as Sr. Jose Ma. Gil Guerra, Sagastas No. 33, 
Cadi•, Spain . . . . . . W2VY worked KB8RWZ (14,-

(0ontitiued on ne:,;t left-hand pc:a•) 

• 
Tom Arnold, VU2AN, Fort Sande

man, Baluchistan, didn't let a 
10-watt power limit hamper his ac
tivities. Well known on 14 Mc. for 
helping many to get a rare country, 
he was also active on 3.5 Mc. trying 
to get through to W. No luck yet, 
although he did manage several 
four-band contacts with G's. 

The transmitter is a pair of 6L6's, 
run from the 220-volt d.c. mains. 
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~=====================!!!!!!! (Number seventy-three of a series) 

IN the November issue of QST, we mentioned on this page 
that we could install the Noise Limiter Circuit in existing 
receivers of the NC-100A series. We promised to let yo~ 
know what the price would be as soon as we found out what 
changes were necessary. We have the information now, and 
you will find a price below. However, this figure covers the 
cost of completely overhauling the receiver circuit, not just 
installing the Limiter. 

There are two reasons why we are quoting in this way. 
When we first described the Noise Limiter last October, QST remarked editorially 
that "one diode plus a couple of resistors equals one noise-peak-limiting cir
cuit .... " This is true enough, but when it comes to actual installation in an 
existing receiver enough alterations have to be made to turn it into a major opera
tion. A large part of the circuit has to be rebuilt. 

The second reason is that we have made a number of improvements in receivers 
of the NC-100A and 101X series since they were first brought out, in line with 
our policy on all our products. Many of these improvements were contemporary 
with the Noise Limiter and almost equally worth while. Since we have to rebuild 
the set to install the Limiter, it seems foolish not to include these other new features 
at the same time. 

We remarked above that the installation was a major problem. We know that 
we cannot get away with a simple statement like that, not on this page. So here 
is a brief outline of the changes required for the. Limiter. The older NC-100's 
have a biased (power) second detector driving the PP output tubes through a 
transformer. An infinite impedance detector has been adopted as an improvement. 
This has lower output than the biased type, so that a voltage amplifier tube is 
required. This, with the Noise Limiter tube, makes two extra tubes. To make 
room, it is necessary to double up, using two twin triodes. One of these, a 6F8G, 
becomes the first audio and A VO. The second, a 608G, is the detector and Noise 
Limiter. This change would be simpler if the first tube was a triode-pentode, for 
the original A VC employed a pentode. However there was no suitable tube, so we 
redesigned the A VC to work with the triode. These circuit changes clear the way 
for the Noise Limiter, so the rest of the installation is simple enough. A new panel, 
a new instruction book, and a circuit realignment completes this job. 

Among the other improvements, the most conspicuous are the new tone control 
and the new S meter. The tone control has a much wider range in controlling 
high frequencies, together with a bass control which is designed to give better 
compensation when using the crystal filter. The S meter changes include the addi
tion of a db scale for signals above R9. The circuit has also been changed, making 
the meter much more convenient to use. 

All of which adds up to $32.50 net to the amateurs. This figure covers moderniz
ing a receiver that is sent to us in good condition, and does not, of course, mean 
that we will undertake any major change like turning an NC-100 into an NC-100A. 

This is a very brief outline of what you get for your money. One amateur whom 
we quoted remarked that he could "listen to a lot of noise for $32.50." It is a lot 
of money, unfortunately, and unless you are in a noisy location, it probably is 
not a good investment. But where conditions are really tough, we are sure you 
will find it well worth the price. 

DANA BACON 
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M.ALLORY 
Supplemental MYE ., 

Monthly Technical Service 

The Supplemental 
MYE Technical Service 
is "going like a house on 
fire". Radio amateurs, eager to 
keep abreast of current devel
opments, tell us that every issue 
helps them solve problems not 
covered by any other service 
re,gardless of cost. ,,. 

11 
··< .. 

The first issues, already _pub- ,,,,.g;;:,~" ;, 
lished, contain: combined Tube ' ' 
Characteristics with complete ;; 
tube charts ••• complete en-
gineering data on Dry Electrolytic Capacitors ••• 
useful Servicing Information •• _. new receiver 
listings covering all sets from June to December 1939. 
A few sets of these first 4 issues in attractive 
leatherette, 3-ring hinders are still available. Eight 
equally valuable issues; one a month right through 
the year are still to come. 
How to get it: Obtain the complete service by 
sending in your check or money order for $1.50 
direct to us. Or ••• vou can save 50c by having 
your Mallory-Yaxley dealer order the service for you. 
You can't afford to he without this Mallory 
monthly technical service. 
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P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Cable Address-PELMALLO 

880 T9), who says he has over 300 cards waiting for the ma.il 
boat to come along and take, 

WHEN: 

ll!J ust because you don't hear them on 80 ia no sign 
the band isn't good, W9UM kept a sked on 3500 with 
HClFG just for a check. Incidentally, UM has been eked
ding the HO since 1927, which ain't bad skedding . . . . . . 
K6CGK (3500) plans to be on week-ends during the spring 
for those east coasters looking for an 80-meter K6. 

There's 40-meter representation, too, and W6QAP gives 
J6CT (7065), PYlUR (7030), KD6FOU (7190), J2PK 
(7140), J4DC (7125), and J21ID (7145), while WSJSU adds 
LUlCW (7200 T6), CPlCF (7030 T9), HK5ED (7095 T9), 
HK3CD (7160 T9), NY2AA (7020 TS), KAlHQ (7020 
T9) and X.U6HW (7030 TS) . . . . . . W9RCQ voices the 
opinion of many when he says KAlHR (7150) has an awful 
noise level or else a tin ear • . • • • • Wl TS grabbed 
KF6ROV (7160 T9) the other .Lll, 

W9ZDS reports ES5D (14,375 T9) back on, and WSQVF 
worked LYlKK (14,345 T9x), HA7E (14,340 T6), HADU 
(14,340 TS), HASP (14,365 T9x), KAlPO (14,335 T9x) 
and KAlLB (14.275 T9) and heard OQ5AV(14, 340 T6) 
and OQ5IM (14,360 T9x) . • • • • • On 20, W6QAP had 
llNZ (14,400), CE&EX (14,350), KAlAF (14,400), J8CD 
(14,360), J2MH (14,400), CXlBG (14,400) and CXlCB 
(14,360) . . • • • • HClFG, via W9UM, sends the follow
ing list of frequencies: ZP6AB (14,040), ZP3AC (14,000), 
YS4A (14,000), YN6EE (14,255) and ZP4AN (14,020). 

'PHONE: 

\V2aw 111 THB latest to break into the DXCC via 
the 'phone route . . , . . . "\'VlZI worked XUSMC (14,260) 
one evening when the Asian broke through, and WlADM 
has worked KA4RP (14,130), KAlMN (14,140), KAlSM 
(14,110), KA4LH (14,125) and KAlBB (14,260) at that 
time. Other stuff at ADM includes IlJKV (14,060), HA3B 
(14,080), EA'l'BB (14,130), HA9Q (14,000), HAlK (14,045), 
CX2CO (14,055), ZP2AA (14,015) and CP2AC (14,065) 
...... W6ITH has a nice list: KF8JEG (14,200), 
CE2BX (14,045), CElAO (14,140), LUliDD (14,100), 
LU2BG (14,140), LUGDJ (14,070), PY2IT (14,130), J5CW 
(14,075), XUSRJ (14,075), XUSZA (14,050}, J2BN 
(14,040), J7CB (14,050), J2NQ (14,040), CElAC (14,130), 
LU9AW (14,090), CElAS (14,145), CE&EW (14,075}, 
LU4XA (14,130}, OMAI (14,010), HPlA (28,225), TG9AA 
(28,355), CE2BX (28,310), HClJB (28,375), LUliAE 
(28,110), PY2AC (28,190), lI'l'FNV (28,615) and OQ5AB 
(28,210) ••••.• The DXCC heads would like the word 
passed along about 'phone counts in the DXCC. It seema 
that from time to time some will argue that it isn't fair to 
accept cards for the 'phone listing which do not confirm 

(Oontinued on next left-hand pao•) 
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Only RCA 
offers 
all these 
features 
.. . with 
exceptional 
performance 

Dual R-F Allgnment ... air-dielectric trim
mers Plus inductance adjustment assures 
stable alignm,:nt·and complete "tracking" 
of r-f circuits £of µQi.form sensitivity. 

Poly-Styrene Insulation ... used for high 
efficiency 10 and 20 meter coil forms. 
High grade Ceramic insulation on range 
.switch, r-f tube sockets, tuning and;trimmer 
condensers. 

Lower Circuit Noise ... through 'circuit 
design that gives greater usable sensitivity 
for weak signals. 

Negative Feedback ... employed in the 
audio amplifier gives improved fidelity en
abling operator to pass accurate judgment 
on quality of 'phone signals and to enjoy 
better entertainment reception. 

Stay-Put Tuning ... through use of tem
perature compensation and voltage regu
lation for r-f oscillator. 

Uni-View Dial ••. slide shutter blanks 
everything except the calibration for the 
range in use.No confusion in reading dials. 

Calibrated Band Spread ... for 10, 20, 
40 and 80 meter amateur bands. 

Accurate Signal Reset ... you can reset 
"logged" stations and check frequency 
closely with vernier index scale on both 
dials. 

Variable Selectivity ... in six "steps 
through use of crystal tilter. Areal advantage 
for C-W telegraph and 'Phone reception. 

Improved Image Rejection ..• by use of 
high Q circuits and optimum L-C ratio • 

lmpro;ed Noise Limiter •.. adjustable 
to meet local interference conditions. 

Diversity Reception . .. by terminals pro• 
vided for connecting two AR-77'stogetber. 

PLUS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 
Antenna Trimmer, Pre-Selector Stage, 540-31,000 KC, 10 Tubes, Carrier Level Meter, 
Sensitivity Control, C-W Oscillator, Magnetite Core 1-F Transformers. Audio Output 
3 Watts. Headphone Jack, Standby Switch with Terminals for Relay, Modern Styling, 
Power Supply 105-125 V., 50-60 cycle-Special Power Supplies and Panel to Rack
Mount available on quotation. 
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WHEN YOU BUILD 
Frequency Modulation Receivers 

• 10 mmfds. per section. 

• C..pacity ratio beHer than 5 
to 1. 

• lsolantite insulation. 

* The New 
TR IP LE 
TRIM-AIR 

TYPE 
ER-10-AT 

• Full double bearlnss. 

• Rear shift extended for gang
Ins If desired. 

Ham Net ••••.•• •••• $1.80 

AND FOR THE PA-240 
5 BAND R. F. AMPLIFIER 

Hive you your 
frH drillin11 
template and 
Instruction 
Bulletin? If 
j;lb:r~e your 

* The 
"AF U" 
Plate Tank 
Foundation 

as used ln Taylor Tube Manual R.C.A. 240 WaH Phone Output 
Amplifier (described in November "Ham Tips"), and the CARD
WELL PA-240 layout designed for application lo any chassis by 
W-3DGP. 

Type AFU Foundation-Ham Net •• ••·•·•·•·••••·••·$7.99 

CARDWELL No. 720 Feed-Thru Bushings 
Finest slazed Alsimas No.196 

An lnsulallns sleeve through any 
panel up to 3/16" thick. For ¼" 
panel-hole - takes 6-32 screw. As 
used in PA-240 R.F. amplifier. 

i~;ei~t~~I~ ... n.~ ~. ~e-~~I~~ 15¢ 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL 
-,-- -- - -- -- ------- ---- ------+ 

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION I 
'IIJ Pl<OSPECf STREET. BROOKLYN. Nf,WYORK -, ----------- " --- ·-------·-- ~ 
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100% two-way 'phone contacts. The reason thia isn't done 
is that it wouldn't mean anything - only in a very few 
cases can one tell from the card whether the DX station 
was using 'phone or c. w. For thia reason, all cards submitted 
for the 'phone listing must show that the applicant waa 1111-

ing 'phone at the time of contact, but there is no require
ment about what the DX station was using. 

WOO: 

Y S2LR WRITES to say that he's back in thia country 
now and hopes to have a 1.V5 call in the very near future. 
He is sending out about 600 cards, to catch up with hie Jog, 
and if you still haven't received your card a few weeks after 
you read this, drop a line to 325 West 15th Street, Browns
ville, Texas, and tell your story . . . . . . \Vbich reminds us 
that we suggested you get in touch with VU7BR again if 
you didn't get his card. In case you don't have the address: 
T. J. Brown, Awali, Bahrein Island, Persian Gulf .•.... 
A note from G5BY, telling that he is with the B.B.C. during 
the "emergency" and misses his talks with the gang a lot. 
But a new G5BY is being built - on paper right now ---· 
in anticipation • . . . . . And G2YL. who would have had 
the distinction of being the first YL to make the DXCC, is 
anxiously waiting for the day when she can send over the 
precious cards without fear of their being lost . . . . . . 
HB9J is still in military duty. but manages to sneak in a 
listen to the gang on the high end every now and the.n 
. . . . . . To add to the confusion and controversy about 
AC4JS, W9VDX says he heard two AC4JS's, right at the 
time he was working one of them. A very popular call 
. ...•. W4ZZ, batting around down in the West Indies, 
dropped in on the VP2 gang and found them anxious to get 
back on the air. K4AAN is apparently the only active one 
in KB4, says Herrick . . . • . . W8KPL refutes all operat• 
ing theories by working WAC and WAS with 40 watts to a 
6I..6G and one crystal, on 14,308. Bill then goes on to tell 
how swell his new e.c.o. is • . . • . . W8JIW, who handles 
listener replies to this country, received several hundred 
cards from U.S.S.R. listeners for hams in the Wl, 2. 3, 4 
and 8 districts, so if you think you may have been heard 
and want the SWL cards, shoot JIW an inquiry . . . . . . 
WlBUX says D4BIU (14,300) is back on the air, with c.c. 
instead of the old 860 e.c.o. . . . . • . We had been saving 
our usual tips on how to win the DX Contest until the very 
last, but the best one we can give you this year is to acquaint 
yourself with the rules so you won't get disqualified. '"The 
race is not to the swift, nor the Contest to the kilowatts." 
But lots of luck, laddies, and have fnn. -- WJJPE 

0.0.'s Excel in Frequency ilfeasuring Tests 
As was mentioned in December '39 QST, the A.R.R.L. 

sets high standards for all Official Observers engaged in 
frequency measurement. Measuring tests are conducted 
through the year for qualification of those who can measure 
accurately, and individuals interested in 0.0. appointment 
may place their names on file to be advised when future 
tests are scheduled. 

In the first qualifying frequency measuring test period of 
last November-December, best measurements were made by 
the following observers: · 

At1eraaa .A.verage 
Error Error 

of Several of Several 
Obaer,er Readino• Ob,er«r Readings 
W3HXQ ....... . .0000915% W9HQH... ... . • .001632% 
W8BLH ....... . .000575 W2IXQ.. . . . . . . . .002010 
W5GHN ...... .. .000805 W6ITH.. .• .. . . . .ll02600 
WlEAO ........ . .001113 W9ARE........ .002770 
W9FA ......... . .001330 W2GRG. . . . . . . . .003030 

"The miracle of radio! Every day new chapters are being 
added to the story of Ham Radio and on December 31, 1939, 
a paragraph, at least was written. That evening a family 
was reunited through the efforts of three hams, living in 
three different atates. In Lanpaater, N, R., W'lJYY pa~~ed 
his mike to ~fr. and Mrs. Davis, who talked with their son!\, 
one in St. Johnsbury, Vt., who W!\S hitrod1wed by WlJLF, 
and 11nother in Skowhegan, Maine, 'It WlLJG. The family 
waa able to chat almost as comfortably aa if the.v were aittin11 
ill th~ s11me room. More power to hams!" 

-- Mra. S, O. Jolmaon, 
Bkowhegan, Main, 
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Transatlantic Tests Successful 

OH, Mr. Printer, how many ex
clamation points have you got? .. 
Trot 'em all out, as we're going 
to need them badly, because WE 
GOT ACROSS!!!!!! 

As we prepare the copy for this issue 
of QST our Transatlantic •rests are m pro
gress and we have the highly gratifying 
news from Paul F. Godley, our special 
listener in Scotland, that the A.R.R.L. has 
spanned the Atlantic! For the first time 
in history the signals of United States 
and Canadian amateur stations have been 
heard across the ocean on schedule. 

Mr. Philip R. Coursey, in charge of 
arrangements in Great Britain, radioed us 
on Dec. 13th as follows : 

"Many your stations hea.rd by 
amateurs. Details later." 

We are most impatiently aw 
of Mr. Coursey's detailed 
compilation of whic 

await the coll 

infti'?sdi' 
. _pa cu 

_.,...i. ...... -

British 

Newmarket, and on his spark at that, but 
Mr. Coursey's report may show more of 
our cousins in the Dominion. 

Station lBCG at Greenwich, Conn., was 
reported on two-consecutive nights and in
dications are that it had the greatest sig
nal strength of any heard. This st tion 
was especially erected for the tests a 
jointly owned and operated by 
Minton Cronkhite, E. H. Ar 
George Burghard, ,John Grinan, 
Amy, and Walter Inman. In its 
it has been reported from th Pacific 
Coast and must kickelJ· derable 
of a rumpus. Ir t e report 
of their sign . :tanpted to 
transmit an ge, a11J to their 
credit it ey succeeded in 
put ·ng ce the first private 
ra ITT an tted across this 

amateur station. The message 
a;r-s•ar•ftr:;mitted on the night of Dec. 

d cknowledged by a cablegram to 
.L. Headquarters by Godley, reporting 

reception at 3 T. on 
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--~Mc tENT1RA LA'B 
LEVER A<!TION SWITCH 
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A flip of the Centralab Switch tells all . . • 
whether to read the tell-tale meter .•• to 
test a reluctant tube, or to solve the inner 
mysteries of some intricate testing apparatus. 

Just a habit with Centralah ••• to turn 
out a better mouse-trap so that a world of 
service men can make a beaten path to our 
jobbers. 

Switches, controls, resistors, ceramic capaci
tors • • • in each field of endeavor . . . like 
Abou Ben Adhem ... "our name leads all 
the rest." 

Contact clips of 
spring brass hea v .. 
ily plated (oilver) 
treated £or easy 
•oldering. Switch• 
ing combinations 
available use up to 
12 clip• per oection. 

Div. of GLOBE-UNION INC. 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 

MEHBERS. DX CENTURY CLUB 

W6GRL. •••• 147 GSBD •••••• 115 W4AJX •••.• 104 
WZGT ••.••• 147 W9KA ••••.• 114 F8RR ••••••• 104 
WSCRA ••••• 145 GSRV •••••• 114 W3BEN ••••• 104 
G6WY. • • • • • 14S W8BKP..... 114 WlGDY.. • . • 104 
WZGW ••••• 143 W2DC •••••• 114 WlGCX ••••• 104 
WZGTZ ••••• 142 GZDH •••.•• 114 WZBMX ••.• 104 
WITW ••.••• 141 GSBY ••••••• 114 W8LFE ••••• 104 
G2ZQ .••••• 141 G6CL .•••••• 113 G6KP ••••.• 103 
W9TJ •••••• 141 WZCJM ••••• 113 WSKKG •••• 103 
W6KIP ••••. 140 W4DRD •••• 113 JZJJ ••••.•• 103 
W8DFH •.••• 139 WZDSB ••••• 113 WSCUJ ••.•• 103 
ON4AU ••••• 138 W3BES •.••• 113 W3KT .•.••• 103 
WISZ •••••• 137 W8MTY •••• 113 W8DOD ...• 103 
W3EMM ..•• 136 WZGRG •••• 113 W9NNZ .•.•• 103 
W6CXW •••• 13S W9GDH •••• 112 WZGNQ ••.• 103 
WITS •••••. 134 W6GAL ••••• ll2 W4IO ...•.• 103 
WZBHW.. . • 134 W3EVT. .. • • llZ W3AGV... • • 103 
WILZ ••••.• 133 W3GAU ••••• 112 W3GEH •••• 103 
WSVV •..•.. 133 W8QXT ..... IIZ W4CBY •••.• !OZ 
W8DHC ••.• 132 WIIAS ...••• 112 W8AU ...... 102 
G6RH ...... 132 W6FZL ••••• Ill W8OXO •••• 102 
W8BTI. •••• 132 WZAAL ••••• lll WIFTR •••.• !OZ 
W4BPD .•••• 132 WIDUK •••• 111 VEZEE •••••• !OZ 
WSOSL ..... 130 VEZAX ••••• 111 WZBXA ••.•• !OZ 
WSBB •••••• 130 ON4UU •.•.• ll0 WlGNE •.•.• !OZ 
W3CHE .••.• 130 PA!Z)XF ••••. HO W4BVD •••.• !OZ 
HB9J. •••••• 129 W9UM ••••• no WSJAH •••.. !OZ 
W8OQF ••••• 129 WZAER ••••• 110 LUBEN ••••• 102 
WZCMY. • . • 129 W8IWI. • • • • 110 FSRJ. . . . • . . IOI 
WSADG. •••• 128 WSQL ••..•• HO VK3KX .••.• 101 
WIFH •.••.• 128 WZIYO ••••• 110 W6DOB ••••• 101 
W3EPV ••••• 128 W3DDM .••. 109 SUIWM •••• 101 
W8LEC ••••• 127 W6FZY ••••• 109 W8EUY ••••• 101 
WZHHF •••• 127 W3FQP ••••• 109 WlCC •••••• 101 
W9KG ••••.• 126 W6HX •••••• 108 SUISG ••••• IOI 
WZUK •••••• 126 ZSZX •••.••• 108 G6MK ••••.. IOI 
WZJT •••••• 126 HB9BG ••••• 108 W4MR •••.• 101 
W9ARL ••••• 125 HB9CE .•••• 108 W6GHU •••. 101 
WZZA ••••.• 12S VK3QK ••••• 108 W6BAM •••• 101 
WIDF ••.••• IZ4 WlBXC ••••• 108 WSHGW ••.• 101 
WSDWV •••• 123 WZCBO ••••• 107 W6KWA •••. 101 
W4CEN ••••• 123 GSBJ •••.••• 107 W4EQK .••• 101 
D4AFF...... 123 VKZDG. • • • • 107 VK6SA. • • • • IOI 
WSNJP •...• 122 WlBGY ••••• 107 W9VDY ••.•. 101 
W9TB ...... 122 VE3QD •••.• 107 LU7AZ ••.•.• 101 
W3EDP ••••• 121 W7DL. ••••. 107 WlAB •••••• 101 
W9FS •••••• 121 W6MVK .... 107 G6NF •••••• 100 
W5KC .•.••. IZI W6AHZ ••••• 107 W6KRI ••••• 100 
W8JMP ..... IZ0 GZTR •••••• 106 W9UQT.... 100 
JSCC ....... IZ0 WlCH ••.••• 106 VKZADE •••• 100 
WZGVZ ••••• lZ0 W3AG •••••• 106 ZLIGX ••••• 100 
W3FRY ••.•• lZ0 W6T J •••••• 106 HB9X •••••• 100 
WlJPE ••.•. 119 GZMI •••••• 106 W9RCQ •••.• 100 
WIAXA .••.• 119 W9CWW •••• 106 ZLIMR ••••• 100 
WIBUX ••.•• 118 W9RBI ..... 106 PAOQF ••••• 100 
ZLIHY ••••• 118 WIRY •••••• 106 W8BSF ••••• 100 
W9ADN •.••• 118 WZVY •••••• 106 D3BMP ••••• 100 
W7AMX •••• 117 WZARB ..... 106 W8JTW ••••• 100 
W9PST ••••• 117 WZOA •••••• 10S W9LBB ••••• 100 
W3EVW ••.• 116 G5QY •••••• 10S W4CCH ••••• 100 
W2BYP. .. • • 116 VK3CX. • • • • 105 WSKTW. • • • 100 
W&ADP ••••• 115 WIICA ••••• 105 W5ASG ••••• 100 
W9EF •••••• 115 WZIOP ••••• 105 W8IlN ••••• 100 
VKSWR •••.• 115 WlZI ••••••• !OS W8QDU •••• 100 
WZCYS ••••• 115 W4TO ••••.• 105 W8AAJ ••••• JOO 
WlWV •••••• 11S W8LYQ ••••• 10S Radiotelephone 
W4CYU ••••• 11S WZAV •••••• 10S WZAZ •••••• 104 
WIADM •••• ns W3ZX •••••• 10S WZGW ••••• 101' 
WlHX •••••• 11S EISF ••••••• 104 W6OCH •••• 100 

WlZB •••••• 104 

1.,3;~~ofg}~~~~i:.~ 8W9'flied9ef0~1't~~\fJl~ 
~~tli~ ~t¥~. \~lt~il: $ll&l 0¥~: w~ml5: 
W4DMB, WSBOX 96; F'8LX. F'B8~ G6XL, W3AIU. 

~~:Wtll4rJJ?o, Jt:4J~?ii'f0QZ. iFwc.Wfilt: 
W4TZ, W6FKZ. W6MEK, W6T'r, W9JDP 93; SPlLP 
92; W9GBJ 91; D3tJ!:lC. G6YR. ON4FE, SPlAR, 

~}~~ ~Jfc?JQ. WJ1fl'T ~~?VJ:m~: YJmi~g; 
W3JM, W9PG~ W9VKF 88; G81G, PY2DN, W6GPB, 
W6LDJ, W8J,·OH W9AEH 87; WlBGC, W6NLZ, 

;i~&M· sJY~1:fawt.\v11IlMFwa'Xtf!WsB~<\~; 
FJI4J. OZ7CC. VE2GA, W2AWF. W2F'LG W6DTB, 
W6KUT, WSBFG. W8BWC 83; W1EWD W3AY8 82; 
W9GY 81; G3BS, WlBPN,. W2BNX W2HTV, 
W3BVN, W3EPR

8 
W40G, W8GED, W8DG1J W81TK, 

~m?l~. :tWJv: .J.irtlt-J 1t?:w~~:g ·wztli: 
W8ll'JN, W9YNB 78; LA2X 77; PA0JMW, WlEH. 
W3BSB, ZElJI 76; W3FHY W4AHF75. 

Radiotelephone: W4CYU 94.i..W2IXY 91; GSRV 89; 
W3EMM 86; W8LFE 84; wlADM, WlAKY 81; 
W2IKV 80; W2GRG 75. 



"HO-120-X" owners are continually expressing 
their enthusiastic approval of this fine re

ceiver. That is why we say, "Ask an 'HO-120-X' 
owner." The variable selectivity crystal filter and the 
calibrated band spread dial have hit a vital spot with 
the amateur. Many say they would never be without 
these features again. This new crystal filter has every
thing for CW that crystal filters have ever had, and in 
addition, there are tour wide band ranges, one for 
medium CW selectivity and three for phone recep
tion without spurious peaks. It is absolutely smooth 
and stable. The calibrated band spread dial can be set 
for exceptional accuracy. Four amateur bands, 80, 
40, 20, and 10 have scales of over 310 degrees. 
These are, by no means, the only features - talk to 
someone who owns an "HO-120-X" and get the 
real low-down. You will be amazed. 

C..nadlan Office: 41 West Ave. 
No., Hamilton, Ontario 

containing complete technical informa
tion - curves and diagrams Included. 
If you do not have a copy of this book
let, ask your I obber for one or write 
direct lo the factory. II contains a lot of 
useful Information. 

--------------------------HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC. 
424--438 W. 33rd St., New York City 

Please send "HQ" Booklet 0-3-0 

Name ................................. . 

Address ............................... . 

1 
City ..................... State .......... . 

--------------------------
•• ••• •••• • •• • i · ·· ·. ··. ··e·· · ·· ··•m····· ···• ...... ······· · ··· ·.A···· .. ,. .... e• ····· ··1.·••· ....... :·· 
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-that's what so many 
amateurs everywhere say 
- because they know 
that Ohmite Parts "stand 
the gaff" and do the job 
right day in and day out 
-- no matter how severe 
the operating conditions! 
Insure your rig's per
formance too - take the 
same precaution speci
fied by prominent manu
facturers of amateur, 
commercial and broad
cast transmitters and 
receivers - Use Ohmite 
Parts! 

* Brown Devils 
Tough1 dependable 10 and 20 
watt vitreous-enameled resis
tors for voltage dropping, bias 
units, bleeders, etc. Resistances 
from l to 100,000 ohms. 

* Adjustable Dividohms 
Easily, accurately adjusted to 
resistance you want-or 
tapped where needed. Ideal 
voltage dividers. 10 to 200 
watts. Resistances to 100,000 
ohms. 

* Band Switch 
A flick of the wrist on the knob 
of this popular Ohmite Band 
Switch gives quick, easy band 
change with really low loss 
efficiency. For rigs up to 1 
K.W. 

Get Them at Your Jobber or 
Send Today for Catalog 17 

OHMITEMANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4865 Flournoy Street, Chicago, U. S. A. 

Oil=IlMllif'IE 
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAPSWITCHES 
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Checkers by Radio 
BY AMOS UTTERBACK,* WUFB 

INTEREST by playing checkers by radio is gaining by 
leaps and bounds. Many more hams would like to try this 
fascinating sport but don't know how to prepare their 
checker boards. It is rather difficult to explain this over the 
air, so a little enlightenment on the subject is about due. 

To those who contemplate getting in on the fun, it is 
suggested that they first purchase a book on checkers and 
read up on the rules of the game. This will save embarrass
ment in case of question on any point. The books cost about 
25~ in book stores. 

•rhere are two accepted methods for preparing a checker 
board for radio games. One uses letters, the other numbers. 
Both systems are shown on the sketch accompanying this 
article. 'rhe lettering system was introduced in QST by 
W6DEG some years ago, and many players no doubt have 
boards prepared in this manner. Numbered boards are 
shown in practically all books on checkers. Either system 

I 2 i ..4.. 
A a C D 

5 6 7 _§_ 
E F G H 

9 JO II 12 
T J K T 

13 14 15 16 
M N 0 p 

17 18 19 20 
Q R s T 

21 22 n. 24 u V w x 
25 26 27 28 
y z AA BB 

29 30 .a!. E 
cc DD EE FF 

may be used successfully, and it is a good idea to prepare 
your board as shown in the sketch, making possible the use 
of either method, as desired by your opponent. Simply 
determine whether his board is numbered or lettered, and 
play accordingly. The lettering process has the one advan• 
tage that it is somewhat easier to handle by radio. 

Numbering and lettering may be done by cutting •mall 
pieces of paper about ½" x ¾", drawing a line across the 
center of each and placing the correct number above and 
letter below the line. After the pieces of paper are glued to 
the board they should be protected with a coat of shellac or 
lacquer (or coil dope-hi). 

ln playing, the board is always turned in such manner as 
to place the "double corners" at the upper left and lower 
right. The double corners are, of course, 1/A-5/E and 
28/BB - 32 /FF. The game is started by placing the "men" 
in position with one color on the squares 1 to 12 (or A to L) 
and those of the opposite color on 21 to 32 (or U to FF). 
It is not necessary to indicate which color you are using, 
but rather you must indicate to your opponent whether 
your men are in the 1-12 sector or the 21-32 area at the 
start of the game. 

Care must be taken that all moves are made on both 
board• •imultaneoust11. A player may move as he chooses, 
telling the other player "6 to 10," "F to J," etc., so the 
same play will be made on both boards. To avoid errors and 
resulting confusion, it is best to acknowledge each play of 
your opponent by repeating the move back to him after he 
has given his instructions. If, for example, he says "6 to 10," 
you should acknowledge "6 to 10 OK, or 6 to 10 R," to 
show that you have made the move as directed, In case 
letters are used, the term "F to J" may be shortened to 
"FJ," etc. If a jump is made it is not necessary to mention 
the numbers or letters of the squares over which the piece 
passes, but just the numbers or letters on which the piece 
touches, thus "27 to 20 to 11 to 2," etc. 'rhe other player 
will then remove the captured pieces as required. 

Checkers by radio offers a new thrill both for the game and 
(Continued on next left,.hand page) 

• 2427 Sehr8ie Ave., Whiting, Ind, 



,(f~ THIN WALL 
Carbon Anode Tube 
Following the immediate and sweeping success of the first 
Thin Wall Carbon Anode Tube, the outstanding TW-150,. 
Taylor Tubes proudly presents the TW-75. Scientifically de
signed and built to achieve "top efficiency" on the mtra ffigh 
Frequencies, the TW-75 is surely destined to receive its full 
measure of deserving approval and popularity. It will be a 
leading favorite with that large group of exacting communi
cation engineers who demand the best in operating results 
and long dependable tube life. 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES! 
e VISfflLE OPERATING 

TEMPERATURE 
Operates at cherry red heat at 
rated plate dissipation. 
e COMPLETE ELECTRON 

CONTROL 
One-piece enclosed Anode, .015" 
thick, affords complete Electron 
Control assuring added efficiency 
-prevents glass failure due to 
electron bombardment. 
e PUNCTURE PROOF 
New scientific method of mount
Ing the grid structure guarantees 
a,ralnst punctures due to heating 
of glass. 

SAFETY 

e PROCESSED GRID 
A new exclusive 
Taylor feature 
makes possible a 
more abuse-proof 
grid. 

e NONEX 
GLASS 

e LOWER INTERELECTRODE 
CAPACITIES 

Can be operated. In class C amp
lifiers at full rated Input at fre• 
quencles up to 60 MC. 

FACTOR 
Taylor Carbon Anode Transmitting Tubes are able to stand up t() a 1000'1. 
temporary overload without Injury to any of the elements. 
The new TW-75 Is factory tested at 600 watts plate ~pation. The con
servative plate dissipation rating of 75 watts makes your SAFETY 
FACTOR 525 WATTS. This extremely high SAFll!TY FACTOR Is due to 
the famous ''Processed Carbon Anodes". 

CH.AR ACT ERIS TICS 
FU. Volts -~--'----·7.5 
Fil. Amps. ···-------•4.15 

As RF Power Amp. ___ (Class C) 
DC Plate Volts-max. . ___ .......,000 

Amp. Factor ·····-····················-···20 
Interelectrode Capacities 

Grid to Plate-mmL.----t.5 
Grid to Filament-mmf ........ 3.35 
Plate to Filament-mmf ...... - ....• 7 

ACTUAL 
SIZE DC Plate Current-ma-max •............ 175 

8
. 

0 0 DC Grid Current-ma-max •..... ·-·····60 $ _ 
RF Driving Power-watts approx.. ... 15 

Plate Disslpatlon-watts-max. .......... 75 ~==---------:~:--1 
N w Ready! 

Manual O l was de\aYea 
'faYlor'II 1940 '!:::e the· 't\\'•'1.; 
• order to turniSh yo 
ill p1stt1butot can nd .o5c in 
your NOW Free-Or se 
copY c11rect to us. 
stainpS 
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The Popular "PRECISION" 
Series 844-34 Range AC-DC 
VOLT-OHM-DECIBEL-MILLIAMMETER 
PROVIDES complete facllities for obtaining all measure
ment requirements for Amateur, Service, Laboratory, 
Television and Industrial use. 
• Large 4¼" Precision square type meter; D'Arsonval type; 

••bridge type" construction; 400 microamperes full scale 
sensitivity, 

• Precision wire wound shunts and matched molded metallized 
multipliers of an accuracy within 1 %. 

• Individually calibrated and sealed against laboratory stand
ards assurina; 2% DC and 3% AC overall accuracy. 

SPECIF/CATIONS 
, VOLTAGE RANGES at 

*SIX A.C. and D.Cl.t· 0_12 . 0--60· 0-300; 0--600; 
lOOO ohms per vo • • ' 
0-l200; 0--6000 volts. 

*SIX D.C.OC1U2RRE0--6NO_TO~.G~1oo MA; and 
0-1.2; - ; I 

0-12 Amperes. ES· 

* ~~l~ftc,7.ii~<rl::1 ~~-~ and 0-10 Megs .. 
"si , for Mount.ll!g _ohmmeter Battenes * Pr~r }i ~';9d 45 volts) on ms1de of case, B 

. , , L RANGES from -12 to 70 D • * SIX DECIBE RANGES· o-12. 0--60; 0-300; 
X OUTPUT ' ' * SI 0--600; 0-1200; 0-6000 volts. 

I 

844-L - Housed in walnut finished hardwood case with carryinll 

r:tl~';;d';_Og)~C:i~.~i~~.<:. ~-8• ~.:):.~~~ ~~~~~~ '.':'~ $22.95 
84t::i;;J~:if. ·t·y-~~ . ':~~~. ~~;~~~!7. ~:~ -~~. ~~1 $24. 95 
More than 40 models in the PRECISION 1940 LINE ••• 15 
~~u#o~0:iro~s;\~~5 :r~tra ~~1fil~~~:r:re:~F.?fo~ 
aa low as $10.95 ... Sil,lal Generators from $24.95, etc. ... See 
them al your local distributor. 

Ask for the PRECISION TEST EQUIPMENT 1940 CATALOG 

PRECISION APPARATUS COMPANY 
647 Kent Avenue Brooklyn, New York 

&,Ori Divis/01<: 458 Broadway, New York City, U.S. A. 
Cable Addru,: Morhanex 
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also for our hobby, as one never knows with whom he is 
about to play nor how good the other player is. Give it a 
whirl, fellows, and realize another pleasure from our hobby. 
IMPORTANT: Don't forget to sign your call at intervals 
as required by law!! 

Tnx a Meg 
BY NAZ. F. LaHllRCll. W8RllT• 

'(,HE good old F'.C.C. has with many blessilllCS, no 
doubt, bestowed upon me this honorable call WSRAT and 
all that I can say is, of course, "Tnx a Meg" because - well 
I'm sure of one fact at least; and that is, I could not possibly 
blame that honorable body for the WS pa.rt of it, but they 
must have been conscious of the fact that the remaining 
three little letters spelled such a mousing little word that if 
they knew they were actually giving me such a talisman, 
such chalice of joy, such a loaded barrel of fun they would 
want to charge me for occupying such an elevated and dis
tinct throne in the hall of Hamdom • • • there can only be 
one WSRAT, so again I say "Tnx a Meg." Now to proceed 
with my story: 

At first when I received my kingly call there was the busi
ness of my entire family and friends who decided to have 
such a good time of it that the house took an aspect of 
Christmas Eve. All seemed very happy about the whole 
thing, but as for me, I must confess, it looked more like the 
day after Christma.s, and I wondered if I should not take my 
present back-for exchange--· for, to top it all, that very 
evening in demoru,trating the magic of my brand-new· 
receiver, which had taken me eight months to put together, 
and calibrate its five bands - alas - the thing caught fire 
and, before I could disconnect the antenna, the ground and 

the cord, the flames shot up and the coils and bandswitch 
burned to a crisp. Yes, sir, it burned and, to make it still 
worse, someone threw water on the whole set! So - there l 
was with a perfectly good brand-new ticket, the license to 
go on the air and important station equipment ruined
nothing to receive with even ••• so I proceeded to place 
my brand-new ticket in a neat little frame and stood it on 
the table where the receiver once stood, and placed a good
sized rat to watch over it. 

Evening after evening I would sit by watching both of 
them, wondering, thinking what to do next. I would plan, 
design, replan, redesign and wonder and think - thoughts 
of rebuilding the receiver! The XYL, bored I suppose to see 
me despondent, suggested that I should rebuild the trans
mitter. I proceeded to take that advice and evening after 
evening I found myself with the old soldering iron, lookin11: 
at a hook-up. I put it together and I would tear it down 
again. I replanned the entire rig, redesigned it, put it to
gether again. One rig - two transmitters and the third 
(right here I want to say that these weeks of really hectic 
and trying: experience I would not trade for anything else in 
the entire Hamdom) but weeks did go by and results seemed 
so remote that I began to worry about when, if ever, I would 
be able to get on the air. But there came a light. 

One evening after dinner, as I was about to resume my 
task in what was to be known as my Radio Room, I noticed a 

(Continued on =t uft,-hand page) 

* O.P.B., 503 Lloyd Bt., l'ittsbura;h (8), Pa. 
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... actually, their resemblance 

is only "skin-deep." Down un
der - that's where you discover Cornell

Dubilier superiority. And this holds, not simply 
for the Type TQ (shown at right) but throughout 

the entire Cornell-Dubilier capacitor line. Type 

for type and feature for feature, C-Ds are better 

built capacitors. Thirty years of specialization 
does make a difference! A difference directly 

reflected in longer capacitor life ... in greater 
capacitor dependability, and in the fact that 
there are more C-D capacitors in use today than 

any other make. Be specific - order capacitors 

by name. Ask your jobber for C-Ds - you can 

rely on 'em. 
MICA • DYKANOL • PAPER • 

FEATURES LIKE THESE 
in Type TQ make all 

the difference! 
Lower R.F. resistance 

Lower equivalent series 
resistance 

Higher insulation resistance 
Higher voltage breakdown 

Hermetically sealed 
Nan-inflammable 

Non-explosive 
Non-corrosive 
Triple-tested 

Safe for continuous operation 
at 10% above rated voltage 
Universal mounting bracket 

Compact 
Suitable for panel or 
sub-panel mounting 

Described in catalog No. 160T 
free on request 

WET & DRY ELECTROLYTIC$ 

CbBNBLL-DUBILIBB 
ELECTBIC COBPOBATION 
1oi:f Haniillon Boulevard, South Plainfield, New lersey 

Cab]., Addrf!ss: "CORDU" 
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• Do you modulate your carrier with a 
signal that makes them WANT to 

work you ... 

• Do you send true, vibrant lows -
without a trace of boom . . . clean, 
crisp highs that convey the precise 
inflection and shading of your voice ... 

MICROPHONES 
with exceptional high frequency 
response, with smooth lower and middle 
register, put that "easy-to-listen-to" 
signal through QRM and a maze of 

just average stations. 
See them at all leading distributors 

ELECTRO-VOICE MFG. CO., Inc. 
1239 SOUTH BEND A VENUE 

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 
Export DMsion: 100 Varick St., New York, N. Y.-CaL/os: "Ar/ab" 
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huge cardboard case on the table before me. Sure enough, 
when I opened the huge case, there came from it one com
munication receiver. Gee I For the moment I could not 
possibly begin to think straight. My heart and mind were 
both tossing about so fast that I could not record what was 
transpiring in me, and as I succeeded finally in bringing 
myself down to a degree of calmness, there was the XYL 
with other members of our family, smilingly, telling me that 
the receiver was to take the place of the one which burned. 
We proceeded to tune in station after station and country 
after country until the wee hours, and as I awoke next 
morning I felt the satisfaction of my station having reached 
the halfway mark. 

The transmitter was rebuilt and, with the help of the fine 
suggestions of OKK, MTL and MKF, we succeeded one 
evening in putting 20 watts input on the air. Right off the 
bat when we stood by the receiver was saying: " W8RBA 
calling the Rat." Even that sounded like a heavenly sym
phony to me. 'rhe first contact was established! There was 
the thrill and what thrill! Success at last, and everyone 
seemed to share in it immensely, The rig kept working and 
we kept on making improvements on it until it grew to the 
extent of being capable of 32 watts input. I began to build 
another transmitter, a homemade steel rack and panel job. 
This, when completed, increased the power to a capacity of 
125 watts input. Friends on the air became numerous. The 
RAT seemed to catch on, and it seemed at times that the 
boys would load their receivers with cheese, for invariably 
one CQ would result in a round-table QSO. The RAT kept 
urginp; me on and I kept making improvements until now, 
with many thanks to Die.ff, W8PJJ, whom we have learned 
to admire very dearly, the station has taken on quite a 
oompletene.ss. The rig is now capable of 400 watts input. 
A fine rack and panel job, 72 inches high, with a pair of 
I00TH's in the final, modulated with a pair of P.P. 809'• 
Glass B and a 913 scope incorporated into the modulator 
panel, and many other features • • • I again say the RAT is 
responsible for the rapid changes and aspirations, for the 
contacts are still popular and very friendly. From the very 
first contact we made with our 20 watts, the RAT has been 
bouncing in from one receiver to another. One day when we 
first received the ticket, a QSL card arrived from Coffeeville, 
Kansas, from ·w9RAT. He welcomed me in his great fra
ternal order of RAT. Now W6RAT has joined the brother
hood. Just three of us, think of it, with the entire United 
States to reign over with such a distinction! Let it be known 
that our fraternity, which shall be known as "the W-RATof 
the air," is in progress and shall mature rapidly and ••• 
from such organization each district shall organize a club of 
the air, This club shall meet on the air at least once a week 
for the purpose of promoting good fellowship on the air, dis
cussing improvemeots of signal, modulation, over-modula
tion and man.v, many other things pertaining to amateur 
radio. The club shall meet in the form of round table. Thus 
all problems and questions can be discussed under order and 
routine. This procedure should have a wholesome and psy• 
chological effect on everyone listening in. Bo.vs not taltlng 
part in it may listen in and take notes, thus beoefiting from 
the discussions. 

Radio has been a sort of new lease on life to me; I enjoy 
every phase of it, although I am not a veteran of the air 
waves, I am approaching the half century mark on this 
Earth. I am very grateful and happy with my family, my 
work, my many friends and my RA Tl Tnx a Meg. 

BRIEFS 
Possibly the youngest YL ham is thirteen-year-old 

W9HIG, recently licensed at Flaxton, N. Dak. 

The score of W8EUO in the U.H.F. Relay of last No
vember was given incorrectly WI 55 in February QST. The 
true score was 130, which puts him in eighth place. FB, OM, 
and sorry for the inadvertent error. 

WIEOB offen, two suggestions for message pushel'1!1: ]?or 
a. typewriter stand he suggests an orange crate or similar 
box. Have the YF cover the crate with burlap, and you have 
a respectable looking stand of just about the right height for 
the milL For message paper to be used with a typewriter, 
a roll of adding machine paper suspended on the back of the 
t,ypewriter stand offers continuous copy paper. A roll about 
three and one-half inches wide is just about right to get the 
heading on one line and five words per line for easy checking. 
Have a pair of scisson, handy to snip them off WI you finish 
a Ion& string. 



THE Series 200 "Super-Pro" is a master

piece of engineering. Every detail has 

been given the utmost consideration and 

engineered to produce a receiver of maxi

mum flexibility. The "Super-Pro" is a 

"professional" receiver from start to finish. 

Engineers choosing "Super-Pro" receivers 

for commercial service know that they are 
buying uninterrupted service and peak 

efficiency. Just look inside one of these 

receivers and you will see the difference. 

Everything in it is specially designed. 

Even the I.F. transformers are totally differ

ent from any other set. The special band 

switch is probably the only one of its kind 

in the field. All these are manufactured 

right in our own factory where absolute 

control of quality is maintained. 

Write for complete 
technical details 

Canadian Office: 41 West 
Ave., No., Hamilton, Ont, 

II 

••• 

Please send 16-pase "Super-Pro" Booklet. 

Name .........••••••..••.•••••.•••...•.••••••• 

Address ...................................... . 
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• Here is the latest from KENYON. A brand new 
transformer with an EXCLUSIVE FEATURE built 
right around two of the most popular tubes lo ever hit 
the amateur market, Fully shielded, fully poured and 
vacuum impregnated. Constructed in our famous T-line 
3-A case. 
To compensate for the drop in voltage which usually 
takes place when the filament transformer is mounted 
away from the tube sockets, we have provided this 
unit with a tapped primary• lo sive the following 
secondary voltages: 6.3 volts, 6.45 volts and 6.6 volts 
at 8 amps. (* An e><eiusive feature.) 

KENYON Number T-387 
Amateur Net Price $!.40 

HA VE YOU SEEN THE NEW KENYON AMPLI
FIER KITS FEATURING CA TH-0-DRIVE 

MODULATION? 
Be sure you have our latest dope on the newest in 
UNIVERSAL amplifier kits! For Plate or Cathode 
Modulation or P.A. Work. Five to sixty watts. Save 
money by building them yourself! Your Jobber can 
give you all the dope or write to us direct. 
KENYON "50" 5 watts Class A. 

Amateur Net •........................ $18.75 
KENYON "150" 15 watts Class AB. 

Amateur Net ......................... $22.78 
KENYON "600" 60 watts Class AB2. 

Amateur Net ......................... $35.13 
KENYON CATH-O-DRIVE TRANSFORMERS 

ARE AN ESTABLISHED SUCCESS! 
Change that CW Rig over and enjoy all the advan• 
tages of phone operation economically! Kenyon 
Cath-O-Drive Transformers will do it economically. 

Type Sec. D.C. Amateur Net 
T-471 200 MA $2.40 
T-472 300 MA 3.00 
T-473 450 MA 3.60 

See your jobber lor FREE Literature or write us direct 
The NEWEST and the OLDEST . .. 
Progress Radio Supplr, Co., Cleveland, Ohio 
Eugene G. Wile, Phi adelphia, Pennsylvania 

Ask Them About KENYON I 

Winning the National Radio 
Control ~feet 
( Continued from page S7) 

off, but wheels still touching) and keeping it as 
straight as possible with the rudder control. 
Strangely enough, when the plane starts towards 
the edge of the runway (and it usually does) 
plenty of control is needed instantly to bring it 
back and then care must be taken not to over
control. Thrilling? Yes! But if you control wrongly 
a wing tip starts digging up the runway or vice 
versa! 

The National Championship Meet 

In winning the Radio Control event at the 
National Model Airplane Contest at Detroit this 
year, the radio and the plane performed in grand 
style. The radio-control planes were judged on 
their ability to execute a number of pre-decided 
maneuvers. The best flight we had lasted about 
14 minutes. The ship climbed to approximately 
1500 feet during the six minutes the motor was 
running. During the first part of the flight the 
model was sent down-wind to a field-light 
objective about one-quarter of a mile away, 
following the judge's instructions, and then was 
turned around and brought back over the trans
mitter. As you can see, this is an excellent stunt 
really to test the controllability of the model. 
Next, as we usually do, the plane was guided up
wind and the rest of the flight consisted of right 
and left circles, figure eights and the like, on 
command of the judge. At the end of this par
ticular flight the job was landed about a hundred 
feet from the transmitter, thus establishing the 
first real radio-controlled flight at a National 
Contest. 

Will any transmitter work the control? Yes, 
any one that's on the right frequency in the five
meter band. The five-meter gang from Detroit 
was on hand at the Nationals to help with the 
radio-control event and their main transmitter -
a portable-mobile outfit - operated our controls 
very effectively. However, the cooperation be
tween the contestants and operators was very 
gratifying and for the most part no interference 
resulted. 

The only case of interference we've had in over 
a hundred flights this year and about fifty flights 
last year occurred in Chicago during a demonstra
tion at the big Mid-Western States gas-model 
contest. We had flown the job in a strong wind in 
the morning and Walter had succeeded in landing 
the plane within two feet of the point where the 
wheels had left the ground on the take-off!• 
Naturally, feeling so confident about the success 
in such windy weather, we decided to send her up 
again in the afternoon. It was my turn to «fly." 
Everything went fine until about thirty seconds 
after the motor cut, when the plane refused to 
respond any more - 1200 feet up, slightly up
wind and a 15-mile "breeze" blowing! Nothing 
we did on the ground had any effect -- the plane 
was making great progress cross-country in a 

(Continued on next le/I-hand page) 



rraDk Carter W2A.Z 
Firs/Mell!,,ber to make Cent11ry C!t,b' on Phone 

Veri~e,d Contacts with moreforeign countries 
thallany 0,Jher amateur phone station: 

4/l' 

... a loyal user 
of Eimac: lubes 

'{!/! E!irio<-iub"' in the ,ockels-oeul~iiil 
~nd_iuned op the rig-and then con!Q,~;c 
123 ,oontrieswith 103 of them verfffe<f4 
not on<• bothering to .,..neotroli~~i -Ct{}f -- -

Pei!o«••"'e \ike this dUi ontf l,<- t;i~i!.itf.b, _ ., ,;;,j'' 
ob.,_lned ,<ith the ver/ i,,st equi!'" ,,..-,,, -•• ..,.,,_.,,;;,;~ ,. .,.n, ,-f '
,ncnt ai>d v,ank c,utet ,,., folly , .,.,._ ,.,_ ,..,1. !if! ..... •h•• , ,,._/,1,_;i 
• .,.«• of -that fact -,,hert h• oi• >f/1'~ doo~ l"'" foll•"' ""'- lud -o,;<'I• • world's besi knOWil t',1.dio 1u:llateurs attd 

dete<I Jli,oac tu\,eS fot his statlo•- ,-'d>i>.--."°P' «- mb<• h" '""' 
F""k'• rig is• \wine-made aft•i!c ..,...,ne<-<" ,,.,.,,, ""'" ,...,....,,, performance and give :the winners a i:\lll 

i,ilth a pair Of old type EbnadO!i( fot ""'""-? _ _ _ __ _ , ,,_ ,, .,,1,e, in the llnal -,,hid> ote Se• Y"'" ao,1..-lf be ""'' "'l'PlY y<»_ 

111odulated with a pair of F,im.ac 
2;()'1'\-\'s. During the thne be was 
getting the 103 phone contacts the 
plate and grid current did not 
c~Se · eyen as much as one mill. 

write direct for full information, -
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TYPE XL TRANSOIL 
For permanent filters; surge-proof
leak-proof: temperature stabilized. ,~. 

TYPE XA TRANSMICA 
Current-carrying: low corona 
losses utmost ; humless 

•

····,1 

. 

TYPE XM MOLDED MICA ll~ Write for catalog No. 10 which lists all Solar ) 
Capacitors with ratings and sizes. Free. 

SOLII.R MFG. CORP. 
Bayonne, New .Jersey 
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large eircle, indicating half rudder position. 
Possibly another five-meter carrier was holding 
the relay down? The plane eventually landed 
about a mile and a half away and was finally 
recovered - but that's another story. The con
trols were checked and found to be in working 
order, leaving us with only one conclusion - that 
some amateur in the Chicago area was operating 
on the same frequency! (Time of flight, 4 P.M., 
Aug. 6, 1939.) 

This system of control has worked as long as 
the plane has been in sight -.... about two miles. 
So far we've found no reason for flying it at a 
greater distance than that, especially when our 
original purpose was to bring the model back to 
the field so we wouldn't have to chase it! 

This plane has done itself proud by winning the 
"Nationals" two years in a row, by taking the 
radio-control event in Chicago, by receiving first 
place in the original-design event at the Scripps
Howard Junior Air Races at Akron, by being pos
sibly the first radio-controlled plane to be flown in 
Canada through a number of flights made at the 
Canadian National Contest at Toronto, and 
finally by its good behavior during demonstration 
flights at contests around Michigan. 

We hope we've worked up your enthusiasm so 
that you may join this exciting diversion of 
amateur radio. All bragging aside, it's not easy, 
but, boy - it's lots of fun I 

The Ionosphere 
( Continued from page 86) 

between the transmitter and receiver whose con
ditions determine the transmission, because it is 
there that the reflection from the ionosphere takes 
place. In multi-hop transmission, when the radio 
waves are reflected from the ionosphere, then 
from the ground, then back to the ionosphere, 
etc., the determining conditions are in the middle 
of each hop. 

The maximum possible distance of transmission 
by a single hop is limited by the geometry of the 
earth's surface and the layer, and also by absorp
tion or other limitation at the ground of those 
waves which are nearly tangential to the earth's 
surface. It is found in practice that the minimum 
angle with the ground of the radio waves trans
mitted or received (over land) averages about 
3 ½ degrees. From these considerations the 
geometry indicates that the maximum distance 
along the earth by a single hop is ordinarily about 
:3500 kilometers for the //2 layer, and about 1700 
kilometers for the E layer. Single-hop transmis
sion may sometimes be possible at greater dis
tances than these while at the same time multi
hop transmission over the same path may be 
more efficient. 

Because of the variation of ionosphere char
acteristics with longitude, different frequencies 
may be necessary for transmission in different di
rections from a given place. For example, around 
sunset in winter lower frequencies are used in 
transmitting eastward than in transmitting west-

(Oontinued on ne:ct left-hand pau•) 



£XCLU$IV£ 
FJ.OATI# C: P/..{JG 
ANO JACK MOUNT/i 
E.LIM!NAT£S 
MIS ALIGNM£NT 
OIFF/CULTIES 

UNIQUE VM/4B1£ C(lllltllVC /IIY/T 
rotates easily yet has sufficient tension to re
main set when inductors are changed, eliminating 
necessity of readjusting coupling when changing 
bands. Offers wide range of impedances so that 
all inductors will easily couple into a 73 ohm 
untuned line, eliminating need of antenna tuner 

or matching network. The 10 and 20 
~ meter inductors will easily 

·· ~. match up to a 600 ohm line. 

·· ",4 for Cata/011 9661 

WORKS DIR£CnY. 
INTO LINE WtTIIOUT 
771/VIAIG N ETWOl<KS 

* 
Since 1923 the E. F. Johnson Company has 
advanced steadily in public recognition until 

today JOHNSON parts are known nation-wide 
for their fine quality and superior performance. 
There is nothing haphazard about Johnson design 
or Johnson manufacturing processes. If a better 
material (even tho more expensive) provides better 
results, we adopt it immediately because we pro
pose to give you the best that science can create -
at a price you can afford to pay. Producing the 
BEST is one reason why Johnson parts are used so 
widely by manufacturers, Government equipment, 
airlines and commercial stations. The same reason 
plus RIGHT PRICE is why Johnson parts are so 
popular among the nation's Hams. 

~
L,.. Ask Your Jobber 

'- E. F. Jf:JHNSON CO. 
WASECi\, MINNESOTA 
EXl'IJIIT: 2:i WAHIIEN H'f., NEW \'Ollli, N. L 

11 M A N U F A l' T U 1\ E ll S O F n A D I O T H A N S 1\1 I T I I N G E () U I P /H E N I'' 
.lli' 
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Thousands Are Praising This 

1940 SYLVANIA 
TECHNICAL MANUAL 

Send for your 
copy of this big 
"tube fact" book 

today 

• The 1940 Sylvania Technical Manual is bigger 
and better than ever with a new easy-to-use arrange
ment. It has 264 pages packed with vital tube in
formation for servicemen, radio technicians, en
gineers and amateurs. 

It gives you complete data and tube diagrams for 
344 types of tubes all now listed in numerical
alphabetical order for quicker reference. Operating 
conditions, characteristics and circuit applications 
for Standard Glass tubes, "G" types, "GT" types, 
Loktal, Metal, Majestic and Special types. Full 
information, too, on Sylvania's complete line of Panel 
Lamps. 

The new Manual also includes data on special tubes for 
particular applications in Tclevfaion amplifier,, Cathode-Ray 
tubea, etc., with new circuit information and diagrams cover• 
ine; the lateat type tubes. 

Send the coupon below for your copy I Thia new edition is a 
bargain at only 35c. 

SYLV,ANIA 
Set-Tested Radio Tubes 

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION Q 30 
Emporium, Pa. 

Here is 35c. Please send me a copy of tbe bigger and 
better Sylvania Technical Manual. 

Name ...... . 

Address .......... . 

City ................... -.State •••............... 
D Serviceman[] Experimenter D Dealer D Amateur 
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ward from the same location. This does not mean, 
however, that different frequencies would be 
necessary or desirable in opposite directiop_s over 
the same path. 

For very long paths in which widely different 
longitudes (i.e., times of day) are involved, it 
sometimes happens that the waves travel differ
ent parts of the way by different layers. F'or such 
cases, it is necessary to take account of the 
heights of the different layers to. determine the 
lengths of t,he several hops. 

Effects of Ionosphere Irregularities 
The primary effects of the ionosphere on radio 

wave propagation are those already described, 
which are due to the normal or regular character
istics of the ionosphere. The modes of variation 
of those characteristics have been shown to be of 
a regular and fairly predictable nature. There are 
some other ionosphere phenomena which are ir
regular in their times of occurrence, and make 
radio phenomena in general much less predict
able. Five types of such phenomena have been 
identified: sporadic-E-layer reflections, scattered 
reflections, sudden ionosphere disturbances, pro
longed periods of low-layer absorption, and 
ionosphere storms. While all five are irregular in 
time, the first two are primarily due to irregulari
ties in space. 

Sporadic E 
It sometimes happens that waves are reflected 

by the E layer on frequencies higher than that at 
which the E-layer waves normally disappear and 
the reflection of waves by higher layers begins. 
Thus, in the example shown in Fig. 3 waves may 
sometimes be reflected at the E-layer height of 
110 kilometers on frequencies of 4 or 5 or more 
megacycles. These reflections are due to a process 
different from the normal reflection in the ionized 
layer; the process is probably one of reflection 
from a sharp boundary of stratified ionization. 
The existence of these "sporadic E" reflections 
necessitates a redefinition of the term "critical 
frequency," previously defined as the highest 
frequency at which waves sent vertically upward 
are received back from the layer. When sporadic 
E reflections occur they may be received simul
taneously with reflections from higher layers; for 
example, vertical-incidence reflections might be 
received at 8 Mc. from both the E and the F2 
layers. The E-layer critical frequency, more pre
cisely defined, is the value (3300 kc. in the exam
ple shown in 1:"ig. 3) at which the observed virtual 
height shows a sudden rise to large values as the 
frequency is increased. Except for the occasional 
occurrence of sporadic E reflections, all waves of 
higher frequency pass through the E layer and 
are not re.fleeted by it. 

Sporadic E leads to interesting results in long
distance radio transmission. It accounts for long
distance transmission up to higher frequencies 
than by any other means. Strong vertical-inci
dence reflections by sporadic E sometimes occur 
at frequencies up to about 12 Mc. By reason of 
the large angles of incidence possible with the 

(Continued on nszt u,/Wlarnl pao•) -



Back ol Becord Perloraaance 

You'll Flad a "SIGNAL SHIFTER" 
DX CENTURY CLUB 

The Amateurs 'Hall of Fame' is the DX CEN
TURY CLUB. This unique club, known by the 
individual and outstanding achievements of its 
members, demands PROOF before CREDIT. 
PROOF of Meissner Signal Shifter p@rformance 
is indicated by the many Century Club mem
bers who employ this dependable, precision 
built instrument to establish new records! 

Here .. are a few ofthe Century Club members, 
known to be using the Signal Shifter: 

WlFTR WSMTY 
G2ZQ . W4CCH 
W2IOP W8EUY 
W9TJ W6TJ 
W2HHF W8BTI 

NEW RECORDS 
In every radio contest and in every day 

operation, Signal Shifter users are establish
ing new records; records which conclusively 
PROVE the personal ability of the operator as 
well as the performance ability of his equipment. 

Here are some of the recent records estab
lished by stations equipped with Meissner 
Signal Shifters: 
WORLD'S HIGHEST SCORE, LAST SOUTH AFRICAN DX 
CONTEST ••• WORLD'S HIGHEST FOREIGN SCORE, 
LAST AUSTRALIAN DX CONTEST ••• GREATEST NUM
BER OF COUNTRIES WORKED, LAST ARAL DX CON
TEST • • • WORKED AI.L ZONES WITH ALL ZONES 
CONFIRMED ••• TWO NATIONAL FIRST PLACE .SCORES 
IN THE LAST THREE ARAL NATIONAL CONTESTS ••• 
WORKED ALL CONTINENTS PHONE ••• WORKED ALL 
CONTINENTS 28 MC . ... 

A Meissner Signal Shifter will help you to establish new records! 
The new Deluxe model Signal Shifter is particularly designed for both 
CW and Phone operation. Two voltage regulator tubes and high-C 
temperature-compensated oscillator circuit provide stability comparable 
only to crystal control. New precision dial with full coverage on any 
selected band. Built-in keying filter assures clean-cut keying action. 
Completely assembled, wired and laboratory adjusted . . . . . . . 
READY FOR USE (except for tubes), when you buy it. $44.95 Net 

TIME PAYMENT PLAN 
The Meissner Signal Shifter, as well as many other 

Meissner products, may be easily purchased on the 
Meissner Time Payment Plan. Ask your parts Jobber 
for details or write direct to the address below. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 
Dozens of other products of interest to the Amateur 

who values equipment performance are described in 
the big 48-page Meissner catalog. Send a postal for 
your free copy today-just address Dept. Q-3. 

MT. CARMEL 
ILLINOIS 

JjA FAMOUS NAME FOR TWO DECADES,, 
ill 
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Mitns Ne""s 

DE LUXE ROTATOR - itteclianicallg 
* Strong - weighs 56 

pounds. 
* Positive-solenoid brake 

locks any position. * Size -15" diameter base 
and top. 

* Weather-proof - <>om
pletely enclosed. * Shaft - 21/s" diameter 

tempered steel. 
* Quiet-non-interfering 

motors. * Rugged- highateelcon
tent castings. 

* Efficient - precision ball 
and roller bearings. * Powerful - ample turn

ing torque. 
* Design - eopecially for 

lnductostub feed. 

DearOM's: 
Since early in January, we have been 

hard at various methods of tuning our 
three element arrays. This has resulted in 

. an improved phasing of the parasitic 
elements affording extremely desirable 
,~haracteristics. All owners of our three 
element arrays can readily follow this 
idea thru to good advantage and insofar 
as possible the information has Leen 
forwarded to all known owners. If you 
don't have yours, please drop us a line 
so it may he sent immediately. 

Spring is here and now is the time to put 
a beam up if you have delayed. All ship
ments go forward promP.tly. Time has 
proved the De Luxe Mims Beams have the 
features to serve you best. 

See your distributor today. 
73, 

M. P. Mms, W5BDB 

MIMS RADIO CO. 

Sl6NAL SQUIRTER 
PRODUCTS 

TEXARKANA ARK. TEX. 
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E layer, this makes occasional long-distance 
communication possible on frequencies as high as 
60 Mc. Such communication is generally for only 
a short time and for restricted localities. Sporadic 
Eis thus patchy or sporadic in both geographical 
distribution and time. 

Sporadic E occurs most commonly in the sum
mer, May to August, particularly in the morning 
and evening, but may occur any time of day or 
night. It occurs occasionally at all seasons, par
ticularly in the evening. It occurs more at high 
latitudes than in equatorial regions. 

Scattered Reflections 
An irregular type of reflection from the iono

sphere occurs at all seasons and is prevalent both 
day and night. These reflections are most notice
able within the skip zone, or at frequencies higher 
t.han those nominally receivable from the regular 
layers. Like sporadic E, they occur at frequencies 
which may exceed the //2 critical frequencies, but 
are unlike sporadic E in that they are complex 
and jumpy thus causing signal distortion; they 
occur and disappear fitfully, and are almost use
less for communication purposes. Some types are 
of very weak intensity. The scattered reflections 
are characterized by very great virtual heights, 
usually somewhere from 400 to 1500 kilometers. 
Their occurrence was for a time thought to indi
cate the existence of another layer above the F2 
layer which might be called the G layer. It is now, 
however, thought that they are of several types, 
and that some of them are due to complex reflec
tions from small, ephemeral, scattered patches or 
"clouds" of ionization in or between the normal 
ionosphere layers, and thence to one or more lay
ers and ground by single or multiple reflection. 

Sudden Ionosphere Disturbances 
The most startling of all the irregularities of 

the ionosphere and of radio wave transmission is 
the sudden type of disturbance manifested by a 
radio fadeout. This phenomenon is the result of a 
burst of ionizing radiation from a bright chromo
spheric eruption on the sun, causing a sudden ab
normal increase in the ionization in the D layer 
(below the E layer), frequently with resultant 
disturbances in terrestrial magnetism and earth 
currents as well as radio transmission. The radio 
effect is the sudden cessation of radio transmis
sion on frequencies above about 1500 kc. 

'fhe drop of the radio signals to zero usually 
occurs within a minute. The effects occur simul
taneously throughout the hemisphere illuminated 
by the sun, and do not occur at night. The effects 
last from about ten minutes to an hour or more, 
the occurrences of greater intensity in general 
producing effects of longer duration. The effects 
are more intense, and last longer, the lower the 
frequency in the high-frequency range (i.e., from 
about 1500 kc. up). It is consequently sometimes 
possible to continue communication during a 
radio fadeout by raising the working frequency. 

The radio, magnetic, and other effects are 
markedly different from other types of changes in 
these quantities. The effects are most intense in 

Wontinued on page 96) 
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STANCOR BAS TBE VALUES! 

I . 
TYPE "CD" TYPE "C" TYPE ' 1F" TYPE "D" TYPE "FS" TYPE 0 N 1

' TYPE "B" 

POLY
PEDANCE 

DRIVER 
TRANSFORMERS 

• 
POLY-

PEDANCE 
MODULATION 

TRANSFORMERS 

Capacity Primary 
Slancor in M.A. RA TIO 

No. Wilts Per Side Primary lo ½ Secondary 

Type 
Moun!• 

ing 
A-4761 15 60 1.25:1, 1.4:1, 1.6:1, 1.8:1, 2:1, 2.2:1, 2.4:1 CD 
A-4762 15 60 2.6:1, 3:1, 3.2:1, 3.4:1, 4:1, 4.5:1, 5:1 CD 
A-4763 30 120 1.25:1, 1.5:1, 1.75:1, 2:1, 2.25:1, 3.2:1 CD 
A-4764* 30 120 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1, 3:1, 3.5:1 CD 

• P.P. 6L6's with 16% inverse feed bock • 

Pri. Weight 
Slancor Walts M.A. Secondary M.A. Type in 

No. Cap. Per Side Series Parallel Mtg, Carlon 
A-3891 15 45 45 90 D 2.5 
A-3892 30 80 80 160 D 6.0 
A-3893 60 125 125 250 D 7.3 
A-3894 125 150 150 300 D 12.0 
A-3895 300 260 260 520 FS 35.0 
A-3896 600 350 350 700 FS 75.0 

PLATE TRANSFORMERS (TYPE F) FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

Net 
Price 

$3.45 
3.30 
4.35 
4.35 

Net 
Price 

$3.00 
3.90 
4.80 
6.30 

18.00 
37.50 

Primary 115 V 50/60 Cycl•• Type lnsula .. 
Secondary A.C.. D,C. o.c. Net Secondary Mount .. tion in Net Stancor 

Number Load Volta Volta M.A. Cost 
Stancor Primary 
Number Voltaae Volta Amperes inll Volts Price 

P-6152 tsso=<l-lsso 1250 300 $9,60 
1350-0-1350 1000 P-6140 115 2,5 5,25 N 2,500 $,96 

P-5053 1660-0-1660 1500 300 11.10 P-3060 115 2.5 10 B 10,000 1,05 
1390-0-1390 1250 

p.1,156 ___ iis6::o=21so 1750 300 12.00 P-4088 115 5 J B 2,500 1.20 
1850-0-1850 1500 P-6135 115 5 10 N 2,500 1.95 

P-6154 2430--0=:l430 2000 300 12.90 
2150-0-2150 1750 P-6307 115 5 22 N 2,500 3,45 

P-6155 2950-0-2950 2500 300 17,70 P-5014 115 6.3 3 B 2,500 ,96 
2400-0-2400 2000 

P-3012 1256--ti=t2so 1000 400 11,40 P-6308 115 6.3 10 N 2,500 1,80 
950-0-950 750 

P-6153 1550--0--1550 1250 500 13.80 P-5016 115 10 4 B 2,500 1.65 
1350-0-1350 1000 P-6139 115 10 8 N 2,500 :,l.04 

jq;159 2150-0-2150 1750 500 22,56 
1830-0-1830 1500 P-6164 115 6.3, 5, 2.5 2,5 B 2,500 1.2 

0 

TWO BRAND NEW CATHODE MODULATION TRANSFORMERS 
A-3888-250 MA 
For modulatlns R.F. 1mpliffer inputs up to 
250 walls. Eight output Impedances from 150 
lo 2500 ohms available, 

YOUR NET COST s2 • 55 

A-3889-450 MA 
For modulating R.F. ampliffer inputs up to 
600 wilts. Eight output lmped1nces from 150 
lo 2500 ohms avail1ble. 

YOUR NET COST $ 3 .60 
ASK YOUR NEAREST STANCOR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR HIS NAME 

lDJ STANDARD TRANSFORMER 
S'PAtn:0R • C O R PO RAT I ON • 

lSOO NORTH HALSY.ED STREET .•. CHICAGO 
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M~KE U\> ~ $15 ORDER 
Get these Sl~N(OR and }~MES M\llEN items 

On NEWARK'S Et,.S\E\l lE\ltAS 
10'10 ooWt-1 on pu«h"es ol $50 o, ,.o,., ,ecelY•"• po,t,, etc, 
2ri'/o pOWl-1 on pu,ch"es ol $25 to $50, Md ff'/o eonvins <M••• to b,\,nc• ,nd dMd• 
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~ --
into m••"''v p,ym•n• (oP to 1') ,nd p,o,idod no mon.,IY p,yment b ,.,, th'" SS, 

JAMES M HET ILLEN•s 

ROFIL 
s3.so 

AJ LISTED IN 
10-P 12 AMANUAL 

(le;s a~~::!of9ne, 20 watt CW 
60-P. 60-watt ~esJ . '. ... $21:00 

oµi:ration (les~~~~~~· 5-band 
110CM onesJ. 

MOlllJl;_Z•watt <'/\ri44
.so 

accessorie_.sJ~~;_g.hands~~! 
All met/ $48.75 

• ' 'u: . 

. ,, 
I. ,. 

• I 
I 

Net 
Pri" 

gg--w:s:i 
.,75 t~t 

9.40 

• 4, •• • 

··•···.·:: 
I ; 
I • . ' . . . . . . . . . . . 



AND ONLY 

s9.9s 
DOWN 

HALLICRAFTERS NEW "SUPER DEFIANT" 
Complete with Crystal, Tubes, and Speaker in Matching Cabinet as shown 
Be among the first to own Hallicrafters' sensational new receiver. \'ou'll nevN miss the small down 
payment and you can spread the balance over many months. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY as soon as 
credit is approved. Figure your own terms this easy way ... just deduct down payment from the 
eash price, add 6% carrying charge to balance, and divide into as many months as you $99 50 
want up to 12. Complete cash price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

PAY ONLY+ Skyrider Defiant SX-24 

ss-~~WN [ilL?:r~~~f :~ 
carrying charges ever offered on this fine 
receiver. Just send down payment with your 
order and we ship immediately upon credit 
approval. Cash price, complete $S1 50 

Add 6% carrying charge 
to balance and divide 
into equal monthly 
payments as desired. 
up to 12 months. 

with tubes, crystal and speaker, • 

$ 5 • ~2WN ~m~:~:~: ~~~!U~~~ ~~~! 
Add 6% carryln!l charl!e 
to balance and divide 
into equal monthly 
payments as desired, 
up to 5 months. 

New Sky Champion S20R .. sq. 90 
Only recently available cm Newark's Payment Plan. 
You can add a few t"Xtra parts or supplies and DOWN 
make your order total over $50 and pay only 
10% down iJ' you wish. Cash price. $49 50 Add 6% carrylnl\ 
complete. ,. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . • ~:~rgedi~~d:al~~~: 

FREE BIG NEW CATALOG equalmonthlypay-
84-Page ments as d.;sircd, 

up to 8 months. 
Thousands of amateur radio items, sets, parts, 
accessories, and supplies ... all available on EASY 
TERMS if your order totals $25 or more. l inly 
10% down on purchases over $50. ~0% down on 
orders of $25 to $50. 6% carrying char,::e on balance. 
:'iend ior this great catalog and get EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED on easy payments. 

ORDER TODAY 
DIRECT FROM 

THIS PAGE! 

can buy it the EASY WAY on Newark's 
LIBERALIZED CREDIT. Shipped complete, 
ready to use, in brand new unopened factory 
carton. Order direct from this ad, enclos-

~:~c1.0.~~- ~~:~~~~ -~~:.". ~~~~. $ 2 9 • 5 0 
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1{our;d~ 
FINER MOVEMENT 

only in 
SIMPSON 

MODEL 240 
HAMMETER 

3,000 volts self
contained {no 
external multi
pliers neces
sary). 
A.C. volts: 0-15-
150 - 750 - 3000; 
D.C. volts: 0-15-
75-300-750-3000; 
D.C. milliamps: 
0 - 15 - 150 - 750; 
ohms: 0-3000 
(center scale 30) 
and O - 300,000 
(center scale 
3,000). 
Your 

~i~e$14.75 

Soft 
Iron 

+pale 
Piece l , , , Piece ,,. '"" 

BottomU Bridge 

T HAT this expensive bridge 
type construction with soft 

iron pole pieces could be used in 
instruments priced no higher than 
the ordinary kind, has been the 
marvel of those who know instru
ment construction. 

This finer movement is t h e 
heart of the "Hammeter"-the first 
self-contained pocket-size tester 
built expressly• for your needs. 
Notice the ranges of this tester 
listed opposite. Both A.C. and D.C. 
ranges have resistance of 1,000 
ohms per volt. It is shock-proof 
throughout---test cables are insu. 
lated for 5,000 volts; tips and clips 
ate also heavily insulated. Mea
suring only 5¼ x 21/a x l¾ inches, 
and weighing only 20 ounces, the 
Hammeter is the answer to every 
trouble-shooting and checking 
need. When you see it, you will 
be all the more astonished at its 
low price. 

PANEL INSTRUMENTS WITH THE 
SIMPSON MOVEMENT COST NO MORE 

Ymt pay no more for panPl instruments having the Simpson 
Bridge Type Mowment with soft iron pole pieces. Here are 
typical ~alues: 
R.F. AMMETERS-Internal. thermo-Mupl& radio frequency am-

~:;::;r~~l•v~~~::-~.:-~.: .. ~ ... ~~--~--~-~~~-~: ...... _._., .............. _m $4.6 7 
HIGH RANGE VOLTMETERS-ll.C. plate vnltmeters. oomplete 
with f'Xternal resistor!;. (1,000 - 1,/500 - 2,000 - 2,500 - 3,000 

!{t~;O~~t V<~~rJe ......... ,., ___ ,.,. ........... m••····· ... ~ .. •·· .. ~~~----·., $ 9 .07 
(5.000 solt range $12.00 net) 

DECIBEL METERS-Ilectlfler type volumo 
l1:we1 indicator [-10 to 6 db (500 ohm line: 

}o':!r ~~/ 1iirice ...................................... $8.00 
OTHER OUTSTANDING VALUES ARE: 
D.tJ. nlate milliammeterfl (all popular ranges 
from 0-!'i to 0-1.000 milliamps). $4 23 
f.;ist $6.35. Your net price·-·-··-· • 
A~C. iilament ,·oltmeters (0-10 or 0-Hi V.). 
List price ~6.3!;. $4 23 
Your net price .......... - ....................... L • 

m . 

. . 

Illuminated dials for all popular ranges, in-

eluding 6 Y. lamp, 50c net additional. m-_- __ -- --·••-••---•-··•··-.. -·- __ •_ --SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO. ____ .. :.. _ 
5210 Kinzie St., Chicago, m. :_:.::;·'··/,.,:_ 

11,KUa,>·•." 
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that region of the earth where the sun's radiation 
is perpendicular, i.e., greater at noon than at 
other times of day and greater in equatorial than 
in higher latitudes. 

Taking due account of the variation of the ef
fects with frequency and distance, varying effects 
in differing directions can be explained. Reception 
in the United States from stations in the southern 
hemisphere usually exhibits greater effects than 
reception from other directions (because of pass
ing the equatorial regions). Similarly, when the 
disturbance occurs at a time when it is morning 
at the receiving point the effects are usually 
greater in reception from the east than from the 
west, and vice versa for the afternoon (because of 
passing the region where it is noon). A radio fade
out sometimes occurs when it is night at the re
ceiving point, but only when the path of the 
waves is somewhere in daylight. 

Prolonged Periods of Low-layer Absorption 
This phenomenon is similar to the sudden 

ionosphere disturbance in its effects and char
acteristics except that its beginning as well as 
recovery is gradual and it has a longer ti.me dura
tion, commonly several hours. The intensity 
diminution is in general not as severe as in the 
more intense fadeouts, but sometimes the intensi
ties fall to zero. 

The low-layer absorption effect appears to be 
due to increased ionization in the D layer (below 
the E layer), exactly as for the sudden ionosphere 
disturbances. The increased ionization is caused 
by an abnormally great outpouring of ultraviolet 
light from the sun, but in this case it is not so sud
den as in the eruptions which cause the sudden 
ionosphere disturbances. The variation of the ef
fects with frequency, and other characteristics, 
are the same as for the sudden ionosphere dis
turbances. 

Both phenomena occur at all seasons, but the 
prolonged periods of low-layer absorption have 
been found to occur in a group of several weeks' 
duration at periods of high sunspot activity, the 
groups being separated by more or less quiet 
periods of several months. They frequently but· 
not always occur during periods when sudden 
ionosphere disturbances are numerous. 

Ionosphere Storms 
An ionosphere storm is a period of disturbance 

in the ionosphere in which there are great anoma
lies of critical frequencies, virtual heights, and ab
sorption. Radio transmission is poor (except for 
the low frequencies, below 500 kc., which are 
sometimes improved). An ionosphere storm usu
ally lasts one or two days, and occurs both day 
and night. It is usually accompanied by a mag
netic storm (i.e., a period of unusual fluctuation 
of terrestrial magnetic intensity). During the 
first few hours of very severe ionosphere storms 
the ionosphere is turbulent, stratification is de
stroyed, and radio wave propagation erratic. 
During the later stages of very severe storms 
and during the whole of more moderate storms, 
the upper part of the ionosphere, principally the 

(Continu«l on next le/i-hand page) 



"Jrrite .for complete 
descriptive literature 

110 c~ 
'fl\.t\.~Sl\tl 'f'f)l:1\ 
* NEW SELF coN· 

,:AJNED 100 \V b'.f'f 

* \<'WE BA.ND p110NE 
_cw ,rRA.NS· 
\\1l'l~rEl:l * FEb'.fU1.llNG cA.'ffl· oDE ~ouoLA-· 
•noN 

• 
Corop\ete kit for 5.band 
operation on phone or 
CW, with tubes, all coils, 
anu three crystals, less 

We can supply al\ Stancor kits with 
ei<act specincil. 1,arts at \owest 
prices- Most Stanc0r transJllitter 
kits lllaY also be purchased on our 
easy paylllent. plan. When request• 
iog quotation• or payroent 11lan on 
Stancor kits, specify in what bands 
operation is Jesireil. and at what 

frequencies. 

• 
,\.N 101!.i\.L ,\_Mi\.'l'f.\Jll S'l't..'flON 

Ca>h 
Price 

cabinet. 

Uown 
P<tyment 

Per l\,fonth 
For 12 Month• 

5'f,\.NGUR'S no CM. 
'fRi\.NSl',n'f'l'lsR and 
llA.LLlCR,\.f'ff.ltS 
5}(-21 5~ )' ItlDER 
uf.fli\.N'f Botb u:ausr11ittet and «cei'ler r11aY be 
purcbasell oil our ea•Y payr11ent plan 
together. \V rite for particulars, 

$6,12 
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1940 EDITION 

IT'S FREE! Get Yours TODAY 
Whether you are trying for your license, any 
class, or just learning code, here is the an
swer to all your questions. Contains new 
F. C. C. rules and regulations, examination 
requirements, valuable advice by leading 
authorities on preparing for and passing 
your examination, etc. \Vorld's fastest op

erators give you 
speed tips. It 
took many years 
to acquire the 
facts now avail
able to you in 
this FREE 
BOOK. To 
every person in
terested in 
radio- as a 
career, this in
formation is 
essential. If 
radio is your 
hobby, by all 
means take ad
vantage of this 
opportunity to 
add countless 
hours to your 
enjoyment. 

WALTER CANDLER Has Trained Thou
si;nd,s of Amat~urs and.Comm~rcial R.adio Operators. 
You 11 find his ~xperiences .interest10g reading •.. 
and. a v_aluable aid _to mastering code and acquiring 
professional techmque. Read 
what McElroy, World's Code 
Champion, has to say about 
I earning code and gaining 
skill and speed. 

• 
L. R. McDONALD, WBCW 

who copied 75 w.p.m. at the Asheville 
Code Comest, says: "Practice alone will 
not develop a fast op. Code is a. mental 
process. Candler's Exclusive Mind 
Traininp; is essential co fast code. And 
Candler' knows rhe short cues!'' 
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WRITE FOR YOUR FREE BOOK NOW! 

CANDLER 
SYSTEM CO. 

Dept. Q.3 ASHEVILLE, N. C., U.S.A. 

F2 layer, is expanded and diffused. The critical 
frequencies are much lower than normal and the 
virtual heights much greater, and therefore the 
maximum usable frequencies are much lower than 
normal It is often necessary to lower the work
ing frequency in order to maintain communica
tion during one of these storms. There is also in
creased absorption of radio waves during an iono
sphere storm. Ionosphere storms are most severe 
in auroral latitudes and decrease in intensity as 
the equator is approached. Ionosphere storms 
occur approximately simultaneously over wide 
geographical areas. The condition of the iono
sphere is much less uniform from point to point 
than on undisturbed days. 

.Hnlti-Stage ~letering 
(Continued from page 411) 

possible that some of the tubes in the exciter 
may be operating with elements tied together to 
operate as triodes, in which case removal of the 
plate voltage will result in a cathode potential 
reading caused wholly by grid current and which, 
therefore, can be utilized in analyzing the grid 
circuit conditions with respect to excitation or 
grid drive available. 

Assuming that tubes of the 6L6 type are used, 
an initial bias can be provided by the use of cath
ode resistors having a value between 200 and 400 
ohms, thus providing protection for the tube in 
the event that excitation is removed, as well as 
helping a great deal in providing a greater degree 
of circuit stability. These bias resistors will de
pend to a certain extent on the applied plate 
voltage and proportionate grid excitation or total 
grid bias required. In general, a value between 
2-00 to 400 ohms will be satisfactory, and if the 
meter is one of the 0-1 ma. units, the series multi
plier will have a value somewhere between 25,000 
to 40,000 ohms if a full scale reading equivalent to 
100 ma. is required. A series resistor of from 
50,000 to 200,000 ohms can be used for full-scale 
deflections from 250 to 500 ma. 

With the circuit in Fig. 5A the meter is 
grounded, and only one series multiplier is used, 
assuming that all stages will require a full-scale 
deflection not to exceed 100 ma., in which case the 
recommended value of the multiplier resistor is 
40,000 ohms. An alternative arrangement, for use 
where the current drain of the individual stages 
differs to the extent that two or three full-scale 
readings of different values would be required, is 
shown in Fig. 5B. The meter can be connected 
directly between the gang switch and ground, and 
separate series multipliers connected perma
nently in the leads to the various cathode circuits. 

In Fig. 5B this arrangement is outlined for use 
where two or three exciter stages are used to drive 
a medium- or high-power buffer with a full-scale 
reading equivalent to 100 ma. for the exciter 
stages, and a scale reading equivalent to 500 ma. 
for the buffer stage. Series multipliers for the ex
citer stages should, of course, be in the neighbor
hood of 25,000 to 40,000 ohms, with 40,000 ohms 

(Continued on page JOt) 



THIS IS AN ACTUAL PHOTO OF SOME OF 
THE SETS NORMALLY CARRIED IN STOCK 

Write me fully about type of receiver 

you want. I will help you get the right 

receiver and will see that you are 

100% satisfied. We stock all receiv

ers - more than 25 models of all 

makes - and know all about them. 

Ask for technical information about 

any receivers. 

YOU can buy on 6o/o terms financed 

by myself so you buy with less 

cost - more convenience - quicker 

delivery. 

YOU get maximum trade-in for your 

receiver - describe it and I will tell 

you its trade-in value - and can pay 

the balance on my 6% terms. 

YOU get ten days' free trial - you 

don't buy unless you are satisfied. 

YOU get prompt shipment from the 

world's most complete stock of ama

teur receivers. Shipment from factory 

if you wish. 

I have a complete stock of all ama

teur receivers, transmitters, kits, an

tennas, tubes, parts, etc., so send to 

me for any equipment in any catalog 

or ad and I guarantee you can't buy 

for less or on better terms elsewhere. 

Your inquiries and orders invited. 



NEW ENGLAND DIVISIO"i 

CONNECTICUT - i:,CM, Fred .h:lls, W lCTI - Trat!ic 
activity showed a big increase. Both Hal and Geo at 

WlAWhave had their Oflicial Observer certificates endorsed 
t.o read Class I. EAO was fourth high in the whole uountry in 
the fin;t Frequency Measuring Test, and has had 0.0. certifi
(iate endorsed to read Cla~A 1. Congratulu.tions, '1 Doc." 
KKS bemoanR the fact that he missed B.P.L. by 52! GKM 
and ILI are out at 8AXZ and have schedules with UE and 
.AFB. IT! wants to know if there are a.uy amateur astron
omers among the Nutmeg gang. MEC schedules :lHRS 
regularl_v, a11d ls uew O . .1::t.l:,. GB wants some competition 
for their bowling team. The new all-band rig at KFN is 
working fine; features no tuning condensers, all bands pre
set. EFW reports that AIY works HDQ on 224 Mc. 
regularly. ACY and APA were appointed aa O.R.S. ACY 
has 4 Vee beams, coverinJ:?: 180 degrees, 5 w::t,ves on leg and 
a new Jocation in Easton. AP A is only on week-ends, due 
to a job that keeps him on the road. JFN was in Chile at
tending cunfereuce. BDI had a. temporary schedule with 
CE3DC on 14-Mc. c.w. which was later transferred to AW. 
AW works C:E3AG on 28 Mc. and CE3DG on 14 l\Ic. GC 
waa appointed O.P.S. and worked K4FKC on 3.9 Mc. EH 
worked CE3CZ and CE3AG for conference reports. DJC 
schedules 3IBS (ex-WIQP) and 4FAO lex-WICKP) on 
7060 kc .. JN,J and GPD are on 1.75-Mc. 'phone. LXH re
eeived a.n HX24 for Christma.~. BAX i1-.1 trying ont a. p.µ. 
24A e.c.o. LMK as 6V6-6L6G emergency rig. MCO moved 
and is trying to find time to get the rig ba..k on the air. LO!' 
has a Cbs" A ticket and is on 1.75-, ,md 3.9- and 14-.Mc. 
'phone awl c.w. 

Traffic: W1A W 727 (WLMK 1) KKS 448 UE 346 KV 
:,14 CTI 122 TS 112 AMQ 8ti !TI !JU MEC 72 KYQ 71 
CCF 60 LUN 52 BCG 42 KSJ 31 KFN i6 TD 22 EFW 18 
FAJ 15 LYQ 14 ACV 11 LQK 7 BDI 6 LOC/1 5 GC-KQY 4 
EAO 2 APA 4. 

MA !NE - 8CM, H. W. Castner, WlIIE - The All
Maine QSO Party exceeded all expectations. ~evcral hun
dred l\1aine stations took part, and we ~hall publish details 
in the next report. The U. r,f nI. Radio Society is to be con
gratulated on doing such a grand job. The Le0ou Post of 
South Portland has a 11e\\ radio emergency unit un<lP-r the 
1,apahle direction of" NR." The call is l\IKI. Mighty glad to 
report that FIYI a11d BYP are greatly improved. IIE 
ehangecl to crystal. GHT has moved to Portland from N. H. 
and is transferring his 0.0. aud O.J:Ul. We are ver,v glad to 
welcome yuu, Ra)~. VF is a.dive at5 0.1-u:;. and O.R.t:;. LMQ 
has new 7036-kc. crystal. CDX is planning a new three
element beam for 14 and 28 1\Ic. LHA is doing a fine job on 
.KC. work and has been recommended for P.A.M. The XYL 
of ITH gave him a new HQ120X for Christmas. LRP is an 
example of real help; he took ove.r for OOJ and is doing a 
grand job. LER is new O.R.S. APX plans to be on actively 
soon. and connections in Rangeley v.ill be of great help. 
DPJ has new rotary beam on 28 Mc. MAP is using a single 
27 crystal osc. IOK has a single 807 final. i\IDA in Winthrop 
,vill be on soon with new rig. LHO is on a.t tile C.C.C. Ca.lllp 
at ::,;. West Hbr. LIC wants to know if any uf the boyH are 
interested in a 1.75-Mc. Net on i:lundays? AFA will soon be 
on 3.5 l\1c. HSE reports the~ are forming a radio clitb in 
Waterville. MKG is new call of the Auburn Armor,·, and 
LPA. LTJ\1 and EZR joined the 103rd Infantry Radio o,,_ 
partment. KVK is pounding "Morse" brass in \Vaterville 
and staying with LWO. LIP is on 1.75 Mc. LYK writes that 
after counting the Maine calls in the call book, several 
times, he comes to the t,otal of 52,5 lice1.11:,es. We are pleased to 
learn that LOZ. LPA aud BOC joined the Lea~ue. QH 
:sernls a clipping from a Bangor paper on the l\laine Party. 
QH did very well in the party with his Iow-po1<er rig. LNY 
has a new rig. LRG built a new rig for 28-l\Ic. work. MV J 
is uew Bangor ham. LTQ has joined the Army and gone to 
Langley Field. MAZ is on 7 and 3.5 Mc. The new arrival at 
the home uf GEM is a fine baby girl. Our hearty congratu
lations, Harry. ]'NL is in the hospital recovering from an 
operation. Our good wishes, Johnny. New ollicers of the 
Portland Amateur Wireless Associat.ion: FBJ, pre.s,; IR]{, 
vice-preR.; EFR. secy.; J1{S, treai,.; LNI, chief opr. The el11h 
is building a new transmitter with 6L6 osc .. 807 buffer, pair 
of 809's final. ThflY have a receiver on 112 Mc., and going to 
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have a transmitter to go with it. We are all delighted to know 
that RU is coming bar•k on with a :J8 e.c.o., 6L6 buffer
douhler, 807 final. RU was a war-time ~ignal Corps op a.nd 
for f:leveral years Rudio Editor of the Co11.r1.'.er-(hizet.te. in 
Hockland. Another bit of grand news is that JRX has re-
11ewed his ticket and is on the a.ir! He will be ot1 3619 kc. -\Ve 
hear that FZD and KTT are aiming at 35\17 kc. for help on 
thf' Pim• Tree Net. EJS is doing a little 7-l\.Ic. work. b'QJ. 
(;GF, LHX and .IAA are on 1.75-Mc. 'phnM. KYS ia nn 28 
Mc. F'ZW plans high power on 14 1fo. KIT is new Rockland 
ham. stationed on the U.S.C.G. Trnvis with JCT. The 
Maine A.A.R.S. under the <'f,pable direction uf CFO, is 
hitting new highs. After :.u,king the boys to report I n~ceived 
over 100 reportH tbi~ month. l\Iy since.re thn.nks to you all. 
8\VR. who is flnerations OtflcPr of t.hP. i\Iaine N.C.R., ac
cepted a position as radio instructor of the C.C.C. Camp at 
Catwieu, l\le. Ile L":I at prese11t guing through the necessary 
red tape to ,e:e-t permission to erect his Rtation in the camp. 
LHA, Kennebunk, is on 7008, 7236, 3618, 3623 and 3061 
('phone) almost every evening. 

Trallic: W1LHA 5 ITH 1 LRP 168 LYK 17 HE 86 LKP 
4 HSE 21 FB.T 2!J AQL I AFA 6 LIC 63 LML 136 LER l 
JCT 8 CDX 4 IBR 19 lQZ 164 LMQ 31 INW 148 EWN 8. 
AARS: AMR G6 B'l'A 50 CFO 167 EF'R 8 FAP 186 GE 99 
llVS 208 IJF 27 101\l 19 1ST G9 Kl\IM 130 KOU 297 LAP 
40 LIC 43 Ll\IL 182 Li\IQ 32. 

F:ARTF:RN IllAR:C:ACHUSETTS - Acting SCM, Car
,.,,IJ 0, l'eacor, WlGAG - A,,.s't SC!l\I, JJY. The Eastern 
Masi,. Section siucerelv regretos that Larry i\Iitchell, WlHIL, 
fouud it necessary to re..-:1ign. As i::5.U.l\L his cunstructive, im
partial, and p:enial leadership commanrled the respect. of all 
with whom he catnA in contact,. The Hection greatlv benr.fited 
hy his unselfish efforts. Well done. Larry. Our" ver;v best 
wishes. i\IDU received a pair of HK54's for Uhri,;tmas. 
.i\IHC i,; building two new rigs, c.c. 807's for 28 and 5!l Mc.; 
812 1

R for low freq. Christmas traffic Rwelled thP: me.'3"sar.;e 
tn(,tl of BDU. KMQ reports 28-l\fo. act.ivity picking up 
k,cally with LVZ, LQQ, LYG, A WO, JNK aud MJE/1 plus 
regulars on. AAR ha::; all transmitters working a new QTH. 
LQV ix increasing- µuwer to 75 wutt.s output. UF\V received 
S. W.L. card from Ja1mu for 28 Mc. BDM is on 28 Mc. LTC 
h, cle:udng 11p ~.1)-1\:lc. DX. GF\V huilt new 28-.i\Ic. rig for 
KOQ. JNV wants to orga.rdze Boston Ham Club. Anyone in
tere$te.d, drop him a line. ElIT is going in for cathode modu
lation on new c.c. 56- and 28-l\Ic. rig, Says fJ6-l\lc. activity 
is picking up. How about it, gang'! !\IEZ ii, tr:vinp; cathode 
modulation on 1.8 !\Ic. Three-,..!iement rotary of LO's is 
working .F'B. WV i,; adding RK25 "•"· to RK20's. KTE 
reµortinµ; for Parkway H.adio Ass' 11 state.s election of officers 
,fan. 4th, µlaceH KVH as pres.; J"RN, vice-prP,.,.ci.; IPF, ::;ecy.
tr~~UI. J\leet.ings 1st and 3rd Thurs. KKJ and his XYL llIDV 
e1irol1ed as new members. UX iH back on the air. \Velcome, 
Clyde. JTU is on 112 Mc. LBB need, Delaware for W.A.8. 
.JDG i.'{ rehuilding. GKA iH with P. & G. airlines in South 
America. BBl\rI is doing 2:t4--I\lc. expedmentin,:i;, Anyone 
else? HAQ is wo.rkinp;: new ex-citer overtime. KNW has new 
powe1· supply. BRI sports new receiver. Amesbury adds new 
halll in MIB. Kil has new freq.-modulated rig. Nice going, 
George.. HIL is finally going to ¼ kw .. new modulator aud 
t:!:rystal mike. And, he'i:i 110w 0.0. GAG has revised sµccch 
equipment, plus new crystal mike from XYL. SS mac.le his 
lOOth lli-l\Ic. contaet t;hristmas eve. hIX is ou 112 l\Ic. 
LUG finally 011 112 Mc. with LGY, DOO, HZB about ready 
t,o give it, a try. LUC ttllli HXE report activity on 50 i\lc. 
picking up. LBII :tnd X YL ceJebmted their tenth w'1Jding 
anniversary on the 15th of Jauuary, We extend our congrat
nlations, and hope you en,iuy many more. 

Tmtlic: W1KMQ 247 Ll\10 5 MDU 17 BDU l!JS LQV 5 
HK 11 AAR 181 HWE 76 EHT 2 GAG 3 LNN 8 GCU 10 
W\' 5 KTE 11 AGX 72 FWQ 1\l IUQ 61 LWH 738 Kil 30 
'JW 12 (CCIC 20) JJY 332 l\lE\Y 4 AhJ:l 848 EPE 459 
1.WLGS 182) FSL 53 JCK 4110 I WLGY 141) h.CT 245 
KZT 81 Ei\IG 22i. CC!E 15. 

WRSTEltN MASSACHUSETTS-SCl\I, W. J. Barrett, 
\\' J.JAH -· EOB made the B.P.L. with nice total; Vie ran 
up 16,000 points in A.R.R. L. !'arty. Bl\' has been assii,,ned 
A,AoR,S. c:ill WLGN as 8.N.C.S. for Central l\Iass. JAH 
finally put the rig in thP. eabinet, a11d now the input is five 
watta instead of ten - Hi. BKG is nsiug pair of tens while 
dismantling old 211 rig. AZW reports nice time in A.R.R.L. 
Party. BVR was reappointed ltadio Aide for First C.A. 
.'-.A.R.S. DUZ is building 112-Mc. rig. AJ reports shack is 
.-dirked up now, including new table for erner~ency gear. 
FUT i, active in A.A.R.S. 'Phone Net. KRX is re.owning 
act.ivity after receut illness. starting off with 2256 points in 
his first A.R.R.L. Party. KJK is plugging away at his 



crank.v exciter. BNO rebuilt rig all way through. and is now 
on 28 Mc. with 350-500 watts. HDQ completed 221-Mc. 
acom receiver and 112~·Mc. freQ. modulation super, and ex
pects to have the HK-54's on 112 and 221 l\fo. soon; Ed is 
keeping cross-band schedules with AIY in Conn., who is on 
224 Mc. If you want Ed to listen for your signal on either of 
the.se bands, just let him know. COI is rebuilding for lower 
voltage final. Hollis got three KA cards same day, and also 
listener report from ZL2BW. KZU now has rig on 7 Mc., 
mskin!( it all bands, 28 to 1.75 Mc. 

Traffic: WlEOB 5.55 BIV 302 (WLGN ,5) JAH 155 
(WLGH 32) BKG 115 AZW 106 BVR 82 (WLG 154) DUZ 
67 AJ 32 FOI 25 LJF 15 DOH 7 KRX 2. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE---- SCM, Carl B. Evans, WlBFT· 
DMD - The Fifth Mobilization of the N. H. Emergency 
Net "iii be held on March 3rd, the first Sunday of that 
month. Keep the ,-late in mind. A notice will be mailed to 
all N. H. stations a week or more before the mobilization 
date. We haven't had one of these t~.st,s since last summer. 
l,et's all get on and make this a real bang-up affair. IDY 
reports being heard in England on 1.8-Mc. 'phone. BST has 
a uew DM36 frequency e.xpander for .56 and 28 Mc. The 
M. V.A.R.A. elected follo" ing oflicers: pres., LIN; vice-µre.s., 
GKE; secy., LVG; treas., BFT. They also voted an appro
priation to help build up a high-power 112-Mc. transmitter. 
With further contributions from the members the trans· 
mitter is in the process of construction; it will lliie u. .va.ir of 
RK37's in ahort-line oscillator with about 150 watts inµut, 
cathode-modulated. A rot:try Yagi beam with a possihle (?) 
gain of 15 db. is being mounted on the roof at DMD for use 
with the club transmitter . .KMH purchased JCA's RK20 
suµpre..'3sor grid-modulated transmitter. LTD reµods good 
re;;ults with new RME-70. HHJ is rebuilding for 112 and 56 
Mc. with quite an elaborate layout. APK i; now the µroud 
father ,,f a baby girl. Congrats, Basil!! The Manche-ster 
Radio Club elected o!llcers for 1940: pres., I VU; vice-pre ... , 
CME; secy., CMR; treas.. GMH. The newly formed 
Y.L.R.L. (Young Ladies Radio League) has three new 
members from N. H., BDN, FTJ and KKQ. 'rhe Nashua 
Mike and Key Club held its annual banquet Jan. 11th. Mr. 
Huntoon, ex-9KJY, now LVQ from A.R.R.L. Hq., was the 
gue,;t. speaker of the eveuing. A turkey supper was enjoyed 
by all and prizes were given out to top off the party. JKH 
and LVG are new O.R.S. 

Traffic: WlFFL 739 iWLGB 55) JGI 252 CMR 202 TA 
145 IDY 145 l:lb'T 140 KIN 132 GMM 131 ANS 130 FX 
76 JKH 69 .KBU 66 JBA 53 IP .51 ITF 36 JBM 26 DMD· 
JDP 25 CEA 24 lVU-KKQ 23 EAL 18 res 15 HQS 14 
LNG 10 LMC 6 HXJ 5 AEF 4. 

RHODE ISLAND -- SOM, Clayton C. Gordon, WlHRC 
---- Rhode lsland N.C.R. is very active; a new quota makes 
room for five µhysically qualified hams in Providence Unit; 
anyone interr,.sted call at. East Providence J:>o!:it omce on 
Thursdays at 8:UU P.M. This per IZO who is active ou 112 
Mc. with 70 watts to HK-24's. JNO has HY61.5-6L6G suµer 
un 112 Mc. and is building 112- and 56-l\Ic. c.c. rig. W lAQ 
activities: At annual election of ot!icers HOY was elected 
pre.c;.; SH.JX/1 vice-pres.; LAB, secy.; Geo. Hunter, treat,i;. 
CPV is working ou uew rig. UH says there are µlenty of 
Asians on 14 Mc. crying for R.l. contacts. BGA has a nice 
portable 56-Mc. transmitter in his car. Westerly k.adio Ulub 
aetivitie.s: The W.R.C. held its first annual meeting, Wed., 
,Ian~ 10th. with almost 100':lo attendance. Ollicer.s elected 
were AUJ, pres.; KRQ 1 secy.-tre..'i::i.. DJK was elected t.o the 
Board of Trustees for one year. After the meeting a lunch 
was served at KRF's home by his mother. A regular bull 
session followed the refreshment, and the meeting broke up 
at, a late hour. AGJ bas rmnodeled his shack, and now has his 
layout working swell on J.\1-l\Ic. 'phone. BDS moved to 
A.shway (a small towu 4 mile.s outside of Westerly); Will is 
running 600 watts on 14- and 28-Mc. 'phone. INN changed 
QTH. KRF has a swell rig on 28 and 14 Mc. KRQ has 
emergency µhone and c.w. rig for l.75 and 3.9 Mc. LZD has 
new 81:l final, reporting excellent results on 7 aud 14 Mc. 
MAE has new rig with 8IJ9's in final. Providence Radio 
Association activities: The P.R.A. had aunual meeting and 
e,Jection of officers uu Jan. :2nd: JP was elected pres.; LOS, 
vice-µres.; DDY, treas.; LDL, secy.; LYE and KZN to the 
Board of Directors. KOS was appointed to the Technical 
Committee chairmanship. KKE co11tinues a.s librarian. 
The official opening date for the club's school was on Jan. 
11th. with 9 students. The club took a: prominent part in 
the Y.M.C.A. activities µaKeant and handled n7 messag"" 
for the attendin!!: public. This 1,raflic was handled from the 
Y.M.C.A. lobby to the dub rooms by 112-Mc. 'phone and 
Ietrarunnitted on its way by the club's regular 3,6-Mc, job, 

JP has been heard in Nort-h Scituate on 112 Mc. by DBA. 
LOS is on 14 Mc. QR is back with us. 

Traffic: WlINU 886 GTN 302 INT 209 KOG 193 GPV 
177 KWA 149 LAB 142 KYK 12:3 IEG 106 AOP 87 LDL 
70 BOY 66 LCV 52 HRC 27 JDX 34 KKE-IZO 23 KZN 11. 

VERMONT- SOM, Clifton G. Parker, WlKJG - BZS 
kept schedule with JVS while JVS operated from Delaware 
over the holidays. The Burlington Amateur Radio Olub 
conducted a code-copying contest in which Gene Holden 
captured the prize. This dub meets ea.ch Wednesday evening 
at 25 Bayview St., and the gang will be pleased to have 
ot,hers attend au_y of their meetings. HNS completely re
vamped his station with new ~X24 receiver, signal shifter 
and all-band final, and has bee!l aµpointed O.R.S. and R.M. 
for eastern Vermont. All Vt. A.R.R.L. members are im•ited 
to join Vt. Trallic Net on 3860 kc. at 8 P.M. daily, starting 
Feb. 1st. each station t.o keep schedule with some other 
cit.ate Net, schedules being armnged by request to BNS. 
Any members i11tru·ested, please contact, .BNS promptly. 
DPO is being heard occasionally on 1.85-Mc. 'phone. KIE 
is aet,lve on t,rat.fic 11eta. CBW has worked out a. 6N7 
Hartley oscillator <lircult followed by a 6L6 push-push 
doubler which giv~ results comparable to most e.(1.o. 'l:::I, and 
iti having fine luck using it as variable frequency control. 
KTB has followed similar lines and uses a TNT exciter for 
frequency control. Hoth units give stable signal. IDM and 
XYL we1·e recently visited by many friends in their new 
home for a housewarming. KTB reports much fun in 
A.R.R.L. part,_y with 20,000 plus points. EJF received his 
Clas~ A ticket, a11d is proud father of a new son. Con
gratuhttions! CUN is now located at Lyndonville. KZJ is at 
R.C.A. School in New Y01·k City. CGV and boss have ac• 
quired former WDEV transmitter. Donald Clark. Waits
field, is new amateur with call MJU. KVY has left 
for Gov't Trade Scho"l in Maine. 2JBL/1 at Middlebury 
College spent week-end with FSV. AEA is now at Water
ville. active on 3.5, aud has completed low-power 1.75-Mc. 
'µhone. BJP shows up at times on 14 and 3.5 Mc. KUY, 
L.TZ, LYD and IDM dropped in at KJG. KOO finished 
complete emergency outfit using battery receiver and 6L6G 
crystal osc. wit,h 200-volt Vibrn.pack an,i, on te.'5t call, con
tacted Michigan on 8.5 Mc. Entire outfit and acce.ssories 
housed in single 16 x l:l x 6 case- an FB jub. DQK re
ceived another FB write-up in lioston Post on ,Jan. 13th. 
KEP is ou 14 l\Ic. with 100-watt outfit. JZF is busily en· 
gaged rehuildin~ and adding to his rig. 

Tratlic: W1BZS 7 LRL 72 BNS 27 KIE 48 FSV 169 
KTB 146 AEA 23 MCQ 2 KJG 145 DQK 8. 

HUDSON DIVISION 

E ASTERN NEW YORK - SCM. Robert E. Haight, 
W2LU - KWG heads the Section with fine traffic 

total. HXQ is operating on all bands, c.w. and 'phone. 
8BA W is operating portable from Scarsdale on 1907 kc. 
~MHW is working 1.75-Mc. 'phone on 1840 kc. LLU is 
p.-,unding out on 8.5 Mc. ALP is finishing transmitter 
started two _years ago. SZ reports all time oveut rag-chewing 
and experimenting. JKT reports attending Naval Radio 
School at San Diego, Cal. DVC finished 5th in Oct. O.l'.S. 
:Party. HNH is oJ>ernt.ing portable on :.!620 and 7194 kcs. at 
Hw1tington, L. I. KFB is operating on 7 Mc. The Delaware 
Valley Brasspounders Assn. of Port Jervis received its club 
station call, l\1 U B. 

Trnflic: W2KWG 171 HXQ 139 LU 76 8BAW 24 2MHW 
6 LEI 5 LLU 3 BEW 2, 

NEW YORK CITY and LONG ISLAND -· SCM, 
Ed. L. Baunach, W2AZV-AZM and GDF are chairmen of 
the CummunicatioIIB Ootnmlttee of the Queens County Red 
Cross. LZR is now O.R.S. IOP is O.B.H. on 3700 kc. LBI is 
Class Four 0.0. LUU and MFR send in their first reports. 
llIN is now located in Brooklyn and can be heard on 14 Mc. 
using an 830 with 2.50 watts input. HNJ is back on after 
spending eighteen months with the C.C.C. EVA is up and 
around after being ill. ELK met a YL from Cumberland, 
Md .. and is now joining the ranks of the Benedicta. HAE's 
new QTH: 150-09 88th Avenue, Jamaica. JBL/1 manages 
t.o keep nn the air while away at college through U'SV. 
.A XZ is working hard to make the H.P.L. HXT keeps weekly 
scheriule with 5ELC on Tuesday nights. LJP's new QTH is 
St. Albans. DOG can be heard on 3925-kc. 'phone every 
morning at 7. JHB is now working for the American Air 
Line,; and ex:pects to be on the air from Elmhurst. IXQ will 
soon he heard on 1.75 Mc. MLE rebuilt outfit using 6L6 
crystal. 807 final, 65 wat,tl! input for c.w. and 605. 6L6 for 
local 'phone, j0 wa.tts inr.iut. PF is using voice control 

(Continued on page 104) 
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TO OUR READERS 
who are not -

A.R.R.L. MEMBERS 
WOULDN'T you like to become 
a member of the American 
Radio Relay League? We need 
you in this hig organization 
of radio amateurs, the onlv 
amateur association that do~s 
things. From your reading of 
QST you have gained a knowl
edge of the nature of the 
Le~gue and what it does, and 
you have read its purposes as 
set forth on page 6 of this issue. 
We should like to have you 
become a full-fledged mem:her 
and add your strength to ours 
in the things we are under
taking for · Amateur Radio. 
You will have the membership 
edition of QST delivered at 
your door each month. A con
venient application form is 
printed below - clip it out 
and mail it today. 

* A. l,ona fide interest in amatP-ur radio 
ia the only e11aential qualification 

for m.embership 

--------------------' AMERICAN RADIO RELAY l,EAGUE 
Hartford, Connecticut. U- S-A-

I hereby apply for membership in the 
American Radio Relay League., and enclose 
$2.50 ($3 in foreign countries) in payment of 
one year's dues, $1.25 of which is for a subscrip
tion to QST for the same period. Pleage hegin 
my subscrir)tion with the ................ issue. 
Mail my Certificate of Membership and eend 
QST to the following name and address. 

............................................. 
~ .................................. ., ........ . 

············································· 
Do you know a friend who is also interested in 
Amateur Radio, whose naine you might give 
ua ao we JDay send him a sample copy of QS7'? 

-••--········································ 

Thanh• 
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recommended. The series resistor for the buffer 
stage, where a full-scale reading of 500 ma., is 
required (cathode resistor 200 ohms) is 100,000 
ohms. Using standard methods for calculating 
series multiplier resistors required to convert a 
milliammeter to a voltmeter (Il = lO00E/1, 
where R is the required multiplier resistance, E 
the full-scale voltage reading desired, and I the 
full-scale meter current in milliamperes) it is 
comparatively easy to determine accurately the 
exact value of multiplier required for any re
quired full-scale deflection, depending on indi
vidual circuit requirements. The full-scale voltage 
reading will be the cathode resistance multiplied 
by the cathode current of the stage in amperes 
(milliamperes divided by 1000). With a 1-ma. 
meter, the series multiplier resistance in ohms 
required will simply be the voltage so found 
multiplied by 1000. 

In addition to the methods outlined, it is quite 
possible that there are other similar solutions to 
the problem of making the best possible use of 
limited meter equipment. Perhaps the various 
circuits outlined will help the individual amateur 
to solve any unusual requirements by acting as a 
starting point. At any rate we don't claim credit 
for these ideas since some of them were adopted 
from commercial units we've dealt with, and 
others were gathered together so that the in
formation would be available for our own uses. 
The amount of time involved in digging into vari
ous sources of information has been well repaid 
by simplifying and adding extra operating flexi
bility to our equipment. 

A Stationary Reversible Beam 
(Continued from page oll) 

backyard. When used on 20 meters it is some
times difficult to get enough height, but the array 
seems to work well with the bottom only 2 feet 

- from the ground. Naturally this type of operation 
is not ideal if the antenna is screened by trees or 
houses, but it still out-performs a simple half
wave "Q" strung high in the air. The same 
formulas are used to compute element lengths on 
14 Mc. - the spacing is double that of the 28-Mc. 
array. 

The array has also been used in four directions. 
This was accomplished by using two 2 by 2 poles 
at the top of the mast, placed at right angles to 
each other, and four director elements instead of 
two. 

One final word to those who might avoid this 
antenna because they consider inefficient the 
short wire used to change a director to a reflector. 
This wire represents such a small fraction of the 
entire length of the element that it can introduce 
but little, if any, loss. 

)I...Strav,:Js . ~ . 
A new 8-page Turner Microphone Catalogue is 

off the press, and a copy is offered free to anyone 
requesting it of The Turner Co., Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. It is known as Catalogue No. 60. 
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(Continued from page 101) 
automatic break-in on 3905 kc. and finds it a great improve
ment, especially when breaking in a net or answering a CQ. 
LID is building his 60-watt modulator. HGO has resumed 
schedules with CJP, 3 GLQ and 9VFI on 7096 kc. KUY is 
operating on 3941 kc. 'phone. PL is making an li'B comeback 
after being off for twenty ;rears. HMJ's 7-Mc. A.A.R.S. 
Net boasts of 14 members. BGO is still going strong in the 
A.A.R.S. after ten years. HJY is operating on 112 Mc. with 
18 watt,, to a pair of 56's. ESO is now 4GNO in Atlanta, 
Ga. MKX sends his report from Atlanta, Ga. EC is looking 
for an altemate for the •·AP" trunk. US is on the Fisher
man's Net. LVN is rebuilding for 1.75-Mc. 'phone. MQU, 
the Tenmen Radio Club Rtation, is operating on 7 and 3.5 
Mc. AEU completed his six-tube superhet. B VE is putting 
in P.P. HK54's. TuBoro Radio Club Net frequency is 3813 
ke.; they are on every Sunday at 11 A.M. Section E.C. DBQ 
requests all A.E.C. members to notify him if they have self
powered portable equipment and are not registered in the 
Basic Division. LR is looking for more members to join the 
Section Net, especially in Manhattan and the Bronx for 
the delivery nf N.Y.C. traffic. The net is on every night, 
3710 kc. at 8:30 P.M. 

Traflic: W2SC 1068 HMJ 855 TOP 423 LZR 265 AXZ 195 
LR lR.5 PF 174 KI 163 ITX 120 GDF 77 MT 176 MKX 
172 PL 106 DW 70 DBQ 67 (WLNB 120) AZV 57 LPJ .50 
EC-JGC 48 LBI 37 AEU 34 A7.M 33 BGO 19 AA-ADW 
9 KYV-CET 8 CHK-CIT 7 LID-HJT 6 DLR 5 !RC 4 
MLE-HYL 3 ELK-HGO 2 DOG-US-HBO-HXT-A VS I. 

NORTHERN NEW .JERSEY -- SCM, Pat J·e.ssup, 
W2GVZ-·· R.M.'s: BCX, BZJ, OGG, GVZ; P.A.M.: HNP. 
Section Net freqs: 3630 and 7070 kc. New appointments: 
EC: GKX Woodbridge Town.ship; HRZ Nutley; IZP 
Summit 0.0.: HOP, Class III. !OZ moved to Grantwood 
and joined A.E.C. He received a negative answer from the 
Commissioner of Motor V ehlcles to the petition asking for 
our call letters on car license plates. GKX joined A.E.C. and 
took over E.C. job for Woodbridge Township; he sports a 
nice 15-watt portable. We need a lot more E.C.'s. MHF is 
attending N. Y.A. Radio School at Haledon, and will run the 
7-Mc. Net from there. BZJ took over the Eastern eud of 
T.L. "A" on 3565 kc. MAX, with his 6L6 osc and 807 final 
(36 watts) on 7050 and 7070 kcs., needs only Vt., S. D., and 
Nev. for W.A.S. LAG jumped off the deep end and now has 
to report to both the XYL and the S.C.M. Congrats. LLT 
finished a •• portable five" and is now en~ossed in throwing 
a high-power rig together. KQT builds them up and tears 
them down everY two weeks. JUC is active again with¼ kw. 
to a 211. IMM joined the A.E.C. So should many more. 
,TME with 112-Mc. job, with WE304A's in push-pull and a 
super-regen, works Princeton and N.Y.C. LTI runs 90 watts 
to a ))air of 6L6'o in parallel and ran up 800 contacts in six 
months. BPV run.s 500 watts 'phone and c.w. on 28, 14, 3.9 
and 1.75 Mc. LXI has 300 watts on a pair of P. P. 81l8's. ISV 
uses a 211 final to keep himself amused between trips to sea 
"" Sparks. Pressure of other work forced MHli' to resign as 
R.M. Sorry, OM. Accordingly, the 7-Mc. Net is cancelled . 
until further notice. We will get it going yet. MP A has 
HQ120, and is going QRO. The Montclair police emergency-· 
Transmitter was built by INX. HNA keeps schedules with 
his son at Georgia Tech. HXO has new Hallicrafter S20. 
The elusive Del. and R. I., if snared, would !Zive JT W.A.S. 
on 'phone. IOZ has new 14-Mc. vertie.al. Another proud pop 
is IOO. Congrats. An e.c.o. i;i in the making at !QM. KHA 
jammed all his traffic into two days during the holiday rush. 
MQE has e.c.o. functioning. JUC enjoys working in F.T.S. 
with his 211 final. MLM/1 made hay on vacation back 
home, and scored 250 QSO's in twenty states with 65 watts 
to an 809 on 1.8 and the HQ12OX that Santa brought. 
The T240 final is working to the satisfaction of JRU. JKH 
built modulator and expects to get on 3.9 and 1.75 Mc, 
Emergency CoOrdinators are urgently needed in many parts 
of the Section, as well as A.E.C. members. How about doing 
your bH to help whether or not you have emergency power? 
MRJ is newcomer on 1.75 Mc. with 50 watts to an 809. 
CGG and GVZ made B.P.L. New ollicers of N.N.A.R.C.: 
IWY, pres,; KON, vice-pres.; LJY, secy.; and LIJ, tre:>8, 
HNT tested his giant emergency power plant with good re
sults, and with Dad watching over it in the cellar. GHO 
joined A.E.C. and is going to get married. JMX can lay 
hands on a ¼-kw. emergency rig if needed, by courtesy of 
JOO. LAG is getting hitched. HVK has wedding bells in 
mind also. LVT is active in Bloomfield. SN says Utopia is a 
•mall island with only one ham, and where there is no QRN, 
QRM, F.C.C. or QSL Manager. 

Traffic: W2GVZ 723 (WLNI 29) OGG 464 LMN 286 
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5HUH/2 211 KHA 119 HCO 8.5 KMI 55 JDC 47 JUC 28 
BZJ 21 LXI 16 HXI 1/9 MLM 1/9 IYQ 7 JRU 4 HQL 4 
(WLNR 123) MEO 3 IKH 1 CMG 5. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA-SOM, Jerry Mathis, 
..J W3BES - ADE celebrated New .'{ear'• Day with the 

arrival of a nine-pound baby boy. 3 BRZ beat him by ten 
ounces with a new ,Jr. opr. :,F'YC <lid his bit with a brand
new baby YL. 3AGV, 3BES and 3GHD are c•,mpeting for 
the first all-banrl W.A.S. 3AKB narrowly missed 500 but 
landed in the H.P.L. on "Deliveries." Another issue of 
:JAQN's "Eastern Penna Dots" is in the hands of the mem
bers of the E. Pa. Net. 8EU and 3BIL ha,·e low-power 
emergency rigs. :lDRO of Lancaster is ex:-8RHE. 3EEW 
is gulng on 112 Mc. with an RK37 won at the Frankford 
Radio Club New Year's "Brawl" 3EFH is doing some 
"nHty'' nperating as N.C.S. of Trunk Line "C." 3EML 
eontinues to ~end iu his jjtel~phone numbers" for traffic 
reporf-K. 8~0P, ~x:ponent of crystal control, challenges all 
E. Pa. O.R.S. with e.c.o. to a duel in the O.R.S. Party. 
:w.JU, O.P.S. Party winner, has one of 6CUH's "X-ECs." 
:P.A.M. 3FPC wants more O.P.S. on 1.75 Mc. 3GET'a new 
antenna puts out with only 12 watts input. 3BXE and 
:lGHD fought the O.R.S. Party with their Field Day rigs, 
and came 01.1t nearly even. 3GH1\1: is a rising threat to the 
contest aspirants in E. Pa. It looks like we lose :lGJY tem
porarily to the balmy Florida weather. 3GYY is sporting a 
new 812. :JHBJ is hot on the heels of his W.A.S. 3HFE is 
now in the Al Opr Club. 3HXA is building a portable
emergency rig. 3HZK is giving code practice on 7023 kc., 
Tuesdays, 6 to 6::30 P.M. Listeners are requested to send him 
copies for correction. 3IBG will soon have his 40-watt e.c.o. 
perking. 3TCK wants the Reading boys to put some t.ime in 
on 112 · Mc. 3Q.V is fooling with a rhombic trying to put all 
hie •ignal south. 8ATF is giving 14 and 7 l\fo. a whirl. 
:ricOP reports a sewn-way round table on 112 Mc. 3EX is on 
112 Mc. regularly noon to 3 P.M. Others active are 3DUJ, 
3Wl'R, 3~•TQ, 3FSM, 3GHO, 3GWO, 31.JLR. ;JFPE is on 
with test transmission.s from 8 to 10 P.M. every 15 minute11 
beginning o_n the hour for 5 minutes sending V's three times 
and then his calL Arrange out-of-town schedules with 
!WPE. SRJL, Activities Mgr. of the Susquehanna Valley 
R.C., reports as follows: 8EDI is active on 3.9- and 28-1\10. 
'phone. 8Q.TP has P.P. T55's in a 28- to 1.75-Mc. band
switchiru( transmitter, 8SEL graduated from a lowly 6L6 
to a T4IJ. 8GGE favors 3.9-Mc. 'phone. 8RJL used his 
Tl25 on 7 Mc. in the A.R.R.L. Party. The Frankford Radio 
Club is offering a prize for the first member to prove a 
W.A.S. made iu 1940. 3KT holds the upper hand at present. 
The Frankford Club's New Year's Party was well attended 
and afforded plenty of entertainment. 2JKK and 8PTE 
report that 8SZli' of Scranton is a W.U. wire chief; SSZF got 
some nice publicity in local paper. lNH, new ham, 13 years 
old, is running 25 watts on 7 Mc. 

Traffic: W&ADE 46 AGV 4 AKB 483 AQN 23 BES 42 
BIL 12 BRZ 1 BXE 36 bGM 32 DXC 4. l.<1EW 8 J<,Ji'H 197 
EML 2014 EOP 28 F'JU Jili'XZ 7 GDI 12 GET 2 GRM 2 
GJY 803 GKO 869 GYK 26 GYY 2 HBJ 38 HFE 14 HQE 
16 HRS 1585 HZK 21 IAY 20 IBG 7 ICK 7 NF 599 QV 67 
RR 6 8ASW 310 8ATF 41 8EU 2 8HKS 11 8OML 7 8RKZ 
27 8SNZ 10. 

MA.RYLAND-Dl<JLAWARE-DISTRICT OF COLUM
BIA-SCM, Herman E. Hobbs, W3CIZ -- 3BWT, Chief 
R.M.; CXL, R.M. IMN is on 3608.5. EQK is on 3950 and 
:B}KZ on 1844 kc. HQU joined A.A.R.S. IDK is building new 
tran.smitter. DOG is rebuilding. AKR is on 7042 kc. AKR 
has new SX-24 receiver. ICT needs four states for W.A.S. 
ECP made B.P.L. in ten days. ILD has a nice 'phone ri!( on 
1.75 Mc. BHE makes the following remark, ".Boys. be 
e.areful, I came close to electrocution the other uight. '' The 
l\clike and Key Club, now the Baltimore Radio Assn., held a 
harofest on Jan. 20th. The 1.75-Mc. 'Phone Emergency Net 
for Md. now consists of HAL, N.C.S.; Alt.; EQK; GUT, 
BFX. OKE, res, IBP, HPB. HJM, HLI, DXO, AKX, 
.b'PK, GRT, OZ, GXH, GZC, 17 in all. 3.9-Mc. A.A.R.S. 
'Phone Net: GTN, N.C.S.; HAL, Alt.; EQK, ASZ, FTD. 

Traffic: W3IMN 16 EQK 9 GYO 138 HQU 35 ARR 2 
BKZ 210 BWT 1118 BHE 3 HUM 193 ECP 689 CIZ 1388 
ICT 75 CXL 2771 (WLM 6220). 

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY - SOM, Lester H. Allen, 
W3CCO - Ass't SCM and A.A.R.S. Liaison R.M., Ed. G. 
Raser, \V3ZI - R.M.'s: 31:IEI, 3BYR, aEUH. P.A.M., 
BGNU. Section Net frequencies: O.R.S., 3700 kcs., O.P.S., 
1980 kce. All radio organizations, clubs, societies, etc., should 



instruct their ~~t•reta.ri""~ to mail monthly reports not later 
than the 16th of each month to your S.C.M., in order that 
your organization is gh·en proper recognition and publicity 
·through these <·hannehi. If you are nut 11 member of any 
radio association. why not look into your local group and 
it,et acquainted? The following are the various groups in our 
Section: Delaware Valley Radio Association, TrP-nton; 
8omerset Hills Radio Club, Bernardsville; Greater Ca1nden 
Amateur Radio Assodation, Camden; rrrenton Ra!).io So
eiety, Trenton; South Jersey Radio Association. Haddon
field; and the Atlantic Radio Club, Pleasantville. Additions 
or corrections to thi'3 list will be welcome. The DPJaware 
Valley Radio Association is celebrating its 10th birthday this 
yf:'ar and is moving its Headquarters a11d club transmitter 
:JAQ to the Trenton Yacht Club a.s a birthday present. 
When in Trenton you are cordially invited to visit the n~w 
dub Headquarters. GRW is chasi.tig Idaho and Nevada for 
W.A.S. BWF is experimenting with a new e.c.o. circuit. 
GEV has added 10 new countries to h\s list. Ei:.m has been 
appointed chairman of the 4th Annual Hamfest and Outing 
of the Delaware Valley Radio Association to be held this 
coming Aug. IA W is new Burlington station using 1.75-Mc. 
'phone. A YO bas new transmitter runninir at !{00 watts in
put for 28, 14 and 7 Mc. RHZ built new fixed beam for 28 
Mc. GNM returned to 1.75-Mc. 'phone. RAZ is building 
Pmergency gei;r for Field Day. DNU reported his largest 
tratllc total. CCC and RLV are new members uf the 
,LA .. R.S. GVO passed the 2nd Class radio telephone exam. 
FSI sends best regards to his 111any friends in ~ood ole South 
J erse_y from Balboa Heights, C. Z. (~L is plying the waters 
between Philadelphia. and Port Arthur, Texas. Oll the H.B. 
JI'. D. Anderson CWICffi as radio operator. ABS worked all 

districts on 1.75-Mc. 'phone during the month. ATJ is now 
operating 28 Mc. with 40 watts input. HMR, one of our new 
n.R.S., is building a modulator. GNU has been heard in 
England several times dnrin.!' the last month on 1.75-Mc. 
'phone. HTJ is heard regularly on 1. 75-Mc. 'phone during 
the early morning hours tr~·ing to get a few of those hard-to
:,:et. states for W.A.S. EWK had quite a ti.tne for himself in 
the la.st A.R.R.L. QSO Pa.rt,y. ACC has been experimenting 
with 112 l\fc. and has worked one station to date, EBC, S 
miles distant. ATF reports his teletype rna,,hine has 187 
operations per minute which is equiyafont to al-code words 
per minute; l{oland uses this gear for his Utllcial Broad
c~a.sts; reports as to coverage would be apptt!('ia.ted by ATF. 
HWO increased power on his 112-Mc, t.rnnsmittcr. OFB 
was heard recently on 1.75-Mc. •phone. GCU is still busy 
alterin~ skyhook. HDJ repol'ts fine reH1.llts with new rig, 
using HK254's in the final, 500 watts input, Cla.ss B modu
lated with '03A's. Ernie i~ intere~ted in starting a, movement 
for advancing 112-1\lc. in our Section and suggests a Ce1·tifi
.-,ate of Merit for the follows who work all countries. (How 
about this, gang? 1...P.t!i-:;. hp;a.r frorn you on this proposal.} 
Zl worked EHB/3·/rom an airplane while flying over Fort 
Dix. IHZ is new call in Trenton on 1. 75-Mc. c. w . .F)FF has 
rotary beam !or 14-1\Ic. 'phone. GUS is rebuilding to higher 
p<>wer. GZH move<l recently to the Eastern Pennsylvania 
i:'iectioIL Sorry to lose ,,•ou. Bob. HLS/3 operated portable 
at Fort Dix during his 7 days of adive duty. BYR and 
B.ZX received. visit from ½l d11ring Ed's period of active 
dnty ,it the Cape May Naval Air Station. 3BZX is first to 
make H.P .L. durinlz CCO's administration as S.O.l\L 
BAY has new AR-77 ri,ceive,·, aud reports working lots of 
14-Mc. 'phone. HSL and IMA are experimenting with 112-
Mc. OQ and FMR have FB sounding rigs on :~.5-Mc. 
·phone. BE! changed his final to a pair of 812's; Walt was 
heard in England with 4/i watts during ciweepstakes on 
3.9-1\ic. 'phone. At meeting of the Delaware Valley lfadio 
Assn. au e,J<cellent illustrated lecture was i,:iven by Bob 
Inglis, formerlv of the MacGregor Arctic Expedition, un his 
experiences in the far North. Until next month, 73 to 
all. 

Tra.tllc: W3BZX 745 DNU 256 EFM 245 (WLNJ 71) 
Zl 168 EYT 124. EUR 122 CFS 112 HDW 108 IWR 103 
(WLNV 18) GNU 82 CCC 58 IHO 50 AVJ 49 VE 43 ~'MR 
:is EWK 36 OQ 35 HLV 33 HPX 31 GNM 30 HAZ 29 
HSL 28 BEI 27 CCO 26 ATF 2,i ASQ 22 HLS 21HMR 14 
ACC 11 AEJ 10 GOU 8 CYI 7 KY 6 EHB·5 .£,'FE 4 ABS 2 
TBAY 1. 

WESTERN NEW YORK-· SCM, Fred Chichester, 
W8PLA--· R.M.'s: BJO, CSE, DSS. FCG; P.A.M.: CGU; 
KC.'s: GWY, RGA. RVM. SBV. Net frequency: 3720 kc. 
Christmas brought the u,;ual rush of tratlic, attd FOG tops 
our net with a nice suure. JQE is rebuilding his RK20 rig. 
but goea right to town with his "peewee." TSM, TPA and 

UBR are newcomers on 1.75-1\Ic. 'phone in Buffalo. SZK, 
who just re('eived his A.A.R.S. certificate. and TZC have 
ioined Hdq. Co., 174th Infantry, N.Y.N.G., to work LJD/ 
WLNL. QQB has left L,TD to work his own rig. IUF is still 
working WCFT, the yacht Yankee, with great success. 
POZ alternates between 'phone and c.w. on 3.5 Mc. UAX is 
npera<ing 1.75-Mc. •phone, portable in Cheektowaga. CQW 
is hear<l on c.w. after a lung period on 3.9-Mc. 'phone. The 
Greater Buffalo 56-Mc. Club and the Kenmore-Buffalo
Tonawanda Radio Club are planning to make awards in 
,June for outstanding operation on 112 Mc. In the contest, in 
whi<'h a point is counted for every mile covered, the K-B-T 
Chtb will award a bronze plaque, while the 5-Meter Club 
award is a trophy cup for the W.N.Y. amateur communicat
ing over the greatest distance on 112 Mc. QZN, NOR and 
RV are pioneers in this work in the Buffalo area. MPN 
expects to be on 1.75-Mc. 'phone with an 807 final. UHI is 
new Kenmore eall. Several of the boys with BJO as N.C.S. 
a11d RKJ\I as N.C. 2 are attempting an A.A.R.S. Net on 
7040 kc. RMR joined the F'.T.S. and is handling quite a bit 
of traffic on the high end of 7 Mc. ROU finally got np enough 
nerve to gi,·e 8.5-l'>lc. c,w. a try. QGN bas been putting out a 
nice signal on 1.75-Mc. 'phone. Seemed good to hear DOD 
and BLP back on ::!,15 Mc. during the A.R.R.L. Party. BLP 
is still looking for Idaho for W.A.S. RVM reports A.E.C. 
well under way and the possibilities of a 'l'rallic Net in the 
St. Lawrence Valley, JTT turns in nice 0.0. report. b'ALhas 
be<>n rebuilding, and expects to be back on the air soon with 
a pair of 809's. NYA expects to be on 28 and 14 Mc, with 
more power. BHK has been 1set,t,ing out nicely on 14 and 
3.9-1\Ic. 'phone with 30 to 40 watts to an 807. We extend our 
sympathy to NA, who lost his wife ,,f five months on Dec. 
!{rd. SFD is getting the traffic bug and ma.v soon be with us 
on 3.,5 l\lc. UY is now on 28- and 1.75-Mc. 'phone. i\IZU's 
new XYL must be the reason for his not having been heard 
much lately. OPZ moved out of the state. RJO is back home. 
t'KJ has some 11ew PB masts up. NLY, club •tation of 
i\iynderos Academy, at Seneca 'Falls, "ill be on the air when. 
n•pairs have been made to the antenna. TJN worked 'l'DB, 
whose handle is "Tap" and then hooked PSQ, who signs his 
name '' Pat.' 1 JvIZU and NBJ are brothers in Seneca Falls. 
CMF (O.P.S.) is putting in new spee,,h equipment. At this 
writing DOD and TUQ, working together, seem to be win
ners in the Monroe County QSO ·Party with a score of 69. 
AGU came in second. Feb. 24th has been announced as the 
rlate of the Rochester llamfest. BOU has been relicensed 
after 10 years off. DHB i• rebuildin1s to HY40. MCF has a 
nt:>w rig undP,r construction. for 8.5 l\ic, UBC is a new YL op 
on 1.75-1\fo. 'phone in Cortland. NNJ is giving TEP a hand 
with a new Ji-kw. rig .. MJV is ha.ck on 7 and 3.5 Mc. with 
300 watts. 1\11\IV is on 1.75 Mc. again from Stacy's Basin. 
(,)DP is active on 8.5 Mc. OPJ has a new final. SBV has been 
under the weather, but iK back with us ai,:ain. CSE is off 
temporarily with mumps. Hi. SEB burned out his 809's, 
and is ,,n o.w. 'ti! he gets a new final. SEI got his Nevada 
QSL. and now needs only N. M. and Utah for W.A.S. 

Traffic: WSAOR 64 B.JO 307 CSE 147 CTX 29 DSS 73 
DHU 14 J<'CG 453 GWY 60 JQE 307 NNJ 2 PLA 360 RKM 
140 RTX 14 SBV 74 SZK 188 SE! 10. 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA- SOM, Kendall Speer, 
,Jr., WSOFO- Ass't S.C.M. in charge of Emergency Co
ordination, R.M. Francis, W8AVY. li'eb. 24th promises to 
be a Red Letter day or evening for the Pittsburp;h Area 
Radio Council, with a big Hamfest in Rtore al, the Wort Pitt 
Hotel. KW A made B.P.L, again with a nice group of deliver
ie.x. NCJ has Qi'\L's for 45 countries worked. The XYL at 
NCJ joined.the Y,L.R.L. MOT is active again in T.L. "L." 
CKO received a pai.t· of HF200's from his YF for Christmas 
and will use them on 3.\l-Mc. 'phone with 740 watts. h"XP 
put a pair of T55'R on 3.9-Mc. 'phone. BTQ is goini.,: on 56 
and 112 Mc. HKU, TOJ and 'l'WI took part in the A.R.R.L 
member party. TOJ is leaving for Florida. RAT and :b'TY 
received their Class A ticket,,, QVQ got an R.C.A. 111 for 
Christmas. OEM changed to 100 watts. QEM uses a T20 
,·ath<>de modulated and SX24 receiver. KXP and IOH are 
m~inp; the 11ew· l\.lei~1mei· Deluxe Signal Shifter. HKU made 
506 points in the A.R.R.L. QSO party. The Ohio River 
Region Nels have reeeh·ed their crystals from the U. S. 
Weather Bureau advise.s the E.C. 8PX. DGL worked sev
eral Asians. BOZ says TOJ has worked 43 countries with a 
sin!(le 6L6. ON,V and RYC are using 3.9 Mc. 'phone. 

Traffic: WSKW A 464 QAN 184 NCJ 133 MOT 105 NDE 
72 QBK 50 UMP 49 CKO 3rl PX 23 RIT 17 OUT 12 AXD
OFO 10 RTQ-DNX 8 TWI-RAT-SFV 5 A VY 4 QVQ-OEM 
3 QEM 2 RAU 1 YA (WLMA 382). 
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Unc•sed units if you 
wish to provide vour 
own c•slng. 9.00 to 
1000 v. 

• 
Sever•! styles of met•I• 
c.an fobs - R•t or up. 
right mounting, term!• 
nols on top or sides. 

• 
Molded-bokelite-cose 
paper condensers-
200 to 1000 v. 

• 
And of course o•oer 
tubul•rs, oil-filled Xmit• 
ting, etc. 

1000 v. 4 mid. unit, 
Type 1080. Measures 
only 21/a x !¼ x ! In. 

• II it's a paper Job you want,AEROVOX 
hu It. Our line still Includes an ample 
choice of paper condensers In dilferent 
cans, terminals, construction. • See our 
new 1940 catalog for present listings, Ask 
jobber for copy - or writ• us direct . 

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES 
Dov and Evening Classes in Code and Theory 

HOME STUDY COURSES 
Reasonable, Efficient and Thorough, Hundreds of 

Licensed Students Now on the Air 
American Radio Institute, 1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

LEARN CODE easily- quickly 
For beginners or •dvonced amateurs. Sim. 
pie •nd highly efficient. Will send you $10 
from 4 to 60 words per minute. Higher Postpaid 
speeds if desired. All electric. 110 Volt AC in U, S. A. 
motor. Positive multiple-action contacts - no 
misses •t •ny speed. Only 5½" x 6" x 4½". Lesson t•pes 
quickly •nd e•sily inserted. No re-rolling -- two lessons on 
each t•pe. Complete with 10 lesson lopes (20 or•ctical les
sons), and full instructions. 

Perfected AUTOMATIC SENDER 
Sends up to 70 words a minute. Motor driven. 
Built-in tape perfor•tor. Uniform spacing. $12.50 
Excellent practice medium for beginners. Postpaid 
Complete with practice tape cont•inins in U.S. A. 
alphobet, numerals, word combinations •nd 

- •mole supply of blank tape. Speed up your receiving, Full 
operating instructions. lf your dealer can't supply, write us. 

FULLY GUARANTEED 

GARDINER-LEVERING co. N!'.:1::.~if.hls.'A. 
In Cuu.da-SPARLING SALES, LTD. Winnipe1, Mmlteba 

Ferei111-B. HOLM-HANSEN, 120 WaRSt., New Y•rk City, U. S. A. 
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On the Ultra fflgbs 
((Jontinum from page 31) 

VK2NO include recept,ion by VK2DN, 360 miles, and the 
widely publicized reception of Don's sigs by Cecil Mellanby 
in Pwelheli, North Wales, an all-time 56-Mc. record of 
10,000 miles, Two-way work on Five in ZL seems to have 
been confined to local work, though several instances of recep-
tion of signs.ls over distances up to a50 miles are reported .. 

112 MC.: 
We have on file the e,ills, and in many instances, the de

scriptions, of nearly one hundred stations heard regularly in 
Wl, most of them being within working radius of Greater· 
Boston. Another hundred are reported withln shouting; 
distance of New York City. The e.xtent of participation illl 
112-Mc. activity has reached a point where it is impossible
to report individual work in detail, and the large volume of 
mail received may render it impossible to acknowledge 
each report personally, but we want everyone to know these 
letters are a real help. They are always gratefully received 
and their contents carefully recorded for future use. 

On the basis of reports thus far received it appears that 
the type of rigs in general use, the receivers, and the anten
nas, are, for the most part, half-scale copies of 56-Mo. 
technique of a few yea.ro back. The same good fun of pioneer
ing in a new field is now to be enjoyed, and the same prob-

u.u.F. MARATHON REPORTS 
TO FED. 1ST 

Contact& 
Call 66 1111!14 

Point• 
o6 111! 114 

W2MO 
W3HOH 
WlKLJ 
W3BZJ 
W2BZB 
WlHDQ• 
WlDJ 
W3ITS 
WlGJZ 
WlLLL 
WlAIY 
WlLPF 
WSRUE 
W3FX 
WlJLK 
WlEHT 
W3CGV 
W3RL 
WlCLH 
W8QQS 
W2HNY 
W3EIS 
WlLCC 
W9ZJB 
W9VWU 
W3FJ 
W3CYW 
W60VK 
W60WX 
W2JND 

97 
79 
47 
54 

li 
22 
45 
16 
18 
2a 
l'' 
19 
12 

6 
21 
18 
J.O 
10 
J.O 
4 
2 
7 
7 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

6 
40 

Ii 

250 
158 
127 
111 12 

5 90 
58 20 
66 
45 
40 
:l7 
13 
29 
27 2 

11 6 22 
27 
21 
20 

1 1,5 2 
16 
10 

2 ;3 6 
8 

25 

8 
4 
,j 

2 
2 

t 
I Not eligible for award. 

States 
Month in 
Total 1940 

250 8 
158 6 
127 6 
123 6 
95 4 
78 4 
66 4 
45 5 
40 4 
:!7 a 

20 !33 2 
29 

,, 
•-• 

29 '.l 
28 ,, 
27 2 
21 " 
20 a 
17 a 
16 2 
lU 
9 ,·, 
8 2 
8 2 
4 

,, 
4 1 
2 1 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
t a 

t Claimed score and distances not included in 
report. 

We might also mention courageous W5FYF who, 
though active regularly, heard no sigs. in Jan.! 

lems: drifting tran81llitters, radiating receivers, and, in the 
larger cities, terrific QRM, arise to plague the enthusiast on 
2½, With the host of low-C tubes now available, the task of 
putting a rill on 112 Mo. ill no more difficult than was opera· 
tion on Five a few years ago; and the ease with which beams 
are erected is making it possible for the average amateur to 
work out fully as well on 2½ as he might have expected to 
do with similar power on Five in 1936. There is plenty of 
opportunity for experimental work and we note that some of 
the gang are doing a really fine job on this band. 

Some idea of the extent of Boston's 112-Mo. population 
((Jontinued on next left-hand page) 



Famou• "Speuh Range" 
.Wadel D .. 104 Crystal Mi-.. 

crophone - Li•t Price 
$%2.50 

• A•tatic JT .. Serie• Crystal Mi-.. 
crophone• in wide-..ra.nge and 
"oice-..r«n6e model•. List Price 

$16.50 

I 

Tomorrow's Perf ormante ]o-la'!I 
e Veteran amateurs who are 

familiar with the dependable 

performance of Astatic Micro

phones of the past, can readily 

understand that Astatic's im

proved models of today are 

months ahead in engineering 

skill and accuracy. You'll he 

"enthusiastic with Asta tic." En

joy tomorrow's performance 

today. 

-· 

HARRY L. BEAR, W8RG1 
Curli•oille, Penn«., prai.. 
A.tatic Microphonea~ 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, Inc., YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 
Astatic Crystal Products Licensed Under Brush Development Co. Patents 

PRECISION CRYSTALS EA SY TO LE AR N CO D E 
Highest quality crystals 
carefully prepared for de
pendable performance. 
Low frequency drift Type 
4-A unit plug• into tube 
.socket. 40, 80 or 160 meter 
band~ within 5 kc~ of your 
11peci.fied frequency - $4.00. 
Calibration 0.03%. 

lt ia easy and pleasant to team th~ modem 
way - with an Instructoarapfi Code 
Teacher. Ideal for the be&inner_or advanced 
student. • Many tapes available ranging 
from alphabet for be2inners to typical mes-

Wt,~~n• a:.li~J:~a3:,ee~o Qfl}d~ b~a1~ 
having somecne send to you . 

FOR SALE OR RENT 
STANDARD with 10 tapes and book of 
instruction•, A.C. motor •. · •••.•.•••. $:24.50 
With spring-wound motor ••.•••.•.. $18.50 
.JUNIOR with 5 tapes and book of instruc- . ,~ 

11 X • cut in Type 4 holder
$.3.50, 

Crystals for commercial re
quirement.a quoted on at 
your request. Now in our 
Tenth year of business. 

~M'X'l ~=1:J w1ili ·11i iap•~ iuil\,2.;i: -
of instructions $3,00 first month, $1.25 each additional month. Refer
ences or $10 deposit required. All rental payments may be applied on 
the purchase price should you decide to buy the equipment. 

JVrite for details todn.y 

PRECISION PIEZO SERVICE 
427 Asia Street Baton Rouge, La. 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
Dept. Q, 91jJ';.~~~~~v~}~~t!-:i!~~~a1o, Illinois 

Radio College of ~anada, 54 Bloor St. West, Toronto 

NAME GOES l LONG W l 'f 
l GOOD d . ever-increasing 

b · use m 
d R d. 1ubes are emg . • \ equipment. 

K 
R a ,o as origma 

en· a b dio manufacturers R d the best buy. 
numbers Y ra . ents prove \(en· a 
1\,eir rigid requuem Ti b 
Ken:W,.l!P-~~!:~ 
11£"' • RAD 'tU \l , dlo tube• and J(en• a 
n n 1l types OJ ra 

.. •----urer• of 0 
~Janw...,.. 
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• 
•HARRISON• 
• 
MY BUSINESS is supplying standard, nationally 

advertised equipment to Amateurs in all parts of 
the world. My prices are the lowest, and I really try to 
give the best and most dependable service. I also give 
most liberal trade-in allowances and time payment 
terms. 

I give you every possible reason for dealing with me 
- and continuing to deal with me! 

73, 

• 
Bill Harrison, W2AVA 

FREE BUYING GUIDE ·1· * If you usually buy by mail, write for my new 
free Amateur Buying Guide. You'll And its 164 
pages a real help in making up your orders. And 
I will ship those orders within low hours! 

As an inducement to send me all your orders for 
everything you need, I offer "Harrison Specials" -
guaranteed, quality equipment, at bargain prices: 

HAMMARLUND XMITTING CONDENSERS 
l bought Hammarlund', entire stock of discontinued model TC 

T rdnsmitting Vdriable condensers. Here they are dt typiCdl "Harrison 
specidl" prices! 

Heavy c1luminum pl.,tes, lsolantite insulation, solid construction. 
Each one brand new1 in original packing, and fully guaranteed. 
Don't forget-they're Hammarlund quality! · 

/'ype Cap. Air List SALE 
mmf. Gap Price PRICE 

TC-30-A 30 .192" $5.00 , $1.39 
TC-50-A 50 .192" 6.50 1.93 
TC-100-A 98 :192" 9.50 2.82 
TC-225-A 220 .192" 16.00 4.78 
TC-100-B 100 .080" 5.50 1.61 
TC.150-B 155 .080" 6.50 1.93 
TC-225-B 220 . 080" 8.00 2.44 
TC-450-B 450 .08011 12.00 3.67 

(per 
section) Dual Condensers 

TCD-250-C 240 .038" 8.00 2.24 
TCD-100-X 98 .080" 9.00 2.73 
TCD-225-X 220 ,080" 11.00 3.39 

(Quantities limited- so order now!) 
i also have al I Hammarlund current model condensers, parts, cmd 

receivers in stock dt lowest Amateur prices. 

FEEDER SPREADERS 
Tough laminated bakelite, treated with a we•therproof bakelite 

varni,h. light weight-60 weigh less than one pound. Unbreak
able~ t.wo new ones free for every one that bredksl 

Four inches long. Use with No. 14 wire for 600 ohm transmission 
line. With holes for ties. 

A "HARRISON SPECIAL" 35 for $1.00 
(They're so cheap that many of the boys saw them 
in half for 2" or splice them for 6' spreaders) 

No. 14 Solid copper enameled wire-31c per 100 feet. 

FOR BETTER SERVICE
Phone WOrth 2-6176 

or send your orders to -
12 WEST BROADWAY 

NEW YORK CITY 

• 
•HARRISON• 
• 

RADIO COMPANY 
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may be pined from the report of WlSS, Arlington, MaOI., 
who worked 91 statiODB in 1939. WlJP reporta about thirty 
stations active within a radius of ten mile• of Providence, 
R. L Jack is one of the select few who are uoing crystal 
control or its equivalent, the line-up being as follows: 42 xtal, 
61.6 quadrupler, 807 doubler, HK-24 doubler, p.p. HK-24's 
final, modulated with 46'•· Others we know to be stabili,:ed 
include WlHDF, Elmwood, Conn., HK-54, doubler-final; 
WILffi, Hartford, HK-24 doubler-final; W2HGU, Ridge
field, N. J., HK-54's p.p.; W3Jl'X, Philadelphia, RK-34 
doubler-final; WIINF, West Hartford, HK-24'• p.p. (either 
amplitude- or frequency-modulated); W6A VR, Colton, 
Cal., 35T's p.p.; and your conductor, HK-54'• p.p. 

We do not take the stand that stabilization i,, neceBllary 
at this stage of the game, but we admit that we were sur
prized to find that it's not half so difficult a• it might seem; 
and once attained, there is real satisfaction to be gained 
from having done it "the hard way." A• the quickest 
meafill of exploring the possibilities of the f.m. type of super
het, we used a commercially built 3-Me. i.f. amplifier unit 
(Browning type 3000-A) which i,, designed for use in re
ceiving the 43-Mc. f.m. broadcast statiorui. Instead of using 
the regular r.f. section, which in this unit ia removable, we 
built an acorn converter section similar to that described 
in Jan. QST, added an audio system and power supply, 
and presto!-· "·e have a 112-Me. receiver which appears 
to do a very nice job. Preliminary tests indicate that it beats 
our super-regen at its own game in receiving the modulated 
oscillators with good sensitivity and surprising quality. 
Amplitude-modulated stations using crystal control sound 
fine, and the quality on the f.m. transmitter at WlINF 
would shame the best 'phones heard on any man's band! 
We plan to be on 112,100 kc. each Thursday night and have 
fond hopes of working into W2 or W3 one of these nights. 

W2MLO says that QRM has reached serious proportions 
around New York and that many of the gang are attempting 
to improve matters by the addition of r.f. stages to their 
receivers, with not too much success in some case11. We 
offer the suggestion of W8GU, who use11 battery bias on 
acorn r .f. stages to attain efficient performance on 224 Mc. 
It is well known that, with even the best bypass condensers 
obtainable, the cathode resistor and its associated bypass 
present a considerable impedance at very high frequencies, 
causing instability if the plate, screen, and suppressor 
voltages are set at values which are normally best from the 
standpoint of gain. The use of fixed bias has been found use
ful even at 56 Mc. and should help materially on 112 . 

"DX" to the Long Island gang ia W3CGU, North Plain
field, N. J., who is being heard at distances up to 60 mile11 
with good signal strength. A few stations are active in 
southern Connecticut. including WlLAS, East Portchester, 
and WICPL, Devon, but Wl DX ia still to be written into 
most New York logs. 

Enthusiasm for 112-Mc. work has spread to all eorners of 
these United States, and even to Hawaii, where K6QZW, 
K6RNX, and K6NSD are going strong, according to word 
received from K6RRA. "Mike" would like to see more dope 
in QST on simple rigs and receivers for 2½ and adds that 
he believes that many fellows with low-powered pocket
books would be encouraged to try u.h.f. work if they reallied 
how simple and inexpensive it can be. What say, gang? 
Do you want more 112 and 224-Mc. dope? 

In Nogales, Arizona, W6KOL and W6MLL have 2½
meter rigs in operation, while in Phoenix the Junior College 
Radio Club has several members active, according to word 
received from the Arizona 8.C.M. 

The area around Youngstown, Ohio, has broken out with 
112 Mc. as the result of pioneering work on the part of 
W8SRD. Active stations include W8's ETN, FET, FRY, 
QAK, QLP, OYQ, SSL, SDF, SIU, and SRO. Rigs in 
general are low-powered jobs using receiving tubes. Emer• 
gency drills are held once each month; an excellent plan, in 
view of the obvious value of rigs which are capable of 
handling short-distance traffic on battery power in time of 
local emergency. It is our opinion that a group of portable 
battery-op~.rated 112-Mc. rigs should be a part of every 
amateur emergency plan. 

224 MC.1 
Several stations along Lake Erie have been active on 224 

Mc. in recent months. These Include W8's IPU, Cleveland; 
QKI, Ashtabula, Ohio; GU, Erie, Pa.; RV, Buffalo; and 
NOR, North Tonawanda, N. Y. Several fel10W11 have been 
tracing their sigs by the use. of mobile receivers, in ,order 
to determine their coverage. W8RV has heard his own sig at 

(Clontinutd on n..,t l•ft-kand pag•) 



PROVEN IN PRODUCTION 

c;;;M,JuJr.e jJ!f ch/~ 
No chances are taken during the manufacture of Bliley Crystal Units - each crystal 
must prove itself by subjection to many checks and inspections during each processing 
operation. A final exacting inspection checks for: 

POWER- All crystals are tested in a loaded oscillator and must meet definite 
power output standards. 
ACTIVITY - The ability to follow keying under high oscillator loading is a 
specific requisite. 
RUGGEDNESS - Excitation in excess of the normal maximum rating is ap
plied to establish assurance of safe operation even under moderate overloads. 
CALIBRATION - The frequency of oscillation is accurately determined by 
reference to a primary standard of frequency. 

Only after Bliley Crystal Units have proven their right for existence are they O.K. 'd 
for shipment to you or to your distributor. That's why they are in demand by discrim• 
inating amateurs everywhere. 

BLILEY CRYSTAL UNITS 

LEARN RADIO•TELEVISION 
60-pase calalos on request. Oldest, larsesl and best 
equipped in New Ensland, Write for new calalos, 

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL 
18 Boyl1lon Street Boston, Mas,. 

ONAN ELECTRIC PLANTS 
ONAN A.C. ELECTRIC PLANTS 
are powerinar AMATEURS' 
TRANSMITTERS and RECEIV
ERS all over the world. Used a• 
EMERGENCY power supply 
when m.ain lines fail. 
ACCURATE VOLTAGE CON
TROL, NO INTERFERENCE, 
PORTABLE, RUGGED, 
DEPENDABLE - thousands 
in operation. 

OVER 40 STOCK MODELS 
350 to 10,000 WA ITS 

Write for Complete Information 

D. W. ONAN & SONS 
345 ROY ALSTON A VENUE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

RADIO TECHNOLOGY 
RCA Institutes offeranintensivccourse of hhthstandard 
embracing all phases of Radio and Television. Practical 

~~~ ~~ot~01t~ :g~atl~ ~~~:: a;:~r1a~~~ 
Study· Courses under O N o obligation" plan. 

llluatrated Cata\011 on request 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. ST-40 
A Radio Corf>oratlo,s of Ameri,a Semu 

75 Varick St., New York 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 

33X CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 
8 Ft. Cable Set 

$21-00 
Lisi 

Add S1 ,50 for 25 Ft. 
Cable Set 

Available with Switch 
$2.00 Extra 

Packed with Diagrams 
and Chamo/sette Mike 

Pouch 
Enslneerlns style, hand• 
some satin chrome Crv,• 
tal Microphone, free 
from peaks. Rugged for 
amateur, P.A. or re
cording work, Low feedback. Crystal im
presnaled against moisture. Blast proof. 

Ranse-
30-10,000 
Cycles 

Level
-52O8 

90° Tilting Head 

Send for Free Mike Catalog 

THE TURNER Co 904 17th St. N. E. 
• Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

Ucensed Under Potents o( The Bru,h Development Co. 
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PlONEER GEN~E--MoTOR Co«P. 
Dept. R-6C, 466 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send me complete information on Pincor Rotary 
Converters. 
Name ................................... ...--.-...... ~ 
~4.ddress .. ............................. _._, ._,_, ...... . 

City . .•...•....•.... _,. .... Stat, . ............... . 

·------------------· ( ) 

: The .ll.R.R.L. : 
( ) 

• ANTENNA BOOK • ( ) 

: Has IVhatever You Want 1 J 
( CHAPTERS ) 
( 1. Wave Propagation ) 
( 2. Antenna Fundamentals ) 

( 
/l. Ground Effects -• 
4. Feeder Systems , 

( 5. Half-Wave Antennas ) 
- 6. Long Single Wires f 7. Multihand Antennas ) 

( 8. Driven Arrays ) 

( 9, Parasitic Arrays • 
- 10. "V" Antennas , 

( 11. Rhombic Antennas ) 
( 12. Antennas for 160 Meters ) 

( 
13. U.H.F. Antennas '• 
14. Special Antenna Systems , 

( 15. l<inding Directions ) 

(
. 16. Supports and Construction 
. 17. Rotating Mechanisms ) 

( 18. Receiving Antennas ) 
( 144 pages, in "QST" format. ) 
( 50 cents, postpaid. No stamps, please! ) 

( A R R L WEST HARTFO.RD ) 
( • • • • CONNECTICUT ) 
( ) _____ _, _ _,_., ______ ,.,,_,_. 
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a distance of 30 miles, while WSGU has been heard at 55 
miles. Since this 55-mile record was set up, WSGU has been 
moved to a new location which is 400 feet above tbe land 
along the lake, and much better coverage is anticipated 
this spring. Many types of antennas have been tried, with 
12-element and 18-element arrays of the type shown in the 
accompanying photograph giving tlie be-St results. The 
masts on which the antennas are mounted are steel and no 
insulation is used, but the arrays seem to be very efficient 
and the supporting mast seems to have no bad effects on the 
radiation pattern. 

WlBBM is ready for business on 224 Mc., with an HK-24 
feeding a Yagi beam. For receiving a 955 has been in use, 
but an HY-615 was installed recently with improved results. 
Bates in on 1 ¼'. nightly and is eager for skeds with other 
224-Mc. stations. 

WlAIY, Wolcott, Conn., has an HK-24 going, also with 
a Yagi beam, and is furnishing your conductor a fine sig 
for receiver and antenna tests at a distance of 40 miles or 
more. At Wilbraham we have a \l55, with separate quench 
oscillator, running on a six-element rotary, and we look 
forward to more activity on 224 Mc. soon. 

Don't forget that ten-point multiplier for 224-Mc. work in 
the Marathon. Get a rig going and sell the band to a few of 
the gang. If nothing more can be accomplished, a few cross
band QSO's will build up that score aplenty. Monthly 
reporting of Marat.hon scores will begin in the April issue. 

quote and Unquote 
(Continued from pag• 63) 

cerned, but since the circuit goes out of balance and 
we are picking the voltage off of one side only, the 
assumption that we have a neutralized amplifier is 
erroneous. 

When the operator tries to tune an incompletely 
neutralized amplifier, he runs into difficulty. The 
age-old method of tuning by adjusting the plate 
condenser or inductance for minimum plate current 
is reliable only when the drive E, on the grid is Ci:m• 

Eg '~----_-_-_-_-__ ... _--_ ..... _'_,,--'''--' 

Ip 

Co Co 
TUNING CAPACITY 

FIG. 9 
stant. With E, constant the plate current I, varies 
with tuning capacity in the manner shown in Fig. 9, 
and C. represents the correct setting. But if the grid 
excitation is varying during the process, being high 
on one side and low on the other, as indicated by the 
dotted E, curve, the minimum of plate current will 
be displaced and a false indication of tuning ob
tained, as shown by C •. The result is that the ampli
fier is not tuned, the efficiency is reduced, and the 
distortion is increased. There are probably many 
transmitters now on the air in which the operation is 
being impaired by improper plate tuning, as a result 
of incomplete neutralization of the interelectrode 
capacity. 

~ Strays :m . ~ . 
We've had plenty of fun in years past with the 

newspaper reporters who write "frequency of 50 
kilowatts," etc. Now we read about the new 
"frequently-modulated" systems.-· W1GRU. 



SICKLES COILS 
ALL TYPES OF RF AND IF WINDINGS 

Manufactured by 

F. W. SICKLES COMPANY 
300 Main Street SprlnsReld, Mast. 

FOR A BAND 
SWITCHING TRANSMITTER 
Here is a bang up combination for that new band 

switching transmitter you hav,e been planning. 

Faultless, easy and low loss operation of the type 

892 radio frequency switch co.mbined with high 

efficiency ruggedness and low driving requirements 

of the 257 beam pentode make a perfect design. 

The 257 requires no neutrafo:ation on high frequen

cies because of its low interelectrode capacity and 

short dual screen and suppressor connections. It 

will stand up because the elements are all tantalum 

and there are no insulators. 

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN 
SOUTH SAN FRANCl~CO CALIFORNIA U-5-A· 

Piezo-Electric Crystals Exclusively 
• Quality crystals of all practical frequencies sup

plied SINCE 1925, Prices quoted upon receipt 
of your speciRcallons, I 

"T~C,~~~1~€.!~1~~~!-.- J 
•TELEGRAPHY-TELEVISION-TELEPHONY• 

AVIATION 

TELETYPE 

. ~.,,,,.~:....... 
,.,.... - :.r __ ) . ". PRACTICAL -f. EXPERIENCE 

11 STUDIO-
I ' TRANSMITTER -

ANNOUNCING 

TRANSRADIO 
PRESS 

TYPEWRITING 
,Hf ~ll.l~~~~l~i!f~J,l~)ti! . ' 

. . 

The m•ior technic•I tr•lnlng equipment owned by Port Arthur College •nd In operation on the college campus consists of 1000-Watt 
High Fidelity RCA Tr•nsmitter of latest design, operating on 1220 kc. with a directional •ntenna system, two-way Television Trans
mitter and Receiver, latest Type RCA Morine and Airw•ys transmitter Installation complete, SOS Automatic Alarm, Marine Direction 
Finder, Tr•ns-rodio Press Receiving Equipment, and labo,-tory complete where students assemble composite transmitters, ompliAers, 
•udio ompliRers, R.F. amplifier., etc. 

Port Arthur College pioneered the teaching of Radio with classes in 1909, •nd for thirty years has maint•lned an active Employment 
Bure•u for the placement of Its gradu•tes. 

If interested in details about Radio Course, write for Bulletin R 

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE • PORT ARTHUR (World-Known Port), TEXAS 
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NEW Electro-Voice 
No. 630 

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 

Frequency response - 40-9000 c.p.s. 
Rising characteristics on upper end of 
curve. 

Output -- 56 db. 

Gunmetal finish. Net... $14.70 
Chromium finish. Net... 16.17 

New Single Ended 
lsolantite Base Tubes 

• 6SA76TX 
• 6SJ76TX 

• 6SK76TX 

$1.05 net each 

New G.I. Recording Motor 
Powerful torque, constant speed. 
With 12" weighted turntable. Net $16.05 

New G.E. TRANSMITTING 
TUBES JN STOCK 

BUD Code Practice 
Oscillator and Keyins- Monitor 
Complete with built-in dynamic 
speaker and tube. Net ......... . $7.95 

New HYTRON HY-30Z 
Zero bias; 25 watt carbon plate tube. 
Full ratings to 60 megacycles. Net.. $!.50 

* W2KWY, W2LJA, W2BOL,W21JL * 

OUR,~ALUE IS OUR RECORD OF LOYAL SERVICE 

!OJ WEST 43rd STREET • NEW YORK. N. Y. 

CABLE ADDRESS: "HARADIO" 
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Fitting the Chassis to I~ayout 

(Continued from page fJO) 

Circuit Details 

The transmitter is primarily designed to oper
ate on 10- and 20-meter 'phone, using a 40-meter 
crystal. The first 6V6 is the oscillator, operating 
at the crystal frequency, the output of which is 
fed to the second 6V6 which doubles frequency. 
The signal is then fed to the 807, which is either a 
straight amplifier or doubler driving the 812's in 
the final. If the 807 has a tendency to oscillate 
when working straight through, it can be cleared 
up by additional shielding between the leads to 
the plate and grid tanks, or by using 45 volts or 
so of fixed bias on the grid. It might be suggested 
that if· 40-meter operation is desirable without 
going to an SO-meter crystal, a plug-in system 
could be used which would plug the crystal into 
the second 6V6 grid circuit and eliminate the 
regular oscillator. With that arrangement only a 
40-meter Ta tank need be wound, since the regu
lar oscillator tank could be used in place of T2. 

The tank coils are wound on the one-inch di
ameter forms furnished as part of the exciter 
tank assemblies. The placement of the tap as 
given in the coil data should give good results, 
but a little experimentation will probably prove 
well worth while in obtaining optimum drive for 
the following stage. 

Keying of the oscillator in the cathode circuit 
was tried and worked very satisfactorily, but 
since the author wished to use the rig on 'phone, 
no special provisions for keying are included. 
Any of the more common methods of keying 
should work very well. An extra terminal is pro
vided on the terminal strip which may be used 
for the keying connections. 

By-pass condensers C1 are connected on the 
plate side of the meter jacks to keep r.f. out of the 
meter when it is plugged in. It should also be 
noticed that the same condensers serve to by-pass 
the 807 screen, but if meters are plugged into both 
meter jacks at once, the r.f. from the 807 screen 
will appear across the meters, and this condition 
should obviously be avoided. 

The oscillator is lightly loaded and the plate 
current is only around 15 ma. The 6V6 doubler is 
more heavily ·loaded and the plate current should 
go up to about 25 to 30 ma. The 807 should drive 
the final sufficiently to give a grid current of 
about 50 ma. 

No difficulty was experienced in neutralizing 
the final, and if the balanced arrangement 
is closely followed, no trouble should be en
countered. 

For 'phone operation a maximum of 1000 volts 
should be applied to the plates of the 812's. With 
100 volts bias on the grids, a full-load plate cur
rent of about 200 ma. should be drawn. This will 
give an output of approximately 150 watts. For 
c.w. operation, 1250 volts on the plates and 
-125 volts bias on the grids will give a full-load 
plate current of about 250 ma. and the power 
output will be about 220 watts. 



* A.R.R.L. QSL BUREAU * 
FOR the convenience of its members, the 

League maintains a QSL-card forwarding system 
which operates through volunteer "District QSL 
Managers" in each of the nine United States and 
five Canadian districts. In order to secure such 
foreign cards as may be received for you, send 
your district manager a standard No. 10 stamped 
envelope. If you have reason to expect a consider
able number of cards, put on an extra stamp so 
that it has a total of six-cents postage. Your own 
name and address go in the customary place on 
t.he face, and your station call should be printed 
prominently in the upper left-hand corner. 

Wl - .T. T. Steiger, WlBGY, 35 Call Street, 
Willimansett, Mass. 

W2 - H. W. Yahnel, W2SN, Lake Ave., Hel
metta, N. J. 

W3 - Maurice Downs, W3WU, 1311 Sheridan 
St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

W4 - G. W. Hoke, W4DYB, 328 Mell Ave., 
N. E., Atlanta, Ga. 

W5 - ,James F. Manship, W5ALE, 910 So. 
Boston, Tulsa, Okla. 

W6 - Horace Greer, W6TI, 414 Fairmount 
Ave., Oakland, Calif. 

W7 - Frank E. Pratt, W7DXZ, 5023 So. Ferry 
St., Tacoma, Wash. 

W8 - F. W. Allen, W8GER, 324 Richmond 
Ave., Dayton, Ohio. 

W9 - Alva A. Smith, W9DMA, 238 East Main 
St., Caledonia; Minn. 

VEl - L. J. Fader, VElFQ, 125 Henry St., 
Halifax, N. S. 

VE2 - C. W. Skarstedt, VE2DR, 236 Elm Ave., 
Westmount, P. Q. 

VE3 - Bert Knowles, VE3QB, Lanark, Ont. 
VE4 - George Behrends, VE4RO, 186 Oakdean 

Blvd., St. James, Winnipeg, Marutoba. 
VE5 -- H. R. Hough, VE5HR, 1785 First St., 

Victoria, B. C. 
K4 - F. McCown, K4RJ, Family Court 7, San

turce, Puerto Rico. 
K5-- Norman F. Miller, K5AF, 15th Air Base 

Squadron, Albrook Field, Canal Zone. 
K6 - James F. Pa, K6LBH, 1416D Lunalilo 

St., Honolulu, T. H. 
K7 - J1>,rry McKinley, K7GSC, Box 1533, 

,Juneau, Alaska. 
KA- George L. Rickard, KAlGR, P. 0. Box 

849, Manila, P. I. 

':et: Strays :I\ . ~ . 
A pair of toy telephones ($2.50 at almost any 

toy shop) will provide a good connection between 
the shack and the house. The set will work up to 
well over 100 feet. One of those 89-cent electric 
razors makes a good 110-volt buzzer for calling. 
--WSFSB. 

HETROFIL 
Gives all the advantages of the phasing control 
of the Crystal circuit and is easier and quicker to 
operate. Simply rotate the knob until the objec
tionable audio signal is removed. Can be used 
to fullest advantage on both CW and Phone 
signals and can be attached to any type of 
Receiver. Operates directly in the audio output 
stages without the use of tubes. The price is 
$3.50. 

*Reg. U.S. Pat.Office 

-~ 

B&W ANTENNA COILS 
Use these new, improved antenna .m.atching cOils for 
efficient couplin« of all types of antenna feed systems to 
fixed or variable link final-amplifier coils. Type HDA 
(1 K.W. Rating) and Type TA (500 Watts Rating) may 
be used with any conventional tunina- systems such a:1 
&erlea, parallel or tapped combinations. Easy to tap.160 to 
10-meter coils are available in 
both typea. 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON 
R.id10 frfltnufuturrng Engineers. • ARDMORE, Pf N N 5 Y L VAN I A 
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ABBOTT • DK2 • 
2½ METER 

TRANSCEIVER 
Use it for simple, convenient 

portable operation 

List Price $27.50 
Less Tubes and Batteries 

·• f°'iscount to Amateurs 
( ~i.._._;.,.._1..: The DK2 is a 
completely self-contdined 112 
me r<1diophone transmitter dnd 
receiver, for use in your car, 

plane, boat, or while being carried, for portable work. 
It is very simple to operate. The working range is be
twee"! 2 to 30 miles depending on the location. 
Astonishing results have been obtained. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
CASE: Size 11½" long x 9W' high x 6½" wide, grey wrinkle 

finish metal, he•vy leather handle. All b•tteries are self-contolned 
in case. Removable side panel for e•sy access to the batteries 
ond tubes. 

FREQUENCY: Will cover 112 me to 118 me <•m•teur 2.5 meter 
band). 

BAffiRY REQUIREMENTS: Three 45 volt B b•tterles like Burqess 
5308;.•nd four No. 6 dry cel!s, or two Burgess 2F2H batteries. 

TUBES USED: One type 6JSG1A1one type 6G6G. 
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 pounds. 

Order from your nearest distributor- ii not yet 
stocked we will temporarily fill orders direct 

BULLETIN ON REQUEST 
ABBOTT INSTRUMENT, INC. 

51 Vesey Street NewYorlc City 

RADIO COURSES 
RADIO ~~r-suii1c!11fJO:Diti'lJ~'lo~ CODE 
• ~~~~!!1:&a~«:~%!~t:~: T:ia.!!,eYe. 

NEW YORK YMCA SCHOOLS 
4 Weat 63rd Street, New York CltJ' 

See the NEW VIBROPLEX 

:::._~~.: ° CHAMPION" 

s9.9s 
Standard aize black base. 
Chromium fini•hed top 
part•- Equipped with 
3/16" coatacta. fur,. 
niahed without circuit 
clour, cord and wedi-. 

E E U Left .. hanJ. ma-
8SY to Learn • •• asy to se ch Inca II utrc. 

Like all true champions, thia new aenulne 
Vibroplex .. Champion" dP.fie11 competition. Amazingly easy to 
learn, professionally fast and easy to operate and made to last for ~~~~~w:.-7,~~:r:r:~~~YV!~f.~ ~~ with up-to-date 

f!:~':n~~.J'ttmt~~~ff~~ ;;itt°~~d~~~i~~r: . · 
~:r~~!~:·1f!:i'f~ ,P~8:il~6~rp;;;r~~~fe~~~ 
"Champion" at your dealer's today. If he cannot 
•upply you, write or order direct from UB. Remit by 
money order or registered mall. Write to-day for 
descriptive literature of other Vibroplex models 
includ!Ill( the sensational 1940 De Luxe models. 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc. 
132 Broadway 

The BUG tr«<l• 
m«rlr idanfifi•• 
the Genuine 

New Voile, N. Y. Vlbroplu 
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* NEW TUBES * 
12K8 

THE 12K8 is a metal triode-hexode con
ve,rter similar to the 6K8 except for heater rating. 
The heater of the 12K8 requires 12.6 volts, 0.15 
amp. 

12SR7 
THE 12SR7 is a metal duplex-diode triode 

similar to the 6R7 but utilizes single-ended con
struction with the grid lead brought out through 
the base. 

928 

THE 928 is a gas phototube designed with 
a caesium-surfaced, cylindrical mesh cathode 
which has non-directional light pick-up character
istics. 

1628 

THE 1628 is a triode transmitting tube of 
the high-perveance type designed especially for 
use as an oscillator, r.f. power amplifier and fre
quency multiplier at the ultra-high frequencies. 
It may be operated at maximum ratings at fre
quencies as high as 500 Mc. and, at reduced rat
ings, as high as 675 Mc. Maximum plate dissipa
tion of the tube is 40 watts for Class-C telegraph 
service. 

The thoriated-tungsten filament is of the dou
ble helical type and is center-tapped within the 
tube t,o minimize the effects of filament-lead in
ductance. Another unusual feature of the tube is 
its double grid and plate leads which are brought 
out of the bulh through individual seals. The 
double leads facilitate neutralizing circuits within 
the tube. The grid and plate leads are short and 
heavy in order to minimize further lead induc
tance and resistance. The tantalum plate and 
grid are closely spaced to increase plate efficiency 
at the higher frequencies by decreasing electron 
transit time between filament and plate. 

Typical operating ratings as a plate-modulated 
r.f. amplifier are as follows: 
Filament voltage (a.c. or d.c.) ... . 
Filament current. ...................... . 
Amplification factor ................... .. 
(}..p capacity ..................•........ 
G-F cs.pacity ...•....•...............•.. 
P-F capacity .........................•. 
D.c. plate voltage ...... _ ................ . 

gJd ~~t;:,~~~0
: .': : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

Peak r.f. &rid voltage ................... . 
D.c. plate current ..................... .. 
D.c. grid current (approx.) ........•.•.•.. 
Driving power (approx.) .....•.........•. 
Power output (approx.) •................. 

These tubes are all released by RCA. 

.~ Strays :11. ._.. 

:l.50 volts 
3.25 amp. 

23 µµfd. 
2 
2 11Pfd. 

0.4 µµfd. 
800 

-100 
9000ohms 

160 
40ma, 
11 ma. 

l .6 watts 
22 watts 

Metal lath, obtainable from lumber companies, 
makes better ventilating louvres than hardware 
cloth. - W9ISA. 



Uq. Visits G.E. 
(Continued from page 16) 

tional cross-neutralization is used in the triode 
stages, which are push-pull throughout; coil 
neutralization was tried but did not work out 
successfully here. One special type of tube had 
two grid leads, made necessary by the fact that 
t.he impedance of a single lead was too high to 
permit succr,ssful neutralization - a tip to hams 
who don't watch the length and position of leads 
in u.h.f. neutralizing circuits. 

Like to try working tubes in push-pull parallel 
on 71 megacycles? Well, they do it here in the 
low-power end of the 10-kw. sound-channel trans
mitter, and from all accounts it's one of the 
smoothest-running parts of the setup. Further
more, the tank circuit is an ordinary coil-con
denser affair, and the amplifier runs at normal 
ratings with an output of 200 watts. One of the 
photographs gives a close-up of this amplifier, 
and it's well worth studying. The 834's lend 
themselves beautifully to such an arrangement 
because of the way the grid and plate leads are 
brought out, and lead lengths in all parts of the 
amplifier are so small as to be almost negligible. 
Perfect balance is the secret of good performance; 
note the small condenser on the near side of the 
shield which compensates for a small discrepancy 
in input capacity between the two halves of the 
amplifier. 

The minutes have wings when you start delv
ing into the innards of as much u.h.f. apparatus 
as there is concentrated at the Helderbergs, and 
before we got a chance to go into the antenna 
situation closing-down time came along. We took 
a flying look at the collection of sky-wires ranging 
from doublets through rhombics to the chubby
element sight radiators, and mentally resolved 
that when we got a chance we'd come back again 
to find out what makes them tick. The view of 
the station shows the cubical television antenna, 
consisting of eight half-wave radiators formed 
into two squares, one a half wave above the other, 
this design being used to give low-angle hori
zontally-polarized radiation without marked 
directional effects in the horizontal plane. Making 
all the elements in such an array take the same 
amount of power - and thereby approach in 
practice the performance indicated by theory -
isn't by any means as simple as one might think, 

1 

and there's a story there that we hope to get 
some day. 

Our program had called for finishing up the 
day at the receiving station, but snow and ice 
made it impossible to take the direct route over 
the top of the hill, and time did not permit going 
'round the mountain by the long route. So we 
had to pass up an opportunity to see how well 
the Empire State programs are received up there. 
But when warmer weather comes. . . . 

It is difficult to see as much as we did in one 
short day without developing a more or less 
serious case of mental indigestion, and if· this 
story is a bit sketchy in places it's because only 
the high spots can be touched in the QST pages 

(Continued on nnt lB/t-hand page) 

~pL"';;f Thermo Ammeters 
from *$4.50 up! 

• Every circuit is capable of improve
ment when reduced to engineering 
standards by measuring with precision 
instruments. Use Triplett Thermo Am
meters to give you a truly efficient 
antenna circuit. (Accuracy to 2%.) 
Available in 2", 3", 4" and 5" sizes 
in popular ranges. Internal or external 
couples. 

* Deafer Prices from 
$4.50. (Model 341 
internal couple 0-. 5 
to 0-5 amp. ranges.) 

WRITE for CATALOG 
Section 253, Harmon Drive 

Bluffton, Ohio 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

• ANOTHER GADGET 
A Magnetic Switch 

For Remote Push Button Control of 

1. BANDSWITCHING 

2. FREQUENCY QSY 
3. DIRECTIVE ANTENNAE SELECTION 
4. SEQUENCE SWITCHING 
5. LATCHING RELAY OPERATION 

Write for Bulletin No. 800 for full 
Details on this Revolutionary Device 
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So, in a way, we're like George 
Washington, because when we say 
we carry everything in radio for 
amateurs and engineers ... that's no 
bunk! 

Truly, you'll find TERMINAL the 
ideal Ham Supply House in New 
York. Prices are lowest, quality is 
highest and our friendly service is a 
treat you won't want to miss! 

TIME PAYMENTS 
Merchandise carried at both fERMI
NAL stores may now be purchased 
on our easy time payment plan. 

TERMINALR~ eOllfJ-. 
68 West 45th St. • 80 Cortlandt St. 
2 stores in NEW YORK CITY 
VAnderbilt 6-5050 • Cable: TERMRADIO 
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available. We can't close th.is account without 
acknowledging our indebtedness not only to the 
already-mentioned members of the party, but 
also to Messrs. John Gilmour of the television 
studio, H. G. Towlson, chief engineer at WGEO, 
and Larry Leeds at the Helderbergs, for their 
patience in showing us the equipment and 
answering innumerable questions, and to Mr. 
H. P. Thomas at the Helderberg receiving 
station, who was ready and waiting to perform 
similar good offices had circumstances permitted 
our getting there. 

Correspondence Department 
(<Jontinued from page 611) 

Thus, on 'phone a report of R2S5 would mean: Your sig
nala readable with no difficulty, one of the strongest on the 
band. On e.w., a report of RST 238X would mean: Your 
signals understandable with no difficulty, are of average 
strength, and are almost pure d.c., with characteristics of 
crystal control. 

The chief disadvantage of such a system at the present 
time would be its confusion with the present system. How
ever, if it were generally accepted, popular use would reduce 
the confusion. 

-Edward R. Sherman, Jr., WtLNN 

CANADA CARRIES ON 
9918 88 Ave., Edmonton, Alberta 

Editor, QST: 
If space can be found for this letter in the correspondence 

column of QST, it may lend a great deal of encouragement to 
other isolated Canadian ham clubs which may have en
deavored as we have to remain organized, despite the black
out of ham radio. 

The Northern Alberta Radio Club of this city is not a very 
big club as ham clubs go, but recent meetings have proven 
more successful than any before in its eighteen-year history. 
All this at a time when disturbing rumors are reaching us of 
other Canadian clubs disbanding completely. 

Our secret? We have none (attendance is certainly not 
due to any feeling of being shipwrecked sailors on a desert 
isle), but if we were to be asked to give a few pointers for the 
benefit of other VE clubs they would be as follows: 

(1) Throw overboard all formality and red tape and be
come, for the time being, a •ocial club, with everything; 
subordinated to the hrunfest spirit of entertainment and fun. 

(2) Throw a party now and then in between regular 
meetings. (Our last one was a bingo party- highly recom
mended! - and next on the club calendar is a whist drive 
and dance.) Picnic outings during the summer months are 
''musts.'' 

(3) Absolutely essential is a live-wire program committee 
that can meet regularly to map out entertainment for the 
regular meetings. Provide it with a book on how to have fun 
at house parties. 

(4) Don't overlook home movies as a form of entertain
ment. (.A. local photographer was glad to show us several 
reels of 16 mm. vacation shots in Kodachrome.) Your local 
factory representatives or travel agents have publicity 
films they will show for the asking. 

(5) Technical talks are OK, but a good demonstration on 
anything scientific, something that packs a surprise. is many 
times better. 

(6) YL club members are a tremendous asset. They arc 
invaluable on the executive and on committees planninp; 
social functions. (We elected a popular local YL as president 
for 1940 and another as treasurer!) 

(7) Refreshments are a drawing card. Soft drinks and 
donuts are easy to serve and go over well, winter or summer. 

(8) Lastly, don't go stale by meeting too often. Once " 
month might spell success where twice a month would mean 
failure. 

All this is a bit unconventional and might lead someone to 



ask, "Yea, but what have you left of ham radio, and the old 
ham spirit?'' 

Well, a.11 we can say is, we're sticking together at a time 
when it is so essential that we stick together, and without 
any mention of the word "duty." Should the need ever arise 
we'll be united to stand up for our rights as radio amateurs. 
We're still affiliated with the A.R.R.L., and since most of 
our members are giving renewed support to the League we 
intend to stay that way. And finally, at a time when war 
clouda are hanging over us and destiny shaping the lives of 
some of us, we're making the best of things by having more 
genuine fun as a club than we ever had before. 

If that isn't showing the old ham spirit it's the best sub
stitute we'll ever be able to offer this crazy world, 

··- W. K. (Ken) Angm, VE4VJ 

OWL JUICE SEQUEL 
Elmhurst, Ill. 

Editor, QST: 
The February "Dixie Jon~,a" piece was interesting be

yond its usual "moral." Having spent several years in 
Alaska myself, this may serve as a sort of sequel. • • • 

It seems a trading post proprietor of Italian extraction 
got a yearning for grapes. Rather than wait several weeks 
for his order to reach the States by mail, he decided to send a 
t<llegram. A message was duly dispatched, ordering one 
barrel of muscatel grapes. No doubt many moments were 
spent day-dreaming about how those grapes would be pre
pared. Imagine how he mUBt have felt, after weeks of wait
ing, to receive - not grapes, but a barrel of muskrat traps! 

-··• Geo. J. Maki, W9RQZ, e;r;-K7HV 

28-lUC. C.W. 
Leeds, Yorkshire, England 

Editor, QST: 
Please put me down as one who will be only too pleased 

to listen and report: we are going mad for something to do 
and will be only too happy for the chance of serving such a 
useful PurPOse for our brother hams. 

Having listened on 28 Mo. since war broke out, I note 
only having heard two c.w. signals to hundreds of 'phones. 
Where has the W 28-Mc. c.w. gonef Ask the boys to get the 
keys oiled up; we are listening. A CQ means a report for 'em 
in QST. 

SWITCH TO SAFETY 
- S. Roberts, G6QS 

Editor, QST: 
A switch, prominently displayed on the wall, would be an 

asset to any ham shack. A little card with the words "Emer
gency Switch" would immediately inform all visitors that 
here was the black-out switch to be used in case of shock. 

I feel certain that few hams, when visiting another shack 
for the first time, could walk right to the main power switch 
that would kill all line voltage to the transmitter. 

-Irving Herriott, Jr., WBLEH 

SAFETY ON TIIE ROAD 
1711 W. Lee St., Greensboro, N. C. 

Editor, QST: 
• • , It seems to me that the practice of driving around in 

a car and operating an amateur station, at the same time, 
is one that should be discouraged except where the driver 
leaves the operation to a second person. To drive a car while 
trying to carry on a QSO violates all rules of safety and 
common sense. We all know that mobile rigs will "get out" 
while the car is in motion, so attempting to carry on a con
t.act proves nothing and our public highways are no place for 
"stunt drivers." All the rules of safety I have seen say the 
driver should give bis undivided attention to his driving and 
no one can do this and operate a transmitter and receiver. 
I have heard of instances where the "one-arm driver" has 
been haled into court on a. charge of reckless driving. 

Let us all try to observe the safety rules of the highways 
ru, well as the rules of safety we observe around our trans
mitters. 

-··•Al Parham, W4MR 
(Continued on next left-hand paqe) 

THE BOWDOIN-KENT 
ISLAND EXPEDITION 
W R I T E S : "Even during the very damp 
spells those relays continued to give the same 
service as under ordinary conditions." That's 
usual with Ward Leonard 
equipment. 

Send for circu/11rs 507 11nd 507 B, 
They show the resistors and relays 
ttsed by this and other grttelling 

ex[Jedilions 

WARD LEONARD 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

41 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

• You can make more money by making 
yourself more valuable! 

RADIO 8 TllEV/tlfJN 
ENfilNIERINtr 

• Radio holds more than "just a Job" for you. Ahead is success 
and opportunity, but you musl have lhe ability lhal comes with 
modern technical training. Remember, every man has th·e desire 
lo succeed. Only a few really do. Why? Because they fail lo 
plan ahead. Others, like CREI students, follow a lesled olan lhal 
leads lo more money and better radio Jobs. 
Why don't you do Iha same thing? Then 
perhaps you'll be ready lo slep lnlo a job In 
one of the 300 broadcasting stations and 
other branches of the industry now employ• 
Ins our men. The story of CREI spare-time 
training means a lot lo you - II costs you 
nothing. Write for FREE BOOKLET today! 
48 lnlereslins pages with scores of photo• 
graphs and complete outline and description 
of CREI radio and television home-study 
courses .. 

Capitol Radio Ensineerins Institute 
Depl. Q-3, 3224 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C, 
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VERTICAL 
FIXED 
BEAMS 
by(§3) 

The use of three 

vertical elements for 

the making of a fixed 

beam which covers 

four directions is 

A C 

Fig.20 

shown in the accompanying diagram. The 

double-pole double-throw switch may be lo

cated near the transmitter. 

Write or ask your fobber for Premox Technical Bulletin H-3 
which Illustrates 22 types of verticals, all of which ore easy 
to erect with Premox standard units. 

PREMAX PRODUCTS 
Division Chisholm•Ryder Co., Inc. 

4020 HIGHLAND AVE. NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. 
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Superior Frequency Control Units 
a v a i I a b I e Io r a II p u r p o s e s. II 
will pay you lo inquire! • • • 

fflOhlTOR 
~~1,~~~-l?o. 

1138 MISSION ST,, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIF. 

SAFETY CAMPAIGN 
224-26 143 Ave., Laurelton, L. I., N. Y. 

Editor, QST: 
There are few policies of importance that all people con

cerned with will agree upon. The A.R.R.L. safety campaign 
is an undertaking worthy of unanimous approval and as 
such is unquestionably applauded by all radio amateurs. 

Unfortunately any safety campaign is never quite one 
hundred per cent successful. There are many of our ranks 
who have been electrocuted while engaged with this fine 
hobby of ours. Others will be equally unfortunate-· un
pleasant as the realization may be. 

However, we do know that those who have met with 
accidents have in every case contributed something to our 
cause. Many of us owe our lives to those who have gone sim
ply because their experience has enabled us to avoid circum
stances that would have been disastrous. 

Because of this I suggest that all amateurs who have died 
in pursuance of our hobby be pP.rmanently honored. If no 
pro,ision has been made already I think a metal plaque 
engraved with the names of all amateurs who have thus died 
should be placed in station WlA W. The files of QST contain 
accounts of many fatal accidents and comprise a fairly com-
plete record. •· 

It seems to me.such a commemoration would be the least 
we members of A.R.R.L. could give. 

-· Stanley L. Grimes, K6PTY 

EXTRA-SENSORY PERCEPTION 
4614 North 6th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Editor, QST: 
rve noticed a few letters in the correspondence co!Ulllllll! 

regarding seemingly telepathic experiences that hams have 
had. It has been suggested that psychic research would be a 
good sideline for an amateur, as his rig would provide the 
long,<listance communication desirable for some telepathy 
experiments and, at the same time, an amateur is apt to 
be inquisitive about that sort of thing. I'd like to endorse 
that suggestion and add a few of my own. 

The psychology departments of many colleges are doing 
work of this kind, but few of them can obtain sufficient funds 
for extensive research of such a radical sort. Free long-dis
tance communication would be very welcome. If you'd like 
t,0 combine traffic handling with experimenting, see your 
local psychology prof. 

Or, if you'd like to play around a little on your own, the 
card index and Reader's Guide at the library will provide an 
amazing amount of material to start with, I'd especially 
re.commend New F'rontier• of the Mind and Extra-Sensorr; 
Perception, both by Dr. J. B. Rhine of Duke University; 
Jfental Radio by Upton Sinclair; and the article on page 331. 
volume 4.5 of Science Monthly. 

Now that the war is spoiling so much of the DX, this 
may give some ex-DXers something to do. 

- Keith J. Hayes, W9ZGD 

CQ AMATEUR METEOROLOGIST 
55 Hempstead Ave., West View, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Editor, QST: 
I am not only interested in amateur radio but in mete

orology, too. I have at the shack here a few pieces of weather 
bureau equipment which I am endeavoring to increase and 
improve. I should like to know if there are at present any 
clubs or organizations within amateur radio which feature 
the radio and weather bureau. l have been QSO'ing with 
several operators that are also interested and we thought it 
would be nice to join up with any present organization or, 
in case that none existed, originate one. 1:rhe amateurs I 
speak of are W3ILC and W3HSD, both of Washington, 
D. 0. After some discussion we concluded that amateur 
weather and radio stations wouid be a great idea, being of 
great service to both amateurs and other facilities depend
ing upon weather to any extent for operation. Airlines and 
shipping would benefit by reports from locations where no 
tT, 8. weather bureau existed. . 

- .... Warren Repp, WSTZW 

.&LETTER 
912 West, 30th St., Wilmington, Del. 

Editor, QST: 
I came home the other night and found this letter on my 

(Continued on next left-hand pao•l 



A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the 
products of these dependable manufacturers. 

ALBANY, N. Y. Uncle Dove's Rodio Shock 356 Broodway 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 265 Peochtree Street 
Rddio Wire Television Inc. 

BOSTON, MASS. Rodio Shock 167 Woshington Street 

BOSTON, MASS. 110 Federol Street 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

BRONX,N. Y. 542 Eost Fordhom Rd. 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

BUTLER, MISSOURI 211-215 N. Moin Street 
Henry Rodio Shop 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
Allied Rodio Corp. 

833 W. Jackson Blvd. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 901-911 W. Jockson Blvd. 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

ALBANY, N. Y. Uncle Dove's Radio Shack 356 Broadwoy 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 265 Peachtree Street 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

BOSTON, MASS. Radio Shack 167 Woshinston Street 

BOSTON, MASS. ·110 Federol Street 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

BRONX,N, Y. 542 East Fordham Rd. 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

BUTLER, MISSOURI 211-215 N. Moin Street 
Henry Radio Shop 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS •· 833 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Allied Rodio Corp, 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 
United Radio, Inc. 

1103 Vine Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 25 North Fronklin Street 
Electric & Rodio Supply Co., Inc. 

DETROIT, MICH, 325 E. Jefferson Ave. 
Radio Speciolties Co. 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 11800 Woodword Ave. 
Radio Speciolties Co. 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 227 Asylum Street 
Radio Inspection Service Company 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 
R. C.& L. F. Holl 

4021 Huey Street 

JAMAICA, L. I. 90-08 166th Street 
Rodio Wire T elevislon Inc. 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 1012 McGee Street 
Burstein-Applebee Company 

NEW YORK, N. Y. Harrison Radio Co. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

NEWARK, N. J, 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

READING, PENN. 
George D. Barbey Company 

12 West Broadway 

'100 Sixth Ave. 

24 Central Ave. 

404 Walnut St. 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. T. F. Cushing 349 Worthington St. 

WASHINGTON,. D. C. 938 F Street, N. W. 
::iun Radio & Service Supply Co. 

CHICAGO,ILL, 901-911 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 
United Radio, Inc. 

1103 Vine Street 

JAMAICA, L. I. 90-08 166th Street 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 
Beem Radio Company 

409 W. 3rd St. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 1124-26 Harmon Place 
Lew Bonn Company 

MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA 204 No. Twelfth Street 
Home Radio Mort 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Radio Wire Television Inc, 

100 Sixth Avenue 

NEWARK, N. J. 
Radio Wire Television Inc. 

24 Central Ave. 

READING, PENN. George D. Barbey Co. 404 W•lnut Street 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 938 F Street, N. W. 
:;un Radio & Service Supply Co. 

Listings on this page do not necessarily imPly endorse.numt by QS1' of the dealers or of other eqiiipment suld b,v them. 
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-A.nnouncement 
by 

J he Eastern Gompany 
and 

.J-1.. 9appe Gompany 

• The undersigned companies take great pleas
ure in announcing that on January 1, 1940, The 
Eastern Company, Cambridge, ,Massachusetts, 
acquired the physical assets of the H. Jappe 
Company of Boston and Worcester, Massa
chusetts .. The personnel of the H. Jappe 
Company has been retained by The Eastern 
Company and the operation of the Worcester 
office is being continued by The Eastern 
Company. 

• On January 1, 1940, Mr. Henri Jappe 
became ,1vianager of the Radio Parts, Acces
sories and Amateur Equipment Department of 
The Eastern Company, in which capacity he 
is being assisted by Mr. Walter L. Brother as 
Assistant to the Manager. 

• The amalgamation of the Radio Parts busi
ness of these two companies will provide to 
radio dealers, service men, amateurs and en
gineers who use electronic equipment for in
dustrial or research purposes, a source of 
supply which is unequalled in New England. 
With the continued support and co-operation 
of the many friends of H. Jappe Company 
and The Eastern Company we both face the 
future with the greatest possible confidence 
and high expectancy. 
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Jhe Eastern Gompany 

JI.. 9appe Gompany 

operating table. I thought it might give the boys a laugh 
if they read it in QST. Here is the letter: 

"The Shack 
"Dear OM: 

"I find it rather difficult to bring myself around to writing 
this letter, but I just couldn't put it off any longer. You will 
no doubt be startled to hear from me since I have never 
written before; I do feel that we know and understand each 
other, though, and I hope that we may become even better 
friends. 

"The other day (Friday, I think) you were working a Wl 
up in Boston. I was following you letter for letter, as I usu• 
ally do, but I'll have to admit that f really wasn't paying 
much attention to what you were saying, That happens a lot 
in ham radio, so it's nothing new I guess. Anyway, I did 
notice that the Wl said that he was using an e.c.o., and from 
the way he talked he was pretty much tickled over the way 
it worked. My ears did prick up a bit, however, when you 
started asking him questions about the thing. I've known 
you long enough to be able to tell when you are really in
terested in a guy's rig, and just not making polite conversa• 
tion; this time you were interested. Frankly I was glad when 
that QSO was over, because that fellow was really selling 
e.e.o. to you. The thing that bothered me most was when 
you pulled out the big box of parts and started to look 
through them - you remember, right after you signed. 
Then when you pulled out the Handbook and started to look 
in the e.c.o. department I waa really alarmed. 

"Gosh, OM, don't build an e.c.o. I've worked with you 
for six or seven years now, and you've never gone wrong on 
anything we've done together. I think I firat met you that 
day you received a ticket for working out of the band, or 
perhaps it was that time when you got one for having an 
unstable signal. It's not very important anyway, so I won't 
go into that any further. Together we have really done a 
good job. 

"In the first place I'm built to stay in one place. If I can't 
do that I'm not doing such a ii;ood job. I have a good voice, 
too - always T9x. It doesn't make any difference to me 
whether your antenna is swinging around like a jumping 
rope, or whether a gang of rug-cutters are shaking the shack 
like an earthquake. I just laugh at them. They can't phase 
me, or cause me to move an inch, or better yet a cycle. 
When some big guy gets right on top of me I don't complain. 
I stand up for my rights, but if the big guy giyes me too 
much trouble I can always double up and come out some
where where there isn't some big guy beating on me. 
Sometimes it has been pretty hot in my house; it's been your 
fault, too. You bottled me up with so much current that I 
darn near passed out. Lots of times I whistled at you, but 
what did you do? You tapped on my roof with a pencil and 
told me to shut up. What kind of a deal do you call that? 
One time I got so darn uncomfortable that I left a brown 
spot on my floor, but anyone would have done the same 
thing in my circumstances. In spite of all that I kept right 
on going, and so far I haven't let you down once. 

"Another thing, I know lots of fellows that hang around 
the same place that I do. You know them, too. They are the· 
fellows that know your first name, and they are the ones 
that you would look up if you ran out of dough when you 
\\-ere in their towns. Sometimes when you try some other 
place to work from, the guys treat you sort of stiff-like. I'm 
not there with you to help you take that sort of stuff on the 
chin, but I'm usually around the shack listening in, When 
you do get fed up on that stuff we start working together 
again, and then we go to town. A couple of little taps on your 
bug and we are in on a three-way with a couple of old pals. 
Of course I know that it isn't always the be.st thinz to live 
alone in your own little circle, but I'm of the opinion that if 
a fellow doesn't have much time to spend on the air he 
should spend it with his friends. Naturally that's my own 
opinion, but everyone is entitled to his own opinion. 

"If you build an e.c.o. you will be all over the place. You 

RADIO 
ENGINEERING broadcast!ns, aviation a.nd 

, _ police racho, servicing, manne 
radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and railway 
accounting taught thoroui!hly. 48 weeks' engineering course, 
cgt1ivalent to three years of college radio work. School established 
187'. All expenses low. Catalog free. 
DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Day Street, Valparaiso, Indiana 



probably won't ever work the same guy twice. Sometimes 
you'll make a nuisance of yourself swishing all around, and 
some people will wish that you'd curl up and die. Then again, 
you know t,hat you don't check your frequency like you 
should. If the l!'.C.C. knew what you have always used for a 
monitor they would probably slap you in the jug. It's OK 
with me; I'll keep you outside looking in, but do you think 
an e.c.o. could do that? No, indeed. It would sit around and 
laugh while you chopped rocks or made license plates. Some 
of these e.c.o. birds get the jitters too. They sound like they 
are trying to whistle with a mouth full of water. I can almost 
foll how much the OM weighs by the warble of the e.o.o., 
when he walks acroBS the floor in the shack. Oh, I'm telling 
you old pal, those e.c.o.'s will do you dirt if they get half a 
chance. 

"I gueBS I've preached enough by now. If you still want to 
buy that 802, go ahead, and may the Lord be on your side. 
If you ever do get in a spot, though, I will be sitting around 
ready to get back in the harness again. 

"Yours through thick and thin, 
"Old X Cut.'' 

Well, there it is. 
-· Len Yerqer;Jr., WSBTQ 

PLUG FOR LOW POWER 
1000 Kensington Rd., Grosse Pointe Park, Mich. 

Editor, QST: 
I suppose nearly every amateur, from the day he gets his 

license, finds his mouth watering for "the Big Tube.'' Feels 
that unleBS he puts out several hundred watts he is wasting 
hiss. on the d.a., as T. Gray so aptly expreBSes it. But noth
ing could be further from the truth. 

Of course high power will go to town and reach far a way 
places - sometimes. Don't think, however, that low power 
(i.e., 50 watts output or l0BSi will fail to yield big dividends. 
In spite of the fact that all this has been ably and frequently 
disc1188ed, I ahould like to stick in my oar, for what it is 
worth. And the best way to make the point is to offer actual 
figures. 

But first I will refer briefly to the results obtained with 
the QSL Forty and the QSL Sixty. There is a stack of letters 
here 5 or 6 inches high about these little jobs, and some of 
the fellows tell me that they have worked Australia, South 
America, England, Hawaiian Islands, Canal Zone, all W 
districts, etc., etc. I have a card here myself from Italy. And 
the joke is that most of them are doing a lot better than I 
am, but I am a punk operator which will account for that. 

Now let's take a look at real low power. The transmitter 
used was the Portable Five, described in December QST, 
hooked to an 80-meter half-wave, end-fed Zepp with feeders 
about 55 feet long. The output was 5 or 6 watts. The figures 
given below represent the total operations from August 4 to 
December 22, 1939, not the best season, it will be observed. 
There were 288 "tries" from which 95 QSO's resulted, or 
40% SUCCeBS, 

(By the way, as I was writing this, I heard W9BGH, near 
St. Louis, Mo., ealling CQ, and I answered him, getting RST 
589x for the 5-watter. We had QSO'd- I like that verbl
last Friday when a QSL Forty with 50 watts output was 
used here and that report was only RST 599x. Lloyd said 
the signal of the 5-watter was nearly as loud as the 50-
watter.) 

Well, here is the dope: 

Results by Districts with 5 Watts Output on 
20, 40 and 80 Meters, at WBQBW, QDK. 

Total Percent 
w Trie• QSO'• NoQSO'• Bucceaa 
1. ............... 25 8 17 32 
2 ••••••••••.••••• 18 6 12 38 
3 ................ 5 1 4 20 
4 ••••••••........ 21 8 13 28 
5 .•••....•.......• 11 3 8 27 
6 ••••.••••••••.•.• 12 0 12 0 
7 ••..............• 8 1 7 12 
8 •..•............. 75 41 34 55 
9 ................. 30 12 18 40 
CQ ............... 31 15 16 50 
DX ............... 2 0 2 0 

Totals .•.........• 238 95 143 40 

Aa might be expected, the 8th and 9th district. lead and 
the East Coast showa up well. The Far West, 6 and 7 are 
disappointing, but may improve during the winter. 

(Continued on nezt left-hand page) 

THROUGH RAIN, SLEET, 
HAIL or SNOW 

• 
/ 

' 
" 

ALWAYS / 
SHINES • 

T HANKS to our many thousands of friends through
out the world who have rnade it possible, SUN 

RADIO today - and since 1922 - carries the largest 
and most complete selection of amateur receivers, 
transmitters, parts, tubes and kits anywhere. 

If you are interested in obtaining the finest quality 
equJprnent at the lowest possible prices you can be 
sure SUN will have it. 

JUST OUT! 

* * * 
and 

* 
already 
HITS! 

* 

* 

* 

The 1'.'EW Hallicrafters 
SX-25 SUPER-DEFIANT 

• 10, 20. 40, 80 meter e 6 step variable 
band spread selectivity 

• 540 Kc to 42 Mc. • "S" and ''DB" meter 
<:nverage 

Complete with Crystal. Speaker and Tube,. 
Net $99.50 

The NEW Hammarlund SUPER-PRO 
"200" 

• ::! --T.R.F. sta~ • Noi.se limiter 
• 3-·· I.F. stages • 14 watts of au<lio 
Complete with Crystal, Sneaker and Tubes. 

Net $279.00 

The NEW and IMPROVED National 
NC-l0lXA 

• 1.7 to 30 Mc. • ••,;" Meter 
• Noise silencer • Direct reading dial 
("':omplete with Crystal, bpeaker and Tu bes. 

Net $129.00 
COME IN and SEE and HEAR these latest 1940 
model~I Also, a i:umpletE:" St'lt'"Mion of HO\VARO and 
RME receivers in stock. \Vrite, l:all or phone for free 
<lP~criptive literature.. Convenient time vavments 
arranged if desirNt. · 
SUN'S PlllCES ARE THE LOWEST ANYWHERE I 

FREQUENCY MODULATION KITS 
Write for free Browning Bulletin 105 containing circuit 
<liagtam and parts list on "'How to build your own 
F-M receiver." 
KL-3000A- .,-MC. IF amplifier. Wired. Net .. • $27.90 
BJ-40T- Ric<' tuner. Wired. Net ..•........• • $11.70 

LATEST EQUIPMENT IN STOCK 
Ken.yon Cath-0-Drive Modulation Kits 

Kit .. 50" - 5 watts. Net ••••••••••••••••• • $18.75 
Kit "1S0"-1.5 watts. Net. •••••••••••••• • $22S8 
Kit "600" •·--- 60 watts . .1.Vet ••••••••••••••• • $35.13 

Meissner De Luxe Si_gnal Shifter. Net •••••• • $44.95 
Billey VFI Variable Crystal Unit. Nel .•••••• • $6.60 
Jim Millen "'Retrofit." Net ...•....•••••••• • $3.50 
Premax Vertical, Telescopic Radiators. 

Wr#e for descriptive literature rrnd net prict!!:s 

- SUN SERVICE -
The complete staff and facilities uf SON RADIO are 
always at your disposal. If you are troubled by any 
eni;dneering or technical problems we shall be very glad 
t.o lend onr able a~sistance - gratis. 
- W21JXC-W2LFV-W2,JEB. and the rest of the gang. 

Special Attention Given to Export Orders 9'I 
Mail Orders Promptly Filled !'.:....l-

//RADIO CO. 
~12 Fulton Street, .111111 New York 

, "-._ Cab/• .4ddms SUNRADiO NEW YORK 
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TheNewSignal 
Generator 

Range 120 KC 
to 120 MC 

New service instrument is important companion 
to the Rider Chanalyst and Rider Voltohmyst 

Dollar for dollar, feature for feature, the new RCA 
SIGNAL YST ... is the best buy in Signal Generators. Its 
amazing range is greater than any test oscillator ..• 
Its accuracy and stability are the tops. It is beautiful to 
look at and simple to operate-truly a mag-$ l 0750 ni!icent instrwnent you will be proud to own Net 

Over 335 million RCA radio tubes have been pur
chased by radio users. In tubes, as in parts and test 

equipment, it pays to go RCA All the Way. 

THIS EXPERT 
WILL HELP YOU 
PASS THE NEW 

1 
RADIO EXAMS 

Newly-written, low-cost, home
study courses under supervision 
of Arthur R. Nilson, twenty 
years co-author of technical 
radio books. Fit yourself for the new license ex
aminations - Radio Telephone Operator 1st or 
2nd class and Radio Telegraph Operator's per
mit, used in the Aeronautical, Forestry and Police 
services and Broadcasting. Thousands of profes
sional radiomen use Nilson and Hornung text
books to keep up to date. Now Arthur R. Nilson• 
will give you direct, detailed lessons, step by step. 

SEND FOR FREE 16-PAGE BOOKLET "What 
The Modern Radioman Must Know." Make 
this step toward your successful radio career 
••• now! 

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL 
51 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 

Ple11se send me without oblig11tion, ,-our 
boolilet "Wh111 The Modern Radioman 
Must Know." 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Name, _________________ : 

Address ________________ I 

1 
Cit,, ___________ Stale ____ --'Q•3 : 

--------------------------------122 

The conclusion to be drawn is that 5 watts output will' 
eover quite a bit of the U.S.A. if it works into a decent an
tenna and reasonable care is used in making calls. If the 
band is "dead," as it often is, or if your own frequency baa a 
couple of stations parked on it, you won't do much, so use 
the skull and don't waste time or cause useless QRM. 

The 5-watt job haa worked 24 states so far, and two of 
these, Wyoming and Vermont, were two more towards 
WAS here. This, it seems to me, is a Jot of territory for a rig 
that 'costs (le"" crystals) ouly $6.43, which includes power 
supply as well as the oscillator itself. 

- Fred Sutter, WBQBW-QDK 

Labeling controls with a pen directly on 
crackled panels is impossible because of the 
nature of the surface, but by cutting off a small 
tab of transparent tape, affixing it to the position 
under the control and then by using fine pen point 
and white ink, the class of your labeling is limited 
only by your artistic ability. The white lettering 
set off against the dark background approaches 
closely a !lommercial job. - 'W9ARE. 

Said the proud owner of a genuine 5-tube de
pression·superhet to W9NOY, "You're going to 
get into trouble. Last night your station came in 
on the broadcast band." 

"Oh, no," says NOY, "my station didn't come 
in on the broadcast band - your receiver came 
in on the short-wave band." 

FOR YOUR TOOL KIT 
This SIGNAL 
¼ inch 
DRILL 

List Price $19.50 

IS TOPS IN VALUE 
This is the drill to buy for your tool kit. It is the 
same drill used by electricians, radio repairmen, 
and shops. Capacity ¼" in steel, 1/2" in hard
wood, measures 12" long, speed 2950 R.P.M., 
trigger switch, 8-foot rubber cord and plug, 
weight 5½ pounds. SIGNAL drills are depend
able because they're well made, and they are 
outstanding values because they're priced right. 
If your radio jobber cannot supply you, write us. 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Menominee, Mich. 

Established 
1892 



HAM-ADS 
nal~e~tf~1~~ i~i~~t~n,.t~~~,.~~0 e~ti"i!::~t:~ rJ 
their pursuit of the art. 

(2) No display of any character will be accepted. nor can· 

:';1~'\~fte!!~~~~~\ilct;:~';i°t:~~ fg~J':, ~~e0!d~~~~ 
tlsement stand out from the others. 

(3) The Ham-Ad rate Is 15¢ per word, except as noted In 

pa(:rA.1'~!r~~~o~. !ull must accompany copy. No cash or 
contract discount or agency commission will be allowed. 
mJgih <;!~~t:utWc~i:.·aaa:/s the 25th or the second 

(6) A special rate o! 7¢ per word wlll apply to advertising 
which, In our Juc1li'.ment, Is obviously non-oommerclal In 
nature and Is placed and signed by a member o! the Ameri
can Radio Relay Leaiiue. Thus, advertising of bona fide 

~~b':,"~~~ig&::n:,e,ct.,~g~r:,d i~r:i"_!!r~iaF 1fn~~~i 
!orspeclal equipment, If by a member of the Am~can Radio 
Relay Leaiiue takes the 7 t rate. An attempt to deal In ap-

r~~':r~t q~t!ll' J~e~rr,:~ ·::'lJ~ b~~ \tct,:1f~~t~~ 
Provisions of paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) apply to all 
advertising In this column regardless ol which rate may 
apply, 

Having made no investigation of the adver
tisers in the clasllified columns, the publish
ers of QST are unable to vouch for their 
integrity or for the grade or character of the 

products advertised 

QUARTZ-· direct importers from Brazil of beet quality pure 
quartz suitable for making piezo-electrio crystals. 
Diamond Drill Carbon Co., 719 World Bldg., New York City. 

QSL'S-samples. Brownie, W3CJI, 523 No. Tenth St., Allen
town, Pa. 

CALLBOOKS -- Winter edition now on sale containing com
plete up-to-date list of radio ham• throughout entire world. Also 
world prefix map, and new time conversion chart. Single copies 
$1.25. Canada and foreign $1.35. Radio Amateur Call Book, 610 
S. Dearborn, Chicago. 

QSL'S - By WSNOS - 13 Swan St., Buffa.lo, N. Y. 

CRYSTALS, mounted, 80-160, $1.25, V-cut 40, $2.25. R9 
Crystals, 338 Murray Ave., Arnold, Pa. 

QSL'S, all colors, cartoons, snappy service. Write for free 
samples today. WIBEF, 78 Warrenton, Springfield, Mass. 

CRYSTALS: police, marine, aircraft, and amateur frequencies. 
Descriptive catalog. Ham Crystals, 1104 Lincoln Place, Brook
lyn, N. Y. 

QSL'S, Maps. Cartoons. Free samples. Theodore Porcher, 7708 
Navahoe, Philadelphia, Pa. 

USED receivers. Bargains. Cash only. No tradee. Price list 3t. 
W3DQ, Wilmington, Del. 

QSL's . .Free samples. Printer, Corwith, Iowa. 

CRYSTALS: famous P.R., mounted in latest Alsimag 35 hold
ers - 40, 80 meter PR-X, 160 meter PR-Z, $3; 40, 80 meter 
PR-Z (low drift), $3.50; 20-meter PR-20, $4.50; unconditionally 
guaranteed. Immediate shipment. Wholesale Radio Labs., 
Council Bluffs, Iowa, W9GFQ. 

QSL'S - SWL's. 100, 3 color, 75¢, Lapco, 344 W. 39th, In
dianapolis, Ind. 

CRYSTALS- police, marine, aircraft, amateur. Catalog on 
request. C-W Mfg. Co., 1170 Esperanza, Los Angeles. 

QSL'S. Samplee. W9RUJ, Auburn, Neb. 

CRYSTALS in plug-:_in heat dissipating holders. Guaranteed 
good oscillators. 160M - SOM, $1.25. (No Y outs.} 40X, $1.65. 
SOM vari-frequenoy (5 kilocycle variance) complete. $2.95. 
State frequency desired. C.O.D.'s accepted. Pacific Crystals, 
1042 S. Hicks, Los Angeles. 

MACAUTO code machines: low monthly rental 50,000 words 
practice tapee. Write N. C. Avers, 711 Boylston St., Boston, 
Mass. GRAnite 7189-W. -

BEST offer - Complete set professionally bound QST'• lackina; 
first pamphlet - perfect condition - 21 volumes. W9APM. 

QSL'S? - SWL's? Made-to-order. Service. No cheap trash. 
Samples? WSDED, Holland, Mich. 

MUST sell my Meissner Signal Shifter, voltage regulator, coils 
for 20, 40, 160. $33. W9PEV. 

VERTICAL gear reducers for antennas. Will give any speed 
deeired on antenna. Compact, totally enclosed. Price $15. com
plete. Patron Transmission Co., 154 Grand St., New York, N. Y. 
SELL station. W9MGE, .Fairfield, Iowa. 
750 watt power supply, new, $25. W5GUY, Rio Hondo, Texas. 
SW AP: servicing equipment for receiver. Ted G'rom,vell, Shep
herd, Tenn. 
SX17 rifueiver complete with speaker, $110. - like new. Com
plete fone CW 300 watts, $140. WSRLB, Shelby, Mich. 
NATIONAL SOX plus matching loudspeaker, excellent condi
tion, $60. delivered. Shipped on receipt first remittance $10., 
reet C.O.D. Lt. F. Jordan. U.S.S. Porter, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
WANTED: AC SW3 less power supply. Send dope. W2FRP. 
()ASH for your receiver, transmitter, teleplex:, modern eq~iµ~ 
ment, etc. Or highest trade-in allowances toward new or re
cuuditioned equipment. Monthly payments, if desired. You·u 
always be. satisfied dealing_ with me. Write me now. 73. Bill 
Harrison, W2AVA, 12 W. Broadway, N. Y. C. 
COLLINS 30F'X - 185 watts, unaltered. perfect condition, two 
$20. crystals - $95. Bagwell, Jr., 1643 W. North Ave., Balti
more, Md. 
QSL'S by W7TK; Whittaker, Marysville, Wash. 
R.F. final amp. with HK354, $18. Exciter, tlV6G -iiN7G -
807, 7 xtals, $18. WSOSL, S. Heights, Pe.. _ 
i:.'J:RYSTAL grinders blanks, modern cuts. WSOUE, Paul Byers, 
Indiana, Pa. 
QSL'S -- SWL's. Colorful, economical. Samples. Meade, SW 
Wyandotte, Kansas City. Mo. 
TELEPLEXES, Instructographs bought, sold. Ryan's, Han
nibal, Mo. 
1938 battery model NC-101-X complete $100. cash. W8NVG, 
Prattsburg, N. Y. 
GIL cartoon QSL'a. New line just out. Send for samples. 
WlCJD, Gildersleeve, Conn. _ 
W8FN's crystals, X cut, 1750-2000; 350D--4000 kc., .., five 
kilocyclee, $2. Blanks, three for $2. including carborundum. 
William Threm, 1833 Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
QSL'S . .Finest. Lowest pric~.s. Samples. Maleco, 1805 St. Johns 
Place, Brookl.vn, N. Y. 
AGSX bandspread coils wanted - state bands, price. W3KJ. 
BEST buys in beams. Only $39. for steel rotator complete with 
tip-down head, indicator, quiet motor. Save half at Rotary 
Array Service. WSML. 
CRYSTALS-·- Special custom !P"Olmd 40 M. X-cut crystals in 
ceramic holders within 5 kc., $2.50. Koradio, Mendota, Ill. 
1''. B. Meinikheim makee .FB racks. Six foot, three inch channel 
iron; black, gray; $8. 614 Main, Toms River, N. J. 
CALLS: ca•t aluminum polished letters on black back - guar
anteed - studio, 60¢; auto 75¢; both $1. E. Bailey, W. Newton, 
Pa. 
NEATER QSL'a. Samples. W4FVC, Gainesville, Ga. 
COMBINATION dependable model 800 tube and set tester in 
new condition, $18. W2IMM. 
SELL T-125, Weston meters, National parts, etc. W3QM. 
QSL'S. Samples and prices for hams. W2AEY, 338 Elmora. 
Elizabeth, N. J. 

BROWNING preselector and cash for National Graflex. R. J. 
Lieber, W8TND, 606 Shorb Ave., N., Canton. Ohio. 

FELLOWS - you can't get better de.al elsewhere when you 
trade with us. Send for that Bargain Catalog. Set your own 
terms, as we finance our own paper. Any kit wired at lowest 
prices. 'Write Leo W9GFQ today for satisfaction l(Uaranteed. 
Wholesale Radio Labs., Council Bluffs, Iowa. 

LOOK - following sets brand new in unopened carton,s: 8-20 
Champions, $39.50; S-19 Buddiee, $18.50; Challengers 11, 
$59.50; S-16 Skyriders, $75.; also man.v used rPceiver bargains. 
Write for big list to Leo W9GFQ, Council Bluffs, Iowa. 

QSL'S. Fritz, 455 Mason, Joliet, llL 

SELL- SX-17 Super Skyrider with crystal - uew original 
carton. Anderson, Pelican Rapids, Minn. 

BEST place to get amateur receivers is W9ARA. Best trades. 
beet terms (financed by myself), ten day free trial. Prompt ship
ment from world's largest stock. Shipment from factory if you 
prefer. Write me about your wishes. I will send full information 
and help you get the right receiver. W9ARA, Butler, Mo. 

RECONDITIONED guaranteed receivers and transmitters. 
Nearly all models cheap. Same guarantee as new receivers. rren 
day free trial. Terms. Write for free list. DB-20's, $24.; relay 
rack gray RME-69, $89. W9ARA, Butler, Mo. 

BUY direct for less. Postage prepaid on all filament transform
ers. Precision Transformer Co., Muskegon, Mich. 
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ANNOUNCING: By popular demand, we have added 160 
meter crvstals to our line of unbeatable T9 40 and 80 meter 
crystals, "$1.60 postpaid; dependable- fully_~aranteed. Close 
frequencv choice. T9 ceramic holders, $1. C.O.D.'s accepted. 
Commercial crvstals available, inquire. Sold by: Henry Radio 
Shop, Butler, Mo.; Radio Doc. 721 S. Main, Loe Angeles, Calif.; 
},'rank An,;alone, 375 W. 46th, N. Y. C.; Pembleton Labs,, Ft. 
Wayne, Ind.; Frank Mayer Co .. Corpus Christi, Texas; Valley 
Radio Distributors, Appleton, Wis.; a.nd Eidson'•• Temple, 
Te.xas. 
4()() watt reia.y type tra.osmitter with tubes, power, crystal
$125. Modulator for same, $5.5. 125 watt phone transmitter 
with tubes, crystal mike, relay mounted. W5HXC, Blackwell, 
Okla. 
1'JONSTRUCTION troubles? An.v equipment described. QST 
or elsewhere built for list price of parts. Prices on request, 
W-8SLP, W8ODS c/o WPGG, Findlay, Ohio. 
WANTED:Good second hand bug. WsliJ'{H,..,...,G"""'r-an1~-"te-,'Okla. 
FOR sale-Bargain: complete Western Radio Eng. Co. crystal 
control unit with two buffer stages mounted on standard 6 foot 
rack. 220 v. input. Low harmonic component. Stability well 
within plus minus 50 cycles in broadcast band. WDGY, Minne
apolis. 
RACKS - $4.95 up. Schaaf, 4741 Byron, Chicago. 
SELL: Sk.v Challenger - crystal - best offer. W2CHF. 
WANTED: Contax: or Leica camera. Will trade radio gear -
have high and low power equipment - both new a.nd used. 
State wants. W5CCB. 
RADIDcontrol for models by RCH - tbe only complete line, 
lightweight, inexpensive, guaranteed. Send stamp for circular. 
Radio Control Headquarters, Granby, Conn. 
SET Rider Manuals, tra.nemitter, receivers, two big tubes, 
PA System! service instruments, code set, big lot parts, meters, 
i,amera, enlarger- fine condition - sell, trade. Chas. Snyder, 
Richmond, Ind. 

*·--------------·* 
,, • • 25 States ,vith -th~ 

• mobileT-5lO • • • 
portable ,y w4GJO of 

E eRIDLE • ' 
SAYS ANSEL . 7 FLORIDA 

"'""'TEil PAIU(, . 
\\.u, I h d the unit 

t weeks a h 
"· •• in ~e /::rk:; 25 states, using n:!ck 
on the a.tr, S foot vertical rod on ~e 
jug but anf .h ar for an antenPa• 
buinper o t e c 'ES 

ULLETIN Al()) PRIC 
DESCRIPTIVE 8 

WRITE FOR 

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES 
8627 115 STIIEET RICHMOND HILL, NEW Yo11if'c1TY 

CA.LE ADD~US, '"«ATUlAI'", lfEW rou 

LEARN CODE 
the way you'll be using it 

by SOUND 
The beat way to learn to read code 
ia by listening to code. The beat 
way to learn to send code is by 
hearing your own sending repeated 
back to you. With the new All
Electric Master Teleplex Code 
Teaching Machine you learn code 
the natural, easy, fascinating way. 
Only instrument ever produced 

which records your sending in visible dots and dashes -- then 
SENDS BACK your own key work at any apccd you desire. 
That's why pra.ctically every school tea.chins code uses 
TELEP LEX. We furnish complete cotl1"8e, lend you All-Elec• 
tric Master Teleplex, give you personal instruction with a 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - all at a surprisingly low 
cost per month. Write today for FREE cataloii Q. 3. No 
obligation. 

"HAM" 
SPECIAL 
TELEPLEX CO., 67-69 Parle Place, New Yorlc 

In Canada, Writ& 
Canadian Electronic Institute, Toronto, Ontario 
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F.C.C. PRECISION-PLUS/ 
The Browning Visual Fre
quency Monitor answers the 
problem of precise frequency 
measurements in the amateur 
bands. With an accuracy bet
ter than 2 parts in I 0,000 it 
enables you to work close to 
the edge of the bands with 
confidence. The basic circuit 
<."'Onsists of a heterodyne fre
quency meter with a built-in 
mixing circuit and a visual 
zero beat indicator. See it at 
your dealer's or write for 
Bulletin 103A. 

.Amateur N._et Price ONLY $31.3 5 withTUBES 

SPECIAL CUSTOM BUILT MODELS 
The Browning Visual Frequency Monitor is also available in 
a custom built model, Type Sl, covering any three specified 
frequencies between 1,5 and 60 MC. These hand calibrated 
models are intended for the fixed frequency services - police 
and fire depts., marine, etc. Write for complete information 
and prices. 

, I 

HHO\VNIXG tAHOllATOUIES ~ 
WINCHESTER. MASS. 

,,,.--
( 

_J_ ;J-

ONLY 60¢ PER FOOT Complete! 
This remarkahle low price is possible only 
because we produce many thousands of 
these towcr:s each year for use with our 
\Vincharger. Price includes necessary v;µy 
wires and tower sections of 1 O or 20 ft. 
lena-ths with 5 ft. tapered stub top. 

LIGHT, STURDY, RIGID 
Thousands in uoe aa vertical radlatora and rr,!:,:t~:~~~ ~iPJ~~e ~~i'.fi~~h 
vertical anale• and cron.. braces now hot 

~Ph~re'~rlro~~fif."fo"\'iJ'lJ'~i. erected, 

READ U. S. FORESTRY LETTER! 
.. Your tower was installed on Signal Peak~ 
a Lookout Station on the Yakima Indian 
Reservation, at an rJeVation of 5,11~ ft .. 
above sea level. We have found the Win-
charger tower 100% saWfactbry and it ha• 
stood up under 70 mile winds, snow and ice 

:.~~v:t:~•flio~~a:t:Uc~;r~ ~::a~~!~~ 
~!~ ~r1~ff~=r~~ni:h~W~: 

COMMERCIAL BROADCASTERS: I 
Write for complete information on new 
type heavy towers desl2ued for heia:hta 
up to 300 feet. 

WINCHARGER CORPORATION 
Sioux City, Iowa 



Your Nearby Dealer Is Your Best Friend 
Your nearby dealer is entitled to your patronage. He is equipped with a knowledge 
and understanding of amateur radio. He is your logical source of advice and counsel 
on what equipment you should buy. His stock is complete. He can supply your 
needs without delay. His prices are fair and consistent with the high quality of the 
goods he carries. He is responsible to you and interested in you, 

One of these dealers is probably in your city-Patronize him! 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
265 Peachtree Street 

"The World's L.rgest Radio Supply House" 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

Radio Electric Service Co. 
3 N. Howard St. 

Everything for the •mateur 

BOSTON, MASS. 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
110 Federal Street 

"The World's L..rgest Radio Supply House" 

BRONX,NEW YORK 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
542 East Fordham Road 

JAMAICA, L. I., NEW YORK 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
90-08 166th Street (Merrick Road) 
"The World's L,rgest Radio Supply House" 

NEWARK, N. J. 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
24 Central Avenue 

"The World's L.rsest Radio Supply House" 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
100 Sixth Avenue 

"The World's Largest Radio Supply House" 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Harrison Radio Company 
12 West Broadway 

"The World's Largest Radio Supply House" Harrison Has !ti Phone WOrth 2-627 6 for information or rush service 

BUFFALO,NEW YORK 

Radio Equipment Corp. 
326 Elm Street 

W8PMC and W8NEL - H•m, service and sound equipment 

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 

Dymac Radio 
1531 Main Street-Cor. Ferry 

Open Evenings GA. 0252 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 

R. C. & L. F. Hall 
4021 Huey Street (W 9-2713) 

•• Specialist, in Am<tteur Supplies" 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Eugene G. Wile 
10 S. Tenth Street 

C<>mplete Sto_ck of Quality Merch•ndise 

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 

W. 1-1. Edwards Company 
85 Broadway 

N•tional, Hammarlund, H•llicrafter, Thord•rson, Taylor, RCA 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

The Arnold Company 
Broad at Harrison St. 

W3EQQ - "The Virginia Ham Headquarters" -- W3FBL 
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YOU CAN BE SURE 

WHEN YOU BUY FROM 

Q!il 
ADVERTISERS 

.-J "Advertising for QST is 

'L accepted only from firms · 

who, in the publisher's opin.; 

ion, are of established in

tegrity and whose products 

secnre the approval of the 

technical staff of the Ameri

can Radio Relay League/' 

Quot,Yd from QST's advertising rate card. 

Every conceimble need of 
a radio amateur can be 

supplied by the advertis~ 

ers in QST. A.nd you will 

know the product has the 

approval of the League's 

technical sta.ff 
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There is an RMB 
for every frequency 

The scope of RME activity is broad and far reaching. 
The entire useful radio spectrum is serviced by means 
of some RME unit. No matter whether your receiv
ing needs are situated in the long waves, or whether 
your interest lies in the ultra-high frequencies, you 
will-find RME equipment available for precision 
reception. Our catalog will analyze your needs. 

90-608l(c, 
LF-90 INVERTER 

550-3~000Kc
RM£ 69-70 

\ 
DM-HF SERIES 

---~ 

Radio Mfg. Engineers 
• Inc. • 

111 Harrison Street 
Peoria, Illinois 
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* New roller contact ... practically eliminates con
tact wear. * New glass-insulated wirGI ... for positive de
pendability. * New large, copper, heat radiating disc •.. for 
cooler operation. * New copper alloy collector ring ... eliminates 
pigtails and loose connections. * Core type lamination •.. for maximum ruggedness 
and minimum space. * New top and bottom mounting ... for panel, 
chassis, or bench service. 

FOR CONTROLLING: Line Voltage Rectifier 
Output, Motors, Lights, Heaters, etc, 

Variable voltage transformers for smooth voltage 
control. V ARITRAN units employ a special non
fusing roller contact to contact the exposed turns of an 
auto-transformer winding. Rugged construction is em
ployed, with glass insulation to assure dependability. 
Output of 115 Volt unit variable from 0-130 volts 
(230 Volt uhit 0-260 11.) smoothly without inter
rupting circuit. Output voltage independent of load. 

Maximum Amp. rating applies from O to 20 and 95 
to 130 volts. Between 20 and 95 volts current rating 
tapers off to 50% of rated current at 65 v. point. 

Top and bottom mounting for laboratory bench or 
panel mounting. All units supplied mounted,1; with 
terminal strips as in Fig. A, except V-1 (Fig. ts) and 
V-1M (Fig. C). 

Input Output Maxi• Approx. Net Type Voltage Voltage Watts mum Wt. Price Amps. Lbs. 
---- ----------
V-0 115 volts 0-130 230 2 8 $7.50 
V-0-B 230 volts ()-260 230 1 10 9.50 
V-1 115 volts 0-130 570 5 11 10.00 
V-1-M 115 volts 0-130 570 5 12 15.00 
V-2 115 volts 0-130 570 5 11 9.00 
V-2-B 230 volts 0-260 570 2.5 14 11.50 
V-3 115 volts 0-130 850 7.5 14 14.00 
V-3-B 230 volts 0-260 850 3.75 18 18.00 
V-4 115 volts 0-130 1250 11 32 20,00 
V-4-B 230 volts 0-260 1250 5.5 38 25.00 
V-5 115 volts 0-130 1950 17 45 32,00 
V-5-B 230 volts 0-260 1950 8.5 56 37.00 
V-6 115 volts 0-130 3500 30 90 60.00 
V-6-B 230 volts 0-260 3500 15 90 70.00 
V-7 115 volts 0-130 5000 44 120 87.00 
V-7-B 230 volts 0-260 5000 22 120 95.00 

High fidelity Transformer Components 
The new UTC OUNCER series represents the acme 

in compact quality transformer practice. These units 
weigh approximately one ounce and those which do 
not carry D.C. have high fidelity characteristics suitable 
for broadcast and similar applications. The OUNCER 
transformers are ideal for hearing aid, aircraft, glider, 
portable, concealed service, and similar applications. 

The overall dimensions of these units are ¼" di
ameter by 13/16" height, including lugs. Mounting is 
effected by two screws, opposite the terminal board 
side, spaced 13/16". 

OUNCER HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO UNITS 
(MAX. LEVEL O DB) 

fype Application Prl.lmp. No. I Sec. Imp. I Net 
I Price 

~------

I 
0-1 Mike, pickup or 

line to 1 arid 50,200,500 50,000 $6.00 
0-2 Mike, pickup, or 

line to 2 grids 50,200,500 ! 50,000 6.00 
0-3 Dynamic mike to 

I 1 grid 7.5/30 50,000 5.40 
0-4 Single plate to 1 

grid 8000 to 15000 , 60,000 4.80 
0-5 Single plate to 1 I 

td, D.C. in 
aooo to 15000 I 60,000 4,80 "· 0-6 Single plate to 2 

grids 8000 to 15000 ' 95,000 5.40 
0-7 Single plate to 2 

I ~r!ds, D.C. in 

"· 8000 to 15000 95,000 5,40 
0-8 Single plate to 

line 8000 to 15000 ; .50, 200, 500 6.00 
0-9 Single pl•te to 

I line, D.C. in 
Pri. 8000 to 15000 50,200,500 6.00 

0-10 Push pull pl•tes 
to line 8000 to 15000 50,200,500 6.00 

each side 
0-11 Cryst• I mike or 

pickup to I ine 50000 50,200,500 6.00 
0-12 Mixing and 

m•tching 50,200 50,200,500 5.40 
0-13 Re•ctor, 200 

Hys. - no 
D.C., 50 HC. 
--2MA.D. , 

4.20 6()00 ohms 
0-14 50:1 mike orline 

to 1 grid 200 11? megohm 6.00 
0-15 10,1 single plate 

to 1 grid 8000 to 15000 . 1 megohm 6.00 

WllUDli~.!IWIJ.R 
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For a long, long time NATIONAL PARTS have been the standard for a large 

portion of the Amateur Fraternity. The Velvet Vernier Dial, for example, 

made its bow to the world in 1922. In 1940 it is still standard where accurate, 

fine, and velvet-smooth control is needed - an eighteen year useful life span 

in an annually changing industry. National condensers made their debut and 

were used by Fred Schnell in his memorable experimental contribution 

to the U. S. Navy, back in 1925. Today, they team up well with 

National coils to form compact, efficient assemblies such as in W2USA 's 

transmitter. 

No matter if it be a National low-loss insulated 

coupling, a fixed tuned exciter tank, a choke, a socket, 

or a chassis, every item fits a specific amateur need, as

sembles easily, and performs superbly well-and, 

above all, is built for long life and service. 

NATIONALIZE FOR PERMANENCE 

Catalog 300 tells a complete story. Ask your dealer. 

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. MALDEN, MASS. • 
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RCA· 801. The "Little Magician" 
of Beam Power Amplifier Tubes 
Most hams have used the RCA-807 Beam Power Ampli

fier, but not all are familiar with its ability to turn in a 
record-breaking performance on literally dozens of jobs. 
No matter how often you change your rig, there's nearly 
always a place for this versatile little tube. From crystal 
oscillator to doubler, quadrupler, buffer, Class C r-f amplifier, 
grid-modufated r-f amplifier, or modulator you can shift 
this little magician of beam power tubes and, each time, be 
assured of performance and durability not to be beaten at 
any price. It is especially useful for a low-power, portable, 

.. storage-battery-o.per~ted transmitter; a 6)5-G crystal oscil
q lator will drive 1t very nicely. The RCA-807 is, without 
· doubt, the handiest tube in any amateur shack. It will pay 

you to ·get acquainted with all of its countless possibilities. 

· 'RCA-807-HALF A DOZEN TUBES IN ONE 
Plate Dissipation, 30 W. 

Amateur Net, $3.50 
The above ratings are maxim11m RCA lCAS 
R',,ztings (Intermittent Commercial and 
.Amate,,r Service) /or Class C Telegraphy. 

All about Cathode Modulatlonl Ask 
your jobber for a copy of the Jan.
Feb. issueofRCA "Ham Tips". 

~ 
V RCA MANUFACTURING CO,, INC., 
r • CAMDEN, N. J. 

A Service of The Radio Corporation of America FIRST IN MET AL-FOREMOST IN GLASS-FINEST IN PERFORM 
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